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Honorary Secretary’s Report

Again I express my thanks to the Commodore and
Committee for the leave of absence granted to me for the

first six months of the year. Having prevailed on my
predecessor, Brian Hegarty, to stand in for me I am most
grateful to him for his work in keeping the secretariat afloat and
in particular for his organisation of the Annual Dinner.

The first Committee Meeting of the year was held at Howth
on 17th January and as usual concerned itself with the difficult
task of selecting members for election. It had been decided that
up to 10 new members might be elected. In the event 24
applications were received and it was decided that rule 5(xv)
should be used. Thus 13 persons were elected to full
membership. It was further decided that 2 applicants should
have their applications deferred until 1998, under rule 5(viii).

At the second meeting which followed on immediately, a
letter from Dick Lovegrove was read suggesting that
membership be opened up. This difficult question had already
been the subject of discussion at previous meetings and again
the Committee was of the firm view that there should be no
question of increasing the membership limit from the number
of 550 which had already been approved at a previous Annual
General Meeting.

Moving to Club finances the Honorary Treasurer reported
that there had been an excess of expenditure over income of
£5,000 for the 1996 Cruise in Company. This had arisen for a
variety of reasons and would have been much greater had
sponsorship not been sought. The Commodore was of the view
that the Irish Cruising Club should stand on its own financial
feet and not have to rely on surplus funds arising from Irish
Cruising Club Publications Ltd. With increasing competition
for our Sailing Directions this source should not be relied on.
Further, it was pointed out that the cost of the Annual is now
£15/£16 per member, a substantial proportion of the existing
subscription of £25. This resulted in a proposal to be put to the
Annual General Meeting that the subscription be increased to
£40.

The Committee Meeting held prior to the AGM on 7th
March decided, following representations from Donal
Morrissey that the GULL SALVER award revert to its original
dedication which was "to be awarded to the Irish boat best
placed in the Fastnet Race". That meeting also decided that the
number of new members who might be elected in 1998 be 5, as
required by rule 5(i).

A very lively Annual General Meeting followed, attended
by well over l l0 (l note that Brian Hegarty had no more
success than | have had in ensuring that the attendance register
circulated smoothly!) with 66 recorded apologies. Under
finance, the loss on the Cruise in Company was referred to, the

Opposite. Visiting members from the Irish Cruising Club, Clyde
Cruising Club and Royal Cruising Club moored in South West
Harbour on Soames Sound, Mount Desert Island. for party given by
the Cruising Club of America for overseas guests at the home of John
and Nancy McKelvy during the 1997 Summer Cruise on the Coast of
Maine.                                        Photo: Kevin Dwyer

unanimous view was that the event had been exceptionally well
run. tribute again being paid to Arthur Baker for his work. He
gave an indication of the size of the undertaking in referring to
the gross cost of £65,000. Had it not been decided to seek
support from sponsors, the loss would have been greater. The
meeting was of the view that it had been money very well spent
and that it had further enhanced the standing of our Club.

When the proposal to increase the subscription was being
discussed, it was suggested that advertising as a source of
revenue be considered, this found no favour with members and
the proposal that the subscription be increased to £40 as t¥om
January 1998 was passed without opposition.

Our guide and mentor -- Rear Commodore Jarlath Cunnane -- made
the marvellous Clare Island expedition possible.    Photo: WMNixon

East and North Coast Rally at Phennick Cove, Ardglass, 31 May --
l June. Boats which attended: Alakush, Alys, Arawak, Caranja,
Carna, Changeling, Cuchulain, Cuillin, Dun na Mara, Elysium,
Evolution II, Faustina II, Fidem II, Gumdrop, Jokers Wild, Lady Blue,
Leveret, Marie Claire II[, Moonstream, No Fear, Ounvarra, Pablo,
Patrice, Pen Men, Rionnag, Saki, Sandy Ways, Scotch Mist. Sirikit Ill.
Skyjack II, Vinter, Wind Gipsy.



There were two rule changes proposed, discussed and
passed. The first was to alter the date of 31st March in rule
13(i) to 30th April. This is the rule determining the date by
which the Annual General Meeting must be held and the later
date of 30th April gives more flexibility in fixing its date,
relative to the date of the Annual Dinner. They are the most
important events of the Club year and this change will allow
them to be spread apart more than has been possible in some
recent years. Then rule 12(iv) was amended to read

"Any member who has not attained the age of 30 years on or
before the 31st December in the preceding year shall be
required to pay only half of the annual subscription.

Any member who having been a member for at least 20
years, and who has attained the age of 65 years on or before 3 I
December in the preceding year, shall have the option of paying
only half of the Annual Subscription until that member
becomes a Senior Member under rule 4(iii)".

The first part of this proposed change led to a lively
discussion on the relative discretionary spending powers of
members below twenty five, amendments followed and were
defeated. In regard to the second part of the rule change.
apparently it was felt that the existing requirement for Senior
Membership was so far in the future for many so that some
"easing in" to that august level should be introduced.

In the absence of other nominations for Officers and
Committee, the Commodore ( under Rule 10(iv) ) put forward
the Committee’s nominations, all were elected. He thanked
Michael O’Farrell for his services as Vice Commodore and
explained that Terry Johnson, in re-joining the committee,
would take over as Chairman of the Publications Sub
Committee, the position which Dermod Ryan had filled so
capably for a number of years.

In his address, the Commodore spoke of the Cruise in
Company in 1996 and of the achievements in sailing recorded
by members, most notably of Paddy Barry and Jarlath Cunnane
whose exploits in the Antarctic had been well recorded in the
media. He referred to recent discussions chaired by John Gore-
Grimes concerning the use by ICC members of the Library and
other facilities at the Royal Irish Yacht Club, Dun Laoghaire
and expected that a further announcement could be made
shortly in this regard.

The Annual Dinner, arranged in the West by Rear
Commodore Jarlath Cunnane, in a location new to the Club,
Westport, was extremely successful. It was attended by 360
members and guests and the only difficulty was that those who
had prevailed upon Brian Hegarty to accept their last minute
bookings, had to be accommodated in an ante room to which
the amplification was not extended. Thus they did not hear the
excellent speech by the principal guest, Commodore Kit Power
of the Royal Cruising Club.

With the May Newsletter, prepared as usual by Adrian
Stokes, a new Members Booklet was circulated containing an
up to date List of the Committee, Members and Yachts. This
has been very well received and will be published, with an
improved cover, after the Annual General Meeting, tbr the next
few years. A decision will then be made as to whether it should
continue and whether the lists should continue to be published
in the Annual also.

The East Region June Rally took place to the new marina at
Ardglass, where many of the North Region members .joined in,
either by road or by yacht. The weather was kind and I
understand it to have been a most enjoyable weekend.

The Commodore had a busy year representing the Club at
the numerous celebrations by the Cruising Club of America of
their 75th Anniversary. In March he attended their Winter Rally
in the Caribbean with other ICC members, John and Joan Clow,
Brendan and Pamela Bradley, Peter and Evie Ronaldson,
Clayton and Betty Love, Bernie and Kathleen Cahill, Cormac
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"Do you think we should come West Arfs?" Hon Editor and    "I say, that’s a damn fine hat" Bill Keatinge and Ed Wheeler on Pirate
Commodore at Annual Dinner.                   Photo: Donal Walsh    Queen on Clew Bay.                             Photo: Brian Tucker

Donal Walsh, Michael Farrell and Dan McAuley, Annual Dinner,
Westport.                                         Photo: Mary Walsh

and Barbara McHenry. In May he was the principal guest and
speaker at the celebration Dinner, held at the Naval Academy at
Annapolis and finally he and others represented your Club at
the Cruise in Company along the coast of Maine. Thus the long
standing ties between the two Clubs continue to strengthen.

Sales of our Sailing Directions are very strong. It was
necessary to re-print the latest edition of the South & West to

maintain stocks, and sales of the latest edition of the East &
North, the design and layout of which had been considerably
improved by Hon Compiler Malachi O"Gallagher, are running
at an all time high. In previous years, sales of the South & West
have been much greater than those of the East & North, this is
now no longer the case. The Publications Sub Committee are
very aware of developments in electronic navigation systems
and intend to publish our Directions in CD-ROM form as soon
as it is felt that a sufficient number of members and others have
facilities on their yachts for such electronic presentations.

The last committee meeting of the year was held in Cork in
October, 17 of the 21 members attended. Hon Treasurer Donal
Brazil tabled a budget for 1998 which showed that, ignoring
ICC Publications Ltd., the new subscription of £40 per member
would only result in a small surplus for that year and, for the
Publications Company, he expressed concern that funds might
not be available to meet expenditure should re-prints of
Directions be required. However, the Commodore was satisfied

Malachi O’Gallagher and Mary Walsh, Annual Dinner, Westport.
Photo. Do,al Walsh

that any funding that might arise could be met. Between the
Annual, the Sailing Directions, the Members Booklet and the
Newsletters there is, each year, substantial expenditure on
printing.

The Commodore detailed his proposal for an advisory sub
committee to look forward to the vacancies which arise for
Flags and to clarify which members from each region might
succeed as the positions need to be filled. His ideas were
adopted unanimously by the committee, it being noted that no
changes to the rules were being proposed and that all
nominations would be subject to election at the Annual General
Meeting as required by the existing rules.

Finally the Commodore gave details of the Rally in Spain
proposed for 1998 and which is being organised by Leo
Conway. It will start with a dinner at the Yacht Club in Bayona
on 25th June and over the following week two or three informal
events will be held within forty miles or so of that port so that
members may continue a cruise up or down that coast without
too much retracing of their tracks.

I am very pleased to be able to report that your Club has had
another most successful year.

Cormac P McHenry
Honorary Secretary
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New Skye Bridge, Kyles of l~ochalsb seen from Leemara. Photo." R. McKeh’ev

The Svartisen Glacier showing evidence of shrinkage due to global warming. Photo: Brian Black

View from Gulkrona. Typical of the Finnish islands on Peter Ryan’s Scandinavian Summer cruise. Photo: Eric Dlmklev
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Atlantic seas and watery sunshine. Photo: Cormac McHenry

Michael d’Alton.

Red Velvet in Porto. Photo." David Beattie

Early evening mid Atlantic. James Fegan well wrapped up. Photo. Gavin O’Leary

First of five marinas in Lisbon. The Lisbon "’DART" can be seen to the left.
Photo taken from Monument to the Discoverers, looking west    Photo: Robert Rvan



Fred Cudmore
1909-1996. Commodore ICC 1958-1960

Ross Courtney

An appreciation An appreciation

I juste, tot to know Fred Cudmore when as a youngster I crewed
with my brother Tom in his Cork Harbour One Design Svhil.
Fred at this time owned the Betty and he was a fl~rmidable

competitor.
The late J.B. Kearney was commissioned to design a 40"

yacht for a client in Dublin at the start of the Second World
War. Fred subsequently purchased this boat in a partially
completed condition due to the demise of the original owner.
Having finished her himself" she was launched as the famous
Setanta in 1947, the year he was elected a member of our Club.

The elegant varnished hull and the old fashioned Gaff Cutter
rig became a well known sight on the South Coast, the Irish Sea
and as far afield as Brittany. At that time Fred was equally at
home racing or cruising and indeed was one of the Irish
pioneers of cruising in England, Northern France and the
Scillies.

I had the great pleasure of racing against Setanta in
numerous Beaumaris to Cork races in the fifties both ~4mja and
Severn 11.

I well remember a race when Setanta retired and a telegram
was received at the Royal Munster Yacht Club as follows:-

"We have retired from this and fi’om all other races and are
sate and well in Arklow".

As well as Fred’s undoubted contribution to this Club (Flag
Officer from 1954 to 1960) he was an active and energetic
member of the Royal Munster and latterly the Royal Cork
Yacht Club. He was awarded the Wright Memorial Salver in
1952 and the Waterford Harbour Cup in 1969 both with the
famous Kearney design.

An unmistakable figure with his yachting cap and a pipe
fimaly clenched between his teeth. He reared a family of eight
all of whom are still actively inw)lved in the sport he hwed so
much. For his wife Mary, his family and all his numerous
friends he has been a sad loss.

However, ! have no doubt that Fred is still keeping a weather
eye on things from above and is sailing along on a very much
higher plane.

Denis Doyle

I first met Ross back in the 1950"s. I was crewing with Tommy
Cobbe in Charm out of Malahide in those days, and about

every fortnight we would have to stay in Howth because the
tide would not serve for getting back in over the bar at
Malahide on a Saturday evening. Those were the times when
we would lie alongside a fishing boat at the West Pier, and
inevitably visit the old Howth Motor Yacht Club. Ross sticks in
my memory as the member of that Club who took the trouble to
befriend a newcomer. Ross was like that, and I have known him
to make visitors welcome to Howth Yacht Club on many
occasions.

Having lived all his life in and around Howth, Ross was

brought up to the sea and sailing. He was the most senior
member of Howth Yacht Club at his death having been elected
to membership in 1931. He was elected a member of the Irish
Cruising Club in 1948 at a time when membership was
restricted to 100. The 1939-45 War found Ross enlisting in the
Royal Navy as did many another member of our Club. Due to
colour blindness he was denied bridge duty, and served as a
stoker in destroyers in the Atlantic.

Back home alter the war he raced Mimosa, his Howth 17,
for some ten years before acquiring his first cruising yacht
Brwu>th. Fast and wet she was! And Ross drove her hard - he
loved strong wind conditions. Back in the Clubhouse of a
Friday evening over a few drinks, there was nothing Ross liked
more than a good argument. He would argue that black was
white, and the next day that white was black!

In 1964 he bought Fionnuala his McGruer designed and
built 8 Meter Cruiser Racer, and was the instigator of a nucleus
of 8CRS in Howth. I did the 1967 Fastnet with Ross in
Fiommala. It was just one of a number of passages I made with
Ross. He was great to sail with - totally cahn in a crisis. I don’t
think l ever heard Ross shout, or raise his voice, when all about
mayhem would be the order.

In 1970 he commissioned his Swan 37 Bandersnatch. This
was always his fawmrite yacht, 1 thought. Certainly he kept her
racing and cruising, for some 20 years, before purchasing his
last yacht, the Sigma 41 Jabberwok. Like all of us getting on in
years he wanted more space.

Ross was a great supporter of the Irish Cruising Club. If one
looks back throuoh the Annuals one will not find anythin~
written by Ross. However Annual Dinners, A.G.M.’s, Club
rallies had Ross’s consistent support over the years. Right to the
end he was enthusiastic, organising the fitting out of Jabberwok
and enjoying his game of snooker at the H.Y.C. I feel privileged
that in the summer of 1996 he still had the energy and
enthusiasm to join Oleander fl)r two weeks cruising in the
Northern Aegean. At the end of his holiday we had a wet flog
to windward towards Thessalonika. I can see him still in the
mind’s eye, sphinx like at the wheel, taking us to windward. We
have lost a good friend, and a great character.

BH.

Barry Bramwell died in his boat, Part<re. via Azores. This memorial
mural was designed by his daughter Sheridan and painted on the quay
at Horta by Philip Jordan.



Challenge Cup Awards

Ronald Cudmore

This year, there were twenty-three logs submitted for
adjudication. As has become the norm in recent years, the

cruises covered Atlantic crossings, the Mediterranean,
Continental Europe and Scandinavia, as well as further afield.
The cruises were of a high standard and the selection of the
award winners proved difficult. In trying to bring some
objectivity into my adjudicating. I did a comparative analysis
of the data provided with logs and have the following
observations to report:

1. This year, there was only one log submitted for a cruise in
Irish waters and there was no circumnavigation of
Ireland.

2. 17 or over 80% of the logs, excluding the two Caribbean
winter cruises, were for cruises of four week’s duration or
longer. 10 or nearly 50% extended the cruise for two
months or more.

3. If the pattern of cruising continues as for this year, the
Fortnight Cup will soon become an anachronism as only
one cruise was for a period of sixteen days or less, again
excluding the two Caribbean trips.

The quality of cruising that goes unrewarded with a trophy
this year made me think back to my first offshore cruise in 1961
when we sailed from Cork-Milford Haven-Cork - it would be a
Dunn’s dittie. Not only was it an eligible cruise to qualify for
membership of the ICC, that is an offshore passage of at least
100 miles, but a four page article on the cruise was published in
Yachting Monthly.

There was such great variety in the logs this year including:
1. The report by Paddy Barry and Jarlath Cunnane of the

South Aris expedition to retrace the steps of Shackelton.
2. Donal McClement’s trip from Cork to Newport, mainly

into headwinds.
3. Peter Ryan sailing his new purchase from Helsinki to

Ringhaddy via Russia.
4. Dick Lovegrove’s visit to the Caribbean.

and
5. Winkie Nixon’s visit to the East coast of USA.

The awards are as follows:

The Faulkner Cup - The Club’s premier award - to Cormac
McHenry, in a Nicholson 31. He sailed from the Canaries to St.
Lucia, cruised the Caribbean and then sailed from the British
Virgin Islands to Dun Laoghaire via the Azores. He sailed all of
the passages single-handed and covered over 7,000 miles. It
was a tremendous achievement and my congratulations to him.

THE STRANGFORD CUP - for the alternative best cruise - to
Brian Black, in a UFO 34. He cruised from Strangford to
Norway and as far north as Bjornoya at 74 degrees. While there

was a lot of motoring, due to light winds, they nevertheless
covered 4,000 miles in two months.

ThE A’rt,ANTIC TROPHY - for a passage of at least 1,000 miles
- to Brendan Bradley, in an Oyster 435. Having completed the
ARC from the Canaries to St. Lucia in late 1996, he ended 1997
in Marion, Massachusetts for a total cruise of 7,700 miles.

THE WYBRANT CUP - for a Scottish cruise - to James Nixon, in
a Swan 371. While his objective was the Faeroes, which he
successfully accomplished, he also visited the Outer Hebrides
on the way north and the Shetland and Orkney islands on his
return journey - all in twenty-five days.

THE GLENGARRIFF TROPHY -- for a cruise in Irish waters - to
Marie Breathnach, in a Seamaster 23. for the most part, she
sailed single-handed and without auto-helm. Her cruise took
from her Dungarvan along the South Coast as far as Dingle -
and into some interesting anchorages as well.

THE FINGAL TROPHY -- at the adjudicator’s discretion - to Alan
Rountree, in a Legend 34. Alan Bernie (his wife) cruised from
Wicklow to Norway via Scotland and covered 2,100 miles in
six weeks - and are still on speaking terms!

THE FORTNIGHT CUP - tO Michael d’Alton, in a Fuffian 23. He
cruised from Dun Laoghaire as tar as the Scillies, without the
benefit of a GPS - a rarity in today’s world. Cruising at the age
of 76 in a 23 ft. yacht (and surviving!) is deserving of proper
recognition.

THE ROCKABILL TROPHY - tO Paddy Barry and Jarlath
Cunnane for having the courage to abandon the Tom Crean
short of their intended destination of South Georgia, to take
refuge in the support yacht, Pelagic, and, thereby, to return
home with a full complement.

THE PERRY GREER BOWL - to Hilary Keatinge, in an Oyster
Heritage 37. She sailed from the Isle of Wight to the
Netherlands, where she had lived for ten years, and revisited
many favourite old haunts.

THE WILD GOOSE Cup - to David and Joan Nicholson, in an
Oyster Heritage 37, for pleasant to read and informative log on
their cruise from Portugal to Turkey.

To my delight, I enjoyed the task of adjudicating more than I
had expected. I would like to thank Liam McGonagle for
giving me this opportunity.
THE ARAN ISLANDS TROPHY is awarded by the Western Area
Committee to Pat Lavelle in recognition of his work for the
RNLI.
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Index of Cruising Grounds

Reference numbers: The firsi two digits of the reference number refer to the year of publication while the latter digits refer to the
log number in tile Table of Contents of that year’s annual: eg 87.11 - Annual of 1987, Log no. 11

Aleutian Islands 93.04

America - North 88.16,
America - South 88.14,
Antarctica 97.25

Arctic 89.02, 90.04, 92.20,

Atlantic Crossing 88.16, 89.07, 90.10,
Atlantic lslands 88.16, 89.10, 89.05,

93.02, 93.13, 93.15,

Australia 88.13

Baltic 90.08, 91.22, 92.13,
Brittany 88.05, 88.06, 88.07,

91.08, 92.21, 91.06,
96.13, 96.20, 96.2 I,

Caribbean 88. l I, 88.14, 89.19,
95.08, 96.14, 97.12,

Channel Islands 89.15, 90.22, 94.20,
Chile 88.02

Clyde 91.11¯ 95.21

England - East Coast 90.16

England - South Coast 88.07, 88.08¯
Faroe Hands 93.06, 96.15
Greenland 92.0 I, 93.01

Hebrides 89.13, 91.16,

Holland and Belgium 89.03, 90.16,
Iceland 91.13, 93.18,
Ireland - Circunmavigation 88.01, 88.09,

92.12, 94.02,

Ireland - North Coast 91.09, 91.20,

Ireland - South West Coast 90.18, 9 I. 10,
Irish Sea 88.03, 88.21,
Mediterranean - East 90.14, 91.04,

Mediterranean - West 88.08, 88.10,

Normandy 90.16, 94.17

Norway 93.08, 94.08, 94.06
Orkney Islands 90.13, 91.14, 93.07
Pacific 93.21,94.05

Portugal 89.06, 90.07, 94.04, 94.23

Russia 93.(18

Scandinavia 88.12, 89.02,
Scilly, Isles of 88.19, 89.15,
Scotland - East 90.15, 95.17

Scotland - West 89.04, 88.09,
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Shetland Islands 90.13, 90.15,
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World Cruising 91.03, 92.10,
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Cuillin’s Arctic Summer

Brian Black

I t had always been there, the thought of voyaging to the

Arctic, but until last winter, a summer in the land of the
mid-night sun had never been more than a dream. Then one
rainy night in November over a pint in our local in the tiny
County Down village of Strangford the dream suddenly
became a reality. Tentatively I raised the subject of sailing to
the high latitudes.

The first reaction was less than encouraging. "lrs cold, wet
and blowing a gale and you want to sail to the Arctic. Why not
do it the easy way and just stay here? The weather couldn’t be
any worse,’ came the reply. A few pints later attitudes had
changed.

’Hold on, ’said two of my companions, ’we’re owed a lot of
leave from the university.’ Another t-’fiend, a civil servant,
announced he had a chunk of holiday time that he could carry
over into 1997. The long suffering cook whose cuisine had
become legendary after many a gale-swept Scottish anchorage
volunteered to provision the boat if we were really serious. A
few more pints and there was agreement in principle from a
potential crew of seven, some able to commit the better part of
two months to the project. Since most of us come from an
environmental background there was an immediate offering of
thoughts on wildlife, habitat, climate and such like in a way that
assumed the trip was on, it was only a matter of making it
happen.

My own boat Cuillin, a UFO34, had been cruised hard over
the two years I had owned her. She had also acquitted herself
with distinction in club racing so we knew her well and were

convinced of her sea-going capabilities.
By good fortune a veteran of seven Arctic seasons over-

wintered at the Quoile Yacht
Club here I keep Cuillin.
John Armitage, a live-aboard
American who had co-written the
Norwegian Cruising Guide with
Mark Brackenbury not only gave
me an invaluable insight on the
details of the Norwegian coastline
but managed to source most of the
charts we needed from his wide
circle of sailing friends. ’You’ll
love it,’ he said by way of
encouragement, then added. ’But
the weather is unpredictable, last
year we had five dry days in the
three months I was there.’ I did
not want to hear that. We get
enough rain in Ireland to last a
lifetime never mind going
somewhere wet and cold for a
holiday. I thought it best not to
discuss this in detail with the
crew.

Departure was set for the last
week-end in May. At first that

THE STRANGFORD CUP

FOR AN ALTERNATTVE BEST CRUISE

seemed like a good idea. We could leave from Ardglass which
would allow for last minute preparations without having to
worry about catching the tide from Strangford. And it would
also permit a brief rendezvous with the ICC east coast rally.
That was where things came temporarily unstuck. ’You’ll be
seeing Jack Wolff,’ said my wife in injured tones. "If I
remember rightly this week-end is his birthday.’ The penny
dropped. Yes, it was indeed Jack’s birthday. The reason she
recalled the fact was that it was her birthday too. She
remembered. I didn’t. Oh dear.

Resolving that particular blunder involved arrangements
which married people do not speak about in public.

So we sailed, myself on board for a few days to make sure
Cuillin was sound, lan and Maeve Greenhill expecting to put
me ashore somewhere on the Scottish mainland before pressing
on for the Norwegian coast. I jumped ship in Mallaig to catch a
6am train for Glasgow and a flight to Belfast. My last sight of
Cuillin was against the harbour wall with Ian and Maeve
preparing for a passage that would take them around Cape
Wrath, north past the Orkney Islands and on up to Lerwick in
the Shetlands. It was a strange feeling indeed leaving my boat
in the hands, albeit capable, of others.

And so it was that 1 flew out to join Cuillin at Alesund in
Norway, a hundred miles or so above Bergen. We had settled on
this as the ideal position for the rendezvous. The landfall on the
Stattlandet light, fifty or so miles from Alesund made sense as
we had to assume that by the time lan and Maeve reached the
Norwegian coast they would be tired and in need of an
uncomplicated place to get their bearings and possibly rest up
in case the weather turned nasty. Added to that, Alesund had an

Fred Moore and lan Stephenson (with magnifying glass) doing some detailed pilotage through the
maze of the Skaerjard.
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airport and was reputed to be an architecturally interesting
place, something which was to appeal to Fred Moore who
travelled with me.

The precautions proved unnecessary because apart from a
spell of heavy weather which they managed to ride out in
Lerwick, the only mishap encountered by lan and Maeve on
that leg was when the brand new Furuno radar died right in the
middle of a dense fog that settled on the oil fields in the North
Sea. I had never used radar before so although this was an
expensive disappointment, in real terms I was no worse off
than I had been previously - what you don’t have you don’t
miss.

Each oil rig had its support vessel keeping a close watch for
approaching shipping. As Cuillin drew near a platform she
would be hailed "Sailing vessel in position 61 degrees five
minutes north, zero one degree twenty minutes east, please
alter course to avoid our cables." This kind of message was
repeated during the twelve hours or so it took to clear the area.

It was in Alesund that the first hand-over of charts was to
take place. Prior to departure 1 had spoken by phone with Liv-
Solvi and Terje Hovden who in turn had been in touch with
another sailor who had agreed to lend these precious
documents. This had been set up through John Armitage and
although it all sounded ideal when in Ireland, I had some
doubts about it happening when the moment came. I need not
have worried. Liv-Solvi answered the phone and in a pleasant
but matter-of-fact way announced they had been expecting me
to call. So that was the first experience of the cahn but
immensely friendly attitude of the Norwegians. No fuss, no
bother, just the quiet efficiency of an amazingly resourceful
people willing to give a hand to others.

From this point the plan was to work the boat north but to
stay inside the skjaergard, the chain of islets and rocks that
guard the Norwegian coast from the anger of the Atlantic
Ocean. In effect the skjaergard keeps the sea relatively flat
irrespective of what is going on a few miles offshore. So even if
it is blowing hard at sea, a boat can make a good northing
provided the engine is powerful enough to work against the
headwinds that are a regular feature of Norwegian sailing.

It took two weeks to reach Norway from Strangford and we
had allowed another two weeks to get to Tromso, two hundred
miles north of the Arctic Circle where we would change crews.
I had read the Norwegian Cruising Guide thoroughly and had
marked numerous stopping points where the scenery was
especially notable or other attractions such as sea-eagle haunts
required some shore time. That was part of the problem. On the
one hand it would have been criminal to sail past the more
outstanding features. But if we were to make our rendezvous
with the incoming change of crew we would have to average
sixty miles a day. That was not a problem. With a crew of lk)ur
we could easily make good a hundred and forty miles a day but
this was to be a holiday, not an endurance test and each person
had his or her particular high-point to visit.

To say that the coastline is spectacular is unfair, it simply
takes your breath away. Snow capped mountains seem to go on
forever. Fjords penetrate deep into the mainland. Every few
miles the panorama changes. What held you spellbound at one
stage was surpassed by the view round the next headland or
beyond the next island. It is Norwegian government policy to
support its remote communities. As a result, fishing villages are
everywhere, sometimes clinging to the very edge of the rocky
coast. Money from North Sea oil has given the Norwegians a
high standard of living, this is supported by an infrastructure of
roads, bridges and harbours that provide good communications
and secure anchorages for the huge fishing eflbrt that is the
main economic activity along a thousand miles of coastline. All
this gives the coast its human character. For instance from time
to time we would come across a small cargo boat moored to a

Maeve Greenhill

private jetty with a few sheds and a dwelling house. This was a
clearly a family business with sometimes two generations
involved in a freight or passenger service around the islands. It
was the Norwegian equivalent of the sort of trucking business
you see in Ireland where a forty foot ’attic’ would be parked
near to the driver’s home.

To reach Tromso by our agreed date required discipline.
With islands to explore, mountains to climb and glaciers to
cross the temptations were endless and we had to steel
ourselves and limit the number of stops we made. The day we
crossed the Arctic Circle is a good example. The Polar
monument is on an island called Vikingen. Clearly that
required a visit. Nearby was Nordfjord, noted for its scenery -
it would be quite wrong to miss that. And then a little further on
was the famous Svartisen glacier. With twenty four hours of
daylight all these features were possible within the daily span.
To compensate for these indulgences however, we had to make
up the time on the following legs.

Navigation had to be precise. While the passages were deep
and steep-to, a glance at the chart showed a maze of rocks and
skmTies sometimes called appropriately ~a rock-garden’. The
Norwegians have simplified all this. Over the generations they
have picked out the best channels and marked them with a
simple but effective system of navigational aids. The most
numerous are the perches, iron poles with a cross member at
the top often pointing in the direction of the main channel.
Then there are the vardes and bakes. These are rock beacons
sometimes painted, sometimes left in natural stone. The main
approaches to both the channels and harbours are marked by
sectored lights which of course are turned off during the
permanent daylight of the Arctic summer. At first glance it all
seems bewildering but alter a short time the system clicks and
navigation is relatively simple provided you pay attention to the
detail - this is not a place to make mistakes.

We found conning the boat through the narrower or more
complex of these channels was made a lot easier by bringing
the chart into the cockpit and having someone read it using a
magnifying glass. There were times when a nervous helmsman
had to re-assured as he watched the depth sounder drop to a
fraught three metres or less. The words ’trust me" from
whoever was navigating at the time did little to ease the strain,
there was always the possibility that maybe, just maybe, the
chart was wrong. It seldom was however and in any case most



of the soundings were well off thc scale. Wc did notice a GPS
error which on occasions could amount to as much a cable or
so. That was generally due to slight inaccuracies in tile charts
which were annotated accordingly.

One of tile great delights was fhlding tile iron rings that
some previous mariner had hammered into a piece of rock
when he had been setting tip a convenient mooring point. They
were often a feature of the more attractive stopping points
giving easy access to shore with plenty of depth under the keel
- in some case that could be up to a couple of hundred metres.
Not having to anchor everywhere you fancied slopping was a
bi_o~ help in terms of making best use of the time available to                                                                    _<,el

ashore and explore the coast.
Soon the rocky wall of tile Loloten Islands stood out to the

westward. So over we went, a passagc of only sixty miles. Our
landfall was Henningsvaer, a faschmting and colourful fishing
town that was remarkably quiet when we arrived. That wlts
because the cod fishing season peaks in January and ulosl of the
boats are away during the sunnncr, fishing elsewhere. You are
left in no doubt about the main activity in these small ports
the smell of dried fish is everywhere. It look time to get used to
tile pong but after a short while it v~as so nmch part of the
scenery that you didn’t notice it.

Henningsvaer, full el: life, colour and activity, is on the
island of Ostvag on the eastern side of the Lototens. Further
north and on the western side is the fishing village of Nyksund,
deserted now and derelict. It’s warehouses and buildings falling
off their wooden platlk)rms. Some ellort is being made to
rehabilitate the place but apart flonl a llandful of restored
houses, the village resembles a ghost town, It was abandoned in
the late fifties and today gives you that eerie sense of intrusion
as you lie alongside one of the rotting picts.

One experience followed the other. We stopped at tile
notorious "maelstrom’, (/11 this occasion in a bcnign inood and
nothing like as fierce sis our own stretch of Viking horror, tile
Strangford Narrows where tile tide runs ,Lit seven knots and can
kick tip a bar that is the stuff o1: nightmares. We went to
Troll0ord just to satisfy our curiosity lind decided it was really
little more than a tourist trap and a bit disappointing. This
jaundiced attitude inay have resulted from thc spectacle fatigue
that had begun to develop but one incident does stand out.

We were .just heading out o1: Trolllljord when tile bridge o1 a
Hurtigruten cruise ship appeared hall way up a rock face just at
the corner of the (iord. Seconds later tile bulk of the ship
emerged at sea level, entirely blocking the exit leaving no roonl

\

Bob Brown fin hat) and David Tllompson.

for safe passage between it and the cliffs on either side. There
was no argument here, irrespective of rights of way, Cuillin
went through a hundred and eighty degrees in her own length as
we beat a hasty retreat.

Although we were well to the north of the Arctic Circle, the
weather was surprisingly warm. When the sun was high we
needed only shorts and eT" shirts but if a cloud cast shadow or
wc lost the sun’s heat in a fjord the temperature dropped like a
stone. The relatively mild conditions in these latitudes are due
to the effect of the Gulf Stream which travels along the coast
and crosses the southern part of the Barents Sea. The sun’s rays
are extremely strong as a result of the ozone hole so one has to
be careful about sun-burn. Another feature that is quite
outstanding is the clarity of the light, there really is a character
to the Arctic light that is unique to these regions and adds a
wonderful extra dimension to photography.

The dire warnings of wet conditions and 0all-winds did not
materialise although we were well prepared for them. The main
worry close to the shore had been these notorious 0all-winds
that come crashing off the mountains, accelerating as they do
until they hit you like a train. We heard many accounts of boats
being knocked onto their beam ends by these winds so anytime
weather conditions looked a bit uncertain I insisted on laying
out lwo anchors just in case. Be warned however, the
conditions we experienced were not typical - the locals insisted
this had been the best summer since 1982.

All along the objective of our voyage was Bjornoya - Bear
Island 74 degrees north, nine hundred miles short of the pole.
A crew change had been planned through Tromso. Ian and
Maeve left, their four weeks used up, Bob Brown and David
Thompson had ,joined. So as the weather appeared settled, the
crew keen and fl’esh and something of a favourable wind in the
forecast, I felt there would never be a better time. Three days
after leaving tbe mainland coast of Norway we were thrashing

to windward, the air temperature was below zero. there was
snow in the wind and the spray was freezing on deck.

My innate pessimism prepared me lk~r heavy weather despite
sill the meteorological information suggesting that the winds
seklom exceeded force six in these latitudes. So as the seas
built tip into big northern ocean grey beards I felt my
premonitions of hard times were about to come true.

Why would anyone volunteer for this kind of punishment, 1
wondered, simply to find a tiny island in the middle of

nowhere. It was clear fl’om the morale on board that other
people were asking the same question of themselves. The cabin

was snug and warm thanks to the
Taylor’s paraffin stove that was
permanently lit. But that’s where
the comfort ended. Cooking was
well nigh impossible, changing
into and out of oilskins was a trial
of strength and once in a position
where you could get some rest,
that’s where you stayed until your
next watch. No-one really wanted
to be on deck at this stage, there
was nothing to see, only the grey
grimness of the Arctic ocean and
even that was limited to a circle of
fifty yards or so because of the
fog. This was not pleasant. Fred’s
response of: ’We’ve come too far
to turn back now,’ may not have
offered much comfort but it
certainly galvanised us for the last
few miles.

It was only as the GPS showed
we were closing with the island,



confirmed by a steady flow of
seabirds coming and going along a
distinct line, that our spirits
revived. Each of us realised that a
few miles ahead, lost in the fog,
was the destination we had been
preparing for all winter.

By that time the weather front
had gone through and we were
slipping along at six knots under
full plain sail. We were chastened
however by the bite of winds
coming from the north and left in
no doubt about the true awfulness
of the Arctic should it decide to
turn really nasty.

Then a gap appeared in the fog
and through it we spotted the
crags and sea stacks of Stappen
that are a distinctive feature of the
southern tip of Bjornoya which is
only nine miles top to bottom by
eight across. The wind had
steadied in the north-west and as
there is no all-weather anchorage
on the island, we tucked in under
the cliffs of Sorhamna Bay. ’This really is fantastic,’ said Bob.
’It’s hard to believe we’ve actually done it.’

He was right. We sat out in the cockpit just soaking in the
atmosphere. I don’t think much was said, I know I felt
overwhelmed by the sense of isolation, the feeling that we were
truly on our own, dependent on our own resources and reserves,
tucked up there in one of the most remote anchorages on earth.

In fact another boat was sharing our anchorage, a big 54’
sloop from Norway called Lady be Good. She was lying across
the bay, dwarfed by the cliffs. With the steady growl of surf
surging across boulders on the shore, the piercing cries made by
thousands of seabirds, the muted sounds of a boat at anchor -
all this created an atmosphere that brought on us a sense of
awe. Hot food and a few nips of Black Bush helped to mellow
the soul. I remember saying to myself that this may have taken
a mighty effort to achieve but even if all we could do was sit
there and soak it in, it would be worth it. Few people ever get to
experience something as profound as a true wilderness
anchorage. That experience alone will stay with me forever.

And it was all to get better. It was not possible to get ashore
due to the cliffs rising sheer from the shingle beach. Instead we
rested and absorbed the sense of achievement in getting a small
boat eighteen hundred miles from Strangford in Co. Down to
this enchanting but intimidating place. A little later we moved
round the corner to Kvalrossbukta (Walrus Bay) where we
knew there was a deserted whaling station and access to the
shore. Some rusty pieces of machinery and a few crumbling
bits of whale bone were all that was left to mark the brief period
back in 1904 when this was a whale processing factory. ’You
know something,’ said David as we picked our way across the
beach. ’I have this feeling that we are being, watched by those
old whalers, what a life they must have had here.’ The island
was bleak, empty and wonderful, a place of wild beauty that
only gave you brief glimpses of itself before retreating into yet
another blanket of fog.

We had known all along that even if we did make it to
Bjornoya, it would have to be a short visit if we were to get
home on schedule. So we made the most of the time we had set
aside for the island - walking, bird watching, filming.

This was an opportunity to experience pristine tundra at first
hand and in the process establish that there were no ice-bears in
this part of Bear Island. It was probable that they had all left as

Passenger ship on the "Hurtigruten" express route through the islands leaving little room for
compromise.                                                               Photo: lan Stevenson.

the pack ice retreated during the spring thaw although the dens
they occupied during the winter were still there. That was a bit
worrying because any ice-bear hanging around at this time of
year would be ravenous and would automatically see us as
lunch on legs. And the walrus, after which the bay was named,
had gone as well not of their own accord but at the hand of
man. They had been shot out years ago.

Before we had to weigh anchor and head off we had
intended to say hello to the staff who man the radio station at
Herwighamna. Sadly though, this was where a hard decision
had to be made. The wind was due to freshen, the packqce lay
nine miles to the north of us and the fog was down. So with no
radar and time against us, there was little choice but to shape a
course for the Lofoten Islands and soon after that for home.

This proved a good decision because the wind filled in from
the east giving a serious blow which, had we remained in
Sorhamna, would have had us virtually embayed with a lee
shore on one side and a vicious tidal race running along the
coast from north to south on the other.

Generally speaking however, the weather followed the
predictions of the pilot books. That far north you are above the
depression track and the weather is more influenced by the
polar anti-cyclonic conditions than it is by the low pressure
systems that are more a feature of our home waters. We
identified a rough pattern of weather. One day when it blew
quite hard - around twenty five to thirty knots, a period of
calms followed by a spell of dense fog which is the
predominant feature in these latitudes.

The passage home was long, sometimes hard but full of
fascination, perhaps the most memorable bit was our run-in
with the whales. I had established that the route taken by
humpback and sperm whales on their annual migration to the
plankton-rich waters of the high Arctic where fish was also
abundant at this time of year was west of the Lofotens. A study
of the chart showed that the ocean bed rose from 2000 metres to
under two hundred in this area - that was where the whales
would be. As if to confirm this piece of detective work we were
overhauled by a Whale Safari boat out of Andenes loaded with
German tourists complete with cameras heading off in a
purposeful manner.

Sure enough, soon we spotted the distinctive plumes of
spray going forward and slightly to the side of the whale’s head



Bjornoya in tile fl~g with the sea stack ’Slappen" on left hand side o1: picture.

- confirmation that these were sperm whales we were looking
at. The next problem was how to get close without harming
either the whale or the boat. I recalled the fate of the Bailey
family who spent four months in a life-raft in the Pacific after
being rammed by a sperm whale. My fhsl approach was to
steer a parallel course with both boat and whale doing about
three knots. The whale soon tired of this and sounded. So the
next tactic 1 tried was to steer a collision course once we
spotted a whale and then at about a quarter of a mile off. lie
dead in the water with the engine ticking over -just in case.
This worked and we were treated to one of the great
experiences of the animal kingdom as we sat there on a llat
calm sea watching fifty tons of cetacean glide past.

You could hear it breathe, smell the fishiness in its blow,
watch the waves created by its bulk lapping across its back.
When it sounded, one could only marvel al the effortless grace
of such a huge creature. All of this I saw through the tiny screen
in my viewfinder, it was only when 1 was previewing the tapes
prior to making the television programme that I realised the
high pitched voice I heard saying through a strangled larynx -
"Am I right, is that beast really coming at us?’ was my own.

Bob and David said farewell at Bodo as they had to catch a

flight that would connect them with the plane to Belfast. That
left Fred and me to make the return journey of nine hundred
miles. 1 was under no illusions, we would need fair winds fot
this and although the Arctic summer had been kind, the further
south we got the more unstable the weather was likely to be as
we reached our home latitudes and the typical low pressure
systems of July. Anyway there was nothing else for it but to
work the boat south, six hours on six hours off. The first couple
of days were flat calm as we retraced our northward track. With
barely a hint of wind we had to put in to Alesund again to re-
fuel and get flesh supplies and then be on our way again. The
weather held tip as we emerged from the shelter of the skaerjard
and out into the North Sea, this time though with enough wind
to fill our sails and ei\’e us thai six knots.

The wind fell light again as we crossed the oil fields but
thankfull,, came up once more to canT us past the Shetlands
and across the north end of Scotland. Again there was fog, a
real pea souper in a wind of about twenty five knots. We knew
that Stile Skerry was close to starboaM but that was only of
academic interest as there was no chance of spotting the rock in
this visibility.

The skies cleared again as we rounded Cape Wrath arm laid

Henningsvaer (Lofoten Islands) in summer, iil contras! to the congesiion thal occurs at the height of
the cod fishing season in January.

a course for Stornoway for yet
lnore diesel. That we hoped, was
to be the last stop before home.
The wind stayed light requiring
yet more time tinder engine and
only occasionally filling in to give
us a lift. When we did get sailing
the relief was wonderful althou<,h
I felt it was a bit churlish to com-
plain as the engine had stood the
test without a hitch.

So it was that we carried the
tide to Carnlough and on to
Strangfi~rd, two Inontlls to the day
after we had embarked.

By the time we reached Quoile
Yacht Club we had nearly four
thousand miles under the keel. It
had been a good sumnmr in the
Arctic, but that had led to light
winds predominating, in fact
much of the passage was under
engine, somewhere in the region
of sixty to seventy per cent. There

had been a lot of fog, on many
occasions it was so dense there



was little point in keeping watch.
During the two months Cuillin
had been away, the boat had been
moving almost every day with
runs of anywhere between tbrty
and a hundred and forty miles. We
had covered a great deal of
ground, been to enchanting and
exciting places, seen sights that
will never be forgotten.

There was only one downside.
Even there, in the vastness of the
high Arctic, the effects of our
lifestyle far to the south could be
detected. The atmosphere con-
tained minute, invisible particles
of pollution that came from the
chimneys of modern Europe. This
had built up in the bodies of the
seabirds that nest on Bjornoya.
Despite our sense of achievement,
there was also a feeling of sadness
that we could harm something as
sensitive as this Arctic wilderness
without even going near it in the
first place.

It had been hard work and we were all acutely aware that
luck had been with us, that and a determination to seize every
opportunity of wind and weather to make the passage possible
in the time available. But it had been worth it, the reward was a
voyage and an experience that will live with us forever.

Summary:
Depart : May31
Return : July 26

Distance run : 3900 n.mls.
Average time sailing : 35%

Average time under engine : 65%.

Traditional fishing skiffs - Lofoten Islands

Notes:

There is talk of restrictions being put on yachts intending to
visit Bjornoya in future years. If you are thinking of going
there, it would be wise to contact the Svalbard authorities -
Sysselmannen pa Svalbard, 9170 Longyearbyen, Svalbard,
Norway (Tel: 47 79 02 31 00). A bond of Stg£9000 may be
required against the possibility of rescue but I gather discretion
can be exercised by the Sysselmannen’s office.

Low price fares may be possible through Braathens SAFE
Airlines, POB 55, 1330 Oslo and asking for prices on internal
flights for non-Scandinavian residents. It may also be cheaper
to book a return flight from the UK even if you only use the
outward or return leg.

Food and drink in Norway are outrageously expensive. It is
a real economy to stock up to the gunwales before leaving
home waters.

If you do have problems with gear, especially electronic
equipment you will probably be able to get replacements
through the main distributors in Oslo or their agents at strategic
points along the coast. Be sure and ask for customs clearance
certificates so that you can claim the VAT back: it really is
worthwhile.

Almost everyone speaks English. In all our dealings with the
Norwegian authorities and equipment outlets, we found them to
be outstandingly courteous and willing to go to considerable
lengths to solve our problems.

Apart from the huge ff~lio of charts that are needed if you
propose going up the coast inside the skjaergard, the
NORWEGIAN CRUISING GUIDE is required reading. It is
written by John Armitage and Mark Brackenbury and is
published by Adlard Coles Nautical.

Bjornoya - or Bear Island - seen from the deck of Cuillin.



Bristol Channel Cruise

Donal Walsh

eT aving Dungarvan on July 1 lth 1997 we still were not really
certain of our destination - the children wanted to go to

the Channel Islands, the adults had thoughts of an east about
circumnavigation of Ireland, but we didn’t really care and so in
pleasant sunshine and light southwesterly winds we laid a
course for Land’s End. The fine day gave way to a beautiful
evening and we dined well anticipating a troublefree passage.
Mary took the early night watch and when I took over around
midnight the wind had backed and was freshening but we were
still able to lay our course. By dawn we were really headed and
the only hope of rounding Land’s End, 60 miles away, was
accompanied with the prospect of a long wet beat to windward.
This does not appeal to our family crew and we considered our
options - an 80 mile run back towards Carnsore Point and then
cruise round Ireland, or lay off to the east and try t’~r Padstow
from where we would carry on south when the wind changed.

The consensus favoured Padstow and after 12 hours on the
wind we raised land in poor visibility and made our way into
the Camel estuary. 32 hours and 149 miles out of Dungarvan.

There is a bar at the entrance and although adequately
buoyed requires some rise of tide before entering, for the last

I/2 mile the channel is close up to the western shore and it is
easy to miss the lead buoy for this part because of a numbe," of
craft moored in the area. Fortunately it was a flood tide and our
arrival coincided with the lock gate opening - open 2 hours
each side of H.W. - allowing us to spend the night alongside in
the wet basin. Padstow is a nice little place but it attracts lots of
trippers some of whom were a bit loud late in the night. The
harbour staff were friendly and helpful and there is a new toilet
and shower block for visiting boat crews. The wind held in the
southwest and was fresh enough to keep us in Padstow for the
next two days. On Monday Emma and I took the ferry across
the estuary to Rock and then travelled by local bus to visit a
friend in Port Isaac a few miles away. That evening the forecast
was still giving southerlies but we had tired of being ashore and
were determined to be on our way and decided to head north
along the Cornish coast and into the Bristol Channel. We
locked out and topped up with fuel and caught the last of the
northgoing stream. We passed Moules Rocks, where the sailing
vessel Maria Assumpla was lost in 1996, and laid a course for
Boscastle a few miles north along the coast from Tintagle
Head. Although it was later on the tide than recommended for
entry it looked like an interesting place to visit. The entrance is
identified by a scar like strata mark on the rocks. Inside it was
very narrow and there was quite a swell running and so much
of the tide had gone we couldn’t get alongside, to compound
matters all the more there were lots of mooring ropes in the
water restricting the manoeuvring area. We had to turn Lady
Kate in almost her own length and as we turned one of the
keels took the ground. Fortunately the next swell lifted her and
we were able to get away to sea again. North of Boscastle it
would not be possible to effect an entry anywhere because of
the tide and wind conditions until we cleared Hartland Point.
We thought of overnighting in Lundy or Bideford but by the
time we got past Hartland daylight was fast disappearing and

we opted for an overnight anchorage just east of the head off
Clovelly.

We had a good lee in the anchorage that evening but during
the night the wind veered exposing us to an unpleasant wind
over tide situation which made for a nasty roll. A short trip
ashore that morning revealed CIovelly as a quaint and unique
village of narrow cobbled streets so steep as to be incapable of
taking any thing other than pedestrian traffic and locally made
toboggan-like skids slid downhill along the cobbles are used to
transport supplies to the houses. Departing we carried the flood
north as far as Morte Point when we altered to the east and
entered the Bristol Channel proper. There were overfalls off
Morte Point and it looked a place that could be very unpleasant
in bad weather. We brought up off Ilfracombe and as it was
close to high water we entered the inner harbour where we
dried alongside. As most of llfracombe Harbour dries out we
had to leave at 0630 next morning to get out but this meant

Donal Walsh at Severn Bridge Photo: Mary Walsh



plugging the ebb up the Bristol Channel and while we had a
fresh southwester behind us the wind over tide made tbr lumpy
conditions. With the intention of trying to break the cycle of
being stuck in tidal harbours with limited access close to high
water we chose Penarth Marina near Cardiff as our next
destination, we closed the Welsh coast and in poor visibility
picked up Nash Point. Later conditions improved and off
Breaksea the tidal stream changed and the day brightened, and
soon the sun appeared for the first time in days. We passed
Barry and made our approach to Penarth but had great
difficulty identifying the marina entrance because of massive
construction works for a new tidal barrage. A passing yacht
pointed us in the right direction which involved a bridge lift and
a circuitous route to the lock. There was a tug in the lock and
just as we made to enter she kicked ahead straining on her
shorelines, the wash drove LzMy Kate onto the side of the lock
gate and we suffered some minor scratching. Penarth Marina
was well run, the management were enthusiastic and interested
but it is remote from the town centre and a long walk back from
the pub!

After spending Friday morning in Cardiff we left Penarth
bound for Bristol. I figured on being out on the first locking but
it was completely booked - it had never occurred to me that it
would be necessary to book for a lock! - so we had to take the
next one. By the time we got clear of the lock and the bridge we
were over an hour later than I intended and so in order to be at
the lock at Bristol before high water which is the last locking
time we motor sailed to keep up our speed. Passing north of the
Cardiff Grounds then between the English and Middle Grounds
we entered the river Avon at Avonmouth some 5V2 miles from
Bristol. From Cardiff on the colour of the water changed and
became very brown probably as a result of the mud in
suspension, it did not revert to normal blue/green sea colour
until we were west of Barry on our return journey. The river is

scenic and interesting and the last part of the passage passes
through the dramatic Avon Gorge and under the Clifton
Suspension Bridge. We were getting tight on time so we called
Bristol Docks advising our position and on arrival the lock was
open and ready for us. Once clear of the lock we had to
negotiate two swing bridges and then entered what is known as
the "floating harbour" navigable by masted vessels for a further
1/2 mile. There is a marina on the south side, and close by is the
dry-docked SS Great Britain, then follows craft of all
descriptions mostly occupied by liveaboards. We choose to
berth near Lloyd’s Bank alongside an open air amphitheatre,
close to the city centre. Being upstream of the lock the water
level remained constant and it was nice to be able to step onto
the quayside and not have the chore of tending lines normally
associated with alongside berths. It was surprisingly quiet at
night with little traffic noise. Next day the crew deserted and
went on a ’shop till you drop’ marathon, while l browsed some
bookshops.

On Sunday we planned an ’expedition into the interior’ up
river in the inflatable. Initially the river meanders through the
city, then through suburbia where it was possible to walk along
the banks. The last section leading to the first lock is heavily
wooded. Arriving at the lock we found that to get to the pub we
had to transit the lock, as we didn’t have keys or a licence and
having regard to the size of our craft I put the crew ashore at the
lock then headed for the weir in the inflatable whe,’e I managed
to get into an eddy downstream of some rushes. From there it
was an unbelievably simple task to lift the inflatable over and
shortly after, having picked up the crew we were settling into
lunch and a beer.

The return journey brought a few gasps from the onlookers
who watched as the fool in the inflatable headed for the weir,
again the crossing was an easy exercise and no difficulty was
experienced. It was hot in the river that afternoon, and in effort
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to keep cool 1 was keeping in under trees whose branches were
overhanging the river. Unexpectedly a branch caught Brendan
and carried him overboard. Despite the fact that he is a good
swimmer and had his life,iacket on a myriad of thoughts passed
throueh nly brain - catch his lee/ no his head will <,o under
stop engine / can’t manoeuvre to get back to him let him off
turn and fetch hhn / he’ll panic.., in a millisecond I had caught
his leg as he disappeared and stopped the engine then hauled
him aboard none the wors! tier Ihe experience apart flom a good
wetting. Back at lxMv Kate we prepared for sea hoping to lock
out on the first locking. Soon after passing through the two
swing bridges we locked out dropping 19" and emerging into ~.1
strong flood and motored to Avomnouth. The banks ot mud

along the sides of the Avon and particularly through the Gorge
were massive. Leaving Awmmouth we were still bound
upstream and this leg of our ,iourney would take us under the
two Severn roadbridges. We advised Avonmouth Signal Station
of our intentions giving Sharpness as our destination, they were
extremely helpful, they contacted Sharpness Docks and called
us back to advise that we were expected. The new Severn
Bridge - an amazing structure crosses the estuary over a rocky
patch called the English Stones and several other drying rock to
the west. Through these rocks and shoals runs a narrow channel
called the Shoots. The navigation was not particularly difficult
but required constant attention as one could easily be carried
sideways onto the shoals. It was very exciting travelling tit such
a great speed and we viewed the bridges flom a totally different
perspective than ever betk~re. Two miles upstream of the
bridges the channel crosses to the east bank and is well marked
by transits until Sharpness is reached. At Sharpness there is a
strong set across the entrance and it is best to round tip into the
stream and drop astern towards the pierheads keeping control
by running slow ahead on the engine. Inside the lock staff were
waiting and very soon after we locked into the commercial ship

basin. Here we learned that Avonmouth Signal Station acts as a
control centre over the upper stretch of the river and if we had
not advised them we that we were bound li)r Sharpness the lock
staff: would have finished up early after all commercial craft
had been locked through and we would have to dry out outside
the lock until the next tide. From here we intended to take the
Gloucester and Sharpness ship canal, which was built to bypass
lhe upper tidal sections of the Severn and navigable by masted
craft, to Gloucester the most inland port in Britain. As it was
now 2230 we were asked if" we would overnight in the basin as
two blidges had to be swung to allow us into the canal, and as
another vessel was expected downstream at 0700 we could~<,o
through tit the same time. 1 mused to myself earlier that evening
as we passed under the Severn Bridges that it nmst have been
quiel a while since an h’ish flag vessel had come this way,
imagine my surprise as 1 looked around Sharpness Dock that
evening and saw the ArMow MeaUo~v ahmgside on the other
wharf.

The dock staff were good to their word and at 0700 the
bridges opened and in brilliant sunshine LoUv Kate entered the
canal. We stopped and moored alongside the canal bank and
had a leisurely breakfast be/k~re heading for Gloucester. The
canal is 16.5 miles long, and can take vessels tip to 1000 tons
with a draught of up to 10" and air draught clearance of 105".
There are 15 bridges between Gloucester and Sharpness all of
which are manned and the keepers communicate with each
other on VHF and open on demand. There are no locks as the
canal is a level canal cut. A licence is required to use the canal
and it is controlled and operated by British Waterways. I was a
bit apprehensive about this given what they charged us last year
in the Crinan Canal, but was delighted when I lkmnd it was only
£4.00p. per day which was great value and this included an
alongside berth in Gloucester. The ,iourney between Sharpness

and Gloucester ix not particularly scenic passing through low

Severn Bridge Phom: l)onal Walsh
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lying countryside and at times it
was not possible to see over the
canal banks. I needed to fill our
water tank and along the way
came upon some liveaboards on a
barge taking water. We went
alongside to wait until they
finished but we were told that they
’took 240 gallons and they would
be over an hour’. When we asked
if we could borrow the hose just
for a few minutes explaining that
we only take 30 gallons we
discovered that it was connected
to an automatic washing machine
and they were doing their weekly
wash! Gloucester proved to be
very interesting, an old dock
surrounded by all the revitalised
Victorian warehouses - the
quayside scenes from the Onedin
Line TV series were shot here.
The National Waterways Museum
is well worth a visit with lots of
’hands on’ experiences for
children. Alongside in the basin is

Photo: Donal Walsh

Lady Kate and Kathleen & May in Gloucester

the hull of the schooner Kathleen & May and there are plans to
restore her as part of a floating exhibition. Our return transit of
the canal was uneventful, after clearing the last bridge of the
canal proper we stopped for a beer at a nearby pub. The pub
was in a farmhouse and the kitchen acted as the bar with a
counter across the end of the hallway. We were not exactly the
most welcome customers, being such a fine day the farmer was
more interested in saving hay than serving beer to ’tourists’. We
arranged to lock out of Sharpness next morning but once
through the lock we had to wait in the tidal basin for the strong
flood to fall off. Then we headed down river stemming the last
’/z hour of flood, the intention was to keep going as long as the
ebb lasted. Travelling downriver, as we passed under the
bridges, the GPS gave our speed over ground at 10.7 knots.
Again we experienced the crosscurrent as we negotiated the
Shoots but at the speed we were travelling we were through
very quickly. Off Barry the next flood eventually caught us and

Gloucester Docks

Photo: Donal Walsh

slowed progress. As we entered the outer harbour the coxswain
of the pilot boat kindly directed us to a vacant mooring. All the
boats here are moored fore and aft, a system similar to those in
Dungarvan, there is a link rope joining the two mooring lines, it
was dead low water when we picked it up and there appeared to
be excess length on the link rope, to tidy things up I put a
sheepshank on it. Ashore we visited the yacht club and were
made very welcome, they have a super view from the bar
windows which overlook the sea, with plenty of ship
movements and marine activity. Returning we tbund the tide
had risen over 30’ our inflatable was out from the slip swinging
on its painter which I had tied to an old ground chain. I
borrowed a boat and retrieved her by abandoning our painter,
Back at Lady Kate matters were worse, the shortened link rope
prevented the mooring risers from spreading and Lad)’ Kate
was beginning to list under the strain. It was close to high water
but it was just possible to ease the mooring lines and extend

them, but despite our best efforts
we could not open the sheepshank
under load. Later when the tide
dropped I collected our painter
from the shore and opened the
sheepshank. Again, next day we
left on the first of the ebb, we
motored at first in a light breeze,
but by the time we were off
Breaksea Point the wind had
freshened and visibility was
deteriorating, a little later we had
to reef but it was a good sail. We
took the passage inside Nash
Sands navigating by GPS in the
poor visibility. Once clear of Nash
Point we laid off Northwest and
headed for Swansea Bay. On the
South-eastern corner of Swansea
bay lie the Scarweather Sands and
Hugo Bank and we made a
substantial saving by taking the
Shord Channel between them.
Swansea Marina is entered
through the Tawe Barrage Sea
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Lift Bridge a! Penarlh

lock, after which one goes through the marina lock. We
contacted the marina on VHF bul were advised thai we were
too late ( by ,just 4 minutes ) for locking and wonld have to wait
for the flood, we were instructed to wait alongside the ferry
berth until locking recommenced. Later we discovered there is
a waiting pontoon and some
mooring buoys which we could
have used and would have
allowed us to go ashore while we
waited. When the lock eventually
did reopen it ended up in a bit of a
free for all as the waiting craft
rushed the entrance with no regard
to those who had waited longest.
It was too fl’esh to go to sea next
day and we stayed put, ending up
at the cinema - Jurassic Park The
Lost World which was a great hit
with the children. We left Swansea
0945 to catch the ebb, I thought
we might overnight on Caldey
Island but as there was still a
strong ebb under us when we got
the,’e we decided to carry on to
Milford Haven. It was a lovely
day with a good sailing breeze and
in the clear weather we passed
close up to a very interesting piece
of coastline between St. Govan’s
Head and Linney Head which is Avon Gorge and Clifton Bridge

normally a restricted area as it is
used as a firing range.

At Millk)rd we were early for
the first locking and Mary and
Emma went ashore while Brendan
and I waited. It was very late
when we got into the basin as they
kept delaying the locking for some
local boat which eventually never
even showed up. Away again next
day bound for Kilmore Quay but
as we closed the Irish Coast the
forecast was for very strong
westerlies and we thought we
would be better off to carry on to
Dungarvan. The tide carried us a
hmg way north and we were very
close to the Coningbeg when we
passed it. We had a fine passage
in good weather and entered
Dungarvan Harbour at 03.00
hours. When we woke next
morning to a howling gale

Ptioto.Donal Wal.d7 accompanied by torrential rain,

we were glad to be home.
Lady Kale, a bilge keel Moody 31 built by Marine Projects

Plymouth in 1986, was crewed by our two adult, two children
team Emma 12, Brendan 9, Mary and myself. We left
Dungarvan on l lth July and returned on 28th July having
covered 541 miles and visited 10 different ports.

PIIoto." Donal Walsh
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White Shadow traverses the Mediterranean

David and Joan
Nicholson THE WILD GOOSE CUP

AT THE ADJUDICATOR’S DISCRETION
FOR A LOG OF LITERARY MERIT

The Mediterranean beckoned White Shadow. What an
exciting place to cruise - so many countries, with different

cultures, languages, currencies and customs regulations, all
within very close reach of one another. In the 2V2 months we
visited nine countries, i.e., Portugal, Spain, Gibraltar, Spanish
North Africa, Morocco, Tunisia, the Italian Island of Pantaleria,
Malta, Crete and Turkey.

We planned five crew changes along the way and having
sorted out the complicated logistics of where and when we
would meet, we just prayed that the weather would allow us to
achieve these goals.

Joan and I arrived in Lagos, Portugal in mid March ’97 to
enjoy a period on the boat in that fine marina while at the same
time sorting out the pre season adjustments necessary. Eddie
Sheehy was to stay with me for the full trip to Crete and when
he and Donie Brazil arrived, the heavy work started and White
Shadow was slipped, washed down and anti-fouled within a
couple of days.

Skipper David Nicholson on White Shadow in the Mediterranean.

Joan returned home and we set sail on Thursday 28th March
for Vilamoura where we were warmly welcomed. The new
owners of this complex are making it their business to raise
standards and attract land and sea visitors and are obviously
being successful. Wanting to be ashore for Easter, we motored
for eight hours in light sunny conditions to the Spanish border
town of Ayamonte. Here we were spectators at the Easter
Sunday procession which was headed by a float carried
shoulder high by about thirty-five people, stopping outside
several churches en route through the village.

We continued our journey up the Rio Guadiana which
borders Portugal and Spain. Sixteen miles upriver we tied up to
the pontoon at Puerto de Sanlucar de Guadiana on the East
Bank with the village of Alcoutim on the Portuguese side. I was
glad to note that both of these places have retained their charm.
They are steeped in history and quite unspoilt. The clock
towers show the different hour each country keeps and another
is set to G.M.T.!

Although there had been no wind for some days I was
keeping a very careful eye on weather reports for the straights
of Gibraltar. Our stay on the marina in Cadiz was only long
enough to confirm the approaching storms, so we set sail
immediately to cover the seventy miles hopefully before the
worst of the weather came through. As we reached point Tarifa
the Levanter was already an Easterly Force 7 so the twelve
hour motor sail to Gibraltar was very rough, wet and
unpleasant. The kind of night that you wonder why you
undertake this type of voyage! We enjoyed our few days
ashore. Donie returned to h;eland and Jack Forde and EJ. Daly
arrived and all the while the Levanter blew, at times 40 knots
and more.

Part of our cruise plan was to visit prehistoric remains and
the less developed cities of the North African countries We left
Gibraltar on the 14th April and motor sailed across the straights
to Cueta, Spanish North At¥ica and moored White Shadow on
the new pontoon there. Then we approached the Moroccan
border by bus; walked across and took a taxi to Tetouan where
we stayed the night. Our hotel was very central and close to the
Medina, Casbah and Souk. Our sudden immersion into the rich
Arabic culture was quite a shock. Before we knew where we
were, we found ourselves in one of the thousand carpet markets
dressed up like natives, in long black or brown cloaks, drinking
mint tea and trying not to buy a carpet Success -no carpet
purchased but over fifty rolled out for us to choose from!.

The next few days proved to be one of the highlights of our
trip; we hired a car in Tetouan and drove to Chefouaun, a
country town, where we booked two double rooms for the night
at IR£1.70 per person sharing. From there we drove on to the
Imperial cities of Meknes and Fez where we hired guides -
each one more helpful and friendly than the last. We spent
much time in the old quarters of these cities. Very little light
penetrates the streets which are narrow and turn and twit
between brown mud walls. Care had to be taken to dodge the
many chickens and children! Cooking and washing are still
done on a communal basis as no household has running water
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or an oven. The bread dough is kneadcd in the home and then
taken to the baker who bakes it till a nonlimll charge. Public

steam baths call the Hamain, take care of personal hygiene and
it was some experience to immerse ourselves here amongst the
locals Later a display of belly dancing (which briefly inw)lxed
a crew menlber) made a welcome change from the endless
carpet emporiums.

We returned to reality and journeyed back to the boal in
Cueta through a countryside of fields of vegetables and grain
crops. Our course now look us south t’,t the recently open Stair
marina - there arc fine [acilities for tip to 450 hoats but sadly
we were the only one there! Before leaving Stair we were
warmed not to arrive in the Port of el Jerba after darkness. II is
reputed to be the drug trafficking port for the Rif rnountains and
is teeming with police and customs officials. Very few yachts
overnight here. We were the first of the season and clearing
customs was long and tedious. Ahhough there was a definite air
of suspicion around, we were made welcome. The entire area is
really only a small fisherman’s commune. It is very isolated by
the towering Rif mountains and has only very basic provisions.
Continuing our journey we spent a noisy night tied tip in the
very crowded fishing port of AI Hocima and then motor sailed
eastwards for ten hours to Melilla, a Spanish enchive on the
Moroccan coast.

At this point Jack and P.J. returned home and we welcomed
Eamonn Meade. Ahead of us was a voyage of 560 miles ahmg
the Algerian coast to Tunisia. Due to the terrorist activity inland
we maintained a course twenty miles offshore which put us in
the shipping lanes. At night this sometimes caused excitement!
Eamonn settled in quickly and thankfully one of his fortes was
in the galley.

While in Mellilla we had been in avcrv broken and windy
spell of weather and up to now had experienced only casterly
winds. A change was about to set in and for once we read the
weather patterns correctly and we set forth with ctmfidence in a
strong westerly airflow. Two days of magnificent downwind
sailing followed, altlaough Portishcad Radio’s new
Mediterranean service was isstiing gale warnings all around us.
The barometer rose, the wind lightened, the sun shone, and
conditions were ideal as we entered the small Tunisian border
port of Tabarka after just fours days at sea. Oucc again the port
police and customs were fliendly and we had the marina
facilities to ourselves. A nearby bank cash dispenser equipped
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us with our fifth currency in as many weeks. We spent the next
night at Bizerte, then rounded Cap Carthage and headed south
to the large marina at Sidi Bou Said near Tunis.

An excursion inland was planned to Le Kef. high tip in the
mountains near the Algerian border, to visit the ancient Roman
sites of Carthage and Dougga on our way. As soon as the new
crcw of Paddy O’Sullivan and Patrick Coughlan arrived, we
hired a car and set forth. We marvelled at the strategic setting
and the magnificent architecture of the Roman city of Dougga.
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It is perched on the side of a rising
fl)othill and looks across the wide
valley, stretching away as far as
the eye could see. We drove
further inland up the slopes which
took us to the market town of Le
Kef. A tribe of people live here
who farm the lower slopes , and
herd sheep and goats higher up.
Local Muslims, dressed in their
b,’own kaftans and scarlet
headgear were crowded into the
town centre cafes drinking beer
and making merry. Initially, we
were mesmerised by the scene but
quickly joined in the revelry. It
was very evident that few tourists
ever came this way. This was a

place to remember.
Driving back to the boat we

spent a night in Kairouen, the
carpet capital of Tunisia and
enjoyed another sample of the
local culture. We had a
magnificent down wind sail of
fitly miles to Kelibia where we

Picnic - inland Tunisia with shei-shei! Eddie Sheehy, David Nicholson, Patrick Coughlan
and Paddy O’Sullivan wearing their Tunnisian headgear.                    Photo: Eamonn Meade

the fine marina in the midst of this unique harbour with its
medieval walls towering around us, we were visited by
Arabella, daughter of Maurice O’Keeffe from Kinsale. Our
lasting memory of this highly populated and very busy tourist

island is one of multicolored little fishing boats bobbing around
in villages, lined with waterfront bistros.

All too soon it was time to depart and this was to be a six
hundred mile journey to Crete. We received a very settled four
day forecast and for safety we filled up with diesel. The sea was
flat. the sun shone, the chef excelled himself and the wine went
down well. Mostly motor sailing with light winds, the days
slipped away too quickly. Our course was due east, and the
Garmin, compass and auto-pilot kept us bang on track covering
approx. 155 n.miles per day. Nearing the west coast of Crete we
decided to pop into the charming port of Hania, to clear

said good-bye to Eamonn. Leaving Tunisia we set sail for the
Island of Pantaileria. The first task on arrival was a visit to the
"’hole in the wall" for yet another currency change - this time
ltalian !.

MONDAY 5TH MAY: Pantalleria to Gozo was a twenty four
hour journey. We motor sailed in light winds and, nearing port,
requested permission to enter which was refused as there are no
customs in the port until the 1st June. Being three weeks too
early we were required to clear in at Valetta in Malta. The

barometer started to drop and the winds to blow and by the time
we arrived there was a full storm. Once again we had dodged
into port just ahead of trouble. Our four days in Malta were
spent reliving its warlike history, wandering around the
fortifications mostly built by the knights of St. John. Tied up on

Moroccan gentlemen! Jack Forde, David Nicholson. RJ. Daly, Eddie Sheehy.

customs pick up some supplies
and sail on overnight to our
ultimate destination of Aghios
Nikolaos. Sailing in between the
pier walls into the harbour of
Hania took our breath away!, ks
horseshoe shaped promenade was
lined with cafes and restaurants,
decked with flags, awnings and
lights. The scene was a colourful
bustling array of stalls, vendors
and buskers who mingled with
tourists from all quarters.

The following day, Wednesday,
14th May, alter a lunch swim in
Spinalonga we tied up in Aghios
Nikolaos. The journey to date had
taken eight weeks and we had
covered 1940 n.miles with a lot of
motor sailing but dodging three
substantial storms while we were
in port.

Joan continues: A trip home for
three weeks allowed some vital
house repairs to be done in Cork
and then it was time for White
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Kuruku Buku, Turkey.

Shadow to continue her eastward journey to Marmaris in
Turkey.

JUNE 7TH: David and Margaret O’Morchoe joined us and we
flew on a direct flight from Cork to Crete where we took an
hour’s taxi ride to Aghios Nikolaos on the North eastern coast.
There were only six other boats on the marina - all of them
waiting for the Meltemi to cease blowing. We decided to hire a
car and see something of the island while we waited.

We took the main road ahmg the northern coast stopping for
some culture at Knossos where ancient Roman palaces have
been excavated, which date back to over 2000 B.C. Tunisia,
Crete and Rhodes and malay other Greek islands, abound in
ancient history and excawttion remains - all quite awe
mspwmg.

Hania, where we stayed two nights, was alive and bustling
with entertainment. The Venetian quarter was worth a ViSit
with its beautiful houses and narrow streets. From here we took
the car to Omalos, high in the mountains, to begin a trek down
the Samaria Gorge (the largest gorge in Europe). Organised by
an agent, it means a five-six hour walk down to the coast, a
boat ride to a village and a coach trip back to Hania. We
decided to walk part of the way down and then return to our
car. The scenery was beautiful and the route was shaded by
many trees, with unusual flowers and several freshwater spring
for refreshment. Going down was the easy bit. We walked two
hours down but took three hours to return and as many more to
recover~

It was good to get back to sea level again. The Meltemi had
finished its course and there was no wind. We started a gentle
cruise to Spinalonga, passing the Leper Colony island at the
harbour mouth. In these waters boats moor bow to with a stern
anchor. Anchor lines are well out from the boat. The possibility
of fouling anchors is a real and frequent hazard.

Our journey to Sitia was airless and consequently very hot,
necessitating a lunchtime halt for a swim. However, by late
afternoon the wind was very fresh, so we moored alongside the
fishing pier rather than negotiate all the mooring lines. It was
noisy in the evening when the cafes were busy and later when
the motor-bike brigade chose to play up and down the
waterfront.

SATtJRDAY 15Tn ,Jt0NE: We left Sitia at 0600 hours under
engine and by 0830 had enough wind for an hour of downward

sailing, but the rest of the day we
motor-sailed and finally arrived in

thick fog at Pigadi on Nisos
Karpathos, and island sixty one
miles form Crete.
Another early start next day ~ 16th
June and a bank holiday m
Greece~ gave us a wonderful day
of sailing with our arriwll in Nisos
Khalki in the early afternoon and
an immediate -;wim offthe boat in
the clear, clean water. There were
no other yachts here¯ It is a lovely
quiet town, busy with local fishing
and very few tourists visit. It was
special for us - not least for the
magnificent spit roasted meat
available at one of the outdoor
restaurants. The need for more
exercise and the reward of a great
view, had the crew tramping uphill
to a fort, accompanied by sizzling
noises from insects in the very

Photo: Joan Nicholson barren land. The skipper had more
sense and earned many points for

finding a friendly tavern for our recovery.
Next we headed for Tilos and had a rough passage with head

winds, tying up alongside a Greek yacht in Livadhia. We used
this port purely as an overnight stop and left at 6 a,m. next
morning bound for Kos. The winds were fi’om the north and it
would have been an uncomfortable trip so we changed course

Gtdlet at Marmaris, Turkey. Photo: Jocm Nicholson
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for Simi. This too would have
been unpleasant and finally we set
course for Datea in Turkey to
make our official entry to that
country. Here we had our first
attempt at mooring bow to with
the stern anchor in a crowded
harbour    and     successfully
completed the operation with
much help and advice from local
shop owners - all viewing for our
attentions    later    on.    The
temperature was 33°C and after
over two hours of official paper
work to complete our entry we all
retired for a siesta.

A short walk along the beach
there is a natural fresh water lake
making its exit to the beach with a
powerful small waterfall. This
was massage and shower in one,
and substituted for the amenities
on the quay which were still under
construction.

As we were moored only ten
Nicos Khalki.

paces from a carpet shop it did not take long for our helpful
friends to entice us in. Two hours of clever talk and we all
succumbed!. As we were told - when in Turkey you must buy a
carpet. Better to buy at the start and then enjoy the rest of your
stay !

Leaving Datea, we motored to Kuruka Buku where we spent
a magic evening anchored off the beach in this lovely bay,
surrounded by high mountains. A barbecue on board and a full
moon completed the scene. At another spot we were
approached by a small rowing boat and the friendly Turk soon
had a sale of his goods hidden under a carpet - Turkish
headgear and Lacoste shirts all very cheap!

Keci Buku was another charming spot. The approach is up a
narrow inlet, shallow but well marked. There are many small
pontoons, each one beckoning us in for business. We selected
our pontoon and were given willing help to tie up by the local

Photo: Joan Nicholson

restaurateur. There was no charge for docking, water or
electricity and we were invited to use the swimming pool and
all facilities of his guest house. This even included a two-hour
tour of the neighbourhood next day with only a small charge for
fuel. The trip included a visit to a co-operative which showed
visitors all the processes of carpet making from the raw wool,
through dying, spinning and weaving to the finished product. A
huge display of beautiful carpets in an air conditioned room
ended the tour.

Bozburun, our next stop was a busy place with several
gullets moored on the quay. Originally work boats, nowadays
they are used for charter. They make a great sight when sailing
in convoy Because of the heat, people stroll around the town
and quays until quite late. Conversations continue into the night
and the call to worship at 5am completes this special Turkish
atmosphere.

Approaching Marmaris on the last leg of the cruise, we
decided to anchor for the night in Gerbekse Bu as the wind had
suddenly blown up. We put a line ashore and laid two anchors,
but with all the other boats there in these very windy conditions
it was potentially hazardous, so we pulled the anchor and
motored along with several other gullets into the safety of
Kadira Burnu. The wind dropped as suddenly as it had started
and our entrance to Marmaris marina next day was in the more
usual conditions of hot sun and no wind.

Marmaris has changed immeasurably in the last thirty years.
The original old town with souk and fort is flanked on one side
by a long beach with tourist accommodation and restaurants
and on the other side by the large marina. All facilities are
available here and it is very well organised. The old town is a
special attraction and within easy walking distance from the
Marina.

This latter part of the cruise covered 280 miles in fifteen
days. We had mostly idyllic weather, (perhaps too hot in the
last week) we enjoyed towns, mountains, villages and the sea -
always crystal clear, and now we know one or two words of
Turkish and Greek. White Shadow has earned a well deserved
rest for the winter in Marmaris.

TRAVEL SUMMARY
Travel to Lagos is very simple. Take a direct flight to Faro and
proceed by train (two hours) to Lagos station which is only a
hundred yards from the marina.
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On the Moroccan coast we

changed crew at Melilla. From

here there are regular air and ferry
connections via Malaga in Spain

and thence though Gibraltar. The

next change at Tunis provided no

problem with direct connections

to London.
During the summer season

flight-only tickets are available on

charter flights direct to Heraklion

in Crete.
We picked up our return

connection by taking the regular

fast hydrofoil from Ma,maris to

Rhodes and then an internal flight

to Heraklion.

Valetta, Malta.

CREW

Skipper:
Navigator:

¯

WI~Av/,~C7 Tut.,~v..~.~tff C4.~p£T

Photo: Paddy O’Sullivan

MILEAGE - LAGOS TO MARMARIS

To: Nautical Mites Hours at Sea
Vilamoura 35 5

Ayalmnlte 48 9
Puerto de Sanlucar de Guadiana 17 4
Puerto Santa Maria 90 15
Gibrahar 78 18

Cueta 17 3
Stair 10 2

EL .Icbra 47 8
AI Hoceima 38 6
Melilla 61) 10
Tabarka 560 97
Bizerle 55 I0

Sidi Bou Said 42 7

Kelibia 54 10
Pan tell c ria 42 7
galella 142 23

Hania 465 75

Agios N ikolaos I I(1 15

Sitia 30 8
Pigadhi 61 12
Khalki 51 7

Nisos Trios -3 5

Datca 25 6

Kuruca Buku
Keci BtlkLI 15 3
Bozburun 20 4
Germckse Bu 30 7

Marmaris 9 2

Totals 2185 15 days Ill hours

Average Speed - 6 Knots

Motor Sailing - Approx. 2A of journey
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Tempo Crosshaven TA to Newport

Donal McClement

Tuesday 1st July
Arrived in Carrigaline at 0930 hours for the final shopping
expedition. Nothing heard from Dan O’Connell. Finished the
shopping and the bank by 1030 and arrived at the boat with
Nelson Moore at 1045 hours. No DOC, phoned him and got my
head eaten off. Became resigned to having to wait his pleasure.
We certainly cannot leave with suspect equipment.

Dan eventually arrived at 1400 hours when the boat was all
stored and ready to go. Although he had sorted out the problem
with the GPS aerial at the junction box he could not get it to
work. The problem was between the junction box and the set.
We changed the alternator and the fridge belts and I decided to
leave without the external GPS aerial facility.

We finally got away by 1600 hours. NNWIy winds at 20 to
25 knots soon saw us sailing test towards the Fastnet with
improving weather. The yacht was heavily laden but she
seemed to sail very nicely. Four hours from abeam Roches
Point to the Galley Head was not at all bad!! The forecast
suggests that the wind will moderate and back over the next 24
to 36 hours but a High is developing to the west and we may
have some light winds for a few days.

I will try to contact Herb tonight but I am not too worried if
I tail. At 2300 hours I could hear him fairly clearly but the HF
does not seem to be transmitting. Must read the manual
properly as I am probably doing something wrong.

Wednesday 2nd July - Noon position 5110N l l09W

A dirty night with the wind increasing at times to 30 kts +.
Took in the 2nd reef and had the genoa almost fully rolled up at
0330 hours. Still making 6 kts with a lumpy sea. Luckily we
are not hard on the wind. We are reasonably dry below but very
wet on deck. Dawn saw the wind moderate a little but it
remains quite fresh. An uneventful morning that was sunny and
windy. A little uncomfortable but we had 120 miles under our
belt by 1200 hors which was a great start to the trip.

The BBC tbrecast was giving NW 5 to 6 occasionally 7 at
1355 but the actual wind continued to drop during the
afternoon. It became overcast and showery and the seas began
to moderate. As a result it became more comfortable below
where Nelson was a bit under the weather but nothing too
serious I hope.

Looking forward to some sunshine but we made good 145
miles in the first 24 hours. Failed to make contact with Herb
once again but I could hear him strength 3 to 4 at times. Wind
still NNW 25 to 30 with lulls to 20 kts giving uncomfortable
but fast sailing. We shortened down for the night to make it a
bit more comfortable. Nelson is still poorly!!

Thursday 3rd July - Noon position 5032N 1430W

Lots of showers during the night with strong gusts. Dawn broke
with a moderating breeze. The barometer is finally rising and
we had intermittent sunshine all morning. Full oilskins have
been the order of the day since leaving Crosshaven and we are
sailing with 2 reefs and a very small headsail.

The 1355 forecast gave NW 4 to 5 occasionally 6 with rain

and the conditions remain the same all afternoon with the odd
glimpse of sun and the wind varying by _+ 10 kts. Baro
continues to rise but no real sign of any significant change in
the weather. Nelson still getting sick with occasional vomiting.
He seems to be in good spirits nonetheless. I finally decide to
get out the medical kit and Dr McClement goes to work.
Listening to Herb last night when he was talking about a nice
ridge giving Nelys from 50 North right down to Horta has me
thinking that a fast slide down there might be a good idea. I do
not however like the idea of an extra 600 miles. I will listen
closely again tonight to see what Herb has to say.

During the afternoon I noticed the voltage was quite low
despite having charged the batteries that morning and when I
decided to run up the fridge etc. at 2000 hours we had no output

Tempo - Otter Harbour, Great Bras d’Or
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Dinner in mid-Atlantic Donal McCIcment, .lames Fegan and Nelson Moore

fl’om the fancy new altern;.ttor. Wc are forced to change back to
the old one (.just as well we had il on board). Fortunately Dan
O’Connell had left a circuit diagram and great work in
particular by Gavin O’Leary ably assisted by James Fegan had
the chan,*e+, completed in an hour and a half. The wind has
dropped a little but it is still dull and overcast. Well cone to
Gavin and James but now the fridge is playing up. Once again
no contact with Herb and ahhough I can hear him there is no
one near enough to us to bc hctpful. Horta is forgotten about!!

Friday 4th ,htly    Noon position 4953N 1715W

A nice night for sailing with the wind and swell decreasing. A
steady 15 kts with occasional glimpses of tile stars. The best
sailing to date and Nelson feeling much better. Dr McC should
practise medicine. I think it was tile threal of severe action by
the skipper i.e. using a knife on an important part of his
anatomy that did tile trick. The forecast is still NW 4 to 5.

Morning saw another dull, overcast (lay with Ihe wind
slowly heading. The fridge is still playing up and the rate of
charge fl’om the alternator seems a little high but I will monitor
it closely. I hope the w}ltage regulator is doing its,job properly.

The weather cleared at noon to give a lovely sunny
afternoon with 15 kts from the NW. Noticed that the rigging
was sloppy after a prolon,,ed,, period on starboard tack. We
adjusted the port lowers and l)2"s and also noticed that tile port
lower spreader was quite loosc. James did a bit of aerial work
to do all this. Good sailing weather but could we please have
some fi’ee winds.

Moved the clock back 1 hour at 1300 and had a chat on the
VHF with a passing ship. It appears that we are in between a
High well to the south and several Lows to the North. I expect
the wind to back to the SW and if this happens we can tack and
get back closer to tile Great Circule track. The wind continues
to drop and by 1530 we were motor sailing for the first time on
port tack making 290 magnetic. Nelson is finally beginning to
eat properly.

Dinner :it the saloon table, with GEORGE doing the work,
was Pork Chops with apply sauce and all tile trimmings
followed by pineapples and cream. Still no luck with Herb but
it appears that we are in the middle of a Col. Will start to listen
to the High Seas ft}recast as we are now out of the BBC area.

Saturday 5th July Noon
position 5006N 2058W

Continued to motor until 0330
when a lovely Swly filled in. A
nice morning with 10 to 15 kts and
good sailing. Long may it
continue. Making good 290/295
which is what we require. Who
could ask for anything more!!

Clouded over by 1000 but a
good breakfast saw us tackling the
Log/Speedo which so fur has been
unreliable. Gavin, our electrical
whizz kid, does not take long to
sort it out and it is nice to have it
working properly again. The wind
slowly increases and by mid
afternoon we are making great
progress almost on course. My gut
tells me that the wind will back
further and we should be able to

lay course at 45 to 50 apparent
wind angle. All the crew have
settled in to a good routine and it
is very nice not to have to wear
full oilskins on deck.

Spoke with a 262 meter long
container ship that is en route Le

Havre It) Boston and he says no bad weather for the next 48 to
72 h{mrs with mainly Swlys forecast. Steak. baked potatoes and
salad for dinner tonight and by 2230 we are still on course in a
nice breeze. Have given up with Herb as I have finally accepted
thai the SSB Transmitter is unserviceable. We are also having
problems with the VHF but the handheld is fine.

Sunday 6th July    Noon position 5032N 2450W

Although 1 have not been able to talk to Herb I am quite happy
that we have done well to date. NNWlys followed by SSWlys
can’t be :ill bad. We have .just had 30 hours of excellent sailing
within 5 to 10 degrees of tile required course at 6 to 6.25 kts
(log). The weather is variable but mostly dry with a reasonable
amount of sunshine. As well as that the Swly wind means that it
is reasonably warm without being hot. We have made good
over 150 miles in the last 24 hours and another day or two will
see us past the half way point.

Gavin continues to star in tile electrical department having
sorted out the log, CD player, cassette player and the fax.
Plenty of dolphins large and small and a large school of pilot
whales to keep us company. We also saw a large whale blowing
about 2 cables off but were not able to see his body. By mid
afternoon tile sky began to cloud over and the humidity
increased. No luck with Boston for a weather fax but had a
listen to the UK Maritime Mobile Ham Radio net at 1800 UT
and tried to raise Portishead without success. We did however
get a reasonable fax from Bracknell and had a nice dinner with
everyone :it tile saloon table. Roast Chicken and all the
trimmings ft}llowed by Gavin’s mum’s apple pie and cream.
Life is not too bad after all he said!!

The Bracknell fax says a front followed by Wlys for a day or
so. I hope no more than a 5 or 6 please.

Monday 7th July - Noon position 5040N 2755W

Wind quite light for tile first 2 to 3 hours but then slowly builds
and weather becomes overcast as we come under the influence
of a new weather system. By 0500 we have 2 reefs and a small
genoa but we are still making 6+ knots in roughly the right
direction. Tile flock of seagulls that we seem to have had for
the past few days have decided our squid fishing lure is the
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edible kind and for 2 to 3 hours or so they take turns at having a
really close look at it. I now know where the term "Bird Brain"
comes from. At one stage I haul it in to within 30 or 40 feet of
the boat and still they come. Our temporary rigged main sheet
traveller parts at 0900 and we put in a 3rd reef for comfort. We
have now been on the same port tack and roughly the same
heading for 50 hours and have made good over 300 miles in
that time. At 1030 hours we had exactly 1,000 miles to run
abeam Cape Race and we’re not far from 30 West.

A fairly miserable few hours of rain and drizzle plus 20 to
25 kt winds finally saw the front pass but the down side is that
we are headed 30 to 40 degrees. The forecast is giving Wlys for
the next 48 hours or so and we are now getting good results
from the weather tax. The SSB is still not working. The wind
continues to veer to due West with a dirty, lumpy sea and 20 +
kts. This meant that the best heading ws 320 so I decided to
slow motor for 10 to 12 hours to see what happens. Heading
255 to 260 at 3 to 4 kts with main only set. The Boston fax
shows Wlys for a while with a complex Low well to the North.
All evening the seas remain very confused coming at us from
all quarters so we are virtually hove to at 2 to 3 knots on 245
degrees all night.

Tuesday 8th July - Noon position 5042N 3025W
A pretty miserable night with horrible seas but by 0500 the
wind had backed and we were able to lay 280 on port tack.
Wind still 25 + kts but the seas are beginning to become more
regular. By 0900 we are sailing at 4 kts with 3 reefs and a tiny
headsail on 290 degrees. The weather is still patchy with no
sign of the wind moderating. All day we just jilled along at
between 2 and 4 knots in 25 to 30 kts. I have no wish to break
anything this far from land. Made contact with a passing Dutch
ship and asked him to pass a message to base. Initially he was
not terribly co-operative but after some gentle persuasion he
agreed to send a telex to Des Morrissey. Fortunately I
remembered his telex number and the message go through. We
finally got some patches of sunshine in the late afternoon to
cheer us up.

I think I now have some sort of an idea of what the crews in
the BT Global Challenge must feel like after 15 to 20 days on
the wind in 25 + even if it is in a 70 tooter. One and a half days
in Tempo is more than enough thank you very much!!!
Fortunately Nlys or Nwlys are
forecast and by 0900 tomorrow
we should have them with
hopefully settled weather for 2 to
3 days. A thoroughly miserable
end to the day with really heavy
rain and a wind that had reached
30 to 35 kts by 2330 hours.

Wednesday 9th July - Noon
position 5055N 3235W
By midnight we had furled the
headsail totally as it was gusting
40 to 45 kts. Engine on at
1000RPM and just making
headway to ride out the worst of
the wind. At 0500 a wind shift
enables us to lay 260 to 265 on
port and we were sailing again in
very uncomfortable seas. We were
however making 6 kts in almost
the right direction. Clock back
another hour today giving ships
time of GMT - l hour. We have
excellent sailing all morning with
good spells of sunshine. These

conditions allow us to dry out, carry out a refuel and a full
engine check and service. The tank took 115 litres to fill which
means about 2.5 litres per hour. We have a full tank plus 200
litres left which is good for at least 700 miles. The engine took
0.5 litres of oil and no water. The batteries were also topped up.
At 1430 we have just over 800 miles to run and 24 hours of this
kind of sailing would knock off 150 more miles. Hopefully we
will get to keep this fair wind as we deserve a break.

As the afternoon wears on we are slowly running out of
wind and being headed. Bacon and Cabbage for dinner which is
one of Nelsons favourites and by 2100 we are motoring at 6 kts
in no wind with an almost flat sea. What a change from
yesterday ! !

Thursday 10th July - Noon position 5008N 3600W

Continued to motor all night with the wind between 3 and 7 kts.
If anything the breeze is trying to fill in from the north and with
full sail and 1000 RPM we are making better than 6 kts. A
really red sky at dawn, I hope it is not a bad sign. The breeze
continues to build and with a touch of east we almost have it on
the beam. By 1000 hours we are sailing again and another 150
miles will mean I have no worries about the fuel state. Good
sailing all day. I have never seen so many seagulls so far from
land. They seem to be with us constantly. We passed within a
cable of a whale who was about 25 to 30 feet long and he was
just lazing about. By late afternoon we needed a reef and 3 rolls
for comfort but are still making 6.5 kts on 280. The crew nearly
mutinied and accused me of going soft in my old age. I told
them that we get no bonus for being a few hours early! Good
weather faxes from Boston now and we should hold these
conditions for 24 hours I hope!

Friday I l th July - Noon position 4940N 3930W

Good sailing continued until 0130 when the wind headed and
dropped (unfortunately a little sooner than expected) by 0230
we were motoring again into a light Wly on 260 degrees. 1 will
have to wait and see what develops. It is a difficult call. If the
High is predominant we will have Wlys for a while. By 0600 a
light WSW filled in and we tacked to steer 290 to 295. Within 2
to 3 hours the wind had dropped to almost nothing and we
continue motoring on course and by 1000 hours we had 585
miles to run abeam Cape Race.

A whale at close quarters off Newfoundland. Photo: Gavin O’Lea~
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Overcast and dull with
little or no wind. Played cards
and dominoes to pass the time
with George doing all the
work. A wonderful invention
which does not eat or drink,
answer back or swear at you!
Roast shoulder of lamb, roast
potatoes and 2 veg for dinner
accompanied by a nice bottle
of claret went down very
well. The breeze slowly fills
in from the SW and gets up to

6 or 8 kts so we motor sail on
290 with not a whole lot of
wind forecast but it should
stay Swly for the next 24
hours or so.

Saturday 12th July - Noon
position 4920N 4140W

A rare nice day, with Gavin relaxing

How wrong can I be with my interpretation of tile weather
chart. By 0230 hours we have a good sailing breeze tronl the
SSW and we are off again. By 0430 we have 2 reefs and a small
genoa and by 0530 we have a reasonably unpleasant morning
on our hands with 20 kts and rain. However we are making
good headway. After 1.5 days motoring we are getting soft. By
0830 we had 460 miles to Cape Race and 430 to St. Johns
which 1 now think is favourite for our first stop. Wind increased
and weather deteriorated as the day progressed and the
barometer is dropping. We have SSW to SW 15 to 25 kts with
very confused seas again and are now making slow progress.
With log, drizzle and very cold winds we have a most
unpleasant day that would be much more bearable if we were
making good headway and by 1700 1 started the engine and
shortened sail in an attempt to at least make some progress in
the very confused sea conditions. A poor qualily fax from
Boston does not throw any light on the situation and the
weather continues cold. windy and foggy. A slight shift in wind
direction means that my midnight we are almost back on
course.

Sunday 13th July - Noon position 4930N 4600W

Wind up and down all night and the direction swings 20 to 3/1
degrees. An uneventful but quite cold night with a spectacular
red sky at dawn for the second time on the trip and we have 350
miles to run. I would be a little happier if l have an extra 50 to
100 litres of fuel.

Got a good fax from Halifax showing not too much activity.
I have not been the best at reading the weather over the past 3
or4 days but I am fairly sure that we will have a quiet day or so
with another serious blow due on late Tuesday or early
Wednesday. Hopefully we will be safely tucked up in St. Johns

by then. A really good breakfast was the highlight of an
otherwise dull morning. The weather continues to be miserable.
Almost no wind, a very confused, left over sea, dull and raining
and very cold. At least it seems to be warming up a little. We
continue to motor sail and by 1100 hou.’s we are on the correct
heading. The weather chart again is difficult to call but we have
lots of rain and very little wind up to 1400.

By 1500 it was still raining hard but the beginning of a new
breeze from the north is filling in. By 1630 we had 15 to 20 kts
and the engine was off. Two reefs and half the genoa gives 6.5
to 7 kts. Still miserable wet and foggy conditions but at least we
are sailing after 24 hours of motoring. 251) miles to run at 1830
with a building wind but we are going in the right direction.
The seagulls are still with us. Roast beef, roast potatoes etc. for
dinner complete with horseradish sauce and home made gravy.

mid-Atlantic
Photo: Nel~o1~ Moore

The weather is very unsettled
and a succession of Lows
have come at us very quickly
leaving a most confused sea
that makes sailing very
difficult and uncomfortable.

Monday 14lhJuly - Noon
position 4831N 4900W

Another cold. damp and
foggy night that saw the
wind anywhere from south to
north between 0 and 25
knots. The amazing feature
is how quickly over the past
2 or 3 days the Low pressure
systems pass by leaving a
gap of only 6 or 8 hours
between them.

This makes for very
confused seas coming f,om all directions and the added cold
temperature associated with the fog adds to the unpleasantness.
At times the vertical visibility is quite good but it does not want
to lift for any long period. We have still had no contact with
anyone since last Tuesday and have not seen any ships since
then. The fridge is intermittent but everything else is working
find. At 1000 hours we had 170 nfiles to run with a full tank
and 35 litres left so no problem with fuel.

To date we have never had the wind either on or aft of the
beam which I consider to be quite remarkable. Just as well 1
tamed the extra fuel because without it we could have been an
extra 2 to 3 days en route. The fog and motoring makes for a
real boring time and roll on St. Johns where I will attempt to
have the SSB and the LORAN repaired.

By early evening the viz improved to 2 to 3 miles for an
hour or so. We found ourselves surrounded by a large school of
dolphins and a pod of quite big whales about 2 cables off.
These seemed to be pretty big with some up to 40 feet. They all
made a wonderful sight in the short amount of sunshine that
evening.

This was the first break in the tk)g for about 50 hours and it
made a pleasant change. However the forecast is very bad but
we should be in port belk)re the worst of it hits us, | hope!!

Tuesday 15th July - Noon position 4737N 5230W

By midnight we were still motoring with a SSWly 10 to 12 kts
and a funny sea. The wind slowly backed and increased during
the next few hours and by 0400 we had rain, lk)g and lots of
lightening. By 0500 we were bang in lhe middle of a massive
thunderstorm with amazine thunder and lightning combined
with torrents of rain. The storm passed almost directly
overhead and there was enough lightning to make it seem like
daytime. The rain was as bad as the worst monsoon type rain l
have ever seen. We actually had the wind aft of the beam for 2

hours after the storm. By 0930 the wind began to head but with
only 20 miles to run I am not too worried. By 1030 the viz
began to improve and by I115 we had land in sight tit about 10
miles with a massive Iceberg just north of the entrance to St.
Johns and a couple of smaller ones to the north of it. The big
one is at least 200 feet high and 500 to 600 feet long and it is
aground in 600 feet of water. Awesome to say the least.

Hea’~y rain greeted us at St. Johns. Shades of Bermuda last
year but we are made fast in the harbour at 1330 ships time or
1200 local. The heavy rain continued all afternoon and
eventually cleared about 2000 hours.

Our total passage time from Roches Point to St. John’s
was 13 days 22 hours.

We used the engine for a total of 146 hours: of which
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28.5 was for fridge and battery charging.

Fuel consumption averaged 2.75 litres per hour.
Not a great trip. Very little sunshine, very cold at times and lots
of fog for the final 4 days. Wind always almost on the nose but
nonetheless Tempo is an easily driven yacht with a most
reliable engine. We were very lucky that we got in when we did
as it blew very hard that night and most of the next day.

Wednesday 16th July - At St. John’s

At last a sunny day alter lots of rain yesterday and a huge blow
last night. Were able to dry everything, refuel and restore
followed by a nice relaxing afternoon but planning an early
departure tomorrow for Cape Breton Island having decided to
miss out on St. Pierre.

Thursday 17th July - Noon position 4700N 5250W
Departed St. John’s at 0630 ships time (GMT - 3 hrs) on a
bright morning with a light breeze and a really big left over
swell after the gales. The iceberg has gone having been
dislodged during the gale. Saw lots of humpback whales just
south of Cape Spear including 2 that came within 2 or 3
boatlengths. They must have been 40 to 50 feet long and they
are truly majestic creatures. We caught up with the iceberg
about 40 miles south where it obviously grounded on the
Bantam Bank about 5 miles offshore. It still looks as good as
ever.

The wind slowly filled in from the south as forecast and the
last 20 miles to Cape Race were dead upwind under motor. The
breeze died again and by 1600 we were abeam the Cape in flat
calm conditions with 1 smallish iceberg and 3 or 4 growlers just
off the land. As the evening wore on we got 10 kts Sly and we
motor sailed at 1100 RPM making 6.5 kts. Will make a decision
tomorrow morning on our initial destination but the Bras D’or
is definitely on the agenda. The easiest day on the trip so far
with a good forecast even though it is still cold and foggy at
times.

Friday 18th July - Noon position 4625N 5610W

Decided on Sydney where we should arrive by mid afternoon
tomorrow and then into the Bras D’or on Sunday. Light wind
all night up to a max of 10 kts with patchy fog. 6 knots average

boat speed. The Loran continues to mystify. It locks on for a
while and then fails for no apparent reason. All morning we
motor in thick log while the vertical viz is good. A really
boring day with never more than l0 kts and almost always less
than 100 yards viz. By late afternoon we were crossing the
main St. Lawrence Seaway Channel with viz of 200 to 300
yard. A good radar watch was essential. George is working
overtime and our ETA is 1500 local tomorrow.

Saturday 19th July - Noon position 4620N 5950W
Early morning saw the wind increase slightly and head but it
only lasted tbr an hour. Still thick fog and miserable but the
moon is visible. Not too much shipping traffic but the fog is
depressing. A lovely dawn with a clearance and bright sunshine
which lasted until 0930 hours. We got 3 hours of good sailing
but the fog returned for 2 or 3 hours. It eventually cleared to
give a dull overcast day but warmer. We entered Sydney
harbour at 1400 and made fast at the Royal Cape Breton Yacht
Club marina at 1530. The day is trying to improve with
occasional sunshine. A really nice small marina and welcoming
people with a good club house and facilities.

Had a nice inexpensive meal at the Grovenors Palace
Restaurant directly opposite the Club and the boys had a night
on the town.

Sunday 20th July - Noon position Entering Great Bras D’or,
Cape Breton Is.
Finished laundry first thing and then left on a windy and
showery day. We entered at 1230 but ! got the tides wrong and
as a result we anchored in Otter Harbour just south of the
bridge for a few hours on a nice afternoon. Canadian yacht
Prime Directive had engine problems and we gave her a tow to
Baddeck in the late afternoon with the weather settling. We
arrived at 2000 and had a quiet night aboard.

Monday 21st July -
Noon position at Baddeck Cape Breton Is.
A lovely but windy morning in a really nice village that has a
population of about 1,000 and was the home of Alexander
Graham Bell. Had a superb visit to the Bell Museum which was
really fascinating and we learnt how prolific an inventor he
was. We left Baddeck at 1230 for St Peters and although it was

Iceberg in mid-July off St. John’s, Newfoundland Photo: Gavin O’Learr

windy we had a nice passage
through the lakes and arrived in St
Peters at 1900 hours. After dinner
aboard we went for a run ashore
and met Brian Cudmore, not the
one t¥om Cork but a distant
relation of his who had been
following the Cabot 500 and the
Matthew in common with a lot of
yachts we had met since arriving
in St Johns.

Tuesday 22nd July
- Noon position at St Peters Cape
Breton Is.
We refuelled, watered and
shopped before leaving to go
through the lock at 1300 hours. A
lovely sunny day with a light
southerly breeze. Motored all
afternoon and early evening when
a light Nely allowed us to unfurl
the genoa and reduce the revs by 2
to 300. A most amazing moonrise
at 2230 hours with a full red moon
and a flat sea on a most beautiful
evening with the wind off the land
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and more importantly aft of the
beam. T-Bone steaks with baked
potato plus the full works
followed by some nice cheese
rounded off a lovely day.

Wednesday 23rd July - Noon
position at Halifax N.S.

An uneventful night motoring and
with the genoa sltw us 30 miles
from Halifax by 0700 and we
entered the harbour at 1100. We
were made fast at Royal Nova
Scotia Yacht Squadron marina at
1230 and had a lazy afternoon.
James and Gavin, because they
had not had enough sailing,
decided to race in the Club
evening race and we went out to
watch. About 4() yachts from J
22"s to 45 footers raced ira a very
light breeze. A quiet night with a
few beers saw us ira bed early.

Thursday 24th July - Noon
position at Halifax

An early start with laundry and
showers and then a tout around

Fog ant] dirty weather- mid-Atlantic Grand banks.

Halifax harbour. The big naval base and shipyard were quite
interesting and we docked at the Maritime Museum dock by
mid afternoon. Halifax is a nice city with a very clean harbour.
{Indeed everywhere we have beera in Canada seems to be
spotless). Inspected the nightlife that evening although Nelson
was, once again, sick. I have come to the conclusion that he has
an ulcer but I hope for his sltke that I am wrong. 18 years of age
with an ulcer will be no fun at all.

Friday 25th July - Noon position Leaving Halifax

Tropical storm "’Daniel" is in our vicinity and may come into
play although l believe it will be well south of us. Left the dock
at 1130 bound tk)r the Cape Cod canal and Newport in virtually
no wind. Motored for 5 or 6 hours and because o[ the
continuing bad forecasts I decided to put into kunenburg for the
night. What we saw of the town shows it to be very pretty and
as it happened I was being ultra cautious its "Daniel" fizzled
out.

Saturday 26th July Noon position 30 mls W of Lunenhurg

Work at 0600 to find thick fog and heavy rain. Back to bed and
finally left at 0830 in light rain 0.5 mile viz and less than 5 kts
of wind. The fog persisted until 1600 with a big swell which I
assume was left over from "’Daniel" and we motored all day.

With the clearance we get a Swly at 10 kts with a long rolling
swell. Nelson still not feeling too good but he is showing some
signs of improvement. Roast chicken (his fawmrite) for dinner
helped to cheer him up.

Sunday 27th July Noon position 4251N 6738W

The light breeze continued all night with clear skies. It
gradually increased and a sunny morning once again saw us
keep our record of having the wind forward of the beam. We
refuelled with 200 miles to go to Newport. At least it was nice
and warm with plenty of dolphin activity. The wind continued

Photo." Gavill O’Learv

to build and patchy fl~g returned. By 1800 we had 15 to 20
knots and a short steep sea just like 2 weeks ago.

Monday 28th July - Noon position at Cape Cod canal

Thick fog during the night and at dawn. The wind gradually
dropped and the seas reduced and by 0600 we were making
6 kts. Sighted land in 0.5 ml viz at 0900 and spoke with
Provincetown Coast Guard to get them to inform Halifax of our

sale arrival. (I found out later that this was not done and
Halifax CG contacted Garry to check on us. It was nice to know
that they were keeping a look out for us). Tried to contact Garry
or Angela without success via a link call and we arrived at the
entrance to the canal at 1200. Once again I managed to get the
tide totally wrong so we anchored on a warm but hazy day to

wait for a more favourable current.
Set off at 1600 and were still bucking 1.5 kts but eventually

cleared south into Buzzards Bay at 1900 with a fair tide. Finally
raised Garry at Newport at 2100 hours and gave him an ETA of
0100. He suggested that 1 go directly to Tempo ~ moorings just
off the Ha,’bour Court dock and after a very pleasant 3 hours we
entered Newport Harbour to be met by Garry and Angela at
Fort Adams at {)015 hours. We were on the moorings 15
lnimrtes later and immediately went ashore where we were
made most welcome.

We spent the next morning cleaning and tidying up the yacht
before unloading most of the cruising gear. The hospitality and
kindness of the Fischers was wonderful and the weather was
fantastic. All told an excellent ending to a mixed passage.

Total distance coxered: 2,840 nautical miles

In 28 days 12 hours including time in ports

Total engine hours were 312 of which 38 were for charging
baneries and running the fridge.
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Siamsa- A Scamper to the Scillies

M.M.A. d’Alton

Ever since last season’s failed intention, the desire to spend

’a week with an end at either end’ on a passage to that
cluster of islands off the toe of Cornwall - the Scillies - has
quietly intensified, so when I was able to induce the two sides
of the of the same coin - James Mulhern and Mick Reilly - to
contemplate a short sharp cruise a couple of hundred miles each
way, with about a hundred and forty miles of that an open sea
passage, I realised that this year at last, the urge would be
assuaged.

On rummaging thro’ the papers of the last time I was there I
was disconcerted to read the opening few lines of my account
for the Journal:

"Almost twenty years ago - appalling thought - in 1962
when returning from Brittany with Ninian Falkiner in his
Dublin Bay ’Twenty Four’ Euphan=el we called in to the
Scillies for a day".

Disconcerted as I then was, I was even more so to see that
that account was written in 1981 - sixteen years ago; will it be
2013 before I manage to make my next trip there? - though I
am inclined to think a Ruffian will feel a little cramped for such
a passage at 92.

The Outward Passage

So after more than the usual interminable time getting the boat
ready for sea - it has been several years since she went "dip-
sea’ - on the evening of Friday 8 Aug. we dropped our
moorings off the ’Royal Irish’, Dun Laoire and as it was quite
windless and even tho’ I hate using an engine if at all
avoidable, we had to get the outboard going before we could do
so to push us to the south end of Dalkey Sound where we
picked up a gentle westerly of F2 and so trundled along the
coast as far as Wicklow Head where we cut out between the
Banks which line so much of the coast frorn Dublin Bay to
Tuskar.

By early morning we were off the south end of the Arklow
Bank having motored (too) much of the night.

By Saturday evening we had closed the Tuskar lighthouse
from which I got a fix by sextant angle and compass bearing -
one of the best sorts of all - for our departure for Round Island,
the north lighthouse of the Scillies, about 140 miles almost due
south, hard on a gentle wind; fiat sea.

On Sunday morning at breakfast time, the sun appeared (as
indeed it should on such a day), almost dead on our beam, just
the right bearing to yield a position line almost parallel with our
Rhumbline - an invaluable indication of how close we were to
(or away from!) our desired course. So the old sextant was got
out and with much creaking of its joints and few more creaking
of my mind and memory and after an interminable time (which
the other two bore in suppressed and 1 suspect, sceptical
silence), a line was at last drawn - not in the sand as you might
have thought - but on the chart; and a comforting line it turned
out to be.

The rest of Sunday passed as quiet and as uneventful as
though we were ensconced in Acasia Avenue with the Sunday
papers.

THEFORTNIGHT CUP

FOR THE BEST CRUISE UNDERTAKEN
IN A MAXIMUM OF 16 DAYS

We gradually were beguiled and became aware during the
quiet of this lazy afternoon - if indeed we were not already
aware of the breadth of James’s close friends and distant
acquaintances, in the business and political world and the
horsey one as well; the great and the good and those too, so
recently described as "at the other end of the moral spectrum"
(1 wonder does he know Spencer too?).

So glittering the flow of names that were just names to Mick
and me, that cascaded from the tip of James’s tongue that only
just in the nick of time, did I check my sudden urge to call
down to Mick who was below tending a pot upon the stove

"Mick, for heaven’s sake put the lid on that saucepan before
James drops any more names into the soup!"

Very early on Monday morning, the light wind started to
veer and break us off towards the west, so that instead of laying
the cluster of the Scillies, we were heading off towards the
south end of mid Atlantic.

At the same time visibility closed right clown - as it is
always likely to do around these islands - raising the agonising
question of when to tack: too early and we would miss the
Scillies and end up in Bristol; too late and it would be the coast
of France.

At last we did and 1o! just before breakfhst, out to the gloom
there appeared a small dark blob - Round Island no less: I tried
to hide my relief.

We carefully made our way around the north west coast of
the group which has many outliers, but a relatively wide
approach to the main island, St. Mary’s, and its anchorage,
Hughtown.

Still, it needs care and attention and as I have been there
only twice and those a long time ago and as James has been
there a dozen times and more, on the final approach l promptly
appointed him as ’Pilot’ (rather like commissioning him on the
field of battle). This duty he carried out with conviction (with a
certain degree of irascibility from time to time - entirely
excusable, even justified, in a navigator at such a time, an
indication of the self imposed stress of responsibility felt by all
good navigators: quite unrecognised by the hoi-polloi of those
who don’t.)

Soon we reached the moorings area off Hughtown, full of
(to our eyes) large fine yachts - ahnost all visitors, mostly
French, we afterwards learned.

We took our time looking around for a suitable spot to
anchor and did so just outside this large area of moorings.

"’We were there!": we had logged .just under 230 miles and
had been at sea two days and seventeen hours, an average of 3.5
knots - no great passage but a satisfactory one none the less.

This gentle passage left us with several very pleasant
memories, the first being the easy atmosphere that arose
aboard, even tho" James and Mick did not know one another.

The ’night lights’ were particularly memorable; Venus,
perfectly rellecled in the fiat sea, was brilliant and for many

hours our guide in steering - so much easier than a compass at
night; the Plough was absolutely splendid, more st) than I have
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ever seen it, even tho’ it always irritates me that the Pole Star is

not quite in line with the Pointers!
But most striking of all was the phosphorescence: never had

any of us seen anything like it, absolutely brilliant, the tiny
wavelets sparkling for their whole length, mw on ,ow, and at
one stage for a protracted period, the boat was lighted up, there
is no other adequate expression, from underneath, as tho" there
was a spotlight suspended underneath her keel. lighting the
whole body of water under her - it was magical and wondrous
to behold: quite unforgettable.

Two other things of note there were:
A wonderful show of porpoises - porpii? about 15-20 of

them sporting all around and under the boat for a full hour -
enchanting.

The other was the fact that though we crossed (at right
angles, of course!) two major shipping "Separation Zones"
Tuskar and Bishop - there was neer a ship in sight. In fact for
30 hours we never laid eyes upon a ship: Mick however, ill tile
dead of night, saw what he was sure were 4 or 5 "Admiral
Cuppers’ who were due in this area then, one of whom shone a
brilliant light upon us, but seeing our size turned away (in
contempt?).

Not all was quiet tho" on this passage out: there were two
hiccups, both caused by the outboard engine.

After hours of running, it changed note and gently died as
tho’ short of fuel, despite all apparently being in order.
Eventually in tracing the fuel back to the remote tank and
finally unbolting the coverplate at the tube’s entry to the tank,

we discovered that the dip pipe inside the tank had dropped off
- tho’ there seemed no room whatever for this to happen. Alter
endless fishing with a bit of wire we got it out and refixed it
and all was well - a thing to be aware of.

The second hiccup was no hiccup but a mighty cough: we
suddenly smelled petrol in the cockpit, very strongly in the
lazarette aft. When the cover was lifted clouds of fumes
belched out; the remote tank placed on lop of tile warps here
had fallen over with the air-vent open and just under one gallon
(by subsequent measurement) was sloshing around the after
bilge - luckily there is a perfectly watertight bulk head between
the lazarette and the rest of the boat. so no petrol had got
beyond the lazarette. But a gallon of petrol loose!

Immediate orders !
No matches
No smoking
No hot drinks
No cooking
November!
until we get to Hughtown (which was about 30 hours later)

when after anchoring there, and having held a connnittee
meeting in the cockpit, it was unaninlously agreed that it was
now in order to risk striking a match - much to the relief of
Mick, who is an inveterate pipe smoker - and you know what
they are with matches.

Mick the Smoker, to give him his clue, spent the better part
of an hour, immediately after we made this horrifying
discovery, inverted, with his backside in tile air and his head
and shoulders down as far as he could get them. baling
literally baling - out the petrol with our child’s seaside pee
bucket, bucket after bucket, full as he could scoop it, and then
moping up with rags and finally with wads of lavatory paper
wrapped around the end of a sail batten to reach the most in
accessible comers. During all this we others trailed all the
warps astern until we were satisfied they were safe to take on
board again.

This mishap, need I say, fairly shook us tip: I immediately
drilled a couple of holes in the fibre glass "hatch-ope" of the
lazanette and fixed two securing lines to keep the remote tank
in place no matter what the heel. In addition it is now the "THE

,<~’iamva ’airing out" in Hughlown (we’re not tl. yawl!).

LAW" on board that whenever tile engine is stopped - even for
a minute or two the air vent SHALL be screwed shut.

Anchoring / Mooring

Much of the available space in Hughtown is occupied, by very
large plastic looking mooring buoys, most of them occupied by
two large yachts, alongside one another. We subsequently
found out, (to our cost) next morning when a launch with
someone from tile Harbour Master’s Office hove alongside,
thai tile cost of picking up one of these buoys or of anchoring
with one’s own gear, was the salne. £10 per night, irrespective

of size! When we expressed surprise we were told that "the
Boss" needed the money! (’the Boss" of course, is the Duke of

Cornwall, as the Scillies are part of his Dutchy.)
Later on when we mentioned this inequitable extortion to an

inter-island boatman whorn we met ashore in a pub, his re-
action was "’well he does need the money, he has you know, two
expensive women, both diw)rced: two sons at Eton: and two
floppy ears!"

One thing, strange to my eyes at least, on these moorings,
was the sight of some of these large yachts (those alone on a
buoy) with both their main booms and their spinnaker booms
guyed out at right angles, with a heavy cord from the boom
ends going down into the w aler. We were told later that there
was a heavy metal bucket on the end of these cords, well below
the surface and that this was to minimise the rolling due to the
swell which often sets into this mooring area. Something to be
borne ill mind when arriving ill tile middle of the night!

Ashore

Like most others, we have an inflatable for getting ashore.
When we did do so we landed tit an internal angle of the Quay
designated "Visitors Landing’. This turned out to be very
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crowded indeed especially if not high water, as it partly dries
out and we had to ’beach’ the dingy and then clamber over half
a dozen other ones to get to the steps.

So great was the crowding that some inflatables were
damaged by others trying to get out - one was actually slashed
open, presumably by the propeller of another one - most
disturbing.

On the other side of this old quay from this "visitors angle’,
on the beach immediately below the most famous of waterside
pubs - "’the Mermaid" - was an alternative (but unapproved)
landing possibility - and where could be better! Mick however
was prejudiced against this place; he declared the Guinness
here was "a little soft", apparently a damning judgement it
would seem.

However, when we did get ashore, we found not one, but
two, places to have a shower (sorely needed after three days),
right beside the pub, one in the Harbour Hotel (till 21.00); the
other beside the Harbour Master’s Office (till 19.00).

Thus cleansed, we ambled up town for a drink and the best
dinner we could find - regardless - to celebrate our island
landfall. By now it was just about 9 p.m. - proper time for a
good dinner. But not in the Scillies; the few hotels told us "no
food after 9" - and they did not mean 9.01 either (the very best
one informed us that "they never served food after 8.30!")

So back to the pubs again for pub grub, but they too did not
have food after 9!

We wandered the streets disconsolately on this our great
night, until a couple of school boys told us "there was a
smashing chipper van up that lane there" - and there was
indeed.

The pubs however do stay open until the normal time
(llpm?), so back we went for a post-prandial one. Without
warning a bell was tinkled, so up shot Mick for our last order,
only to return furious; the bell was not to announce that they
were about to close but that they had closed. And closed they
had.

This frustration might make Hughtown and the Scillies seem
a very unfriendly place with its hordes of visitors and its early
closing; but not so. Despite the crowds and the "no tbod after
9", there was a most pleasant atmosphere everywhere and in
every place we went - shops, caf6s, pubs and hotels - the staff
was invariably easy mannered and friendly and inlormed us
"’no food after 9" with a charming smile.

On Wednesday, a most beautiful and sunny day - our third
one on the islands - we hoisted main only and gently tootled
out of Hughtown and across the ’Tresco Flats’, the very
shallow areas near the island of Tresco which to a large extent
dry out, so passage must be made (unless on foot!) near high
water, and with care. The ship’s log records:

"Passage of the Tresco Flats - James Mulhern Pilot (slightly
irascible) ---"

After about an hour and a half of very gentle tropical sailing
- brilliant sun, warm breeze, flat sea, glorious colours of sea
and heather covered islets, heaven on earth - we picked up one
of the many mooring buoys (same rent as anchoring!) in New
Grimsby Harbour, the Sound between Tresco and Bryher
islands, just below Cromwell’s Castle.

We landed in good time to visit the glorious gardens here,
before 5p.m. as we had been told, but alas they closed the gates
at 4p.m., so shame of shame, we never saw them.

So instead we trooped on across the island to the best hotel
in the whole group, so James informed us.

When we got there, the whole staff was lined up in the
dining room, being briefed about something very important.
When James enquired of the receptionist if three of us could
dine, she took one quick look at him and then in his hearing
rang down to the kitchen with the loaded query "’we can’t take
any more for dinner can we?"

James puts this rebuff down to the fact that as he crawled
away from the hotel he passed a woman whom he swears was
Camilla Parker-Bowes (I told you he knows them all). However
we had an excellent pub-dinner in an old pub ’the New Inn’.

James backs this contention of his with the fact that that
evening a very large and beautiful steam-yacht bearing the
name ’Dalvina’ - Royal Yacht Squadron, picket up a mooring
beside us, a very pukka boat indeed.

Next morning early, the well drilled crew slipped the buoy in
an even more pukka fashion, idly watched by a languid and
beautifully turned out Naval Officer Type "Floppy Ears"
himself, James swears.

The Run Home

And so, just before noon on Thursday 14 August, after three
thoroughly enioyable days in the Isles, in near tropical weather,
we slipped our buoy in every bit as pukka fashion and headed
out of New Grimsby, taking a departure fix on Round Island as
we passed: again a sextant angle and a bearing as at Tuskar on
our way here.

Not only was the day a glorious one, but the wind was as it
had been for a couple of days, warm, force three or a little
more, and best of all, due south. Now a dead run, even in such a
gentle breeze is not my favourite slant, with a gybe at any time
always on the cards. This then was an opportunity to try out rig
I had long want to set.

We hoisted the spinnaker, left the Genoa up and dropped the
main. She ran like a deep straight stream, a pleasure to behold.
With this wind and settled weather and with a couple of
hundred miles due north ahead of us, we had gleeful visions of
appearing in the Guinness Book of Records as having made the
world’s longest spinnaker run in a "Ruffian 23’.

But indeed pride does go before a fall tk)r at supper time, a
mere six or seven hours after we had set it, I became conscious
that the spinnaker head was between me and the horizon! When
l refocused I noticed the rest of the sail was disappearing down
into the Celtic Sea, the head following it. The haliard had
chafed thro" I thought, but no, it was the seizing of the mast-
head block which had.

With some quick work and some luck the only damage was
to the mast end of the boom where the fitting had burst out. but
our major loss of course was we now had no spinnaker in this
lovely steady tail wind and perhaps worst of all, now no hope
of being embalmed within the leaves of the Guinness Book of
Records.

On this leg home I had laid a course from the Scillies to
about mid way between the Smalls Light off Wales and the
Tuska," in order to keep to the centre of Saint George’s Channel
and well up into the Irish Sea. A couple of sets of sun sights and

"’Which lot do you want?"
- James and Mick at the rubbish skip in Hughtown.
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a meridian attitude on the Friday
assisted us on our way towards
these two maior lights, lho" we
never saw the loom of either one
for the excellent reason that looms
are no more alas, as most lights
are now just intensely bright
flashes: no lon,,er the comfortin~
long-fingered beam majestically
sweeping around the whole
horizon.

Early on Saturday morning we
ran into a very dense fog for some
hours, towards the end of which
we took a dart towards the Irish
coast to find a buoy marking the
Arklow Bank, which tho’ it was
now almost high waiter and
springs with a light wind and calm
sea, yet a full ten miles of this
bank had a continuous line of very
definite breakers, a chastening
reminder of the very strong on-set
on the inside of these banks on the
flood and on the outside on the
ebb: something not to be I:orgotten
at midnight or in poor visibility.

-Which Io/do you wani?’"- James and Mick on the passage home.

The remainder of the passage was a "sunnner trip" home, so
much so that when we arrived back at the Royal Irish in the
early evening and laid alongside the pontoon so that there
would not be a moment’s delay in sinking our first pint in more
than 200 miles, I was quite unconscious that 1 had leaped
ashore improperly dressed for drinks upon the Club’s Veranda
until an elderly skipper of a Glen, who should have known
better - it was "aprds sail" time - bellowed -look at Mickey’s
feet, he’s come ashore in his carpet slippers!" And so indeed I
had, my best maroon pair however, the ones which go so well
with the yellow of my oilskin trousers.

A happy ending to a happy trip.

The Skeleton in the Cupboard

And now an awful disclosure about the navigation:
You may have gathered that what fascinates me most about

an open sea passage in a small boat, with a remote island or
two, the apex of one’s desire, is the navigation, quite free of
outside assistance of any kind (except the sun, the moon and
perhaps a planet). Years ago I wrote in this connection:

"May you never be too certain where you are and later on
find out, a little to your surprise and lnuch to your delight, that
was just about where you had been !’"

Judge then my horror when Mick agreed to come and then
went on to add

"A friend of mine has a GPS and asked me to try it out for
him"

As I regard this most marvellous device as an invention of
the Devil which assuredly will in not many years (until a
Society comes into being, to cater for the Cult of Real Beer
Navigation in about ten or twelve years time) be the death knell

of the ancient art of small boat navigation, I was on the verge of
forbidding the bringing of any such Trojan Horse on board, but
on second thoughts, reluctantly agreed Provided he never let
me even see it and never mentioned a single latitude or
longitude until after we had got back to Dun Laoire again. Bad
enough that the crew should know or sense that you really do
not know,just where you are. but even worse, that they do know
- woukl they be able to restrain themselves?

To give the two their due for they both pored over the little
black fiend - they both stuck strictly to their undertaking, being
the men of their word that they are.

The matter ahnost became academic because when I tried to
buy a Nautical Almanac with the Astro-Nav Ephemeris, a few
weeks before we were due to leave in mid July - I found there
was not a single one left in the whole of maritime Dublin, or in
Cork either. Stymied! However good fortune directed me to a
prominent member of the I.C.C. who most kindly lent me his:
(his name I do not reveal in order to protect his next year’s copy
- I might need it!).

Log: Distance Seatime Av. Speed
N.M. Hrs. Mins. Knots

Dun I.aoire Io
H uglm~wn 229.0 65.15 3,5 I
ltughtown to
New Grinlbsy
New (h-inlbs~ to
[)till I ,aoirc 217,0 54.45 3.96

446./) 120.00 3.72

Days Away: 8
Nights at Sea: 5

Outboard
%
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In the Med
Canals

- and Back through the French

Steve Malone

The cruise spanned a period of four years. It began in 1993,
when we sailed to the north of Spain (ICC Annual, 1993)

and continued in 1994 when we went into the Mediterranean
(ICC Annual, 1994). In 1995, we were dismasted while
cruising the Balearics, and made our way back in 1996 through
the French canals to Honfleur at the mouth of the Seine, We
finally completed our voyage home in 1997. The present
account covers the 1995-97 period.

1995

COSTA DEE SoL" As reported in the 1994 ICC. Annual,
Symphonie had been lifted out at the marina in Aquadulce, on
the Costa del Sol, in July of 1994, alter her voyage from Vigo
in the north of Spain.

On the 30th October, the skipper, with Anne, John,
Geraldine Dalton and Michael Lennon returned. The boat was
launched, and continued her voyage eastward in the
Mediterranean, calling at Almeria and Garrucha, on the Costa
Blanca, before arriving at Cartagena. This is a major naval base
with many areas where yachts are not permitted.

Our primary concern at this stage was to find a suitable
winter berth for Symphonie. We travelled north as far as
Torrevieja, which then had two large marinas, and is itself a
most attractive town. Wintering charges were unfortunately
very high. We were advised by a friendly fellow-yachtsman to
try one of the marinas in the Mar Menor.

The Mar Menor is a most interesting phenomenon, an inland
sea some 12 miles long by 6 miles wide, separated from the
Mediterranean by a long narrow sandbank, situated just north
of Cabo de Palos (about 15miles east of Cartagena). There are
three entrances to this sea, only one of these being navigable,
having been dredged to 4m., and is 40m. wide. Within the sea
are six marinas, one very large one at the entrance (Puerto de
TomS.s Maestr6). We picked on one of the smaller ones, Los
Nietos, at the southern end, where we found a colony of some
thirty expatriate yachtmen of various nationalities, some of
whom had been installed there for up to ten years. There were
no high-rise hotels or apartment blocks, no night-clubs (quite a
few pubs, however), and nothing that could be described as a
supermarket. But the living was easy, very cheap, and a very
comfortable, safe berth afloat tbr the winter was found, at a
very reasonable cost. We left the boat moored in Los Nietos in
mid-November, 1994.

The marina dwellers as a whole were extremely friendly and
helpful - particularly Ray and Judy Dash, he a Londoner, and
she from Cork.

The skipper, with Margaret and Billy Fennelly returned
there on 12th May 1995, and were met by Ray and Judy Dash,
at San Xavier airport, about 20kin. north of Los Nietos.

On 15th May we emerged into the Med. once more and set
sail from Punta del Estacio, bound for Torrevieja, l lmiles
north. Conditions were ideal, a SE. 2-4, in bright sunshine: we
arrived at Torrevieja marina about 17.30, and were escorted to a
very good berth (the charge being less then £6 per night). This

second visit to Torrevieja confirmed our good opinion of it as a
port.

We stayed until the afternoon of the 17th May, then set off
for Santa Pola, (another 10 mile sail in a balmy E. 3), where we
squeezed into a berth between large gin-palaces. Santa Pola is a
well laid out resort town, but rather quiet. We dined well at a
restaurant recommended by the tourist office, but at a long walk
from the marina.

We sailed next day to Alicante, and had a fast passage in a
SE. 4-5, making 6V2kn. with a reefed main. We dropped anchor
in the inner harbour, dined ashore and enjoyed a quiet night.
After a couple of days at anchor, and going ashore by rubber
dinghy, we decided to move onto the marina, which, although
attached to a very upmarket yacht club, was itself rather shabby
(and expensive at over £14 per night). John Lennon joined us
on 21 st May with fresh stocks of Irish whiskey.

We spent the next couple of days shopping and sight-seeing.
Judy and Ray had also arrived in Alicante.

Our next port of call was Altea, l lmiles N. of Alicante.
There are numerous harbours, mostly with marinas, on this
stretch of the Costa Blanca between Cabo de Palos and Cabo de
la Nao. Altea is one of the most attractive; the town stands on a
hill, and is as yet unspoilt.

We cast off from Altea on Saturday, 27th May. Conditions
were again ideal, SE. 3-4, blazing sunshine, clear blue sky. We
averaged 6 kn on reach to Morayra about 7miles to the NE.
Here is yet another new marina, in a very attractive setting, and
an ideal take-off point for our next destination, the island of
Ibiza in the Balearics, about 55miles away to the east.

IBIZA: At 06.30 next morning, we set off for Ibiza. At the start,
there was little or no wind, with an overcast sky, so we motored
under main. By 09.00, a fresh wind picked up from ESE, and
we had a glorious fine reach all day, arriving at 17.00. We
berthed on the marina, which is close to the heart of the town.
We ate an excellent Chinese meal ashore followed by Murphy’s
stout in an Irish pub.

Next day, we left in the early afternoon, and anchored in
Cala Moll, an attractive small bay. We then moved on to Puerto
Roig, a well-protected anchorage, where we dropped our hook
for the night.

It rained in the morning, but cleared later, the wind
remaining fresh from SW. Under a reefed main we decided to
go southwards to Formentera, where we found a marina berth.
There was a great air of fiesta, and much evidence of the hippy
culture. Bikers were very prevalent.

We had planned to return to San Antonio, but the wind had
veered to the NW., with a poor forecast, so we decided to head
north for Santa Eulalia. John Lennon at the helm. kept the crew
busy on the beat northwards, short-tacking through the islands
strung between Ibiza and Formentera. After a while the wind
dropped, and we stopped for lunch ,and a swim at a small cala.

We arrived at Santa Eulalia about 18.00, and berthed in the
fine new (but expensive!) marina. We enjoyed our night ashore,
watching the Wales-New Zealand match on TV.
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ltJiZA. At peace in San Migucl. Pltolo." Steve Malone

Thursday, 17th June. was a work day, spent on washing and
cleanine the boat, corda,,e clollles, elc. We bou<_,lit a new
boarding ladder, and John Lennon presented the boat with very
a fine, solid, folding cockpit table. He also got news that his
daughter, Anne-Marie. had won a gold medal in her medical
exams.

On the following day, Jt)hn and Ihe sl,;ippcr drove Io the
airport to meet Anne. John Mahnle and Marie-Claire Lennon.
Billy and Margaret left in the afternoon, leaving lhe hired car at
the airport.

We sailed tronl Santa Euhilia to Ibiza hi.irbour, staying on the
marina for a couple tit’ days until wc \~ c’re joined bv Anne’s son

marina. We found ourselves a
berth close to our commodore’s
Oullavarra of Howth. As the
skipper walked along the quay, he
was hailed aboard by Liana, and
invited to join in a little drinks
party, which, of course, he did.

Additional c,ew arrived in the
next couple of days, Genevieve
Lennon and Fred Pocock joining
us. On 24th June, we made a short
w~yage to San Telmo, to the NW,
and anchored in this fine bay,
which is sheltered from the west
by Isla Dragonera. San Telmo is a
very upmarket resort, with hotels
and homes of an extremely high
standa,d, far above the more
plebian levels of Santa Ponza,
Palma Nova. or other popular
resorts.

We had planned to sail along
the inhospitable NW coast as far
as the only sate harbour, Puerto de
Soller, about 25 miles away, and
set off next day. After beating into

an ever-freshening NW5 for three hours, the skipper decided
that this was not what a cruising holiday was about, and ran
back to San Telmo.

The fresh NW wind continued next day, so we adjusted our
plans and headed east along the south coast, bound for Palma.
We were sailing smartly, on this sunny Sunday afternoon, just
abeam of Isla Malgrats, near Santa Ponza, when our mast
broke, at a point just above the crosstrees. We were in no
danger, wind was not severe, no big seas, in broad daylight, and
only a mile off" shore. We salvaged the sails and boom, but had
to jettison the tipper halt: of the mast and the rigging. We
salvaged the lower half of the mast. After we had tidied

David Nagle, his wife Sue, and
their daughter Caitlin, \~ho
remained with us for twl~ weeks.
di, lring which we cruised the
Calas. We ended Lip ill S~|n
Miguel, for four days, where wc
hired a car, and explored the
hinterland of lbiza. San Miguel in
a delightful, sheltered, anchoragc,
not crowded and not yel
overdeveloped. During our slay,
there were only two or three other
yachts tit anchor.

Ibiza is now renowned for its
hectic lifestyle, but this is largely
confined to Ibiza town, and San
Antonio. The island is otherwrise a
most delightl’ul I-dace for a
cruising holiday

MALIA)R(’A: We left San MigueI,
on 21st June, bound for Mallorca.
the crew now reduced to amle,
John and the skipper. We molof
sailed in very light wind. and ha;,y
conditions, and covered the 60
mile crossing to Andrailx. al the
SW corner of Mallorca. in 12
hours, alTiving at 20.00. This in a
very large harbour, with a big

IRISH CRUISING CLUB 1997

SYMPHONIE
1995

DE LA SELVA
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PALMA. With the jury rig. Photo: Steve Malone    Skipper and Willie Brenmm admire the jury rig. Photo: Ann Malone

ourselves up, we motored into the nearest marina, at E1 Toro.
Next day, the skipper contacted the insurance company in

Plymouth and they had their local agent visit us from Palma
within a couple of hours. He surveyed the broken wire shroud
which had caused the collapse of the mast, and confessed
himself mystified by the reason for failure. He put us in touch
with the leading yacht rigger in Pahna, a Dutch man, who
obtained quotations from two firms for replacement of the mast
and rigging, each being in excess of £10,000, over double the
cost of the similar replacement in 1989.

The skipper suggested to the insurers that this was too much,
and that it would save them a lot of money, if he brought the
boat back to France under jury rig, using the half mast, and then
brought her up the French rivers and canals to le Havre, where
a new mast supplied from England could be fitted. They of
course agreed.

The marina at E1 Toro is very new, with good facilities, but a
fair distance from the nearest town-which itself appears to be
quite new. Amazingly for Spain, it is without a church.

It took a few days to sort ourselves out at E1 Toro, but then
we continued our cruise, mastless now, and entirely under
engine.

We spent nearly three weeks at anchor in the various Calas
between Punta de Cabo Figuera and Palma. We particularly
enjoyed a few days at Cala Portals, where we had to pick our
way carefully amongst the nude bodies on the beach.

Genevieve left us, as did Fred, after two weeks, but we were
joined by Jo Leyden and Jack Hickey. Anne went home with Jo
in the first week of July.

The boat was to remain in Mallorca for the next three
months. We found the marina at C’an Pastilla east of Palma. to

be the most reasonable in cost (at £235 per month), and Jack
Hickey, John and the skipper brought her there and lived aboard
lbr a week before flying home.

PALMA TO SF:TE: The skipper enlisted the aid of a sailmaker
friend, Willie Brennan, who made up a set of wire rigging to
suit the twenty-foot spar we had left, and also provided a cut-
down mainsail and jib to suit. Equipped with these, Anne,
Willie and the skipper flew to Pahna on 10th September, and
we fitted the ,jury rig next day. On the following morning, we
set off from C’an Pastilla heading lk)r the SW tip of Mallorca, in
a light W wind, arriving there at about 15.00. We then altered
course for Barcelona, ahnost due N.

After nightfall, the wind freshened and veered to the NE,
force 5 with heavy ram, and continuous thunder and lightning,
as heavy seas developed. At about 01.00 our mast fell down,
We managed to get it aboard, and motored on, rolling badly,
and barely making 2 knots. This was a sleepless night.

The weather improved in the morning, but the wind
remained NE 4-5. Holding our course for Barcelona, we
entered the harbour about 18.00, having travelled 125 miles in
32 hours.

Barcelona is a wonderful city to visit, and it also has an
excellent marina, at reasonable rates (1450 pesetas or £7 per
day), close to the city centre. We had no trouble erecting the
mast (collapse was due to pull-out of a bulldog grip in the
rigging). We went sight-seeing in the afternoon, and had a good
meal ashore.

Next day, the weather was still unsettled,with rain and NE
wind, but the [kwecast was not bad. We set off in the afternoon,
heading for Masnou about 12 miles N., making 31/2 kn.in a
lumpy sea. This is a not a good marina: staff were surly, fees
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were too high {3250 pesetas), and we were charged lksr
electricity we did not use.

Wind was still NE, and on the nose next morning, but it
veered to the east, force 3-4, later, enabling us to make 5 knots.
until we reached Port d’Aro marina, where we found a very
posh Club Nautico, at which our overnight stay cost 3850
pesetas (£19). Our next leg took us to Porto de la Selva. our last
port (5t’ call in Spain, where we found a very comfortable new
marina, at a more reasonable 2300 pesetas per night. We were
weatherbound here from 18th to 20th September. Each day we
bought the "La Guardia’" newspaper for the very graphic
weather reports, which were very off-putting - high winds (NW
6-7), heavy rain, and big seas, just north of us in the Gulf of
Lyons. The weather ashore was also miserable.

Having a more optimistic report for the 20th, we decided to
make an early start, and got away at 03.45. There was little
wind, as we motored, with our little mainsail, in the grey dawn,
avoiding the many fishing boats returning to harbour. Sailing
all day in light w~riable winds, in a fairly quiet sea, we were in
sight of Sere, on the French coast, at 1600, and made our
entrance to the marina there at 1800. Facilities were quite good,
but the marina being close to the harbour entrance, we had a
very disturbed couple of nights due to the comings and goings
of the fishing fleet in the small hours.

On the first day in Sbte, we were ashore early, and found the
waterways office, where we bought a permit for the canals (300
Francs for 15 days). We dined quite well at the marina Club
Nautico, celebrating Anne’s birthday.

FRENCH CANAI,S--SETE TO VALEN(TE: After a second broken
night’s sleep we set off next day on the start of our voyage
through the French canals. Sbte is a city of canals, through
which you have to wend your way (including two pairs of
lifting bridges), before entering open water which leads to the
start of the Canal du Rh6ne a S~te.

This canal, about 70km in length, runs from S6te to a
junction with the Petit Rh6ne, to which it connects through the
St. Gilles lock. It passes through the Camargue, a vast nature
sanctuary, the home of the famous herds of wild white horses
and white bulls (we saw many of the former, none of the latter),
as well as flocks of flamingoes, many white egrets, and
thousands of rabbits.

Having travelled about 6 kin., we were held up for a couple
of hours at Frontignan, waiting for a bridge to ()pen; we went
ashore for a few beers. Our next stop was at Gallician, about 55
km from Sbte, where we arrived at 19.30, tying up at an
excellent halting spot, with rings ashore and stern anchor. This
was another dull little town with little life in either of the two
pubs. on a Friday night.

Setting oft: at about 10.30 next morning, we completed the
last 15 km of the canal, arriving at the St. Gilles lock at 12.30.
The friendly lock-keeper examined our papers and let us
through. The rise to the level of the Petit Rh(’me was only Im.

The Petit Rh6ne is an attractive river, flowing gently
between wooded banks for about 21 km before joining the
main river Rh6ne, about 4 km north of Aries. We reached the
main river about 16.00 and decided to proceed northwards
rather than going dowm’iver to Aries. The current was now
considerably stronger, and at nearly full throttle we barely
made three km an hour. We arrived at a set of mooring piles
near Tarascon at 18.30, and made fast to these. There were no
facilities for getting ashore, so we settled down for the night.

We reached our first Rh6ne lock, at Tarascon, early next
morning, and after waiting 20 minutes, watched an enormously
long passenger liner emerge. We were lucky to be the only boat
going upstream, as we thus had an opportunity to familiarize
ourselves with the lock operation, particularly with the floating
bollards set into the walls to which you moor, and which rise

with the boat. The lock-keeper kindly restricted the inflow (51:
water to minimize the turbulence, which can be severe.

The river cmvent above this lock was nmch reduced, and we
were able to make 6-7 km lhr, and arrived at Avignon at 18.00,
where we berthed at the yacht club marina, just upstream of the
famous Pont d’Avignon, and under the ve.y ixnpressive mass of
the Palais des Papes. The facilities, (showers, etc.) on a
convenient barge were very good, and lees reasonable, at 55
francs per night.

We spent two days exploring the antiquities of
Avignon,(which are well worth seeing), before moving on
again, now facing into a mistral, the cold northerly wind that so
frequently blows down the Rh6ne. We went through the
Avignon lock and that at Caderouse, reaching the small town of
St. Etielme des Sorts about 18.00, where we tied up to a pile
near a ladder. Anne and the skipper went ashore for stores, and
found this to be a weird little town, with one small grocer and a
pub, both of which were closed. We had to wail until next
morning before we could buy the few basic items in stock. The
odd thing was that there was a fairly large co-operative winery,
to which farmers were delivering trailers of grapes, destined to
become "’C6tes du Rh6ne Villages".

Our progress next day was again hampered by the mistral,
dropping to 3-4 km./hour. We went through the very deep lock
de Bollene (23m) around 12.30, and arrived at Viviers about
18.00. He,e we had what the "’Carte-Guide" described as a
"’delicate mooring", tied to a pile and propped off the quay wall
by the spinnaker pole, there being only 3 feet of water at the
foot of the wall.

Viviers is an interesting old town, with well-lit winding
streets. We ate a good steak meal at a small restaurant. We
started next morning at 06.30, before dawn, on the final leg of
the trip to Valence. We cleared through the Chateau-Neuf lock
by 08.30, and had a great day’s run (58 kin.), including the
Logis-Neuf lock, arriving at Valence at 17.30. The marina at
Valence is impressive, with berths for over a 100 yachts,
situated in a bight off the Rh6ne. There is a chandlery,
workshops and an excellent restaurant. Marina staff are friendly
and helpful.

NAVIGABLE RIVERS

CANALS
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CANAL DU BRIARE. Paddy Walsh at the bow. Photo." Steve Malone

The skipper had previously made arrangements to berth
Symphonie here for the winter, and after a couple of days spent
tidying, we left her, and took the TGV train to Pads, en route
for home.

1996

VALENCE TO HONFLEUR: On 28th July, 1996, the skipper, his
wife Anne, and Billy Fennelly travelled by terry to Le Havre,
and by rail to Valence, where we arrived at 20.45. We found
Symphonie in very good order, but both batteries were flat.
Only one accepted recharging, so we bought a replacement for
the other at the local supermarket.

The next few days were spent in cleaning and restocking the
boat before we set off up the RhOne on 3rd August. The current
was reasonably slack, the weather was good, and we arrived at
our first port of call, Andance, at 18.15. There was a slipway at
the right bank, but the river was too shallow for going
alongside, so we had to anchor off.

Next day we moved to Les Roches de Condrieu, where we
moored on quite a good marina. The town, however, was
extremely quiet and dull. Most of the few hotels and restaurants
were closed for the month of August - a very common French
phenomenon.

We completed the RhOne section of our journey on 7th
August, when we arrived at Lyon, having passed through five
large locks since leaving Valence, and travelled 112 kin.

The river Saane joins the Rhone at Lyon: the next stage of
our journey was along that river from Lyon to Chalon, a
distance of 140 kin.

Lyon is a very large city, the second largest in France, owing
its original importance to its location at the junction of these
two navigable rivers, the RhOne being the waterway to the
Mediterranean. A city of great historical interest, it is also a
bustling industrial and commercial centre.

We found a handy pontoon, close to a service station a little
way upstream in the Sa6ne, and we moored here, free of
charge, for the three days we spent in Lyon.

Billy Fennelly left us on Friday, 9th August and we were
joined by Jo Leyden who travelled by air, and Fred Pocock,
who came on his powerful motorcycle, having endured
thunderstorms on the 500 mile ride from Cherbourg. When
Fred announced that he was bringing his motorbike, the skipper
was very dubious about how this was going to work out. In the
event, it proved to be an invaluable addition. Initially, on the
SaOne section, we worked a system where Fred parked the bike
at the local rail station, rejoined the boat for the river journey,
and took a train back to collect the bike from the next port of
call.

Anne had to leave us at Lyon, to fly home to look after son

John, who had just completed Leaving Cert and was about to
enter university.

With stops at Villefranche (a messy mooting outside a
gravel barge at a concrete plant 2 km. from a moribund town),
Macon (on an excellent marina 3 km. upstream of a very nice
town) and Tournus (at a quayside berth close to the town), we
reached Chalon-sur-SaOne on 15th August. Chalon is a very
pleasant town, with a really good marina in every respect. Here
we had more crew changes. Jo left and we were joined by John
Lennon, SOan O’Connell and Jack Hickey.

We left Chalon on 17th August, and entered the pure canal
systems (the Canaux du Centre). The change was great, from
the broad flowing rivers, to the quiet, comparatively narrow,
tree-lined canals, with their numerous locks. From its junction
with the SaOne, there are 61 locks in a distance of 112 km. The
motorbike now showed its true worth, as Fred rode along the
towpath, lending a hand to the lock-keepers opening and
closing the locks. On our first day in the canals we covered 17
km and passed through 12 locks on our way to Chagny, where
we were able to moor alongside. We walked to the town and
had quite a good meal at a small restaurant.

We made an early start next day, and quickly met up with
another yacht, appropriately named Quack-Quack, its owners
being two English doctors. They were good company for us for
a considerable part of the journey along the canals. This day we
covered 32 kin. and passed through 23 locks (our maximum on
any day). We were grateful again for the motorbike that
evening, as the nearest restaurant to our mooring at a canal-side
pontoon was about 10 km. away. Fred ferried us one by one on
the pillion. The meal at the Restaurant Ste. Pierre was excellent
but expensive.

We had now reached the summit level of the Canal du
Centre, and the remaining 26 locks were all descending, and
easier to negotiate in consequence. Our next overnight stop was
at GOnelard, a comtk)rtable mooring at a quay just below lock
16, adjacent to the small town. This being a Monday. the only
restaurant was closed, so we bought a couple of cooked
chickens, and had a very good meal aboard, with three bottles
of wine. followed by a convivial party aboard Quack-Quack.

Paray-le-Monial, our next port of call, is a famous town of
pilgrimage, but we found it notable primarily for the refusal by
any bank to provide cash, even for travellers’ cheques! It does,
however, have an excellent "Halte Nautique", and some good
restaurants with reasonable prices. There is a marina at Digoin,
where we went aground before we found a suitable berth.

The depth of water in the canals was a source of constant
concern. In the series of canals we were following, the
minimum depth is stated to be 1.8m, which is the draught of
Symphonie. In general, there was no problem, although on a
couple of occasions we were unable to moor on the canal side
and had to anchor off, and there was one section of canal where
we touched bottom repeatedly over several kilometres. We had
made up a large placard mounted on the pulpit, stating "Tirant
d’eau 1 .Sm.", as a warning to barges that we would have to stay
near the middle of the canal. The barges invariably respected
this. We met surprisingly little traffic, a few peniches (large
barges) and a few yachts travelling down to the Med.

At Digoin, we.joined the Canal Lateral a la Loire, which (as
the name suggests) runs more or less in parallel with the river
Loire, which it crosses three times, on "ponts-canaux", two of
which are of considerable length, particularly that at the
northern end at Briare, which is 660 metres long, and is a
remarkable feat of engineering. This canal is 1.95km in length
and has 37 locks, all a uniform length of 38.5m, and 5.17m
width.

After an overnight stop, we left Digoin, on Thursday 22nd
August, at 10.00 on a cold grey morning. The weather so far
had been generally good, if not brilliant; it brightened later but
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rained again in the cvenJng. We achieved 52 knl and II locks
thai day. and had to mlchor off, due lo lack o1 depth ;,it lhe
banksJde. This was, in fact. the shallowest section el: canal we
lllel.

An early start next dliy. cllahlcd tlS lo reach Plagny 15 1 kin)

at 17.311, where Ihere is ti n/ilrhla. We nloored beside ¢)ua(’k-
(guark. This was about 3 kill fronl Nevers. an inlportanI tOWll

on the Loire and w’ell worth a visit, particulluly to see the
n/assive Basilica and n/usetlnl. Fred on his bike performed the
necessary ferry service ycl again.

After Iwo nights on the Phigny ii/arhl:_l, wc moved on, and
found another excellent n/lirina at Marscilles-les-Aubigny (70

kw. 6 Iocksi, passing over the Loire on a spectacular aquaducl
en route.

Two days later, on 26th August. having slopped overnight at
Menetreol. we arrived al Briare, where we again crossed the

Lohe on the inagnificent "’pont-canal tie Briare". Here we
moored lit the quaysidc in a large basin close to the town.

Tile voyage alon~2 Ihe rivers and canals had to be kept to a
fairly rigid schedule, to acc,omlllodllle the crew’ changes
planned well in advance. Earlier changes had occurred at Lyon
and Chahm. The next one was at Briare. where Sdan and Jack
left us and were rephiced by PeGgy and Paddy Walsh. (RCYC),
arriving by rail from Paris. (The skipper had built tip a
collection of the excellent French rltilway time-tables).

Restaurants at Briare. and on our next stop. Rogny. were
very poor, but Padd\ cooked a first-class meal of bacon,
cabb;-tge and spuds.

We travelled froin gogny to lVhmtargis (34 kw., 16 locks)
next day. and found a good moorin~ beside the Police training
centre, very close to the town centre. We liked Montargis, a
mLich livelier town than most others, with good restaurants and
a large supermarket. We had two excellent meals ashore, one
hosted bv Jol-m Lcnnon at a duck restaurant, on the night before

his departure, the other, next evenmg, hosted by Fred, who also
departed (on his motorbikc) next dav.

In accordance with our Ihnc-table, /~nnc rejoined the ship,
as Fred loft, on 31st August. We dined well ashore again ;-it a
Spanish/French restatlranl.

We stopped at Nemours (a dull town on a Sunday) on the
final stretch of the Canal tie Briare before wc entered the Seine
at St. Mammes. We were finished with canals and into a river
again - and such a beutiful river. The length of the Seine from
St. Mammes to Paris is 87kw., (7 hicks) and here some of the
most picturesque river scenery in France is to be found. Some
of the rix’erside mansions arc magnificent, bordering sometimes
on the over-ornate. Beautiful \~eeping willows line the banks.

All this we cn.joyed on the way to Melun, where we found a
\cry convenient mooring upstream of the Pont tie la Penetrante,
near the university. We ate lishol’e at a good small rest:.itlrant.

M()NI \R(IIS. Fred and his hike.

RC¥c

MH t’N. Skipper, Peg Walsh, Anne. Paddy Walsh, Geraldine Dalton.
Ph()t(,. Mike Lemlon

Next day (Sth Sept) we awaited the arrival of two new crew
members. Geraldine Dalton and Michael Lennon. We dined
well. but expensively, ashore, and left next morning, on the
remaining stretch of river to Pa.’is, in bright sunshine (58km, 5
locks).

Paris is, of course, truly splendid, and to arrive there in one’s
yacht is something to savour.

We made our way to the Arsenal marina, where we were
admitted to the lock after a short delay, and give a berth. This
marina is remarkably located in the heart of Paris, close by the
Place tie la Bastille, a short walk, along the river bank, from
Notre Dame. Marina fees, about £12 per night, were
surprisingly low. and the Facilities (showers, toilets, laundrette)
excellent.

We spent nine days in Paris, and all hands did their tourist
thing to the Eiffel Tower, Notre Dame, the Louvre, the Musde
d’Orsay (a real winner, this, for the Impressionists), Versailles,
the Opera ("La Bohbme’" Ikn" Michael and Geraldine, who also
took in a late night jazz gig in the Latin Quarter). We went to
the great Sunday market near the Place de la Bastille. We
walked the boulevards. Michael and the skipper walked a few
kilometres to attend an o.’chestral concert on the Boulevard de

Port Royale. (They came back by taxi).
On the second day, son John arrived at 07.00 with two pals,

off the train from Amsterdam. Hungry and exhausted, they ate
a huge breakfast and slept until the afternoon, when they took
off to see Paris. They disappeared again next morning (nine of
US on board that night!) to catch a train to Rome.

Paddy and Pe,~<w~e, Walsh left us on 10th September, and Billy
and Margaret Fennelly rejoined the crew on the 13th. They
promptly visited the Eiffel Tower, and took the tourist bus tour
around Paris.

We needed the tide tables for the Seine between Rouen and
the sea at Le Havre, lind it took three visits to the nautical
bookshop on the Rue de Jacob before we got these.

On Sunday, 15th September, a lovely sunny morning, we left
Arsenal marina at 12.00, and motored down the Seine through
Paris, under the famous bridges. The Seine travels through the
heart of Paris, and carries a great number of barges and
passenger-boats with tourists. There is a strict traffic-control
system, under which sections of the river are closed
alternatively to upstream or downstream traffic on an hourly
basis. A yachtsman has to familiarize himself with these rules.

We arrived at the Bougival halt (Km 48) at 1700, where we
tied up for the night. Having stocked up at the Bastille market,
we had a great meal aboard. The Seine winds its tortuous way
to the sea over 368 km. flom Paris, the upper non-tidal section
measuring 242 km to Rouen, with 6 locks.

Moving on from Bougival, we spent Monday night at Limay
(km l 1(I from Paris), on a very rickety pontoon, dining well on
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board again, on very good steaks. We went aground on leaving
the little marina, and had a struggle to get off.

Our next stop was in a branch off the main river on the right
(km 157), where we expected to find a small marina, but found
instead that we had to tie alongside a barge operated by a
helpful hermit, living in isolation on another barge nearby.

An early start next day, and another good day’s travel in
bright sunshine through lovely scenery, chalk cliffs and
gardens, brought us to the last lock, at Amfreville. We went
through behind a chain of barges, at about 13.00.

We were now in the tidal section of the Seine, and reached
the city of Rouen at 17.00. The marina here is very good,
(cheap, at 60E per night), and close to the city centre. Michael
stood us a very good meal ashore, at the Restaurant d’Anton.
Next day, it poured rain. for the first time in weeks as he and
Geraldine packed their gear and left us. The crew was now
reduced to Anne, Margaret, Billy and the skipper. We found a
decent Irish pub (Kallaghan’s), where we were treated to Irish
whiskies on the house, (the barman was from Tipperary).

Our neighbours on the marina were a Welsh couple, Gordon
and Joyce, who were en route to the Mediterranean. We
enjoyed a few drinks with them, and were able to provide them
with a complete set of the "’Carte Guide" charts for the canals

(at a very good bargain price), with a pair of fender-planks
thrown in for flee.

It is worth mentioning here that a set of the "Carte-Guide
Fluvials" appropriate to the chosen route through the French
rivers and canals is essential. They provide a completely
detailed picture of what to expect along the way. We needed a
set of six, covering the journey from the Mediterranean to the
English channel, along the "Bourbonnais’" route. (They are
obtainable from Shepperton Swan Ltd, The Clock House,
Upper Halliford, Shepperton, Middlesex, TW 17 8RU).

The weather improved after a couple of days, and we took
off at 09.00 on Saturday, 21st September, just before high
water.

The tidal situation from Rouen to Le Havre needs careful
consideration. The distance is 146 Km. (c.80n.m.), so that it is
necessary to stop once below Rouen, and wait for the tide.
Suitable stopping places are scarce enough. We were advised to
make for Duclair, at k.278, which we did, and found an
excellent berth at a special mooring barge, in the centre of a

most attractive small town, with brilliant flower gardens. We
dined ashore at a very good Vietnamese restaurant, then
returned aboard for our usual game of rummy.

The tide was still flooding as we left at 08.00, but the ebb
started an hour later, and carried us at 6-7 knots to Honfleur, at
the mouth of the Seine opposite Le Havre, at 16.00. We were
surprised and very pleased to find that entry to Honfleur is now
through a lock, instead of having to wait for high water. We got
through the lock, but were held in the outer harbour overnight,
as Honfleur was "en fate" and the inner harbour was packed
with visiting boats. We were able to enter under the lifting
bridge, early next day. It was our first visit to this most
picturesque little harbour, a square basin at the very heart of the
town, surrounded by tall, ancient, buildings in the Norman
style, mostly with restaurants and bars on the quayside, ground
floor level.

Our first berth was on the visitors’ pontoon. On enquiring at
the local Club Nautique, we discovered that we could berth
here for the winter at very reasonable rates, an offer we
immediately accepted. We then moved to a better berth just in
front of the old church which is now a maritime museum.

On 26th September we travelled by bus to Le Havre,
crossing the river by the spectacular Pont de Normandie, with
Billy and Margaret, who were returning to Ireland by ferry. We
had greatly enjoyed the couple of days spent discovering the
charms of Honfleur.

We had arranged with Eurospars, of Plymouth, to deliver our
new mast to Le Havre, on 1st October. We brought the boat
across from Honfleur the previous day, and were ready, waiting
on the marina, when the mast arrived at 07.00, on a trailer
towed by Landrover, accompanied by Peter Wear and Adrian
Woods, of Eurospars. Using the marina mobile crane, these
gentlemen had the mast erected and fully rigged by 18.00 that
evening.

We were weather bound in Le Havre for the next two days in
a SW force 7 with heavy rain. We did, however, enjoy the
excellent hospitality of the local yacht club, which has a first-
class restaurant, with very good wine.

On 6th October we returned to Honfleur, where we left
Symphonie snugged down for the winter, before we went back
by bus to Le Havre to take the ferry home.
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Honfleur to Crosshaven

NORMANDY: The skipper, Anne, son John, and Billy Fennelly
returned to Honfleur by Rosslare-Le Havre ferry on 2nd June.
As before, SynTphonie was in good shape (even the salt was
dry), and the engine started at the first touch.

We worked on the boat, cleaning and varnishing (mainly by
Billy) and stocking up, lk), the next three days, and sailed across
the mouth of the Seine to ge Havre on 7th June, berthing on the
marina. The boat had been in the water since September 1994,
but there was surprisingly little growth on the hull (most of the
time she had been in fl’esh water), and she did not need to be
lifted out for anti-lkmling.

Margaret Fennelly arrived by ferry on 9th June. We had an
excellent meal at the RSH yacht club that evening.

The skipper had appointed son John to be the navigator for
the voyage home from France to Ireland, a duty he performed
with great efficiency, with the aid of the GPS.

The following day, we left at 08.30, bound for Courseulles,
reaching in a light SE wind. With the assistance of an ebb tide,

NORMANDY. John Malone and his Dad. Section of Mulben’y harbour
inn background.                                  Photo: Aml M~Uone

we did the 28 mile trip in 41/2 hours, arriving as the lock opened,
1’/2 hours before HW. We found a good berth on the small
marina, just above the swing bridge. This is a very nice seaside
holiday resort, with many good restaurants, a supermarket, an
excellent hardware store and a wiriety of shops.

We remained in Courseulles until Friday, 13th June, when
we had an early start at 05.15, to catch the lock opening, while
it was still dark. Wind was NE 2-3, giving us a fetch on our NW
course. Again, we had a fair ebb tide, and made 5V>6V2 knots
under main and jib, as we sailed along the Normandy beaches,
made famous in World War 2, as Gold, Sword, Omaha and
Utah. This was a glorious sail, on a beatitiful sunny day, in a
flat sea.

We were early arriving at St. Vaast, and had to anchor in the
outer harbour, awaiting the lock opening at 14.00. (This is open
from 2’/2 hrs. before to 3 hrs. after HW). St. Vaast is a very large
fairly new marina, with excellent facilities. (Marina lees
generally along the Normandy coast were in the range 100-130
francs per night). Facilities for shopping were also good, with
an emphasis on wine shops. Many English tourists (especially
yachtsmen) apparently come here to stock up. We bought
supplies and were transported back to the boat in a vintage
grocers van.

We dined mostly on board this week, on vacuum-packed
steak and ham from home, and agreed that our meals were
much superior to those ashore.

We left St. Vaast on Monday, 16th June, at 09.20 (the lock

closing at 09.50), on a bright sunny morning, and with a strong
ebb tide carrying us up to and around Cap Barfleur, in a light
NE wind, on the nose at first, but which veered after a while,

enabline us to carry main and jib, with our vane steering
working perfectly. We made 7~/2 knots at times, in fiat water.
We were bound for Cherbourg (26 miles) and arrived there c
13.30.

The Cherbourg marina is very large, with berths for 1000
boats, and every conceivable facility, very convenient to the
city centre. We were going to be here for a while so we paid the
marina fee for a week, at 575 francs (about £70) which was
very reasonable. There are, of course, many good restaurants,
and lively bars (Guinness at 33F. a pint!).

A great number of the yachts on the visitors" pontoon were
British, Cherbourg being the closest French port to the south
coast of England, only an overnight trip of 60 miles from the
Needles.

Billy and Margaret departed for home on 19th (train to Paris

and a flight to Cork). Fred and John took the opporttlnity to
visit Le Mans by train, and avoided spending a wet and windy
day in Cherbourg.

Next day, we visited the Musee de le Liberation, located m
the great fort which overlooks the city - and well worth the
visit.

Then we hired a minibus. As we were now joined by
Geraldine Dalton and Michael gennon, there would again be
six of us, and too many for a no,’mal car. We hired it for two
days, and did the tour of the Normandy World War 2 beaches,
including the very impressive American cemetary at the
Omaha beach. We also made a trip to the picturesque fishing
port of Barfleur, taking in a couple of old churches on the way.

On Tuesday 24th June we were ready to leave at 11.30, but
found we had run our batteries fiat. Eventually, John managed

to swing the starting-handle successfully. We had had several
days of bad weather, with gale warnings in Plymouth, Lundy,
Fastnet and Shannon, but we headed off into a moderate NW.
wind, accompanied by a flotilla of other yachts, who had also
been waiting for the better weather. Heading westward from
Cherbourg, it is essential to get the timing right, to avoid
problems with the notorious Alderney race. It is advisable to
leave Cherbourg at HW Dover -0300. We did so, and had no

problems arriving at Braye harbour in Alderney c. 17.00, where
we picked up a visitors’ mooring.

We dined ashore at the Rose and Crown, a reasonable meal,
if not outstanding, having climbed the very steep hill from the
harbour to the town.

The following day the bad weather returned, with a fresh W
to NW wind and heavy showers, disimproving further next day,
with flesh N wind and continuous rain. It was becoming
uncomfortable on the mooring. We contemplated sleeping
ashore, but stayed on board, and had a very disturbed night.
Though we had doubled up on our mooring warps, one pair
almost frayed through during the night. The wind had, in fact,
veered to the NE, a point to which Braye harbour is wide open.
It continued windy and wet next day, (Friday) and we decided
to move ashore. We found excellent accommodation at the
Harbour Lights hotel, and made up for our loss of sleep.

On Saturday morning, the weather improved, and as the
afternoon tide was favourable for the run through the Swinge to
Guernsey, we left at 15.30, and had a very pleasant passage,
arriving at St. Peter Port at 21.00, where we had to tie up on the
waiting pontoon until there was sufficient water over the sill, at
midnight, to allow us enter the marina.

Fred had left us at Alderney, taking the opportunity of a
berth on a (short-handed) yacht returning to England.

The pubs on the Channel Islands don’t open on Sundays.
Drink is available only with meals at hotels and restaurants. We
dined aboard, being well stocked with wine from France, and
cheap spirits (Gin, Whisky, and Vodka on draught at the Rose
and Crown, £6 a litre, bring your own plastic bottles).

We left for Jersey on Tuesday, at 07.30, in a light NE wind,
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with a favourable tide, for the first three hours. This was, again,
an enjoyable sail, in sight of Sark and then Jersey. Following
the directions in the Shell pilot, we had no difficulty in finding
the entrance to the St. Helier marina, having to spend a couple
of hours at the outside waiting marina, before entering the main
marina when the lock gate opened. This is another excellent
marina, with first-class facilities, adjacent to the town centre,
which is largely pedestrianised.

On Wednesday, 2nd July, we visited the Museum, mainly
devoted to World War 2, and then went by bus to see the
German underground Hospital, built entirely in tunnels
excavated by prisoners-of-war (many died during the project),
never really completed, and never used.

We visited St. Helier Yacht Club, where we were warmly
welcomed, particularly by the barman from Leitrim, who has
been 30 years in Jersey. There are many Irish people working in
Jersey. Finding jobs is no problem, finding accommodation is.

We left on Friday tbr St. Malo, a 30-mile trip, passing east of
Les Minquiers. There is a choice of marinas at St. Malo, the
large 1200-berth marina at St. Servan, which is remote from the
town, or the Bassin Vauban, which is immediately outside the
walls of the old city. We had chosen the latter, and waited in the
outer harbour until the lock gates opened (at 1 hr, either side of
HW).

The marina in the Bassin Vauban is fairly small, and yachts
lying along the pontoon are expected to double or even treble
up. We found a handy berth outside an English yacht, near the
head of a pontoon. We were ideally located, opposite the main
gate in the old city walls.

St. Malo (the old part, at least) is a marvellous old town. It
was largely destroyed in the last war, but was totally rebuilt
with loving care. There are wonderful old buildings including a
massive cathedral, built on three levels, the whole encircled by
huge ramparts. The walk around the top of these ramparts is
delightful, with wonderful views of the city and the sea.

We swam at the beautiful Plage des Bons Secours, fifteen
minutes walk from the marina. Over the weekend, St. Malo
was en f~te. with much medieval-style pageantry, Breton music
and dancing, etc. Dining ashore was good and reasonable.

Geraldine and Michael left us on Sunday, 6th July, by train
to Paris.

Next day, we availed of the first lock opening, at 08.30, in
fairly thick fog, which persisted as we waited at a mooring in
the outer harbour. The tog lifted at noon, and we took offon the
next leg, to St Quay, about 35 miles along the Brittany coast,
where there is a new marina accessible at all stages of the tide.
Assisted again by a westerly ebb tide, we arrived at about
18.00, to find plenty of vacant berths. The marina complex

includes a number of shops, and a fairly expensive restaurant,
but no supermarket, or even an epicerie. We tbund a small
supermarket after a pleasant stroll along the beach waterfront.
There were few holiday makers, this being still early July. We
had a couple of beers in a small bar, before going aboard to eat.
We left St. Quay next day.

There is a choice of ports to visit on a voyage west of St
Quay, including Paimpol (accessible only at HW), L6zardrieux
and Trequier. We chose Treguier, which was reported to be an
interesting town, about 33 miles away, including a 7-mile
passage up a river. There are off-lying dangers at the entrance,
but these are well marked, as is the river channel, which has
adequate depth (up to 3m.) apart from the final stretch, below
the town, which has only lm. at LWS. We arrived in the late
afternoon, with an hour to spare.

The yacht club marina has five pontoons, with visitors’
berths on the first two beyond the slipway, where there is an
average depth of 2m. There is a good club house, with excellent
facilities.

Up a fairly steep incline of half a-mile lies the town of

Treguier, with its famous cathedral of St. Yves, set in a very
pleasant square with numerous caf6s. We dined very well at the
Restaurant St. Bernard, about 100 m. from the marina.

Alter two days, we went down-river again, and headed next
for Tr6beurden, about 20 miles away, along the spectacular
"granite rose" coastline, with its fine beaches. There is a new
marina here, with 360 berths, accessible over a sill, at the top
half of the tide. We had to wait outside for an hour. There is a
nice beach, and a good nearby restaurant, but the town is a
fairly long, (again uphill) walk away.

Next day (Sunday, 13th July) we set off as soon as there was
2m. on the sill, which meant an adverse flood tide at the start of
our 32 mile trip to Morlaix. Weather remained good, with a
light but favourable wind.

Morlaix is a sixteenth century town at the head of a 7 mile
river. The various entrances are described in the Shell Pilot. We
followed the Chenal de Trequier without difficulty, and entered
the river, with about two hours of ebb to go. The river is deep
enough at the lower end, but it shallows and narrows
alarmingly as one approaches Morlaix, and we touched bottom
as we reached the lock gates, which were about to open. There
is a large yacht harbour, with rows of pontoons at the upper
end.

BRAYE HARBOUR. ALDERNEY. Michael Lennon, Geraldine Dalton,
Skipper, John. Photo: Ann Malone

The town was a reasonably-short walk away, and is full of
interest, with many old buildings, and numerous restaurants.
John Lennon joined us here (having first made an abortive and
expensive trip by taxi to Tr6beurden, from which we had
departed).

We had almost a week to wait until the arrival of Margaret
Fennelly, so we again hired a car, and made visits to Quimper,
Brest and Lannion. We drove to Roscoff on Friday, 18th to
meet Margaret off the ferry.

MORkA~X TO CROSSHAVEN: On the following Monday, we
were at the lock at 07.00 for the first opening, and made our
way down-river, in tog, fortunately not thick, and reached the
open sea at 09.00. In a very light ENE wind we hoisted the
main, and proceeded under engine, bound for St. Mary’s, Isles
of Scilly, 130 miles away.

As the tog cleared around noon, and the wind freshened, we
broke out the jib, and motor-sailed at 6V2knots. At 14.30, with
the wind ENE 4, we cut the engine, and made 6 knots, under
self-steering wind-vane.

A couple of hours later, the wind dropped, and we resumed
motor-sailing under automatic pilot. At 23.00, the skipper was
ordered to bed, and missed a beautiful nights sailing in
moonlight. He was called at 04.30, to a lovely dawn, as we
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The RTE forecast at 12.50 was for SW 2-3, freshening to 4-5
with rain later, veering NW overnight. Which was, more or
less, what we got, so that we finished up, beating into a head
wind in a choppy sea, as we approached the Cork coast. We
tied up at the RCYC marina in Crosshaven at c.16.30, in a very
tired state.

ST. MALO. Photo. Steve Malone

came up to the Bishop, with Penennis and Round Island lights
well in view.

We entered Hugh Town in St. Mary’s at 07.30, picking up a
visitors’ mooring, on which we were joined almost
immediately by a Frenchman.

We had an enjoyable clay ashore, apart from a poor meal at
the Atlantic. We met a few friends from Dun Laoghaire,
including John Bourke, who was en route to Cowes, and Geof
Bowers, in his catamaran.

In continuing sunny weather, we visited St. Agnes on the
following day, walked to the Post-Office and had drinks tit the
only pub. Returning to SI. Mary’s, we had a good steak dinner
(Vacuum-packed from Cobh, by Margaret).

The weather lkwecast on Wednesday, 23rd July, warned of an
approaching break in the weather, so we decided to start on the
final trip home. We dropped anchor for an hour in Tresco
Sound, and were under way again at 11.30, in lovely sunny
weather, with a light westerly breeze.

SUMMARY

1995 Distance Days
(n.m.)

Aquadulce to:
Los Nietos (Mar Menor) 166
Morayra 92
San Antonio Abad, Ibiza. 55
Cruising Caius in Ibiza,
Fonnentera, 100
San Miguel to:
Andraitx. Mallorca 56
Cruising Callas in Mallorca 50
C’an Pastilla to:
Barcelona 125
Sate 170
Vallence 141

Total 955 74

1996 Distance Days
(n.m.)

Valence to:
Lyon(Rh6ne) 62
Chalon(Sa6ne) 76
Digoin(Canal du Centre) 62
Briare(Canal Lateral fi, [a Loire) 107
St. Mammes(Canal de Briare) 57
Paris (Seine) 46
Rouen (Seine) 133
Honfleur (Seine) 62

Total 605 57
1997 Distance Days

(n.m.)
Honfleur to:
Le Havre I 0
Courseulles 28
St. Vaast 35
Cherbourg 26
Alderney 2 I
Guernsey 23
Jersey 26
St. Malo 30
St. Quay 35
Treguier 33
Trebeu rden 20
Morlaix 32
St. Mary’s 130
Crosshaven 134

Total 538 51
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Iberia

Henry Barnwell

Dawn was lovely, salmon pink stripes vied with silver blue
stripes to provide a priceless natural work of art rendered

more, not less, precious by it’s transient nature. This lovely
harbinger of the second Monday in June greeted Ivy and I
accompanied by Barney Power who, although he has
practically no cruising experience, has a lifetime experience of
racing Glens in Dublin Bay.

We were sailing in a gentle north easterly, heading south
with Tuskar light some seventy miles behind us. Ivy and
Barney were sleeping and for a precious few hours I owned the
world. We had slipped out of the marina at Howth Yacht Club
the day before without a clear definition of where we were
headed, except that it should be somewhere dryer and warmer.

Later in the day the wind died to a zephyr and steaming at
seven knots we approached the Isles of Scilly to discover that it
was low tide, I really did not feel like the concentration
required to take a yacht drawing 2.25 metres between Tresco
and Bryher, because we needed to bunker, so we made our way
in warm sunny weather around to approach St Marys from the
east.

The wind was gentle
without bunkers, we set
or thereabouts.

We really struggled,
knots and struggling to
Frers 42 has a mainsail

northerly when we cleared the harbour,
the sails goose winging fbr La Coruna,

at times we were making below two
fill the sails even though our German
and furling genoa of Genesis material

which excels at holding it’s shape in such conditions. We had a
choice, start the engine and steam for Spain (did we have
sufficient diesel?) or turn left and gently reach toward the
French coast.

The decision was to elect fbr the latter, so off we set for La
Belle France, a rather un-eventful trip except for the fact that
we picked up a large piece of a nylon fishing net which
managed to rap itself between the folding blades of our Max
prop.

At 01.00 we were within shouting distance of the entrance
to Lampoul on Isle d’Oeusant, and had glorious plans to sneak
on to the visitors moorings which plans had to be abandoned
when the very strong tide took us too far to the east: we ended
up tying alongside a moored fishing vessel to await the dawn.

Early on Wednesday morning we set sail for Camaret, my
chosen port for attempting to set right the propeller. During the
passage Ivy noticed that although she was positively sailing
south along a coastline she knows very well the main ship’s
compass was indicating 360 degrees. 1 delivered my
judgement, do not worry your little heads there is a submarine
underneath us, sure enough the suspect surfaced some way to
the west, but, in the interim I discovered to my astonishment
that the GPS was also indicating a northerly track, that little
conundrum I have not figured out yet. In some manner a
submarine was able to throw a field around the yacht which
was capable of interfering with the signal being received from
four satellites. Our autopilot is not interfaced with the GPS but
any member navigating in waters where taxpayers money is
being spent playing war games whose system is so interfaced

should do so with extreme caution. In heavy fog 1 would have
had no alternative but to follow my compass and GPS with
possibly very sore consequences, but, if I had been sailing in
fog with an integrated system the consequences would have
been more probable than possible, beware. In Camaret the
water in the marina looked clean enough. Following one dive, I
decided a bread saw was the best weapon and three further
dives were sufficient to cut every offending piece of nylon free,
a quick run around the marina and we knew that we had an
efficient engine again.

A very low-latitude Azores anti-cyclone proceeded to
encourage the Atlantic depressions around the top of the high
and slap bang in on top of us which meant that we stayed put
for five nights. During this period "’Aoife" skippered by Ray
O’Toole of Galway tied up to await a weather window to take
her home.

Barney came into his own with some brilliant wine
selections, none of which cost more that £5, we enjoyed five

Did you hear what the Commodore said about automatic fire
extinguishers last night?                     Photo: Fiona Barnwell
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Hylasia preparing to close the new marina tat Sines
Photo. Clara Barnwell

really excellent dinners ashore including the incredible "Fruit
de Mer’" in the Hotel de France, which to Barney’s amazement
took me two and one half hours to consume.

Although we had been smart enough not to impose any strict
deadlines upon our cruise, nevertheless, it would have been
pleasant to make a little southing (warmer and sunnier?) yet,
the weather continued to be awful, eventually we decided to

jump on a very short lull and out we scarpe.ed on Monday
afternoon the 23rd June bound for Sainte Evette, through the
Raz de Seine against the tide reaching at nine knots in a brisk
westerly breeze. We picked up a mooring just before dinner
time and retired for the night.

Came the morrow, the weather was still yuck, very
changeable, still we dropped the mooring, set both sails and
reached for Benodet It took us six and a half hours to cover the
thirty miles to Benodet, which included a little wandering
around the bay looking for the harbour entrance" we did not
have a pilot book and our charts proved to be a little out of date.
Ivy does not enjoy this Christopher Columbus type of
navigating, so that the order was issued call Dublin and have a
pilot book sent down by DHL.

The same weather pattern continued, Benodet was not much
different to Camaret, again some
club yachts imprisoned, some
lovely civilised meals but no
progress. Even so, this was a
lovely port, an attractive beach, a
wide variety of restaurants from

’i
American to gourmet, and a very
interesting hinterland to explore
made the stop-over easy to
tolerate.

We were to spend four nights in
Benodet making ten in all in
Brittany and whilst we have sailed
many miles on this lovely coast
and have friends with whom we
exchange visits, nevertheless, the
hospitality we received this year
amounted almost to reverence. At
our age we may not be too keen on
the sound of Bono and Sinead but,
that is not the way the World sees
it. The Celtic Tiger is about to
become a very tradeable currency
for bohemian yachties.

Barney left the yacht from
Benodet. We were to miss his    Benodet bound Ivy Barnwell and Barney Power

good humour and his ability to select good and inexpensive
wines.

Ivy and I had already decided to sail for Spain on our own.
Within ten minutes of clearing the harbour lights we had

shut down the engine and under full main and genny were

enjoying a pleasant and gentle north-westerly breeze.
Later the wind increased necessitating yet another reef and

then began to back making it difficult for us to lay La Coruna,
so we laid off for Gijon.

At about 01.00 we heard a heavy banging noise which upon
investigation turned out to be the engine bracket on the dinghy
lashed to the foredeck. The heavy cross-seas had torn the
dinghy loose so that I had to turn on the deck lights and
struggle forward to unlash what was left of it and haul it aft. 1
should have just cut it adrift, because the seas breaking over the
bow meant that 1 was very much at risk, even with a harness,
and when we reached Gijon it was so mutilated that we had to
discard it and buy a new one anyway.

We then decided to take down the mainsail altogether which
was beginning to come apart at the leach above the top batten.
This proved difficult for Ivy, as every time she seemed to have
the boat pointing up an awkward wave would knock her
sideways.

We arrived off Gijon at around 04.00 and decided to heave
to make a pot of coffee and await better light to make our
entrance.

Like most Iberian seaports the town is steeped in history and
within very short walking distances of the harbour are several
"plazas" which look as if they have not altered in hundreds of
years. The people are fl’iendly and most courteous, they have a
fine sense of humour and like their Breton relations have grown
to treasure everything Irish.

We spent five nights in Gijon, most of the delay occasioned
by the consistently bad weather and the difficulty of repairing
our mainsail satisfactorily. On Saturday 5th July everything
seemed in order so we steamed out to set genny and main in a
gentle north easterly and sailed for Cudillero. This harbour is
rated as a marina in the brochure and guide and so it is but the
pontoons which only extend to eight metres are crowded with
small motor launches and speedboats and there is not much
beam between them. The entrance is very shallow in places and
needs to be approached no less than two hours betk)re or after
high water. The harbour gives the appearance of having been

Photo." Henry Barnwell
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blasted out of granite cliffs and with it’s very narrow entrance
seems to have a permanent swell which I suspect could be very
difficult in a blow.

On then to Ribadeo which sits on the western shore of
Ribadeo estuary representing the border between Asturias and
Gallicia. It does have a marina and a sailing club but, again the
pontoons are particularly short and will only accommodate the
smaller boats, say shorter that eight metres or so. The sailing
club which administers the marina does not encourage visitors
and instead sends the visitors over to the east wall which is
quite high at low water making it difficult to throw mooring
lines aloft. There are three rope ladders so if you need to go
ashore you simply have to raft up adjacent to one of these.

We approached in a fresh north easterly which intensified as
we sailed up the estuary, which is really beautiful. We saw no
craft of any description and even though it was a sunny Sunday
afternoon no sign of life on shore.

This town is lovely, mostly pedestrian only streets, with
each building designed differently, I have never seen a town
with such a variety in the skyline, and the entire ambience was
one of warmth and joy to see an Irish yacht in the harbour.
Compared to Irish prices we ate for practically nothing, one
evening dinner with a reserva Rioja cost only IR£8.50. each.

We cast off early next morning but found the wind too fresh
outside, also the sea was very disturbed from the fresh breeze in
the night so we motored back in again.

It was worth staying over an extra day because when we did
make the effort a strong north easterly carried us all of the
seventy three miles to La Coruna. This port now has two
marinas, but even though they have laid a breakwater of
floating tyres the expansion of the commercial port to handle
very large ships means that every now an again an unpleasant
swell sweeps through both marinas. Go for the one attached to

the sailing club and try to berth as close to the clubhouse as
possible.

The first morning we awoke we found Black Pepper had
slipped in during the night and were delighted when Peter
Killen and his crew could join us for lunch later that day.
Peter’s two sons completed a family complement of three and
helped drive this quick boat to a very fast passage from Kinsale
in northerlies.

Our eldest son Nigel, his wife Vivienne and daughter were
flying in. Our two daughters Fiona and Clara were also flying
to La Coruna with Fiona’s thirteen month old baby Oisin.

All of the estuaries on this coast can produce wind funnels,
particularly in north easterlies and our next port Camarinas
proved no exception.    Camarinas is a small marina
administered by the local sailing club with good clean water
and a fine old town.

We left early next morning bound for Ria de Arosa in much
the same conditions as the day before. The pilot offers a choice
of marinas and anchorages in this very beautiful estuary and we
elected for Caraminal, which was to be a mistake. In a north
east fresh to strong breeze there is no protection in the marina
and apart from having to work hard to dock safely, the breeze
increased in the night producing far too much swell and noise
/’or comfort. For all that the town is quaint with many fine bars
and restaurants and a good supermarket.

The next morning we left in thirty knots, but, this quickly
died away to a gentle north easterly once we had cleared into
the open sea and really enjoyed the sunny and colourful
approach to Bayonne. It is really very historic. The yacht club,
being situate under the walls of a sixteenth century fort, is
welcoming with very helpful marineros and a lovely restaurant.
There are many islands quite close by with good day
anchorages.

First light Cuiderillo Photo: Heno’ Barnwell
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There is a nice gently sloping beach adjacent to the yacht
club with clean water and of course at this latitude the
temperature of the sea is generally 16 degrees in July, a little bit
warmer than Howth. We stayed two nights.

We set sail for Portugal, arriving in the new marina of Viana
do Costelo steaming for fl)ur out of the five hour trip. The
marina which like many in Portugal is estuarine and tends to be
shallow in places at low tide. The town is used mostly by
Portuguese holidaymakers and has an attractive market just
across the road from the port..

The next marina heading south is in Leixoes which is siluate
a few miles north of Oporto.

There are three yacht clubs in Leixoes, all of them looking
out on to the marina. The club we ate in had a swimming pool.
The water in the marina was full of floating untreated sewage
and the smell was often dreadful.

Nigel and his two ladies were now heading north to catch a
flight.

Ivy and 1 backed the yacht out at 06.00 on the 24th July,
leaving our passengers (Fiona, Clara and Oisin) asleep. We
steamed until 10.30 when the breeze sprung up. On this coast
the summer winds are mostly from the northern quadrant, and
although they are not trade winds, many people refer to ihem as
such. At around the same time every morning it fills in from the
west continuing to veer quite quickly until early afternoon
when it can be quite fresh. Beware of the estuaries, if coast
hopping, some of these produce gale force winds in the locality,
which, of course, die away when the estuary is left behind.

We took ten hours to sail the sixty miles to Figueira de Foz
arriving just as the breeze increased to thirty knots in the
estuary.

The marina, which is new, had very few visitors and the staff:
was very helpful. This was the first marina we encountered in
the "’Portuguese Chain" where l would have had no hesitation
in leaving a yacht. The security is excellent and the shelter first
class.

We stayed two nights in Figueira where we received a
message that Clara’s fiancd had landed and could we please
move the boa! a bit nearer to the airport. We decided to meet at
Navare the next port heading south which took four and one
half hours to sail to.

l was told this was a very interesting place, however, [
regret that 1 had to forgo the stroll to the town, which is quite a
distance away, to attend to some engine servicing. 1 would not
be keen on leaving a boat there, the marina has been
constructed in a declining fishing dock, and unfortunately the
remnants of the fishing fleet still use the dock with all of the
attendant possibilities. For one or two nights it is interesting
and well worth visiting.

The next morning I enjoyed having Robbie on board to help
with the chores, even though he has not sailed before. It was
more than useful having a strong young man around the deck.
We had a difficult flukey wind all day arriving after
considerable engine assist at the new inarina in Peniche early in
the afternoon.

Peniche is one of the largest fishing ports in Portugal having
no less than six hundred fishing boats registered there, l would
not be happy leaving a boal there because of the swell from
passing trawlers and the Berlinga Island ferries. A must for me
was a visit to the ancient fort (fifteenth century) which became
a notorious prison during the military junta in Portugal. This
has been opened to the public (free of charge) as a museum and

Sailing gently around Portimao Harbour Photo: h’v Barnwell
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has some very interesting exhibits.
We stayed three nights, so it

can’t have been too bad and on
Wednesday 30th July set out for
Lisbon. The passage was slow
enough in a gentle northerly until
we reached Cabo Roca just north
of the approach to the estuary
where the wind increased to gale
force with very little warning, we
had just about rolled in the genny
when it increased again to severe
gale before we could reef the
mainsail. We ended up careering
downwind at speeds which in one
gust touched fifteen knots through
the water.

Fiona sailed the boat up the
Tagus, becoming very wet in the
process and docked in the
Alcantara Marina. It is very close
to the "dart" station which serves
Lisbon (ten minutes) and Estoril
(twenty minutes) at very
reasonable fares. Lisbon is a
fascinating city, inexpensive for a
European capital, not too warm,
even in July, and with lots of

Ivy and Fiona bBarnwell leaving Lagos marina. This channel is straightforward for night navigation
Photo: Henr3.~ Barnwell

museums and interesting sights to see. Definitely not to be
missed are the Maritime Museum, the Monument to the
Discoveries and the Sephulcur of Geronimo.

We spent four nights in the marina being joined by Daithi,
the husband of Fiona and father of our youngest crew member
Oisin, who by this stage had settled in to sea life very well
indeed.

We decided to head for Sines (some sixty two miles south)
where we arrived at 17.30 having steamed for eight hours in a
very gentle northerly. This town has just built a small marina,
within swimming distance of a lovely beach and everybody
seemed delighted to welcome us and do anything they could to
help. We found the marina clean enough to swim in with very
good security an excellent harbour office and I would have no
fears about leaving the boat here.

The beach, which is particularly clean is safe for swimming
and has a small grandstand from where one can watch floodlit
beach soccer or volley ball most nights.

We were joined in Peniche by Jay Murray of Winterwood
which left Howth two weeks before us and which had been
berthed in the Alcantara marina. This lovely boat, which Peter
Cullen has looking very smart this year, was heading for
Vilamoura.

Clara and Robbie had to leave to catch a plane from Faro,
and we said goodbye with great regret, Clara having been with
us for four weeks, or all of the way from La Coruna. After five
nights we set out at 06.00 in the morning and in a gentle
northerly becoming westerly we sailed around Cape St Vincent
to dock at the new marina in Lagos on the Algarve.

Everything suddenly became more expensive, including the
marina fees, nevertheless we all enjoyed Lagos where we made

extensive use of our dinghy to take little Oisin to the beach
every afternoon.

Although Lagos is further west from Faro airport (direct
flights to Dublin in summer) in many ways it is easier to access
the airport from. There is a mainline train station only metres
from the marina which has frequent trains to Faro necessitating
only a very short hop in a taxi to the airport. Alternatively if the
Faro flights are full one can take a local train to join the inter
city express and be in Lisbon in three hours, having travelled in
aircraft style seats with airconditioning and a fine bar, the fare
is only £7. Make sure you reserve your seat.

After five nights in Lagos we set out one morning, in a
gentle southwesterly bound for Vilamoura. On the way we
rolled in the genny and sailed into Portimao harbour to have a
close and leisurely look at all of the old haunts we had
previously visited on Lady Jane. Hardening up we were able to
tack out again and setting our genny again sailed to Vilamoura
where we were quite overcome by the traffic in the fairway
which resembled a motorway.

We last sailed in here in 1981 (shortly after it was opened)
and what we found in 1997 can hardly be likened to progress.
The water was filthy, lots of dead fish floating around, the staff
too busy to be helpful, the old cafes have all been replaced by
high-rise hotels and apartments.

The pontoons are far too narrow for my liking and lined with
black rubber which leaves a dirty and difficult to clean mess on
the fenders.

We only stayed one night before f’eturning to Lagos where
we planned to leave the boat for the winter.

We had covered some 1,450 miles in all, visited twenty ports
in four countries and taken nine weeks.
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Vigo to Vinalhaven for chowder at noon

Brendan Bradley
THE ATLANTIC TROPHY

FOR THE BEST OPEN SEA PASSAGE
WITH PORT TO PORT AT LEAST 1000
MILES

pamela and I were joined in Vigo by Leo and Dominique

Keegan for the trip south along the Portuguese coast and
around Cape St. Vincent to Lagos. The weather was kind to us
and we had a very relaxed and enjoyable time with overnight
stops at Bayonna, Leixoes, Figuera da Foz, Peniche, Cascais,
Sines and Sagres arriving at Lagos in time to entertain Leo and
Dominique’s friend Sheila Maunsell to lunch on board in the
magnificent marina there.

Towards the end of September, Leo Conway, lvor Cherry
and Geoff Bowers joined me lk)r the leg to the Canaries. This
we did in just under 4 days arriving at Puerto Calero before
dawn on October I.

Ivor and I worked liked beavers tk)r 4 days preparing the
boat for the long voyage ahead. There was plenty of willing and
able help at hand, at a price, with electronics, rigging etc. and at
the end of the week we sailed overnight to Las Palmas and took
up our position in the harbour with about 125 other boats
entered for the ARC, and another l0 or so maxrs and larger
boats entered in the Hong Kong challenge, who would leave
just half an hour ahead of us, and after alTival at St. Lucia
would continue through the Panama Canal and onwards to
Hong Kong.

As Sunday November 24 dawned, preparations had all been
made and we were eager to get going. The start was a very long
line with a Spanish naval ship at one end outside the harbour.
We decided to let everybody else get out first so as not to get
inw)lved in unnecessary collisions or fiacas.

At 13.00 we were off - quite a sight to see so many boats,
some with spinnakers set, in a good breeze sailing south along
the coast of Gran Canaria. The bulk of the fleet kept inshore,
but we decided to head south "till the butter melted" in the hope
that we would pick up the Trade Winds sooner. In any event, as
I had already announced on several occasions, we were not
racing. Safety and enjoyment were at the top of our priorities.

We remained on the same tack for almost 2 days, taking us
more or less parallel with the African coast. The record shows
that we gybed at 08.00 on November 26 and continued on the
same hand for the rest of the journey. We passed just south of
20© N, 30© W at 06.00 on December I having been within
200 miles NW of the Cape Verde Islands and took the rumb
line, near enough, to St. Lucia. This is the classic "alternative
route", but as it turned out, those who took the rumb line route
from start to finish fared best. Never mind, we weren’t racing!

We were four on board, Ivor, Bruce Lyster and Graham

Crisp. We worked a 2 hours on, 6 hours off watch system with
only one person on watch, unless conditions demanded
otherwise, which they rarely did. We also had a "’happy hour’"
moving the watch system on 2 hours every day. Unfortunately,
after about 4 days out, nasty grinding noises started emanating
from the linear drive unit of the autohelm, and despite
dismantling the unit twice and spending long hours inside the
lazarette reasselnbling it, we could not get it to function
properly. So we steered by hand for the next 2 weeks. In fact,
we all agreed that this was good therapy and helped to keep one
awake whilst on watch, particularly at night.

Most of the time we had a good steady 20-25 knot breeze
from the E or E/NE pushing us along at about 7 knots. Initially
we had the yankee goosewinged with the mainsail, but we then
hoisted the cruising chute on the second spinnaker pole and
sailed "’wing and wing", with the mainsail reefed right down
and locked amidships as a steadying sail. This we found very
satisfactory and reduced the roll considerably.

We had an interesting encounter mid-Atlantic. We had seen
no boats since loosing sight of all the ARC participants within
the first 24 hours from Las Pahnas. However, on day 10, we
saw a boat with full sail set about 5 miles ahead and a bit to
leeward. The skipper called us on the VHF and told us that he
was sailing single handed, that his autohelm was not working
and that he needed a 17ram wrench to repair it. We replied that
we had one and would gladly give it to him, so we tied it to an
empty plastic water bottle together with a small bottle of
Bnshmills and our boat’s name and address card, and with
some difficulty we managed to transfer these to him as we

came close alongside. It was difficult because his boat Wine
Dark Bilges, was a 30 foot Catamaran, with sail up, and each
time we almost got alongside using our engine, it skated off on
the next wave. Later he wrote to me sending me a very nice
gift, and telling me that whilst the wrench was just what he
needed, he was unable to repair his autohehn. The journey to
Antigua took him 49 days and his boat was now for sale!

Apart from all the safety requirements and inspections at
Las Palmas carried out by the organisers of the ARC, World
Cruising Limited, the main safety feature during the ARC is the
daily roll call on the S.S.B. radio. This was a compulsory
requirement and involved reporting the yaclWs position, wind
speed and direction and whether engine power had been used.
In this way the organisers were able to keep track of each boat,
or to arrange look-outs for any boat that did not respond.
Sometimes, when S.S.B.’s were not working or were indistinct,

Shalmi at Buckle Island Photo: B. Bradley
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Peter, David, Evie and John at Nevis

relays were given by other boats nearby who had made contact
by VHF. All in all a very simple and impressive system which
has obviously worked well over the 11 year history of the ARC,
which has a clear record with no lives lost. There have been
incidents, some serious, and in 1996, 3 masts were lost during
the crossing, but all entrants succeeded in crossing the Atlantic
safely.

During the entire 19 day journey, we ate gourmet meals
thanks to our chef Graham and commis chef Ivor. We had one
main meal each day which they planned for 2 hours, spent
another 2 hours preparing and then we all spent a further 2
hours eating it, washed down with ample wine and other
beverages. Bruce and I generally did the washing up but not a
lot else in the galley. One remark from Bruce which caused
much amusement was on day 13 - "where do you guys keep the
matches?"’ However, we did all the navigation and reporting on
the S.S.B..

We had sailed all the way without engine for power, except
for the encounter with Wine Dark Bilges, until we were about
300 miles from our destination, St. Lucia. The engine had been
used for 2 or 3 hours each day to charge batteries, make water,
heat water and boost the refrigerator. The wind then dropped to
an average of about l0 to 12 knots and our speed to 3 to 4
knots. On day 17 Bruce became a bit restless as he could see
that if we kept up speed we might arrive in St. Lucia in time for
him to return home to attend an important business meeting. So
we motored for most of the last 48 hours to Rodney Bay but
crossed the finishing line under sail at about 01.30 on
December 13, just over 18.5 days since leaving Las Palmas. A
very happy and contented crew with not a word spoken in
anger!

Bruce left a few hours after our arrival and Graham stayed
another day or so. Ivor and I remained to enjoy the welcoming
ceremonies and other activities which have become a ritual for
ARC sailors in Rodney Bay.

Our family parties, 9 others in all including Ivor and
Melissa’s 2 small children, arrived on December 22 and Ivor
and I sailed the 9 miles south to Marigot Bay where we had
taken a house for 2 weeks over Christmas and the New Year.

I returned to St. Lucia on March 2 to prepare for the journey
north to St. Martin to join the CCA Winter Cruise there, which
was part of their 75th Anniversary celebrations. For this trip I

was joined by John McLaughlin
and his friend David Kazanowski
who live west of Boston, in
Massachusetts - also a day or two
later by Peter and Evie Ronaldson.

We set out on March 7 calling
at each of the islands in the chain,
Martinique, Dominica, Isles des
Saintes, Guadeloupe - usually
arriving about an hour or so
before dark and going ashore for
dinner. Clearing customs was
often a problem and time
consuming. At St. Pierre on
Martinique, out of 4 hours ashore
I spent 3 hours waiting for the
customs officers to arrive. I
daren’t not wait for them because
I was told they could have come
and gone within 10 minutes and I
would have had to wait until the
following day. We went ashore in
the mornings, timing our
departure so as to arrive at the

Photo: B. Bradley next island before dark.

We spent the evening ashore at
Montserrat. dining at the only restaurant then open on the
island, within sight of the erupting volcano. At this stage the
capital, Plymouth had already been covered with ash and had
been evacuated.

After midnight the wind had got up quite a lot. David, John
and I set out in the dinghy to board the boat only to find it was
not there. I quickly went back to Romilly’s house and he
phoned the local police. Within 30 minutes or so Peter and I
were aboard a RIB with Inspector Morson and his crew of the
Royal Montserrat Marine Rescue Service and we set out in hot
pursuit. Eventually, after about an hour and a half we spotted a
light, and having persuaded Inspector Morson that it was not a
passing ship which he initially insisted it was, we eventually
found Shalini 8.5 miles downwind from shore. Somewhat
precariously, in a big swell, 1 was transferred from the RIB and
was escorted back to Old Road Bay eventually dropping anchor
again at about 06.00 - not a very nice experience. Obviously
anchoring is not our strong point!

We proceeded on our way visiting the islands of Nevis and
St. Kitts reaching St. Martin in time to meet Pamela and all the
others who had travelled out from Ireland to .join the CCA
Winter Cruise. The cruise itself was well organised and a very
enjoyable 10 days or so during which we visited St. Barts and
we revisited St. Kitts. The parties on the mothership, the 4
masted barque Sea Cloud were a highlight of the cruise. We
were well looked after by Clayton and Betty Love and Bernie
and Kathleen Cahill who were sailing aboard.

Pamela and I stayed on in St. Martin for a few days. We
lifted out at Philipsburg for cleaning, antifouling and minor
fibreglass repairs.

I returned once more from Ireland on May 1 l to Oyster Pond
St. Martin, where [ had made arrangements for the boat to be
left under the watchful eye of the harbourmaster. Gareth
Oldham had gone ahead a few days and he had purchased
provisions for the next part of the voyage. We were joined by
Pat and Brenda Branigan and Sheila Power.

After a couple of days preparations and minor repairs we
cleared customs at Marigot Bay and sailed overnight to Road
Harbour Tortola in the BVI. We cleared customs there and then
proceeded to Sopers Hole.

Next day we set off for the Turks and Caicos Islands, a
distance of about 450 miles, which we anticipated taking 3
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days and nights. On the third night we were boarded by US
Ottstoms at about 21.30 in darkness. We saw lights ahead of an
approaching ship which appeared to split into 2 sets of lights.
At one stage they seemed to go pasl us, but then switched on
searchlights and a RIB finn1 a huge nlothership came tip on our
stern with about 10 people aboard. They announced their
intention to board and asked us if we were armed, to which we

replied that we were not! Wc reduced speed by furling tile
headsail and 4 men boarded us, 2 officers came below and 2
armed crewmen stayed on deck. I asked the senior officer for
identification papers and he replied that tile US Coast Guard
did not carry any. Their uniform was considcred enough. We
didn’t argue about this, so while one officer inspected the
ship’s papers and passports, the other made a tour of inspection
of the boat. He seemed more interested in seaworthiness than
drugs. He complimented us on the boat and after about half tm
hour they seemed satisfied and left. The entire incident took
about an hour and certainly shook us out of the monotony of
the routine of watch following watch. As we approached the
Turk Lind Caicos 1 decided to put inlo Soulh Caieos.

So we anchored at Cockburn Harbour at about lunchtinle on
May 18 and later went ashore to explore the island -,just one
small hotel and a few shops scattered around this otherwise
pretty desolate place. Gareth checked rote the hotel and left us
here as planned.

Our next stop, about another 3 days distance, was Marsh
Harbour in Great Abaco Island. The entrance here was tricky
enough through North Man of War Channel Io enter the reef
through the outer islands and then lkw tlbout 12 miles in very
shallow water to Marsh Harbour ilself where we could clear
customs. Unfortumitely we arrived as darkness fell, and it falls
rapidly in this part of the world. We could see clearly the
lighthouse llashing green tit the cntrance to tile harbour where
we had to do a 180° turn to port, bul we could not find a second
green light marked on the charl. We contacted the marina by
VHF but they were not nnlch help with navigation. We were
puzzled by a light on the land which was sonletimes red and
sometimes green, bul anyhow it seemed to be in the wrong
place. Just as we were warned by another boat on VHF thai we
were heading into shallow water, we gently hit bottom. Later
we followed a fishin,~ boat into the anchorage where we passed
a restful night.

Next day we pulled into lhe nl:,irhla and the custonls and
immigration people visited us to
complete formalities. We took a
taxi the short ride to the town and
only then did we realise ihal Ihe
alternating red Lind green lights
we’d seen on our way in the
previous evening were in fact tile
only traffic lights on the island!

It had originally been nly
intention to sail north from the
Turks and Caicos directly to
Beaufort - a distance of aboul 900
miles or 6 days sailing, all going
well. However, in the event we
sailed from Marsh Harbour to
Mayporl at the entrance to St.
Johns River about 15 miles l’rom
Jacksonville, Florida. We arrived

at Mayport on a public holiday
and although it was possible to
make arrangements lot immigra-
tion, it was necessary to go by taxi
the following nlorning to
Jacksonville to clear customs and
to make entry into the US. I was    Peter on watch!

issued with a cruising permit liw east coast walers Ik)r one year.
Pat, Brenda and Sheila flew home fl-om Jacksonville.

My next crew were joining me at Charleston, which 1
thought I would reach with ease in about 24 hours but in fact it
took me 52 hours. A few hours out lrom Mayport the wind
went ahead and strengthened, eventually reaching up to 35
knots, and remained an average of over 30 knots for about 36
hours, during which tinle 1 made very shlw progress, down to
about 2 knots over the ground, as I was also in a back eddy
from the Gulf Stream. Once or twice, I thought of turning back
or even going into Savannah. but always came to the
conclusion that the lesser of two evils was to keep going,
mainly because I had no inshore charts of that area. 1 was
mighty glad to make contact with John Crebbin on VHF about
2 hours out fi’onl Charleston, which I reached for a late lunch
with John and Jenny and Paddy Kirwan on May 29. They had
travelled down from Washington by train, ~tll interesting
journey.

From Charleston next day, we left about noon heading up
the lntra-Coastal Waterway, which runs over 1,000 miles inland
along the coast from Miami to Norfolk. I had thought we would
probably do at least one trip outside, which would have been
much quicker as we could have sailed at night, but in the event
we covered the entire distance of 489 miles in the Waterway to
Norfolk.

Our first stop was McClellanville, which was tip a small
backwater, where we tied alongside a lhirly rickety dock. We
were directed by "’Big Bill" Devereaux from Wexliwd to the
nearest restatlrant which was T.W. Graham’s General Store The
restaurant was in the back of tile store and we enjoyed the
delicacy of soft shell crab which 1 had never had bel\tre. You
eat the lot, shell and all! It was delicious!

We started early each morning hoping to do about 80 to 90
miles per day in the waterway. It is very shallow in some
places.

We stopped each evening and generally ate well ashore tit
the best restaurant that Paddy could find. After a few days of
motoring continuously through canal, river Lind sw’amp it does
get a bit tedious and I gathered that Jenny needed a rest. Since
my time was running short, I decided to travel ahead by road
fl’om Bellhaven to Norfolk so that 1 could find a suitable resting
place for Shalini as she’d be there on her own for a few weeks.

Having inspected 2 or 3 others 1 finally settled on Little

Photo: E. R(mahlson
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Leaving Roseau, Dominica

Creek Marina on the east side of Norfolk with an entrance to
Chesepeake Bay and close to US Naval ship yards. When John
and his crew arrived at Norfolk they had difficulty exiting the
intra coastal, firstly because there was a water festival in
progress and also because the weather was foul. John said he
had never seen such mountainous seas as confronted him
entering the Chesepeake and they got very wet in the few miles
to the entrance to Little Creek. He was none too impressed with
the marina at first, not until Paddy found an excellent but
unpretentious restaurant called The Blue Crab a few hundred
yards away. When I spoke to John on the telephone from
Ireland he told me that the boat was "trussed up like a turkey"
and they were staying put even though they had another couple
of days holiday ahead.

I must say we have been very lucky on this voyage with
finding marinas to leave Shalini when she was resting on her
own. Invariably, we have found very pleasant staff who have
looked alter her interests extremely well.

Pamela and I returned to Norfolk, via New York on July I I.
I had visions of problems with cockroaches, a stuffy cabin and
the rest, so we decided to check into a hotel for the first night. It
was just as well we did as it was late, after 23.00 when we
arrived pretty exhausted alter about 18 hours journey door to
door.

Next morning we lbund the boat in excellent shape,
beautifully cleaned by John and his crew and no cockroaches in
sight. The marina staff had left the hatches open for the
previous couple of days so everything was well aired. After 24
hours we were ready to go.

My original plan was to proceed through Chesepeake Bay
and thence through the canal into the Delaware River and via
canal to New York, but we discovered this latter canal was
unnavigable, so we would have had to proceed down the
Delaware River to Cape May and then outside to New York.

However, by going outside from the southern entrance to
Chesapeake, thus cutting out the Bay altogether, the journey to
New York would be reduced by about 140 miles. So that is
what we did. It was a beautiful day when we left Little Creek
and sailed across the eastern tunnel of the Bridge Tunnel out to
sea and we did an overnight passage reaching Atlantic City the
following afternoon.

We needed some engine service and in particular fixing a
nasty diesel leak, so we were there for more than 36 hours. We

/
I

/
/

/
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visited the casino and were
intrigued by the goings on.
Pamela concluded that the casino
itself was the nearest she’d ever
seen to her imagination of hell!

On July 16 we motorsailed due
north towards New York. We
thought about an overnight
passage, but decided that we
would arrive before dawn and
with an adverse tide, so we
decided to put in for the night at
Manasquan. It was dark when we
arrived and we were flagged down
by the customs launch, which was
not hospitable and not helpful, to
say the least. It was not easy to see
where we could spend the night in
this busy fishing port. However,
after about an hour we found our
way up a creek and dropped
anchor near the railway bridge.

Next day we set out for New
York in lovely weather. We
motorsailed along the coast of
New Jersey accompanied by a tug

and barge further inshore. We reached Sandy Hook at the
northern tip of New Jersey and crossed into the Ambrose
Channel which is the main shipping lane into New York.
Passing under the Verrazano Bridge joining Brooklyn to Statten
Island, we were accompanied by an enormous ship. We

proceeded through increasing amounts of traffic up to the
entrance to the Hudson River passing Manhattan on our right
and Jersey City on our left having passed the Statue of Liberty
on our way up. We motorsailed with the tide several miles up
the Hudson River under the George Washington Bridge to the
marina at Englewood. In the event, when we reached it, the
depth was insufficient, so we returned against the tide making
fairly slow progress back to the 79th Street Boat Basin on
Manhattan West Side. We had noticed this on our way past
earlier and reckoned it to be a possible place to stop. We arrived
at about 20.00 and tied up along the outside wall where there
was already another boat similar in size. Unfortunately there
was no possibility of going inside the Basin as it was full of
house boats and in any case there was insufficient depth.
Outside was fine, except when thoughtless speedboaters passed
causing quite a wash. Actually it proved a great place to be for
us and we spent 4 days and nights there. The security was
excellent and we could walk up to Broadway for our breakfast
and then explore Manhattan.

We left the 79th Street Boat Basin on Monday afternoon
July 21 to catch the tide up the East River, through Hell Gate
and out under Throg’s Neck Bridge into Long Island Sound.

On July 24 and reached the Cape Cod Canal in time to catch

the strongest favourable north going tide at about ll.30. We
passed through the canal in just over half an hour at 12 knots
over the ground. We decided to push on as far as possible
across Massachusetts Bay to Gloucester on Cape Ann. When

about half way across the bay we heard weather warnings of the
tail end of Tropical Storm Danny working its way up the east
coast. However, we reached Gloucester before dark and tucked
ourselves away in the very sheltered Cape Ann Marina. Next
day we decided to stay put. We had heard that Danny was
blowing 60 - 70 mph at Nantucket, south of Cape Cod so we
thanked our lucky stars we had left that behind us the day
before. We needed one day to catch up on odd jobs on the boat
doing our laundry and stocking up supplies while we awaited
Brian and Heather MacManus.
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We wore |it>v,, rtlnnin~ shoi-{ t){ tilliC, so \v¢-~ uladc L[ vcr)/eLlrl~,

,q:ut fiom Gloucc~,tcr via the Aunisquam ri’+er, which saved
about 15 miles, conlparcd with going around the Cape. Wc
sailed 100 miles and dropped anchor that night at Allen Island,
only about 26 miles from our l-ende/vt~u~, the next day with
about 130 other boats Io, tile C(’A 75 /Mini\ors;try SuFnmer

Cruise.

Brian MacManus writes: After 7.50t) ,nilcs. 5Vmlini arrived
at I I.00 on July 27 at Hopkins Point. Fox Islan&, Thorof:uc.

Vinalhavcn Island. The instructions said "’the sun will be over
tile yardarm at I I.0() and chowder ,~ill be ,+erred at noon."
() LI I+ t i J~i ,~~ ~’r ;~ pcrt+ect. Brendan, Pamela. lqona. Brian and

lleuther picked up a buoy and off we v~,cnt to the /-~eautiful
IlomC of Bill and Janie Saltonstall. Bloody Mary’s, white wine.

beer end chowder were con,~unwd, by ,,omc in that order. A
wtmderfnl time was had encountering old and new friends. The
Irish team was very nluch in evidence headed up by the
Co|mnodore Lium McGcmaglc ably a~,sisted by Barbara Fox-
Mills, Peter and Eric Ronaldson, I)e’, and Mmgaret Turvey,
Brian and Lisa l)alton and Alan l,conard and lit>+ 2 young sons,

:.lnlt)ngst others.
The pLtl-ty over, We dcpm-tcd Ior Camden at 1(~.30. Camden

is a lovely town of approxinlatcly 6,000 souls augmented
during the sumnlcr months by perhups an equul number of
foUl+iSls. Mooring i~ very safe. if distant from the shore when

you rnn out eljuice fot- the outboard late at night. At thncs like
this it is useful to have a sturdy skipper to hand.

One of the striking features of the people wc met during the
course of our travels wt> the notlchalant attitude adopted by

individuals to spending extended periods at ~ea. In the
washeteria 1 met with a hardy 65 year old vvonl~.ltt %he advised
me her husband had retired 5 years earlier. Theh- agreement on

his retirement was Io spencl 2 years at sea returning home for
tile subscqucnt 2 years. This was nov, tileir third period at sea
and they had iu~,t arrived from tile Ilk. She was vaguely
dismissivc of travelling to North Alnetica \.iu the ARC u,KI of
electronic gear. Their boat was 3(fft. long. solllething like an old
S & S, with little enough in the way oI creature ctmfforts. A
hardy woman indeed. Siniilarly going out in the launch frt)m
Canlden we met with a large bhmdc cuddling her lovely
dot-nestle cat. Surrounclhlg her v+crc an enorntou,’+ quantity of
provisions. She advised u’~ she v+.a~+ off on a 2 month trip to
Nova Scotia and she wouldn’t dream of going without her

pussy {or her hu>l~and for that lUattcrl. A further "’lad’" ad’,,iscd

that he had just returned from u __
long term crui,~c and intended
tacklhl7 Ills garden, li tramq+hcd
he and his wife had been away for

15 years and were returning
because tile children had been
reprinmnding tllem for Iheir
irresponsibility.

Tile i:ollowing llw, rning \,VC

walked to the sit/all ’,.illagc of
Sedgwick and had our cell:co 4nd

scones with Deirdre Flynn. Her

ancestors had emigrated I’rt)ln
h+eland during the thllc el ihc

Gre;it FallliilC 150 years :-tOt). Nile
had a desire to rcturlt bnt was too
busy runnhlg a delightful store.
Interestingly a local trovornnlell/
warning Oil her sllcl\’es indicated
that individuals under 2"7 years of

age would uot be pernl tied to buy

cigarettes+ Proof of a<+e had it+ bc

supported by an ID card.

When one considers the Ilan+tes of the places we visited there

are plenty of reasons for this part of America to be called New

Eneland e.e. Portsmouth, Dover, York, Portland, Bath,
Wt~-olwich, Gloucester, Camden, Belfast, Bangor etc. Look out

for a book called "The Perfect Storm*" written by a young alan
callecl Junger ffonl Gloucester, which deals with a stern1 off the
coast of Maine in 1991. The story and the quality of tile

research, particularly the first half. is of intense interest to all
sailors. The book deals with many of the places we visited
durinu tile cruise and is a must for every bookshelf. Be wanled+

only read it in your bunk at uight when tile forecast is good.
Navieation’in Maine is tricky because of all of the islands

and outcrops. The weather was perfect for our entire period
there, however, we were advised that this was exceptional and

nc, rmallv the area is fog bound. Fortunately the boat is
equipped with first class gear, all working, and we had no
difficulty finding our way around this beautiful part of" the

world.
Dilmer ashore on Wednesday July 30 was held at Abels

Boatvard at tile top of Sonles Sound, a (iord cut into the side of
MOLI;II Desert Island. We had been advised to bring our No. I’s
for this event and so our teach were extremely smart. A number

of musty reefers for tile old salts needed airing from the booms
and many euests a,Tived in their shorts and reefers

accompanied ~ov their dogs. It was interesting that many of tile
saihlrs seelnedto be accompanied by beautiful dogs. We were
onl,,, on speaking ternls with one dog called "Barko". He was a
Portueucse hunting dog who acted as a watch clog Pot" the boat
and provided great company for the owners. After dinner at
Abels Boatyard the Irish team found their way aboard Sunbear
which had been chartered by Brian Dalton our Conlnlodore and

his crew - much merry nlaMng enstied.
The following day lunch was held in honour of the foreign

euests, at tile McKelvey homestead hosted by Bob Drew,
(’ommodore CCA. This was a most delightful lunch in a
delightful home, when again all the Irish were very much in
evidence. Tile houses in this area, which are primarily summer
homes, are enortnous and beatitifully constructed. The

McKelvey house had a great view out onto the entrance to
Sol+nes Sound and tile lunch was a highly civilised affair. That
evening we moored overnight at Buckle Harbour between
Buckle Island and Swans Island. Exactly 200 years ago Swans

Island was owned by an Englishman who believing in the
ideals of liberty, equality, fraternity visited Paris to assist the
revolution. Through a misunderstanding he ended up in jail

Indian Island, Rockport
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Brian, Brendan and Heather at Bucule Island Hazy

there for 30 years, returning in 1820 to Swans Island to die. So
little seems to have changed between the French and the
English.

A consistent topic of discussion with the pals we
encountered was the strength of the Dow Jones Index. They all
had significant portfolios of quoted securities and believed the
markets would continue to defy gravity.

Saturday was fascinating stuff. We ended up in Southwest
Harbour on Mount Desert Island. I have always been in thrall to
the Hinckley boats and Brendan arranged for us to meet with
Bob Hinckley and tour his manufacturing facilities. This
company produces product which sells at a premium of perhaps
30%/40% to similarly sized European and US boats. The
production process was wonderful. In the first instance the
company uses the very best of materials and in huge quantities.
Very little in the way of skilled boat building labour is available
in that part of North America and the Hinckley boatyard is a
training ground for this craft industry. We were fascinated to
see so many young girls being employed by Hinckley and the
attention to detail employed by these young ladies in matching
grain etc. was extraordinary stuff. We saw rough pieces of
stainless steel being honed into beautiful bow rollers and cleats.
We saw 20 year old boats being refitted, ending up better than
new. In all we saw a factory producing a craft product being run

as efficiently as the most modern mass production unit.

Additionally we saw the scheduling of very complex tasks
being ordered by computers and executed by exceptional
individuals operating within fine tolerances. The visit to this
Hinckley boatyard, for me, was one of the high points of our
visit to Maine.

Brendan Bradley continues: After Brfan and Heather left us

at Southwest Harbour on Mount Desert Island, Pamela and I
had a few more days on the CCA Cruise. There was the
Commodore’s cocktail raft on a beautiful evening in Flanders
Bay at the head of Frenchman’s Bay after which we were again
royally entertained by Liam McGonagle, Barbara Fox-Mills
and the crew of Sunbear, with Bob Drew and his wife Mindy.

There was another raft up organised by the Scots (CCC) and
the final event at the Woodenboat School and Magazine
facilities at Brooklin on Eggemoggin Reach, where the
barbecue food and drinks abounded.

The Kazanowski family from Boston also joined us at
Christmas Cove. We split up here. Pamela and Peter returned
with Coleen Kazanowski to fly home from Boston. Evie stayed
on for another week to look after and play with her
grandchildren. David and his daughter Melissa accompanied
me on the journey south where Shalini is now laid up ashore for

the winter at Marion, Massachusetts.

SUMMARY

DATE
1996
September 3 - l0
October I - 5
November 16- 17

November 24 -
December 13

December 28 - 30

PASSAGE DISTANCE

Vigo - Lagos, Portugal
Lagos - Puerto Calero, Lanzarote
Puerto Calero - Las Palmas,
Gran Canaria

368
58O

105

Las Palmas - St. Lucia
St. Lucia - Bequia - St. Lucia

2,900
139

DATE
1997
March 2 - 14
March 15 - 21
May 14 -June 6
July 13 - 27
July 27 - August 7
August 7 -: 13

PASSAGE DISTANCE

St. Lucia - St. Martin 346
CCA 75th Anniversary Winter Cruise 150
St. Martin - Norfolk, Virginia 2,022
Norfolk - Vinalhaven. Maine 684
CCA 75th Anniversary Summer Cruise 193
Buck Harbour- Marion, Massachusetts 241

TOTAL MILES 7,728
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Big Hearts and Big Tides
Experience

- Realta’s Orcadian

Maeve Bell

Fog. It was an omen although at the time wc didn’t know it.
Leaving Killylea~h on a ~loriousl\, sunny afternoon to take

Realta. otlr Starlight 35, to Bangor Marina for the start of our
cruise to time Orkneys, we could see tendrils of fog advancing
out of Strangford narrows into the main Lough. In next to no
tithe the ebb had sucked us into the fog and down the narrows
unable to see Angus Rock in the entrance let alone the shore on
either side.

The Decca and GPS came into their own+ With South Rock
lightship as a way point, time dreary hoot of its horn was with us
for an hour or more but, deslmile passing within 200 m of the
vessel, we could decipher her shape for less than two minutes.
All good practice as it turned out for a week in the Orkneys.

Dawn I-lad not yet broken when tit 0330 on Saturday 12 July
we I-leaded north fl’om Bangor. The core crew consisted el the
three owners: Chris McKeown, Adrian Bell and yotlrs truly.
Michael McClure joined us for time first week but had to reserve
the rest of his holidays for a cruise on a slightly larger vessel -
the Oria,a to be precise.

Good progress north was made, mostly under engine to start
with, sometimes tinder sail. Indeed l\~r ten heady mmnles in the
Sound of Jura the spinnaker went up, only to come down again
as the fitful wind went on strike.

Some eighteen hours and 103 miles after leaving Bangor we
anchored in Loch Aline in the Sound of Mull and tucked into a
well deserved dinner and not a few remitfisccs. When cruising
with Adrian’s l:ather (could it really have been 28 years ago?)
Chris arid I had been taken by dumper truck fl-uough the maze
of tunnels forming the sandmine. Years before that, Adrian had

The owners- Chris McKeown, Adrian bell and Maeve Bell - in Badachro

time happiest memories of being gale bound as a small boy and
going to the cinema - a rare treat.

Sunday morning saw the decks well rinsed after a night of
heavy rain. After raising 35 rn of anchor chain by hand, the
crew still had the energy to hoist the spinnaker for what turned
out to be the most exhilarating sail of the holiday, a broad reach
at 7.5 knots, until freshening conditions the far side of
Tobermoray dictated that the blue and yellow beast should
return to its lair in the back locker.

After a firm run up the Sound of Sleat we anchored under
sail m Isle Ornsay, quite chuffed when a neighbouring yacht
complinlented us on our manoeuvre. So naturally we had to sail
off the anchor next morning.

First stop was Kyle of gochalsh, a favourite spot to top up
with fuel, water and stores due to the welcome and assistance
from John, the Harbour Master. He told us that by next season
he will I-lave pontoon berthing for yachts, even better.

We were soon joined by David and Hilary Park in Ah’s and

then Roy Barton and friends in Dun na Mara. In no time an
inlpromptu party enstled and our planned itinerary nearly went
for a burton. Then the fishing boat inside us, which was
rumoured not to have been to sea for months, started its engines
and suddenly warps were being cast off in all directions before
the bottles could even be stowed.

Following a grand reach under spinnaker (three days
running, this was a record) tip the hmer Sound, we dropped our
hook in Badachro on a wonderful sunny evening. Ashore for a
walk after dinner on board we fetched up at the Badachro Inn
where we were congratulated by a local for not picking up a

mooring - many of which were
attached to the bottom by a thread
he claimed but lying to our own
tackle. In the perfect spot, he
added. Next morning the anchor
was fouled. So much lk-w the
perfect spot!

Forty minutes or so later we had
it cleared and headed north for
Lough Laxford. The good weather
gradually deserted us and it was
grey and misty by the time we
anchored. Chris went ashore to
ineet John Ridgeway at his
adventure centre - on a p,’evious
visit some 25 years earlier he had
galloped over the hills with him to
a ceilidh and found life at the
centre rather fraught as two of the
eight instructors were out of
action, the second having broken a
leg ,just that day. Rumour has it
that he was offered a job but
declined.

Visibility was very poor next

Photo: M. Mc(’lure    morning as we headed round to
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A bed and dresser in one of the stone houses in Skara Brae.

Kinlochbervie in Loch lnchard, instruments all the way.
Kinlochbervie has quite an exciting narrow entrance; one
wouldn’t want to meet one of the fishing fleet coming in the
opposite direction. Two leading lines, orange triangles at the
head of the small bay, give some reassurance. There was quite a
good store, hot showers in the Mission for Seamen, a well
stocked chandlery and super ice. Despite these attractions it
was a depressing venue in the murky conditions and stank of
diesel.

Motoring out at 13.30 we were abeam Cape Wrath by 15.30.
The siren of the lighthouse hooted regularly but disappointingly
the cloud and mist obscured all but the bottom 25 m of the
cliffs. As the conditions were calm we decided to pass between
the Cape and Dulsic Rock. The tide set us strongly onto the
Rock and we saw its colony of seals at rather closer quarters
than we had intended.

A couple of hours later we dropped the hook in Rispond Bay
on the west shore of Loch Eriboll, an attractive small rocky bay
but unfortunately with fishing boats on permanent moorings in
all the best spots. It had the advantage of being the anchorage
nearest the entrance to the loch. The holding was good in sand
and weed judging by the effort required to lift the anchor the
following morning but some swell set in during the night.

Locals, we discovered later, refer to it as Loch Terrible as
the mountains prevent any TV reception and mobile phones are
out of range. Michael can vouch for the lack of phone reception
for the entire area north of Skye, he suffered acute withdrawal
symptoms.

An eight hour sail in relatively poor visibility brought us to
Stromness next day, a small but busy port on the western side
of Scapa Flow. The tide, by now approaching springs,
accelerated us through the mouth of the Sound: disappointingly
the Old Man of Hoy was barely discernible in the mist, but the
display from both the arctic and great skuas was breathtaking.

As we entered the harbour we saw one of the traditional
Orkney Yachts sailing to its mooring: it was Willie Tulloch,
Captain of the Northern Lights vessel, the Pharos whom Chris
and Michael had met in Oban when cruising earlier in the
season. Next day, Friday 18 July, his wife Jean, like Willie a
native Orcadian, arrived and drove us around the Mainland for
a day’s sightseeing.

Orkney comprises 70 islands, of which 18 are inhabited. The
largest is the Mainland and most of the 20,000 strong

Photo: Maeve Bell

population live on it, 7,000 of
them in Kirkwall.

We went first to Skara Brae, the
best preserved stone-age village in
Europe, which had been buried by
sand until a great storm in the
middle of the last century un-
covered it. Then on to the broch at
Gurness, where we also had an
excellent view of the roost, or tide
race, in Eynhallow Sound,
followed by the ring of Brogdar,
an impressive circle of 60
standing stones.

We drove across some of the
Churchill barriers which block the
eastern entrances to Scapa Flow
and visited the Italian chapel built
by the Italian POWs who con-
structed the barriers - the fact that
Britain was in contravention of the
international convention by
getting prisoners of war to work
on defences didn’t seem to excite
much comment. We also had a

brief visit to Maeshowe, a 5,000 year old chambered cairn not
unlike Newgrange, and made ourselves unpopular with the
guide by pronouncing the Irish model to be superior on account
of its device to admit the sunrise at the winter solstice. In
Maeshowe the sunset illuminates the interior via the entrance
tunnel, not as sophisticated.

Throughout our stay the narrow streets of Stromness were
heaving with people as we had arrived during the 49th annual
shopping week. There were dances galore, a regatta, shop
window competitions, bungee jumping, a simulated air sea
rescue and a great firework display. I suspect it’s pretty quiet
the rest of the year but would recommend its fine little museum
featuring many naval artefacts as well as the links the area had
with the Hudson Bay Company in Canada and the attractive
arts centre which boasts a large number of sculptures by
Hepworth and several paintings by Ben Nicholson.

On the Saturday we said goodbye to Michael and welcomed
Pat and Brenda Branigan on board. Stromness is a handy place
for a crew change. Michael got a taxi to Kirkwall airport for
£18 and flew to Belfast via Glasgow, courtesy of his air miles.
Pat and Brenda arrived on the ferry from Scrabster having
taken the train from Prestwick Airport. The journey took over a
day but, through a concession being offered by Prestwick, the
tickets cost just £5 each.

Return
On Sunday we paid our harbour dues - all of £9.27 for a three
day stay - and set off for Pierowall on Westray. There were
some thick patches of mist but much of the passage was
reaching in sunshine at 6 knots. On Capt Willie’s advice we
approached Pierowall from the south crossing Westray Firth
and running under spinnaker up Eday Sound.

Getting up next morning it was seriously foggy. While
eating breakfast CIoudwalker with David and Judy Lomax
entered the harbour and tied alongside after a passage from
Shetland. Later during a walk to Notland Castle (comment
from Chris: Why the hell was a castle this size ever built in
Westray?) and visits on board, we learnt something of their
cruises to high latitudes one of which led to the award of the
RCC’s Challenge Cup.

Westray has a population of about 600 and boasts two hotels
as well as two shops. It was due to hold its annual regatta the
following Saturday and the Harbour Master told us that boats
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would come on the ferry from
Kirkwall to take part. Pierowall,
we discovered, had an interesting
system of harbour dues    on
hearing that we had paid in
Stromness, he told us: "No
Charge".

Late in the afternoon to take
advanta,,e of the spring tides we
headed east tk~r Stronsay. The mist
lifted as we cleared Westray and
we had had relatively good
visibility and light winds for the
18 mile passage.

Excitement for the day was

provided by some of us (who have
paid to be anonymous) attempting
to make the approach to the
harbour on the basis of the CCC
directions: they turned out to be

totally out of date regarding the
position of the buoys marking the
shallows. However, if there is only
one green buoy it is a good idea to
leave it to be starboard! The
Ahnanac, fortunately, was fully up

to date.
Ashore the next morning we learnt that there were only 300

people on the island despite the fact that it was the same size as
Westray. It had a forlorn feeling. The shop had little by way of
provisions and the pub/hotel would not have encouraged any
one to linger except for the fact that it was being run by the
retired harbour master who waylaid us to come and sign his
large leather bound book which recorded every vessel from
1937 - a piece of living history.

The present harbour master also gave us a warm welcome

A rare sunny day - Adrian Bell.
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Brenda and Pat Branigan. Chris McKeown Photo." Maeve Bell

and surprise, surprise saw no reason to charge grven that we’d
paid in Stromness.

Our next destination across the Stronsay Firth was the island

of Egilsay where we went ashore to visit the ruins of St Magnus
Church, built in honour of the patron saint who was the joint
earl or ruler of the islands with his cousin in the 12th century.
Jealousy lead to Magnus being killed following a showdown
after the cousin refused to accept Magnus’s offers of going into
permanent exile or being deliberately blinded. The church is
notable for having a round tower, similar to those in h’eland but
otherwise unknown in these areas.

Poor visibility persisted as we made our way towards
Shapinsay to anchor in the little bay off Balfour Castle. Thick
mist came in overnight obscuring all sight of the shore but
cleared in time for us to go ashore in the afternoon to tour the
castle which conveniently took place on Wednesdays. Now
owned by a mother and two daughters of Polish extraction, the
house is a wacky example of the Victorian baronial pile which,
amazingly, is ahnost unaltered since being built and sports
among other things the original paint and wallpaper. Modern
yacht varnishes fail miserably by comparison.

More fog as we motored across the Firth to Kirkwall
harbour. Next morning, grey and misty again, Pat and Brenda
set offon a bus tour to see the main sites: much to my envy the
tour included a visit to a cliff top where the rare Scottish
Primrose, Primula Scotia a tiny little purple thing, could be
seen. The rest of us got stuck into housekeeping - the
supermarket, off licence, laundrette, butcher and a reasonably
sized Boots were all patronised. Time ran out and the Highland
Park distillery got a miss. St Magnus Cathedral was splendid
with fascinating grave slabs while Chris pronounced the
Tankerness Museum well worth a visit too. Cleanliness being
next to godliness I can report that all the ferry terminals had
sparkling Ioos and showers, the harbour master could issue a
key for the yacht club, but best value for money was probably
the gigantic bath in the Kirkwall Hotel complete with large
towels for £2.

True to form there was a friendly helpful harbour master
who helped us get ice for the fridge. Unbelievably, after two
nights in the harbour, our payment in Strornness a week
previously was still reckoned to cover our stay! So harbour
dues averaged £ 1.16 a day.

Friday morning, Adrian headed for the airport to return to
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work while the rest of us set off about 10.30 tk)r the passage to
Inverness. For the first time in nearly a week we had clear skies
and good visibility; light winds throughout resulting in the
eighteen hour passage being completed entirely under motor.
The tide race off the Pentland Skerries in anything other than
the calm conditions we experienced would have persuaded us
to have given it a much wider berth while a scan of the Pentland
Firth through binoculars was enough to convince me it was
unnecessary to seek first hand experience.

The tidal assist southwards was so good, even at neaps, that
we were approaching the Firth while it was still dark. Only
problem was that our chart turned out to have no navigational
buoys marked on it so Chris and Brenda who were on watch
had to spot the lights, identifying them fi-om the almanac and
plot them on the chart, all in the pitch dark.

All hands were on deck for the last part of the approach. We
passed under Kessock Bridge as dawn broke and tied up in a
small marina at the mouth of the River Ness at 04.30.

Three hours later the alarm clock shrilled and somewhat
wearily we motored round to the sea lock for the Caledonian
Canal to be sure of securing entry before the falling tide put an
end to operations. It tends to close for two hours either side of
low water.

It was a bit fraught getting through the first few locks and
waiting for the railway bridge to open, especially with low
blood sugar due to the lack of breakfast following a night of
minimal sleep, but by 1100 we were in Muirtown Basin ready
for the next changeover.

Steve and Sonia Goacher arrived by taxi having flown from
Southampton. We waved goodbye to Pat and Brenda as they set
off for the station to complete their extravagantly expensive rail
journey. Muirtown proved a good changeover spot, especially
as it had a fuel berth and a Co-op superstore within easy
walking distance. Another happy development was discovering
Peter and Margaret Ryan, former neighbours in Lurgan, two
berths along on their way home t?om having bought a
Nicholson 31 in Finland.

The Caledonian Canal turned out to be less of a high spot
than expected, perhaps because the settled weather deserted us
and the clouds masked the full glories of the great glen and
perhaps because taking boats through locks is jolly hard work.
Chris and I felt a bit trapped and were glad to exit at the
Fortwilliam end on Monday afternoon and make our way to a
new anchorage for us at Port
Ramsey on the north end of the
Lismore Island.

The forecast next morning of
southerly 7 to 8 meant plans to
give Steve and Sonia a whistle
stop tour of the delights of the
Scottish west coast en route to
Strangford had to be curtailed. We
managed full sail tklr the first half
hour or so down the Lynn of
Morven, then it was time for two
reefs followed by a spell of motor
sailing in lumpy seas before a
feeling of relief on reaching the
shelter of Puilldobhrain where we
laid two anchors.

An expedition to the pub
relieved the tedium that evening
but more rain and high winds the
next day meant further diversions
were necessary. We invited Eric
and Joyce Nodland from the
American yacht Eos on board:
Chris had met them earlier in the

season in Lough Swilly while Adrian and I had met them in
Gigha. They were three years into a round the world voyage;
we were in the third week of the annual cruise! Plans were
made to visit the pub together but, due to a lack of alignment
between Irish and American perceptions about the correct time
to set off for a pub, this failed to materialise. We were polishing
off the joint about 20.30 in preparation for setting out when
Eric and Joyce returned; however a few drams on board Realm
provided a reasonably good substitute.

Another new experience was being entertained to breakfast
while cruising: Joyce provided a classic American spread next
morning completed with freshly baked muffins. Some at least
of the extra calories were expended in lifting the two anchors as
the rope cable had wrapped itself around the chain causing Eric
to remark somewhat enviously as we departed: ’I now see why
you have those young people with you’ following Steve and
Sonia’s exploits in the dinghy untangling the knitting.

Six hours took us to Craighouse on Jura; another passage in
poor visibility was completed sometirnes under reefed sails and
sometimes motoring. The forecast was encouraging: SW5
veering NW and moderating 3. As it turn about the forecast of
decreasing winds was entirely erroneous as, next morning, after
3 or 4 hours of rising winds, a full gale hit us just as the
breakfast bacon was being served. With a loud noise Realta
took off backwards at a rate of knots. Missing a neighbouring
boat by millimetres, things were not made any easier by the
inflatable doing a fair imitation of a helicopter before landing
on our heads in the cockpit. We were not alone; both the other
yachts which were not on HIDB moorings also dragged. A
challenging hour passed before we were back on station with
both anchors holding. Interestingly the Delta (our second
anchor) with mainly rope cable held much more securely on the
sandy, kelpy bottom than the Bruce.

Ashore in the afternoon, my good garden guide mentioned
Jura House which it said was three miles away. This was
certainly not an under-estimate. Fortunately a kindly local gave
us a lift for about a mile on the way there but no lifts were
tk)rthcoming on the way back. It is slightly surreal to find a
walled garden being run on entirely organic lines on such a
barren island where the deer heavily outnumber the 150
inhabitants.

The tide at the Mull of Kintyre dictated an anti-social start at
0100. The men took the first shift, yet again motor sailing. The

Maeve Bell and Brenda Branig,’m not over-worked on passage to Westray Photo: Adrian Bell
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St. Magnus church on Egilsay with the only round tower in Scotland.

ladies took over about 0500 as we were abeam of the Mull and
even managed a few hours without the engine. We also spotted
a puffin, Sonia’s first, a few miles before reaching the Maidens
which is the furthest south we have ever seen one.

As we motored across Belfast Lough we passed Temlm"ess
with Mark Fisherwick (whom we had met two years previously
in Lough Maddy) heading north, bound for Kerrera he told us
on the radio where he had bought a house.

A little later Adrian rejoined us and we set off again to take
the tide south to Strangford. Good speed was made over a
glassy cah’n sea and a vacant mooring picked up under Audleys
Castle at 2100. Roast pork, drinks and the eupho.’ia of a
successful conclusion were enhanced by a firework display at
Castleward.

800 miles and 19 anchorages later, what are the memories?
The Orkneys are well worth a visit but are not an easy

cruising ground: we were fortunate in getting very settled
weather so did not have to cope with strong winds against the
big tides.

Lasting impressions were the consumer friendly system of
harbour dues, the warmth and hospitality of the Orcadians, the
flatness and relative fertility of the islands, the bird life and the
extensive investment, with EU support, in the ferry piers
throughout all the islands, even those with only a handful of
people.

All the piers had spotless WC’s and wheelie bins ready to
receive rubbish.

The fact that Realta spent all but one night tied tip in
harbour (highly unusual lk~r us) was less a result of the lack of

harbour dues and more due to the
absence of snug anchorages on the
Hebridian model. On the whole
bays tended to be rather open
without a lot of shelter.

There was also a distinct sense
of the Orcadians being different,
being somewhat separate fronl the
Scots. No Gaelic was spoken and
the links with Norway were
clearly still strong. We were lucky
enough to be taken around by a
native Orcadian but the tour
company, Go-Orkney, used by Pat
and Brenda was voted a success.
The half day tour costs £7.50 and
their coach picks up in both
Kirkwall and Stromess. Admis-
sion tees are extra but joint tickets
to the main sites are available at a
discount and are value for money
if you intend to visit two or more.

Stronmess and Inverness were
Photo." Maeve Bell

good locations for crew changes,
Kirkwall would also be suitable.

The drawback in each case is that flying to the small regional
airports is expensive while the train from, say, Glasgow and
ferry takes lnore than a day and thereliwe requires an overnight
stay as well. The Prestwick £5 unlimited travel rail ticket has to
be the ultimate best buy.

Stop press: Pat and Brenda must have told too many people
about it -it’s been withdrawn!

SUMMARY

Bangor to l,och Aline 103
Cough Aline to Isle ()rnsay 50
[sic Orlv;ay to Kyle of Lochash io Badachro 45
Badacllro Io Lough Laxford 6(}
Laxford to Kinlochbervic to Ei’iboll t6
Eriboll Io Stronmess 54
Stronmess to Westray (Pierowalll 41
Westra5 to Stronlsay (Whitehall) 18
Stromsay to Egilsay lo Shapmsay 26
Shipensa5 Io Kirk~all 5
Kirkwall to Inverness 114
hwemess to Foltwilliam (Corpach) 60
Corpach tu Port Ramsey 23
Lismore to Puilldobhrain 15
Puilldohrai n to Craighouse 35
Craighom, e to Bangor 76
Bangor lo Strangford 35

ItJ allchorl.|ges excluding Iwo in lhe canal, 9 of which were
compteiely new to us.
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The Wilder Shores of Brittany

Wallace Clark

I n September 1996 Wild Goose coasted down the eastern Irish
.Sea visiting bird islands - Bardsey, Ramsey, Skokbolm and

Skomer. Going on south to lay up at L’Aberildut gave us for
1997, the luxury of a May start to visit some Breton outliers.

Lanildut Marine, at the Quai du Cambarelle just inside the
river mouth kept Wild Goose safe ashore under her cover for
less than half a Marina price. But the river is getting crowded -
up from 200 boats on bow and stern moorings in 1996 to 300 in
1997.

The great adwmtage of the place is that access to the open
water of the Four Channel is a matter of minutes. There is
plenty of water on the bar, so access is easy unless the weather
is very bad.

Bernard Felix (past ICC member) talked the yard into
accepting us and kindly lent us his house as a base at Tremazen.
This is about 8 miles north of Lanildut in the S. E corner of the
bay. Porsal on the N. side is a delightful village with a quay
accessible in the top half of the tide. But the moorings, where
the lifeboat remains afloat, are out in strong tidal streams. Fine
at neaps but uncomfortable at springs. At low water it’s a long
haul across the sand and at high water a long row, so Tremazen
despite its beauty it is not very satisfactory for boats which
cannot dry out. The bay is favoured by wind surfers and
watching them in gales which blew for a full week in May was
good entertainment

June and l made a number of trips, with grandchildren at
times, in the Rade de Brest. May was mixed, mostly wet,
weather. Later three different crews were on board until we hit
Lanildut again in September. Nothing worthy of narrative but
some incidents might amuse.

In August Stephen, Johanna Clark and 1 left Le Guilvinec
after a leisurely breakfast, and sailed south east. The big drifter,
in use for first time with our new masthead rig, drove us well,
flying from the bowsprit. But what little wind there was soon
fell away; part of the regular pattern of the month, mist from
dawn until about I I am, calm, then a sun wind. After an hour or
two the low Glenan bumps appeared. We took the west
entrance past the Bluiniers. WiM Goose loves islands, but
unfortunately that week some 400 French skippers had the
same idea and every nook where a boat could lie afloat was
crammed; mooring buoys double and treble occupied.

We anchored at about half ebb a little away from others
between lies Drenec and St. Nicolas.

Calculations with tidal coefficient, l l3 computer and
leadline to check the echo sounder, convinced me that we
would be just afloat at 22.00 low water. The water was so clear
that in fifteen feet you could count pebbles on the bottom.

About 20.00 a boatman warned us that we would certainly
be on the ground, in a strong tide and perhaps some swell.

There was still ].7 metres, but falling fast he added, on the
bar which joins the two islands We draw about 1.3 - (Depends
how much rum is in the after lockers). So we up hooked,
scanned the weedy bottom anxiously tbr the deepest bits got
over without a bump then made our way east down the buoyed

channel between ranks of yachts on either side, Almost
everyone was having a cockpit party and glazed eyes with little
but naked bosoms to focus on switched to Wild Goose; Lets say
it was because we were the only non-French ship around.

Feeling like a Royal Yacht at a Fleet Review we gracefully
waved acknowledgement to invitations to drinks and
imaginable alternatives, replied to shouts of encouragement,
and ignored coarse remarks about two eedyuts and an ancient
mariner in a Stone Age boat.

About half way between Iles Cigogne and Iles Bananec
(Bananas to you), we found a clear space to anchor. Must have
been within inches of the bottom at low water but no bangs in
the night ensued.

Looking out the forehatch after midnight all was peace. The
frieze of yachts to the west were black silhouettes in contrast to
silvery moonlit hulls to the east. The only sounds were odd
squawks from feeding gulls, low clunks from the chain and
disco music and voices from a few still partying yachts.

Next morning by dinghy we to visited Ile du Loch with its
ruined plant said to make soda (but no highballs), wild ponies
and bird-crowded billabong,

Cignone with its massive enceinte of medieval walls and
hideous modern tower: wooden huts and batteries of solar cells
on Bananas; Drenec with a forest of dinghy masts and stone
huts for Sailing School staff and students:

Penfret with its tall lighthouse, mansion for guardians,
sanderling feeding, and a carronade cast aside by the western
lookout. Probably from a British sloop wreck recently
discovered nearby.

It was an easy way to taste and enjoy the different character
of each island. They are all surrounded in white beaches. The
water is shallow but once one grasps the layout and uses the big
tower on Cigogne, at the centre of the inner lagoon as a mark
the pilotage is not difficult.

Mid afternoon a couple of bronzed children from a French
yacht broke our siesta as they swam minnow-like towards us, to
be followed by a bronzed parent. We hauled them board for
coffee and coke and Muscadet. Cognac soon followed, and as
other lightly clad French boat’s crews came over by turns the
party looked like lasting for ever. Late arrivals presented us
with a dozen ormers, a first chance to savour ’the steak of the
sea’ - fabulous eating and stolen fruits. It was only afterwards
we learned that taking them is illegal but no indigestive pangs
resulted. The French were most kind!y; gave us charts and
advice and later a lift for Stephen to collect the car from Brest
At last we had to dinghy off as Stephen had generously booked
us an open air lobster dinner in the cafe by the vivier tanks on
lles St. Nicolas.

On a second visit to the Glenans with Mefo and Peter two
weeks later on 8th September yachts present amounted to less
than 50.

The Breton sailing season which had hardly got underway
when we were sailing in the first half of June comes to a fairly
abrupt end by early September. A little west swell was running
and we chose the bight north of the spit between Nicolas and
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Wild Goose on Anse de Penhat where tile I11Llssels grow Ihickesl! Photo: Wallace Clark

Bananas for the night. We picked up a buoy as there was no
room to anchor clear of white visitor moorings.

Mefo owns Jorrocks. a near sister ship of Wild Goose built
one year later in 1936. She had pkmned to sail out in her to join
us but fitting a new deck in Alan Chapel’s yard at Faversham
had not finished in time. So they raided us overland and took
over the saloon bunks while 1 occupied the new owner’s
stateroom forrard where the dark low forepeak was until we
extended the coachroof.

Later out of Audierne, with Lewis Purser fron+ Killiney alld
Melanie his gorgeous petite amie from near L’Orient, we made
a dawn start to try catching the end of a fair tide to the lie de
Sein. Cutting across t¥om Vielle we found the stream had
turned and we were not going to be able to fetch the east
entrance. The alternatives were to +bout ship for Portzen on the
mainland or push on and see if we could get the pick down
south of the island. Our chart showed a patch of sand
immediately south of the harbour a little over a mile west of Le
Chat, Men Brial light bearing 350. There at neaps, there was no
tide: the kedge warp lay slack under our bow in the light north
breeze¯ So we spent a pleasant four hours bathing and lunching
until the tide turned north and enabled us to move again. Worth
noting the useful tidal lee and temporary anchorage.

The usual yacht mooring place off the lifeboat pier looks
weedy, is very shallow and restricted. We made friends with the
lifeboat crew, ,just in from a rescue, were shown over their boat,
given stiff shots of pastis and told we might as well hang on to
the ferry buoy since we intended leaving early in the morning.

This was a relief because the tide runs at up to two knots
through the anchorage and brings in a swell. At low water great
coils of maiden hair weed lolled in the blue water around us:
the island dolphins gambled

Around midnight the thrifty islanders turn off the few street

lamps. Darkness left a pleasant sense of being anchored in mid
ocean, guarded by remote skerries, illuminated now and then
by the beam of the light on the pier end. All was still and the
evening had a sense of magic.

Sein resembles Tory Island, both flat slabs of rock
surrounded by reefs. Each has many legends: Sein is known as
the Isles of the Blue Cormorants from the blue coats of its
sailors.

Our man in Ushant: If the Glenan resemble the Scillies,
Ouessant is near twin to Rathlin; Offshore, cliff-ringed and

,,oin,,tide-~,irt We spent the nieht before e ~ out there at Le
Conquet, arriving about half ebb. The outer yacht mooring was
vacant and Oll the one immediately inside it a French
yachtsman cheerfully remarked that he was sure there were two
metres. I laler realised that he had meant the depth just at the
moment he spoke! We "conked" on rock during the night:
maybe that’s what the place gets its name from: but our iron
keel took no harm.

At Lampaul we found a tall handsome Irishman, slaking the
cement dust from his throat in L’Ocean Bar. Beside it he and his
hirsute friend Ga~Ty were rebuilding a perilously perched stone
wall, behind his boutique. John Moran from Achill has been
living in Lampaul for 15 years, married to a local beauty and
become perhaps the Grande Fromage of Ushant. So has no
intention of moving. He knows all the rocks, tides and
channels.

We had a lazy self starter. John called up the right garage
man at the top of the town who identified the trouble¯ A new
solenoid was flown out from Brest on the afternoon plane and
Lewis after a couple of hours of persevering contortions fitted it
the same night. Ushant for three days with a beach to laze on
and John telling us where to go was fun.
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Some mainland comments: Brittany port facilities are so well
documented nowadays that the only question is choice, so
perhaps some of our preferences might be of interest

Marina fees compared to other areas are not unreasonable.
Around £10 a day for 35 foot Wild Goose as opposed to £14
which we were charged not long ago in Loch Melfort. The
further south you go the more expensive the marinas and more
crowded the anchorages.

La Trinite, a pretty anchorage in the past now seems like a
Blackpool, very crowded on shore and soulless, with an over-
large marina.

Moulin Blanc Marina, Brest, is homely when you get used
to it. The staff in the Capitainerie are helpful, charges
reasonable and there are moorings beyond the pontoons at
about half the price for berths alongside. But these will go
within the next year or two when the marina is expanded. It is
well clear of the Brest city traffic and peaceful, particularly late
and early in the season when few boats have occupants.
Excellent little shop for your morning croissants and routier
meals an easy walk at the north east comer by an old ship
turned into a restaurant.

Douarnenez Marina is much smaller and jampacked, with
the town all around it, a lot of noise and flashing lights at night.
The visitors berth in the river is pleasantest if you should be
allowed to lie there.

An alternative if you have an interesting boat is to lock into
the Port Musee. We were offered a berth there while we
returned home at half the price in the Marina. But with a
wooden hull I was worried about worm which is supposed to
infest the waters, so we didn’t take up this offer.

Audierne Marina got high marks in September. The
guardian goes home at the weekend and no fees were levied.
On Saturday a pleasant market was quickly assembled at the
head of the pontoon, with big lobsters, crabs and oysters for the
taking. Le Clerc’s supermarket half a mile up river is handy for
shopping by dinghy But the electric fittings on the pontoons are
not standard, and the stream can make berthing difficult.

Of the Benodet marinas Penfoul is the most convenient for
fuel and communications but the nearest supermarket is a good
ten minutes walk uphill. Ste Marie Marina on the west side is
rather more exposed to swell but has a excellent groceries
within 100 yards of the quay and pleasant cafes. But no diesel.

The best meals we had in Brittany were at Jack’s on the
Belon river, L’Ocean on Ushant, Le Petit Folie at Moulin
Blanc, Brest and the Hotel du Port at Guilvenic.

Don’t be put of by the notice in McMillans that yachts are
unwelcome there. We found ourselves kindly accepted and able
to tie up alongside an ancient yacht just abreast the above hotel.

The best DIY meal was of moules which we picked off the

rocks in the Anse de Penhat just inshore of the Toulinget
passage. The rocks are covered in mussels, mostly small but if
you hunt around you can find plenty of big, juicy ones; the
bathing is good and the cliff scenery dramatic.

My favourite book about Brittany is a pre-war one by
H. J. Hanson founder of the Cruising Association. lanthe
Cruises references and descriptions bring back pleasant
memories of Brittany before the days of universal engines,
yellow wellies and a docksiders. Hanson has many good
anecdotes; one about a yacht which got into Guilvenic thinking
it was Benodet because the leading light frequencies are much
the same. They only realised after anchoring that they were in
the wrong place. He advises going to the railway station to
make sure...

The prettiest sights were pairs of wheatears, my favourite
birds, specially on the Irish islands in spring, but there they are
shy. On Ushant you see from six feet away how the male birds
glow with peach-blossom waistcoats under white tails.

The ugliest sight was the tower on La Cigogne, a hideous
concrete cylinder some 100 feet high rising out of an 18th
century fort. Peeling paint with rusty steps clinging to the
outside and no concession whatsoever to the proportions which
grace most French sea marks...

The finest cliffs we saw were probably those on the east side
of Ushant where we hired bicycles and negotiated a narrow
cliff path with sudden rises and descents. First meetings with
other cyclists who (like myself) hadn’t biked for ten years, was
risky. If you fell outwards in some places a 100 foot fall would
be the penalty. But it is a ride worth doing.

After an hour or so I was standing on the peddles and
balancing like a circus clown. Well, sort of!

The prettiest river I would put as Lanildut. The outer part is
rather jammed up with goemoniers. These are the fishing boats
which fit grabcranes and gather seaweed from the bottom and
land it on the quay. From there it is carted off in tanker lorries to
make plastic. This is the biggest seaweed port in Europe.
However the fishermen come and go with little fuss and great
amiability. Only one small contretemps - I came into the
pontoon one morning after a stiff pull against the flood. A
fisherman we’d met the night before stood on the edge, so I
reached out to give him the painter. He seized my hand, shook
it effusively and let the painter drop into the tide!

We were 20 yards downstream before I recovered the oars.
Its all a a matter of priorities!

The east side is rolling country side, green meadows and
little woods. Further up the river houses peep out from amomis
tree-ringed, a good dinghy trip. There is an excellent restaurant
beside the quay and good chandlery.

A perfect base for another Brittany season!
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A Scandinavian Summer

Peter Ryan

2~
advertisement in Yachting Monthly intrigued me. ++A
Nicholson 31 for sale in Helsinki. Years ago I had read

Arthur Ransome’s Racundra’.s KMst Cruise. It gave a
marvellous account of sailing in the Baltic between the wars.
Ever since, this area and in particular the Gulf of Finland have
fascinated me.

Two days later on St. Patrick’s day, I flew out to Helsinki to
meet the owner Heikki Routakorpi. He took me to
Mustikkamaa one of the many small islands that SmTound the
city. There, in a small boat yard, stood Nicu. She was in
splendid condition, very well looked alter and laid up under
cover. It was .just as well. There was ICE everywhere. The leads
between the island and the shore and the ground around the
boat were frozen solid! The weather contrasted with the
warmth of the reception I received from Heikki and his wile
Sirkka and the yard owner Kauko Karttaavi. That night we
agreed a price and the deal was done.

Home, 1 rang up all my old sailing friends and remarkably
quickly I had a crew list complete Ik~r the different stages of the
trip home. We decided to begin by sailing to St Petersburg in
Russia and back to Helsinki. To do this I had to get an official
invitation from someone in Russia. The R.Y.A booklet
"Planning a Foreign Cruise" was very helpful in giving names
and addresses to contact.

[ flew back out to Helsinki on 1st May and lived on the boat
in the yard out of the water. To begin with it wits pretty grim.
The first night the temperature dropped to -10 degrees Celsius
and I had forgotten my sleeping bag. I have never been so cold
in all my life. There was a dry toilet which I named "’The little
house on the Prairie". I had a feeling 1 had arrived in one of the
Gulags! Nevertheless things got gradually better. Kauko could
not have been more helpful, nothing was too much trouble for
him. The fitting out proceeded steadily. I managed to fit

¯ ,o" o and new vanecomplete new standing and running rleeln¢., a

self-steering gear.
The weather gradually grew warmer. The birch trees

suddenly burst into leaf. The large piece of ice under the boat
gradually disappeared. Spring had arrived at h|st.

The boat was launched on the 13th May.

My crew arrived. Eric Dunkley who had sailed with me to
Brittany in 1993 and 1994. Gordon Lunn who has been with
me on all my cruises for the last ten years. Both of them had
learned their sailing in the difficult tidal waters of Morecombe
Bay. Ben Gersten a young engineer, had not been in a boat
before but became a very useful person to have on board. There
was still a lot of work to do to get the boat ready.

Before the others arrived, Eric and 1 were invited by Heikki
and Sirkka to a sauna. The sauna is very much part of Finnish
life. The parliament have a communal sauna before each
sitting! This one was in the basement of their apartment block.
Beside it was a small swimming pool of cold clear water. I
found it very relaxing: therapeutic in fact. It was just the thing
for all the aches and pains of lhe forced labour of fitting out.
There is a saying in Finland "lf a sauna will not cure you, you
are only fit for the graveyard!’

We moved the boat from the yard at Mustikkamaa to
Heikki’s club Helsingin Mootorivenekerko R.Y. - H.M.V.K for
shorL Heikki acted as pilot. It was just as well its it inw)lved a
very narrow channel, the first of many I was to discover. I
quickly learned the colours of cardinal buoys, lop marks are
ahnost unknown in this part of the Baltic.

Before leaving lk)r St Petersburg we had to i:ormally clear
customs. To do this we went to a pier in a small land locked
harbour on the island of Suomenlinna at the entrance to
Helsinki harbour. Relations between Finlmld and Russia are
still somewhat strained. The cold war may be over, yet the
Finns find it hard to forgive and forget what Russia did to them
after the war. They look a slice off" their eastern border - the
province of Karelia. This in fact was Heikki’s old home. He
said to me the only way he would go to Russia would be in a
tank!

It was quite an adventure setting off in an unfamiliar boat on
this stran,,e stretch ~f sea. The weather wets favourable with a
light reaching breeze from the north east which freshened
enot,gh to oive us 6 knots, and the sea built up quite quickly.
The Windpilot took over steering and worked perfectly. This is
certainly the best gear I have ever had, well designed and
thought out. Unfortunately Ben suffered early from seasickness
and I had to take the night watch on my own. As the wind fell
very light, I had to motor and hand steer. It was, without doubt,
the coldest night I have ever spent at sea. The trouble was that
the sea telnperature of the Baltic in May after a very cold spring
was not much above freezing.

The following morning we passed south of the island of
Gogland. East from here the up-to-date Admiralty chart
showed a well buoyed channel all the way to St. Petersburg.
1 think this was done in Soviet times so that the authorities
could keep an eye on all the shipping in the eastern part of the
Gulf of Finland. We found no buoyage present west of the

St. Petersburg fairway buoy. That evening Friday 23rd May at
21.00 found us olT the St. Petersburg Buoy. It wets a clear night
and we had identified the buoys that showed the channel past

Frozen sea, Mustikkamaq, St. Patrick’s Day Photo,. Peter Rvan
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Four crazy tourists m fron of the Church of the Resurrection.
St. Petersburg. Eric Dunkley, Ben Gerstem Gordon Lunn, Peter Ryan.

Kronshtadt. We were reasonably happy to enter St. Petersburg
in the dark. However the Russian authorities had other ideas. A
patrol boat shone its powerful search light on us and ordered
over the tannoy to go alongside. Two very young men in
unilk)rm took our lines and fended us off. We were then
boarded by a smiling immigration officer who in very broken
English asked to see our passports and crew list. He was most
courteous. As we moved away we were hailed by another
tannoy on the nearby pilot boat to "Anchor immediately’. To
me this didn’t seem a good idea. We were in a completely open
roadstead in over 20 metres of water surrounded by several
large cargo vessels. The way the order was given it seemed best
to obey. I saw on the chart a small island called Tolbukhin, a
little way to the north of us, which gave 4 metres of depth and
some shelter from the easterly swell. We moved over to it and
let go the anchor.

At 07.00, Saturday 24th May we were granted permission to
enter St. Petersburg. In light conditions we motored down the
buoyed channel past Kronshtadt. Its several harbours were full
of rusting naval hardware of the former Soviet Union,
including a number of submarines (non nuclear 1 hoped). The
whole impression was of a decrepit decay of former glory. In
the background, away from the shore, one could see the great
green dome of Kronshtadt Cathedral.

Passing down the Morstoy Kanal which is a dredged buoyed
channel that crosses the very shallow bay at the head of which
St. Petersburg stands, we entered the docks. They are very
extensive and sadly depressing. There were ships there from
many corners of the world including two cruise liners. There

Nictt at Hogholmen. Photo: Eric l)unklev

was also a full rigged sailing ship from Estonia. Eventually we
tied up in a little back water.

Almost two hours later customs and immigration officers
arrived with Alexander Maximadji, our contact. He was most
friendly. The customs officer only wanted to drink limitless
whiskies! Alexander was greatly amused to read the official
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clocument describing our visit. It read in Russian with one small
alteration "Crazy tourists’. We told him it could not have been
more correct.

Our pilot then appeared, Alexei Starkov. He smiled all the
time and smoked innumerable cigarettes. He took us out
through the docks, back out through the Morskoy Kamil for at
least 4 miles, then across the very shallow water of the bay, and
thence through very intricate shallow channels to a more
northe.ly entrance of the Neva delta. Moving tip stream from
there we arrived at the yacht club on the banks of the river.
What an extraordinary place it was! The clubhouse was a
beautiful modern building which on closer examination was
found to be in a complete state of dilapidation. Alexander told
us that with the change of administration of the country no
maintenance had been carried out liar many years. Alongside
the steel pontoons on the river were several large yachts which
had been fk~rmally owned by sports academies and now by
companies. 1 was invited aboard some of them. Everyone
greeted me warmly, a large glass of vodka was put in my hand.
The conversations were unfortunately limited, the Russians
only knowing a few words o1: English and I rio Russian.

Next day we were greeted by Tatiana Bykova. It was great to
meet her having spoken to her on the phone. She quickly
organised a guided tour of the ciiy. Victor arrived with his
Mercedes. He proved to be a very good tour guide. He spoke
fluent English and had a thorough knowledge of the history of
St Petersburg. In the limited time we did very well. We were
driven around the city to give some idea of its splendour and
huge size. It is amazing to think that Tsar Peter the Great
conceived and had this great city constructed in a space of not
much more than 30 years in the middle of 18th Century.

Something like 150,000 people worked on it. We visited one of
the Cathedrals where, it being Sunday, a service was m
progress. My lasting memory of this was the magnificent
Russian choir and the amount of gold decoration inside the
church. We finished tip in the Hermitage and saw a little of its
art treasures: it was stunning.

The customs clearance when leaving St Petersburg on

Tuesday 27th May was as big a problem as arriving.
The passage back to Helsinki was uneventful motoring.
We tied up back at the customs pier on Suomenlina at 0100

on Thursday 28th May. Later that morning we made our way to
Blekholnmn. This is a small island right in the heart of

Helsinki. It is the headquarters of the Nylandska Jarktklubben -
N.J.K. It was founded in 1861 by Tsar Nikolai I1. Finland was
under Russian rule from 1809 until 1917. Its magnificent club
house in a superb situation overlooks the city centre.

Next day Friday 30th May we left Helsinki bound tk)r
Stockholm via Mariehamm. Befk~re leaving Leif marked my
chart.

We now entered the Finnish Archipelago. It is dill]cult to
imagine what it is like without being there. The whole area of
the coast westward from Helsinki and across the eastern half of
the Gulf of Bothnia is covered with thousands of islands, islets
and rocks. There are innumerable passages through them and
many many land locked anchorages. When I first looked at the
charts 1 was absolutely terrified that 1 would never be able to
find my way. However closer examination showed nearly all
the channels were extremely well marked with both cardinal
and lateral buoys. Not only that, large red and yellow sighting
boards are arranged to give transits of the many course changes
that are necessary.
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Passing through the Blindleia.

That night we came to the small island of Hoghohnen,
passed through a very narrow buoyed channel which opened
out into a beautiful land locked pool. There N.J.K. had
provided buoys. To one of these we tied a stern line and moored
Baltic fashion with our bows right in to the rocks fastened to
two ring bolts. It was a lovely quiet spot.

Next day Saturday 31st May we were underway by 07.30
determined to make up for the late start the day before. We
passed Hanko and continued westward reaching the island of
Rosala under sail.

The next night we spent at Gullkrona. This is a beautiful
island owned by the Erksson family. The cleanliness and
tidiness of this place was amazing.

During this time the weather had become progressively
warmer, daylight hours longer and insect life more prolific. We
next spent a night at Krakskar - crow island. We reached it by
sailing through a very narrow sound between two tiny islands.
Although the chart showed enough depth one could see
submerged rocks on either side. In a lovely little sheltered bay
there was a brand new wooden jetty bolted to the rocks, a sauna
and the most delux earth toilet I have ever seen. It even had
carpet on the floor and boating prints on the walls.

Next day by midday we had a N.W. force 5-6. This was a
head wind until we cleared the channels and then headed south
around the lower end of the large island of Aland where the
port of Mariehamm is situated. It was again a beat to gain the
entrance to Vasthamn, the west harbour. By that stage the wind
had really piped up gusting about force 7. However Nicu coped
well, being very powerful to windward in these conditions. It
was a bit difficult and scary finding the true entrance among the
many small islands in the driving spray. By 20.00 hours we
managed to moor to one of the pontoons in the west harbour.
Mariehamm has been called the last home of commercial sail.
It was from here that Gustav Errikson operated his fleet of
wind jammers right up until the 40’s. Pommern, a steel four
masted barque is moored alongside, a fitting memorial to this
great era.

On Wednesday 4th June we made a night passage to Sweden
leaving at 22.00. We had a lovely sail with a light S.E. breeze
across the open stretch of the Gulf of Bothnia. I will never
forget the magnificent sky of many shades of pinks and reds as
the sun set so slowly. It was nearly midnight before it got dark.
We passed the Remmargrund Light and entered the Stockholm

Archipelago. As dawn broke the
islands showed a very different
character. They were much more
wooded and populated. Lovely
houses stood everywhere each
with a flagpole flying distinctive
long streamers in the Swedish
colours of blue and yellow. We
entered a small inlet called
Dyviken. Immediately we felt we
were intruding. It was surrounded
by houses. However we picked up
a mooring and had a few hours
rest. Then in the afternoon we
pressed on to Stockholm. It was
thrilling to enter this beautiful old
city from the sea, an ever
changing scene with an unbeliev-
able amount of traffic of all kinds,
ferries, sight seeing launches,
yachts, and motor boats large and
small. We tied up at the
Wasahamn guest harbour at 20.00.

Photo: Peter Ryan We now had a chance to become
tourists for a couple of days. We
went to the Wasa Museum. The

Wasa was a 17th Century Swedish warship which sank in the
middle of Stockholm harbour after a maiden voyage of not
more than 600 metres. It must rank as one of the greatest
debacles of naval architecture. It was raised in the ’50’s and
carefully preserved.

Eric and Gordon left in the next two days. I was sorry to see
them go. Eric with his hard work and organising ability could
always be relied on to sort me out. Gordon as usual had looked
after the galley.

Ben and I left Stockholm on Monday 9th June heading south
out through the Skurusundet a narrow pass crossed by high
bridges. We then entered the southern half of the Archipelago
passed many more islands where we saw huge sea eagles. We
arrived at Mem. the Baltic entrance to the Gota Canal on the
1 lth.

From now on the nature of the cruise changed. Ben returned
home taking a bus from Sodkorping to Goteburg and by ferry to
Harwich.

My wife Margaret joined and also friends from Edinburgh,
Bill and Marion Cantley. We soon settled into a canal mode of
hard work in the locks and leisurely cruising in between. The
Gota Canal passed through lovely peaceful countryside: toy-
like famlhouses so clean and neat all painted in the same
variety of colours, moss green, ochre yellow, rusty red, cream

~ii!!i!

Submarines at Kronshtadt Photo: Peter Ryan
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and black and while. In fact all the buildings in Sweden seemed

to conflwm to this pattern and the only jarring aspect of the
countryside was the acid yellow of the rape fields. The canal
hanks were massed with wild llowers all varieties that you
might find here - lupins, vetch, flaphris, bluebell, meadow
sweet, cow parsley and nlany more.

Each clay the route and stopping points were determined by
a quick look at the canal guide It) see firstly which town had the
most stars for the ablution block: secondly by the interest of the
industrial architecture - so many different kinds of bridges and
old locks to explore; and Ihirdly how many locks we could
manac, e ;_it one ~O!

The Gota Canal connects lakes Vattern and fanerll Vanern
being 1()(} miles long and thence into the Trollhatten Canal
which had much more commercial traffic, and became part of
the wide river Gota as it wound down to (iolcburg.

We spent midsummer in rain. in the town Of Vadestena a
most picturesque town dominated by a fairy-tale medieval
castle whose lllOa[ ’A’its the yacht harbour. E\erwme celebrates

with flowers. All the boats were decorated with hunches and
garlands - the markets in each town were full of then1. Children
carrvim~ hunches of wild flowers came to the side of a lock in a
little village and sang a song of midsumn~er, seremMing the
boats as the went IhrouglL We decorated Nicu too. In Vadestena
a maypole like construction on the green by the lake had
greenery wound round it and everyone danced. I was very
Stlq)rised to hear the childrel/ sing "Incr, Wincv Spider" with
actions in Swedish.

As we left Lacko Nlott Io find
the entrance to the Trolhatten
(’anal the scenery changed to little
islands everywhere        reed
sheltered bays where the masts of
anchored yachts mimicked the tall
straight trees on the shore. Had the
weather been dry it would haxe
been well nigh perl~ct.

The Trolhatten Canal was
busier though the locks seemed
less tiring and all too soon we
were motoring down the Gota
river.    Industrial    plant and
warehouses lined the banks and
we were passed by cargo boats.
Soon we were in Gotenburg lying
in the Lillabomlnen Gastllamn,
within a stones throw of the
nmgnificent Opera House built
only ten years ago. We had seen so
much O|" Sweden in two weeks.
Although the character of the
country changed fronl east to

west, the overall impression was of a very clean tidy attractive
country, well organised, with pleasant friendly people but very
expensive. Bill and Marion left on Saturday 281h June we were
.joined by l,eslie Th,,mlpson.

We headed up the west coast of Sweden tlnough yet more
islands - another archipehlgo in fact. This time they were much
lllore rugged and less w’ooded. It was very crowded as it was
the height of the Swedish holidays. There were boats
e\ erywhere.

A brisk sail across the southern end entrance of the Oslo
fjord brou,,zht us to the Norwe<,ian port of Tonsbero Findino
the way in was a bit tricky at first, with a strong wind tip our
tail and reading a Norwegian chart for the first time. The
trouble was that there were three sounds which all looked much
alike. A series of GPS fixes soon put us right. Margaret left and
fie honle I:rom Oslo

We spent that night in Staven and the following day we
motorsailed, hi the evening we passed through the hmg sound
inside the island of Tromoy. under a high bridge aniving in the
hu-ge town of Arendalat 21.30 on 6th July. We got a good berth
right in front of the town. We were serenaded by a gwup of
gospel sineers who passed through the harbour in a nlotor boat.
Much to their amusement Leslie told the crew of a Dutch yacht
beside us that we had left N.h’ehlnd to escape from too nluch
religion!

From krendal w’e nlade our way to Lillesand the next

evening. This was a charming small town with old wooden
houses. It was packed with holiday nlakers crowding out the
various bars and discos.

West from here is the famous inshore passage - the
Blindleia. We entered the port of Kristiansand on Monday 8th
,luly and managed to get a convenient berth bow to a stone wall
right on the edge of the city’. I liked Kristiansand it is a ,aell laid
out city with nicely proportioned squares with their markets
and churches.

We staved a rew days in Kristiansand.

While 1 was there the owner of the boat beside me beckoned
me aboard and introduced himself as lacob Somme. Over a
beer he asked if I would like some charts and then gave me
some 20 of the Norwegian west coast. It was so generous of
hiin as I now had only one chart tO buy.

Leslie left from nearby Slavenger Airport and Martin and
Donna arrived.

[)ollnu tying dOWll :.l reef 011 pas:qagc to Hgttlghcsund. Pholo." Martin Rvan
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We had a short sail next day to
Mandal. We moored bow to with
our own stem anchor. 1 used a
251b C.Q.R and plenty of chain
and rope. It was just as well as in
the mo,’ning it was blowing hard
fi’om the S.E. down the pontoon.

At 13.00 on Sunday 13th July
we left Mandal the wind was S.E.
force 5-6. We had a fair wind for
the t.’ip round the corner. What a
splendid fast passage it was! We
managed to make use of the north
going current which I learnt from
lacob flows most of the time.

At 07.00 next morning we
entered Karmsund which runs up
inside    Karmo    island    to
Haugesund. We reached there at
1000 having covered 135 miles in

21 hours, an average of 6.5 knots.
Haugesund was a rather grim

industrial port with large tugs and
service vessels for the offshore
industry. However we found it to

Oil rig, North Sea.

be an interesting place. We found a rather nice pub something
rather rare in Norway. Just north of Haughesound next day we
entered the Skargard, a series of sheltered deep water channels
that lie inside islands.

That evening we selected a small land locked inlet on the
north end of the island of Huftaroy called Kolbleimhamn. The
entrance between two perches was not more than 50 feet wide.
Inside it opened out and there was a pontoon overlooked by the
balcony of an inn. The owner was busy painting it. He ran a
shop also. Due to Donna’s charm and powers of persuasion he
exchanged our Swedish and Finnish gas cylinders.

Next day we made our way through the narrow channel
between the huge island of Soml and small one of Leroy: then
across to the narrow inlet of Kviturdspollen in which lies the
Bergen sailing club with its pontoons clubhouse.

Here we left the boat for a couple of days and went off
sightseeing. First we took the bus to Bergen. While walking
along the quay we spotted an I.C.C burgee. It was Alan and
Bernie Rowntrees’ TalhUah. What hospitality the gave us! Not

Bridge over Skurusundet. Stockholm.

Photo." Peter Rx,an

only did they provide us with drinks but Bernie also cooked a
beautiful meal. It was quite a party in the best tradition of the
club.

The crossing of the North Sea had filled me with some
apprehension. I suppose because the trip had gone well and had
been in relatively sheltered waters I felt I was now due a bit of a
dusting. In any event [ need not have worried.

We left Bergen on Sunday 20th August at 14.00. First we

threaded our way south inside the islands, clearing the coast by
passing just north of the Marstein light. It was a lovely sailing
day with a N.E. F3, hot and sunny, we were making 5.5 knots
exactly on course for Inverness. It lasted until 10.00 the
following morning. We picked our way amongst the many oil
rigs looking unbelievably attractive in the grey misty morning
light. We then had very light smooth conditions and motored
for the next 20 hours. A S.E. breeze then filled in giving us a
great broad reach all the way into the Moray Firth. Through the
mist I lkmnd myself recognising the familiar shapes of the
Souters of Cromarty. It was all so interesting for me as I had

sailed here over 30 years ago
when I lived in Nairn.
We tied tip in Inverness Harbour
at 04.00. It had been a wonderful
crossing, 355 miles in just over
2.5 days at an average of 5.7
knots.
The Caledonian canal was entered
next day. We spent a couple of
days in Muirtown Basin.
Margaret, who was staying in
Aberdeen joined me. Martin and
Donna went home to Edinburgh.
My crew lk)r the last leg then
arrived, Alastair Borthwick, a
neighbour of mine and Stephen
Moore a student at Aberdeen who
had been with me on a cruise of
the west coast of Scotland in ’95.
He brought his German girlfriend
Andrea.
When we got to Corpach at the
western end of the canal a foul bit

Photo: Peter Rvan    of weather passed through. It
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rained like it only can in Fort
William and blew very hard from
the S.W.

On Thursday 31st July with n
slighl head wind and thick
overcast weather with poor
visibility we motored down Lough
Linnie and the Lynne of Lorne
arriving at Ardantrive Bay Kerrera
opposiie Oban.

We left to catch the afternoon
tide down past Pladda and the
Sounds of Luing and Jura.. We
made good progress with a strong
westerly breeze.

As it got dark l saw the familiar
4 flashes of Rathlin Easl. It was a
great thrill to see an hish light. In
Mustikamaa it had seemed so tar
away. We were off the end of the
Mull at 05.00 catching the
beginnin~ of the south                           ~,,oino~ tide
in the North Channel. We tied tip
in Bangor Marina tit 13.00. The Lacko Slot, l,ake Vanern.
following day, Sunday 2nd Augusi
saw Nicu on my old mooring in
Ringhaddy.

Maybe it had not been such a mad idea to buy a boal ill
Helsmki after all. What an experience and adventure ii had
been both for the variety of places we had visited and people

Photo: Peter Rvan

we had met and so generously helped us on our way. We had
been able to cruise in a part of the world not normally that
accessible. It had all been worthwhile.

SUMMARY
Dates Miles

22-24 May 166
27-29 May I66
31) May 24
31 May 75

I June 20

2 June 25
3 June 55
4-5.lune 58
5 ,I u ne 20
9 .I u n e 40
() June 40

1 June 65
4J t[ I/C 3

5 June 12
6 June 18
8 June 20

20 .I u ne I 0
21 June 4I
22 June 16
23 June 30
24 Junc 42
25 June 19

Passage

Helsinki / St Petersburg
S! Petersburg / Helsinki
Hclsinki / Hogholmen
tlogholmen / Rosala
Rosala / Gulkrona
Gulkrona / Krakskar
Krakskar / Mariehamn
Mariehamn / Dyviken
Dyviken / Stockolm
Stockhnlm / Karlsand
Karlsand / Fitang
FifaI~d / Mem
Mere / Soderkoping
Soderkoping / Norshohn
Norsholm / Berg
Berg / Molula
Motula / Vadslena
Vadstcna / Vassbacken
Vassbacken / S,jolorp
Sjolorp / LackoSIott
Lacko S]olt / Vanersborg
Vanersborg / l,illa Ede!

Days

1

Hours

17
16

5
15
4
5
I
2
4

3
I
5
6
6
9

9
8
6

6

Dates Miles Passage Days Hours

26 June 35 Lilla Edet / Goteborg 7

29 June 20 Gotebor,, / Marstand 5

30 June 35 Marstand / Smogen 7

I July 40 Smogen / Stromslad 8

2 July 33 Stromstad / Tonsberg 5

5 July 23 Tonsberg / Larvik 4

5 July 4 Larvik / Staven 0.45

6 July 55 Staven / Arendal It)

7 .luly 23 Arendal / Lillesand 5

8 July 22 Lillesand / Kristiansand 4

12 July 29 Kristiausand / MandaI 5

13 July 135 Mandal / Haugesund 21

15 July 50 Haugesaud / Kolbeinhamn 10

16 July 14 KolbeJnhanm / Kvilundspollen 2

19 July 13 Kvitundspollen / Bergen 3

20-23 July 355 Bergen / Inverness 2 14

27 July 30 Inverness / Fo]’l Augustus 8

28 ,July’ 24 Fort Augustus / Corpach 8

31 July 33 Corpach / Oban 7

I August I 12 Oban / Bangor 20

2 August 38 Bangor / Ringhaddy 7

"lbtal Mileage 21186
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Caribbean Fortnight

Ann Woulfe-Flanagan

W hen Brendan Bradley lent his Oyster 435 Shalini to my
boat partner Bernard CorbaIly for a two week cruise in

the Caribbean I was delighted to be invited.
Enda Cullenan and Catrina Kirkland (who had flown in

earlier from snow filled New York) and Brendan were patiently
waiting for us in St. Lucia. We piled into a taxi and Brendan’s
hired car and set off on a long and somewhat tedious journey to
Marigot Bay arriving very late.

SATURDAY llTH: Next morning was bright and sunny as we
made our way up to the The Moorings Hurricane Hole Hotel
tbr a substantial Continental breakfast and fresh fl’uit. Brendan
showed us around our new home and we then set off for a short
spin to a small bay, Anse Cochon, for a refreshing swim.

Diana Allen, Erica Corbally and myself tried on the local
banana leaf hats, Erica had to have hers specially made!

That night we headed across the neck of the bay on a very
very short ferry trip to find a restaurant. We wandered and
found a small recently opened establishment further along the
shoreline. The owner/Chef was St. Lucian - had lived in
England and came home to start her own restaurant. It was very
peaceful and a good time ensued especially after the variety of
cocktails tried beforehand.

SUNDAY 12TH: Sunday dawned fine - up to the Hotel for yet
another good breakfast and then stocked the boat at the Mariner
Market with food, water and beer. We said our good byes to
Brendan and left Marigot Bay for a short stop at Anse
Chastanet which it reputed to be one of the best snorkelling and
diving reefs.

We picked up a mooring buoy on the northern side and
Erica, Enda, Catrina and I set off in the dinghy for the beach.
There was a large notice stating that a permit was required for
snorkelling, No one was around and, having no money, we
slipped into the water. It was a lovely pottering around
marvelling at the amazing coral and fish life below us. Back to
the yacht to a welcome lunch prepared by Diana.

Then on for our over night stop at Soufriere, a delightful
bay. The guide to the Windward Islands says pick up a buoy on
the northern side and put a line a shore. Here we encountered
our first Boat Boys for "tying up". Ben arrived alongside and
we arranged with him to take our stern line ashore. We had to
anchor and at the first attempt the anchor was not dropped fast
enough. Once we were safely secure Ben arrived along side and
started to tell us about the drive past volcano, the Botanic
gardens and the waterfall. We had read about these and were
interested in viewing. - the bargaining started at 60 EC and
eventually ended at 42EC each to cover all costs including $1
to see the volcano. We, with the exception of Bernard, piled
into his boat and were taken across the bay to a large jetty,
substantial ships are able to tie up close to the shore. Once in a
van taxi we sped through the town which showed us the non-
tourist side of the island and how the local population lived. We
climbed up and up until we arrived at the Gardens which were
closed. Nothing daunted, Ben hopped out and within a few
minutes we were transported into another world of lush

vegetation and flowers. Ben took a Cocoa husk down and we
all sampled the bean - white before it is processed to how we
know it. Every turning produced an new and more exciting
exhibit of fauna. We then smelt sulphur and came upon a
stream fed from a large waterfall. Diana bought a coconut
parrot on the way out.

Next stop was the volcano which involved more twisting
turns. On the way we spotted Club Med 1 in the bay, (the
largest four masted ship in the world). All out for a photograph
session. Once again we were late for the volcano but Ben did
the needful and we drove thought an army post barrier and up
beside the creator. Steam was rising and it was an impressive
sight and we could walk to a viewing platform.

It was now getting late and light was beginning to fade. It is
dark shortly alter 6.00pm. Our next stop was the waterfall
where, if you stand under it, you are rejuvenated by 10 years!!.
We were dropped at a woodside cutting and set off up a steep
path through the rain forest, and past the Reception, a small
shelter at the side of a large tree. It was a hard climb up and
then down to the waterfall. I had not brought my bathing
costume so watched while the others wallowed in the cascading
water. Ben produced some shampoo, tooth brush etc. By now it
was dusk and we set off for what was really a rather dangerous
walk back to the road. We followed the seashore along what
appeared to be a dirty beach. Ben’s boat was tied up to a very
dilapidated stone and cement jetty with waves slopping over it.
We eventually all clambered safely aboard and were whisked
back to Shalini. It was an afternoon to remember.

MONDAY 13TH" We had arranged and paid for a boat boy to
untie our line at 5.00am on Monday morning for our long
passage to Bequia. - Bernard, Brian, Enda and myself dragged
ourselves out of our bunks and of course there was nobody on
shore so Enda had to paddle in. It was delightful watching the
sun rise on a lovely calm morning. Erica and Diana stayed in
bed. We hit a rough patch off the southern end of St. Lucia
under the Pitons, which are two peaks that drop steeply into the
water from 792m (2,600ft), and stand magnificently above
everything. As we progressed further from land the swell
picked up and was extremely awkward. It was time to check
how Diana was taring as the bow was pounding. She was not
too well - I got her up on deck as soon as possible where the
motion was not quite so bad. Then I stupidly started
rummaging around and had to dive for air myself. The passage
was not pleasant and Erica found her back was taking quite a
beating.

When we entered the lee of St. Vincent, there was a
deputation to the skipper requesting that we pull in and rest.
Wallilabou was chosen as it was a very sheltered bay and
Customs could be cleared, every yachtmans’s nightmare. The
books say that the boat boys are very aggressive here and we
did experience this - particularly not taking no for an answer.
James was first out and held a buoy for us and then took a stern
line to the shore and tied it around a rock just below two
barking rothwilers, 5EC handling was agreed upon. The
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pestering then begall in �ames! and v,c said we v,oulct elltertain
no one until we had ectten and rested. We were all hungry a>, no
one had felt like eating during 111e 5 hl{lUlS. Corina canle by with
some jewellery made fi+om coral. We looked at quite a lot and
eventually boughl some.

James said he would gel us some bananas and rowed off,
coming buck with over ripe ones. We wanted green ones so he
promised to bring them next morning. Bernard, Erica. Brian,
Diana and l went ashore, Bernard to clear Cl.lSlOnls, and E, D
and I to walk up to the village to get bread. While it was very
rural and obviously not visited by many it showed us how the
locals lived. Wc walked up a hmg steep hill to the square,
passing a few bcu-s on route. Some of the houses were of the
Foxrock standard interspersed v, ifln more hunlble abodes. All
the children were in smart ~,chool uniforms and /his is e‘<ident
on all the ishinds. A cricket match was being played cind Erica
and Diana clsked some locals :.lboul sorrel which they were
husking. Erica asked a wonlan with Iwo lovely daughters if she
could photograph them and she replied gently "’no". Apparently
it nlay be to do with taking their soul awav. (but would you or l
like if we were slopped and photogral~hed by tourisls’?).

We returned to 5"haliHi for a rest and tidy up before heading
ctsllore again for dinner. We decided to try the local drink and
seine of us hcid fresh Ginger Beer. There was a I:.uge group on
the yacht next to us which ltlrncd lil,li to be a (’hilean family
with eight children, all ~er\ well behaved. Wu x~ete to meel
them again in several anchorage,,.

TItESDAY 14TH: I swam before a late breakfast which we
enjoyed in the cockpil, unforlunalely cicconll;.allied by a chortls
of boat boys, .lames arri,<’ed w’ifll a hank of green bananas.

We then arranged with Janlcs (paying 5EC) to untie our
shore line ~ind we set off on vet another lovely day for tile
island of Bcquia some I() tnilcs south o1" St. Vincent. Though
we passed through rough water it was not as confused ;_is on tile
first trip and Erica lay out on Ihc stern deck to resl her bctck.

When we curived at the entrance Io Port Elizabeth we lcll
deterred by the number of vacht~, hardly a square metre
between them. The t,ao Club Mcd yachts were at unchor which
enhanced the bay. We inotored pcist a Iovel~ sandy beach on the
southern side of Admirahy bay (Tony Gibbon’s Beach) but
decided to go to the north side and evcntucllly after
"0"registeling under tile keel anchored near Daffodil’s Marine
and Schooners Rcstcitlranl.

A taxi service is provided b~ l)afi\~dil. I radioed them on
Chcumel 68 and spoke to Claudia on Channel 67+ She arrived in
a snlart solid rubber duck and look six of us inlo the town. it is
quiet largo and of the linear ilk stretching righl arl;Julld the bcty
from Schooners Restaurant. We explored the markels and shops
some of which were quite smart. We also [ound cl lovely
Catholic church. Presents and T-,,hirts were bought and we

booked dinl~or in Frangipani Restaurant/hotel. This in one of a
number of restaurants and bars till along the sect front. Claudia
was waiting to lake us back to the yacht and agreed to bring us
town for dinrler. An Irish yacht moicu’ed past i.is and anchored
nearby. No boat boys came rushing up, which was rather a
relief, but one missed them clfter a while. There were some
dramatic cloud formations during the sunset. Ckiudia and Jolly
Joseph" taxi arrived. We learnt afterwards that this was the Taxi
that Paddy Murphy had enthused about in his log. Jolly Joseph
I-lad become a little too jolly cillcl entertained a neighbour’s wife
and been shot and that someone had been arrested. In February
Yachting World there was a snippet that ari American couple
was cllarged with his lnurcter (who do you bet ievel.

VI/EDNESDAY 15TH: We bought fresh bread from a boat girl.
Claudia found us a mooring and got the water boat to us. We
took our own dinghy to Schooners pontoon to buy food and
headed for the Town and barlk etc. An open Nissan truck,
driven by Ronald, took us tip over the hill to Friendship bay on
the south eastern side. It was beatitiful with small waves
coming in. We all swam but it wets not great under foot a few
rocks. A sl-iort walk alorlg the beach brought us to a small
restaurant Spicy and Herbie which was in a lovely setting with
gardens behind it.

Muslique Photo: Ann Wou!/~,-Flana,q,a#t

THURSDAY 16TII: Shelton came by on a wind surf board to sell
jewellery, we asked him "’shouM you not be at school" to which
he replied "hc was 16"’. As the trip to Canauan is quite long and
through unsheltered water Ericcl and Diana decided to take the
Ferry. We got ready to leave and as we did Viny Duke fron-i the
Maid q/Mallin arrived by dinghy with the left side of his face
covered in deep horizontal cuts. He told us that the engine
starting rope had caught in the propeller of his dinghy outboard
and tilted the dingl-ly backwards throwing him out. As he swam
Iowards the boat the propeller slid down his fa.ce. The crew on a
German Yacht saw ,<,<’hal happened and went to his rescue -
lucky man He ccime from Cork and had been out for two years
- spending the kist year in Trinidad working in a boat yard as a
Shipwright. He v~as going home this year.

Canauan is ci medium sized island and Cl-larlestown Bay is
the mciin cirichorage and is beautiful. The ferry was nnloading ;+It
the pier as we arrived, We illotored up to a jetty and were told
that the moorhlg buoys were free - belonging to the very smart
hotel Tile Tamarind Bay Hotel.

FRIDAY 17TH: We made an ecnly start for Mayreau Island and
took a "Hard to Port" for the Tobago Cays. It was a Lovely still
inclining us We nlotored most of the way on a course of 218 M,
to the middle o1’ Mayreau. The sight of Mayreau and the Ibm"
uninhabited Islands of the Tobago Cays whetted our appetite



for snorkling. We negotiated our way around the northern end
of Petit Rameau and down to the south of the Cays, where it
was milling with yachts. We found a space at the south eastern
end of Baradel and dropped the hook a short distance off the
beach. We were immediately surrounded by boat boys and
Erica and Diana bought some fish for dinner. The next boy to
arrive said "I spoke to you on your way in and I would have got
you fish" - after many questions on how to clean the fish he
finally did the needful for a bottle of beer. We were then
bamboozled by another lad with an array of T-shirts IYom about
/bur large suit cases in the bottom of his boat. Eventually
everyone purchased and all were happy. Erica and I snorkelled
over to the island and then out to the outer reef. It was a little
bit danganerus as surf was running on to it but it was so
beautiful. Bernard swam to the beach.

Back for a good late lunch and then off between Petit
Rameau and Petite Bateau back to Mayreau Island. This is the
area where one truly feels that one has seen the Caribbean. It
was an idyllic experience.

It had been suggested, by friends of Ann’s in America, lhat
Salt Whistle bay was the most beautiful place to spend a night.
Unfortunately we only had time to motor slowly around the
myriad of anchored yachts but we could see its attraction. We
returned to Canouan where Erica and Diana prepared a great
feast of fish etc.

We went ashore to walk into the village, which is quite large.
Diana reported that a woman tried to stone her which she took a
photograph.

SATURDAY 18TH: The decision was made to head up to
Mustique so as to break up the long trip back to Bequia. The
journey is about 10 miles on a course of 20 M. It was a lovely
morning and we passed very close to Petit Canouan. Mustique
slowly emerged out of the mist and we rounded up into the
delightful Britannia Bay and picked up a mooring buoy just
opposite Basil’s Bar. ($40EC 1st night. $20EC for subsequent
nights). Enda and Catrina jumped in for a swim and reported a
superb reef just off the shore.

After lunch Bernard and Erica set off for a walk along the
shore heading southwards towards Lagoon bay. I went into the
village with the others and then went out along the beach
passing a serious game of cricket on the way. There was the sad
sight of a charter yacht up on the shore with her broken mast in
the bushes. It was quite a long walk and when I rounded the
southerly point I spotted B and E. We and speculated where
Princess Margaret’s house was situated. The clouds were
beginning to assemble so we hurried back. Luckily Erica had
spotted a notice warning about the Manchineel tree which is
deadly poisonous particularly to stand under in the rain - they
are marked with red paint. Anyway on the way back in the
torrential rain every second tree seemed to be one of them. I
eventually took a lift in a jeep, from a Scottish girl, for the last
few hundred yards.

SUNDAY 19TIt: After a large breakfast, we headed for the shops
to buy souvenirs and then had iced coffee. We were joined by
Brian and Diana, who had attended a Baptist service which was
still going on. B, E and I decided to go up and join in. It was
very interesting, everyone in their Sunday best and singing and
clapping.

After lunch on board we left Bernard asleep (he was not
amused) and went off for a walk up the island, past the runway
for the airport, to Cotton House which is a very posh hotel. We
ordered tea in the drawing room and looked at a book of

Anse Chastanet. Enda and a boat boy. Photo: Ann Woulfe-Flanagan

paintings of dreams by Lady Angelica Collington from the
early 1900’s - fascinating. We had another excellent meal at
Basil’s Bar followed by dancing.

MONDAY 20"rH: It was a pleasant trip back to Bequia. We
called up Claudia who welcomed us back and organised a
mooring and water. We went to the Schooners Restaurant,
which was just opposite where we were anchored, for dinner
making use of the free transport which is provided.

Tuesday 21st: We waved goodbye to the two deserters Erica
and Diana who were heading off for their own voyage of
discovery. We had a very pleasant run up to Wallilabou where,
after a lot of difficulty, we were slotted into a tight space. There
was a large amount of surf breaking on the beach and a high
tide. After lunch Bernard and Ann set off to go ashore to clear
customs and to shop. We tried the landing stage - did not like
the look of it so headed for the beach which was a bad decision.
As we nearly grounded, 1 was thrown over the side and just
managed to keep the documents out of the water - men rushed
to help us and admonished us.

I walked up the Village and managed to get some rolles -
Bernard had a long wait for the customs man. Getting back to
the yacht was not too bad but we booked a taxi for dinner that
night..

WF.DN~:SaAV 22ND: We started at 6.30am, enjoying a gentle
sail up the coast before we the hit open water en route to St.
Lucia. It was not as rough as coming down and the trip was
pleasant enough despite the heavy showers that swept off the
mountains of St. Lucia. We arrived into Marigot Bay in the
mid-afternoon and went straight to the fuel pontoon We then
snugged the boat into a berth to wait for the next crew. Erica
and Diana arrived shortly afterwards with great stories of their
trip.

TmJRSDAV 23RD: We spent a leisurely morning tiding up and
exploring the shops on the north shore. Dinner was preceded by
a walk along a dark muddy path to a restaurant on stilts over the
sea. It was a fun place but the meal was unexciting.

FRmAY 24TH: After a major team effort to clean up the boat
we hired a taxi for the long hot drive down to the Airport It was
the end of a great two weeks, aboard Brendan Bradley’s
beautiful and comfortable yacht visiting many places that one
dreams about. As we boarded out flight back to "Civilisation"
we vowed to return.
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Atlantic Adventure- Part Two

Cormac P. McHenry
,//

¯//
THE FAULKENER CUP
THE CLUB’S PREMIER AWARD

Dawn on Sunday 22nd June 1997, off the south coast of
Ireland, was misty and dull with the remains of the gale

which had been passing over Ireland during the previous days.
At about noom I went into the cockpit, visibility had improved
and there, stretching before me was the Irish coastline from the
Hook to Baginbun Bay, the Saltees and beyond to Carnsore. It
hit me then. I started jumping up and down in the cockpit,
shouting at the top of my voice, "Tve done it!!, rye done it!!".
I felt elated, thrilled, delighted that I was completing an
ambition of fifteen years standing, to sail the North Atlantic
circuit. When I calmed down, I went below, put on coffee and
planned my arrival into the new marina at Kilmore Quay.

My log last year detailed the voyage I made in August 1996,
single handed, via Funchal in Madeira to the marina at Puerto
de Mogan, Gran Canaria. There Erquy lay until after Christmas
when I returned with Barbara to stock up, check up and prepare
for the Trans Atlantic leg. It was only at that time that 1 started
planning in detail for the Atlantic and the Caribbean, until then
I had been fully occupied in getting Erquy ready. A Nicholson
31 is a superb boat for single handed sailing but the
preparations require& when you know that your boat will be
away from its home base for a full year, are far more extensive
than those required for a cruise lasting three or four weeks. A
major problem is to decide what spares to bring, which I think
was solved by the owners of the 70" yacht we saw in Mogan
with a 40’ container beside it with its yacht’s name painted on
it! Although 1 was sure [ had everything before I left Ireland
last August, Barbara and I were weighed down with last mmute
bits and pieces when we flew out to Puerto de Mogan on 28th
December.

My cooking has improved,
marginally, over the years but my
stores list was still not complete. I
finished it, stocked up and decided
how much fresh bread and flesh
meat I would get Liam and Billy
Dennehy at the Marina Bar to
freeze for me. I put up a net in the
pilot berth for the flesh fruit and
based my calculations for stores
on a passage of 30/35 days. A big
advantage of being single handed
is that you stock up with just what
you like and are prepared to cook,
with a bigger crew you must cater
for a wider choice though this
leads to more variety.

I had allowed a week for the
final preparations and at the end of
it, Barbara went home. However
the weather looked far from
settled and the group of fellow
voyagers I was getting to know
showed no inclination to start.
First there was no wind, then a

gale came through. A number of boats had lap top computers
on which they could receive synoptic charts from places like
Offenbach in Germany, Boston in the US and there were
meetings and shakings of heads after each chart was received.

Finally I got fed up and said ’Tm oft’ and headed out at
07.00 hr on I lth January. The wind was less than 5kn, I was
making little or no progress when I noticed that one of my main
batteries was fiat. ( I had suspected something was wrong with
it but it had appeared to be holding its charge in Mogan ). My
first reaction was to go on, but over lunch reason prevailed and
with little or no wind and Mogan clearly visible only five or six
miles away, I turned round, started to motor back under
Autohelm and lay down to read my ICC Annual.

About half an hour later I realised that the floor boards were
floating. I moved, fast, to find that the deep sea seal on the
propeller shaft was leaking badly and water was being sprayed
everywhere. Fortunately, when I turned off the engine the leak
decreased and by a combination of pumping and running the
engine slowly, I crawled back into my berth at the marina at
18.00hr after ,just 11 hours at sea. What had happened (and it
had happened before when the boat was laid up in Dun
Laoghaire) was that the two parts of the seal had corroded
together over the months the boat was lying in the marina, and
while I had run the engine before I set out, I had never put it in
gear. Fortunately the seals were not torn and a couple of hours
work solved the problem.

So, the fl’esh food went back into Billy’s freezer and the
camaraderie of the long distance sailors came into play. An
American had a car on hire and his crew was going down to Las

Erquy "97 and Ring qfKerlT "89 on the harbour wall at Horta, Faial, Azores. Photo: Tony ,Iohling
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On the helm between Faial and Sao Miguel. Azores. (But the attached
self-steering is really doing the work.            Photo: Tony ,lohling

Palmas tbr last minute spares, he took my dud battery with him
and got a replacement which fitted into my battery box as if it
had been made for it, so a few days later, I was again ready and
waiting tbr the weather.

Finally, on Thursday 16th January 1997 1 left the marina
again, with very little wind. heading for a waypoint of 25°N
25° W where, according to the Sailing Directions, the Trade
Winds are almost always guaranteed to blow.

For the first few days I felt I was making very little progress,

Fruit net rigged in Pilot berth. Apples and oranges kept very well,
bananas went off surprisingly quickly.        Photo: C. P. McHenG

Mount Teide on Tenerife staying visible high in the sky above

the cloud, but in fact over the first 10 days I averaged 107 miles
per day which was better than my planning "rule of thumb" of
100 miles per day. I was now well into the tropics, at 18° north
and it was hot. But, there were no North East Trades. I had
logged in with Herb, on SSB radio and he forecast that ! would
have to get west of 35° W before the trades would fill in.

There have been great advances in communications since I
sailed to the Azores in 1989. Now, in addition to GPS, there
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Where will 1 go? Half way across the Atlantic, 1 decide I’d like tile
comfort of a marina, so I decide on St. Lucia Pholo. (’. l~ McHelu’v

was this fantastic forecast service from Herb, an amateur radio
enthusiast in Canada who has all the equipment necessary at his
home to enable him capture images from the weather satellites.
This, combined with his skills, enables him to provide to every
boat who logs in a specific forecast for their area. These
forecasts turned out to be extraordinarily accurate on all three

of my Atlantic legs. In addition, there is a North Atlantic
Amateur Radio Net operated by Trudi from Barbados. Through
her I was in e-mail contact with Barbara. Every day when 1
contacted Trudi with my position, she sent an email which was
on Barbara’s computer the tk~llowing morning so Barbara
always knew exactly where I was and what progress 1 was
making

The next four days were very frustrating. I was becahned in
brilliant sun ti)r hours at a time with little or no wind.
Originally i had planned to call to the Cape Verde Islands but
before leaving Mogan 1 decided that I would instead go straight
across, l was now 361 miles from the main port on the Islands
and was tempted to motor back there, refuel and wail for the

wind as a number of others, who had left the Canaries with me,
had decided to do. But I don’t like retracing my steps and I
decided to keep going. Just as well because the wmd did pick
up and for the next five days I had noon to noon runs of 102,
140, 135,140 miles.

Day 23 and I was well over half way. A bolt sheared on the
self steering, fortunately it was easily replaced because it
looked as if I was in for some heavy weather. 1 was! At 2am all
hell broke loose, a series of squalls of between 40kn and 50kn
passed through and I ended up having to hand steer from
03.30hr until 06.30hr. My Monitor wind vane self-steering
performed extremely well for the whole trip, it was only in
conditions of widely varying wind strengths such as these that

it required assistance. I attempted to heave to with the third reef
in the main but as I had been caught with the genoa pole still in
place, I could not set the sail properly and I started reaching
slowly to the north of my track. It was 13.00 before I got to the
foredeck and got the pole down. 1 was drenched by spray and
waves as it was still blowing 30 to 40kn.

With the pole off I was able to start sailing south again. By
afternoon the wind was down to 20/30kn, the seas began to
moderate and 1 had my first food of the day, oxtail soup and
half a large pizza. 1 was proud of myself that I had got the pole
oft’, the foredeck under those conditions was no place for a
geriatric.

Next night was a complete contrast, no problems at all. wind
20125kn and sailing in the right direction. A large spaghetti
bolognese for dinner made using tinned mince and at splash of
red wine to ,,zive it a lift. It was a good wine so the couple of
glasses which accompanied the meal went down well. On the

Landfall at Pigeon Island, Rodney Bay, St. Lucia.
Photo." C. f~ McHenrv

crossing 1 ate plenty of basic food, lots of pasta and cheese
supplemented by tins of steak. 1 have no refrigeration on board.
the meat I had frozen before I left I had to dump five days out.
It defrosted so quickly that 1 only managed two steaks out of
the lot before it went over the side.

Tt.esday 11 th February. a real flisson of excitement - only
105 miles to go but also mixed feelings. 1 knew 1 would be
delighted to have arrived, but 1 also had some regrets about
leaving behind the life I had led for the past 27 days.

Not wanting to arrive m the dark, 1 rolled up the genoa and
as a resuh ended up drifting too far north and my first sight of
land was the east coast of Martinique. At first light I got sail on,
turned south and at 10.15hr local time on Wednesday 12th
February 1 entered Rodney Bay Marina, St Lucia after a
crossing of 2,976 miles in 28 days. Feelings of quiet
satisfaction, of achievement, but not of relief - 1 suppose if I
had had any real doubts about getting across, I’d never have
started!

From mid February until the beginning of May, 1 cruised the
Caribbean. First. south as far as Bequia, crewed by Stan
Conmy (member) and my brother, then north to St. Martin
where 1 was joined by, Hugh Kennedy and Barbara for the CCA
Winter Cruise. We joined with Sea Chmd, the 4 masted barque,
316" overall which had been chartered by the CCA and enjoyed
some excellent receptions on board. ICC was well represented,
it was a most enjoyable week.

Most of April I spent in the British Virgin Islands, in fact
Trellis Bay on Tortola ahnost became my home port. It is a very
sheltered anchorage with a number of good restaurants around
it. Ten mmutes walk away is the main airport lbr the BVls so it
was a most convenient place for my daughter Elizabeth, family
and friends who joined me there. The weather was good, but
with more wind than usual, so that even in the sheltered Sir
Francis Drake Channel, between Virgin Gorda and Tortola
there was at times quite a sea running. It is an excellent place
for visitors, with plenty of ancho.age’s a few hours apart,
lovely swimming and great snorkelling. Alan Leonard (ICC)
spotted nay Burgee while on a charter cruise with his family and
came on board for a chat.

On Sunday 27th April I left my last visitors back to the
airport on Tortola and on nay own again and feeling lonely, I
started preparations for the return w)yage. I moved to the
marina at Road Town, the capital of the BVIs and over the next
two days stowed the boat and provisioned.

Thursday 1st May at 07.00hr 1 left Tortola and by l l.00hr I
was out of the sound and into the Atlantic heading for a
waypoint about 300 miles east of Bermuda. 1 had a good start,
winds from the south east at 15/20kn and plenty of sun. That
Friday night was magic. It was pitch black, the moon not rising
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until very late, it seemed quite unreal standing in the cockpit
with only stars above the mist on the horizon visible, just
ghosting into the blackness. A funny feeling with no one
knowing about me and nobody around for miles and miles. But.
it didn’t worry inc.

Out of the tropics on 5th May and already the temperature
was lower and the air fresher. Herb advised that the Bermuda-
Azores high was showing signs of building, just what I needed
for the east going part of the passage. However I had a few days
with little wind, only 66 miles on one day followed by 100 the
next, with 10110 cloud and heavy rain. As the high had not yet
built as far north as usual, l was able to "cut the corner" and
head east, straight for the Azores. I was about 650 miles from
Bermuda, the usual track takes one to about 300 miles from that
island. I could not resist the temptation to put in a waypoint for
Horta, it was 1,481 miles ahead!

About 1,100 miles out I got a navigation warning on the
radio. There was a whaling fleet directly ahead of me, and the
carcasses of a number of dead whales were floating in the
water, some marked with light buoys, others not at all. A yacht
ahead of me, fully crewed, hit one a glancing blow, fortunately
with no damage. I knew my chances, being single handed, were
even less than theirs of being able to see one during the day,
much less at night. I was lucky, l neither tiny nor hit any.

With GPS there is virtually no navigation but I always noted
the lat/long in my log in case the black box packed up, which it
eventually did. I plotted my noon position each day and noted
that the variation changed from about 9° west to 18° west over
the passage. I did, eventually, take out the sextant for one noon
sight, but the tables were presented differently from the ones 1
had been accustomed to use in Reed’s so my correction for
Dec. was not quite right. However, l was happy I could work
out sights again, if necessary. A big change since 1989 when I
spent at least an hour each day taking and plotting sights.

Day 19 and I was 550 miles from Horta. Raining, cold, cabin
temperature below 20°C, it was sweat shirt, long pants, shoes
and socks weather! I looked out at 21.00hr, a ship was abeam,
no more than 400m off. It was overtaking me and crossed about
400m ahead. I doubt if he had seen me, I think if he had he
would not have crossed so close in front of me but would have
gone under my stern. I could not help but wonder if he was the
closest any vessel had come to me during my voyage. Herb
gave a gale warning and yachts ahead of me were experiencing
heavy weather on their approach
to Horta while those in the port
were staying there and repo,’ting
that the marina was already
chock-a-block. Herb was right
again, wind increased during the
night gusting 50kn. I was fully
reefed, only a tiny bit of genoa
out, and the big seas were regular
and comfortable. Next day the
wind was down to 25kn but the
seas were much rougher, breaking
over the boat and splashes were
coming through the dorade onto
the chart table. I’d forgotten to
turn the vent to lace aft after
leaving the tropics.

Spotted land at 14.30 on day 23
and motored into Horta on Fatal at
1930. 22V2 days port to port for
2,417 miles, an average of 107
miles per day. The harbour was
packed and I was fortunate to be
given a place three boats out from
the end of a pontoon, alongside

one of many t¥iendly Norwegians I met there.
A most relaxing week fl>llowed, cold, cloudy with the most

demanding exercise being to paint Erquy’s name on the
harbour wall and to repaint Ring of Kero,. I’ve sent a photo to
her new owner, with a note that it’s his turn next time it needs
repainting! At the end of the week Tony Jobling, a friend from
the National Yacht Club arrived. We had planned to spend time
cruising some of the nine islands of the Azorean archipelago
but the weather was still very unsettled and no boats left Horta
at all. As others continued to trickle in, it became more and
more crowded and bigger boats were being put, two deep, on
the outer breakwater, where they were quite a long way from
the town. They were quite exposed to the swell and had to
move occasionally to make room for the big ships that normally
moor there.

On the Sunday afternoon the glass had risen slightly so Tony
and 1 shot out of Horta and covered the 140 miles to Ponta
Delgada on Sao Miguel, the most easterly of the islands. We
arrived about 21.00 on the Monday evening, the last yacht to
arrive for about five days, the weather having deteriorated so
much. It was cold, wet and windy and our exploration of the
island was done by bus. Ponta Delgada has a fine, new marina
with a very friendly yacht club whose facilities including the
excellent dining room, were open to us. But it has none of the
character of Horta and no spot like Care Sport to which all the
yachties are drawn. Tony flew home from there on the Friday,
having had just one sail for his whole week. However, he felt it
was worth it to have paid a visit to Care Sport and to have
chatted to Peter Azevedo, founder and proprietor.

Now I was most anxious to get away on the final leg home.
Barbara warned me not to let my wish cloud my judgement as
to the right time to leave. She was right. A depression had
passed directly over the Azores on the Sunday, I decided to
leave on the Monday morning and got a hammering for the next
few days. It started with a "mayday’ from a large French yacht
which had left just ahead of me. They had broken the seal on
the leg of their through hull inboard engine and were taking
water fast. They thought they had hit a whale. Before l could
reach them, other boats had and eventually they stemmed the
leak sufficiently to be towed safely back to Ponta Delgada by a
ship.

By day 4, with 1,000 miles to go the wind dropped off, it
was raining or drizzling and the weather continued unsettled.

Barbara and Cormac McHenry have a relaxed drink in Philipsburg, St. Martin. Photo: C. 13. McHenry
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Cormac returns to a crowd at the National Yacht club having completed his Atlantic circuit on Erquy.
Photo: Romm Beirne

Friday 13th, I’m not superstitious but I wondered what the day
would bring. By mid afternoon the sun came out, the wind died
completely and alter a couple of hours I was getting bored. I

decided to motor for a while. 1 started to roll the genoa in, it had
jammed solid. As 1 was pulling to roll it in, the halyard twisted
around the forestay because the bearing at the top had seized. 1
decided to let the sail down to check the bearing, but it also
jammed because at least two of the screws holding the foil
sections together had started to unscrew. Now 1 really was
stuck! !

Eventually after letting tension on and off the halyard and
pulling and tugging it suddenly freed and I succeeded in rolling
it up, to my immense relief. I was extremely lucky lhat it had
happened on such a cahn day. 1 decided to have a g & t and
make dinner. Afterwards 1 lashed the genoa firmly around the
forestay, took off the .jib sheets and set the emergency forestay
that I had fitted before I started out. 1 hanked on the spare jib
with the spare jib halyard and felt secure for the rest of the trip.

Day 8 and Herb, the BBC and Radio France International
were all forecasting a gale for my area. Herb had also found a
new depression off Greenland, he suggested l run for Finisterre.
The wind was rising while he was talking to me and the spare
jib blew out. I spent some time lying on the foredeck,
struggling to get it down, while seas ran down my neck and out
my boots. Again I thought, no place for geriatrics! Fortunately
the wind dropped quite quickly and next day was pleasant. I sat
in the cockpit attempting to repair the sail with duct tape. The
repair lasted 30 minutes! I took it down again and did more
work, this time stitching a couple of places. It lasted longer this
time so again 1 stitched it but left the storm jib up because of the
forecast.

Day 12 got windier and windier until it blew a full gale of 35
to 45kn with seas over the boat constantly. The barometer had
dropped from 1017 to 998 over the previous 24 hours, it was
midnight before it started to rise. I read afterwards in Brendan
McWilliam’s article in the Irish Times that the depression

which crossed Ireland on June
20th was the deepest June
depression to hit Ireland in 50
years. I’d had lunch of left over
beef and potatoes, I made up an
"’emergency" dinner from a
Kitchen Classic with bread. The
big advantage of the Classics is
that they only need to be heated
for 20 minutes and they keep you
going. That day was probably the
roughest day of the whole voyage,
it was hard to read or do anything.

Midsummer’s Day followed, a
bright cloudy cold day which I
marked by putting on two pairs of
socks. At least for once it was dry
all day, unlike over the rest of
Ireland where it was extremely
wet. I considered my landfall
options during the day and decided
on Kilmore Quay. About 01.00hr
on the morning of Sunday 22nd
June, the GPS which had given
such faithful service gave a few
bleeps and expired. But with only

60 or so miles to go, 1 reckoned l’d make home without it! It
was a misty morning, visibility not more than about 5 miles.
Then at noon, when I stepped into the cockpit, there stretched
before me was the h’ish coast, from the Hook to the Saltees. At
13.00 1 tied tip at Kilmore Quay with rny voyage nearly over.

My Club, the National, was most anxious to welcome me so
next day I left the marina at 05.00 and had a long, long slog
under engine up the Irish sea to arrive back in Dun Laoghaire
on the evening of 23rd June 1997, ahnost exactly a year and
8,500 miles after I had left to ,join our Cruise in Company in
Baltimore in July 1996. A great welcome from Barbara, five
daughters, sons-in-law, grandchildren, family and friends, an
escort of Club yachts, guns firing, champagne From the
Commodore, it felt quite unreal, I was in a daze. I cannot
imagine a happier ending to an Atlantic Circumnavigation.

Baltimore, Ireland to Mogan, Gran Canaria
Ivia Funchal, Madeira):

17 days    1504 miles 44.4 engine hours average 88 miles
per day.

Mogan, Gran Canaria to Rodney Bay, St Lucia, direct:

28 days 2976 miles    35. I engine hours average 106 miles
per day.

Tortola (BV1) to Horta, Faiah

22V= days 2417 miles    14.4 engine hours average 107 miles
per day.

Ponta Delgada (Sao Miguel) to Dun Laoghaire:

14 days    1554 miles    36. I engine hours average 1 I I miles
per day.

81V~days 8,451 miles 130 engine hours average 104miles
per day.
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To Holland on Rionnag

Bernard Corbally

I n commemoration of a year that the skipper spent working in
Holland an unbelievable forty years ago, it seemed like a

good idea to return there for a sailing holiday. The inland
waters would also provide an excellent opportunity to include
some non sailors in our annual cruise.

A Dutch friend, Herbert Den Thij, flew over from Holland
to join Ann Woulfe Flanagan, Brian Taylor and Jim Gillespie as
crew on Rionnag (a Hallberg Rassy 39) for the outward
journey, which we planned to passage as far as Nieuwport in
Belgium and then to make a daylight hop to Vlissingen in
Holland. This way we would avoid having to cope with the
sand banks in darkness and would hopefully see a bit of the
coastline.

We dropped our mooring in Dun Laoghaire on Sunday 13th
July and began to motor-sail south in an ESE E3. Even a few
heavy rain squalls did not dampen our spirits as we made good
progress at over 6k. As darkness fell upon us, we were
surprised to be hailed by a fishing vessel on the VHE They
enquired about our flashing stern light, which we discovered
was caused by our ensign fluttering across it!

Enjoying intermittent sunshine, we continued to motor-sail
through Monday rounding Lands End before we set sail in,
what was now, a W. F.3. By mid-night, the wind had dropped to
zero and we were motoring in pretty dense fog with invisible
ships passing us, sometimes within 1/2 M. We kept two people
on watch, one with eyes continually glued to the radar. We saw
nothing of the south of England until the wind picked up again,
clearing the fog and allowing us to make over 8k. under
spinnaker. We dropped the spinnaker overnight to allow the
skipper some peaceful sleep. It was a beautiful star lit night,
which made it easy to monitor the traffic in the Channel. The

Ooster Schede Bridge en route Zierikzee to Goes

only time that we had to alter course was for another yacht
heading directly towards us, which appeared to be oblivious of
our presence !

At 11.00 on Wednesday, we passed close to Beachy Head in
order to avoid the traffic in the buoyed channel. With the
spinnaker up to help us buck a lk. tide, we enjoyed sailing in
the uncluttered water despite somewhat dull weather. However,
by the time we reached Dover at about 19.00, we were motor
sailing hard to clear the Dover-Calais Ferry crossing before
turning just beyond the S.Goodwin Lt.V. to cross the Dover
Strait at right angles. We were relieved to find the traffic well
spaced out and experienced no problems in keeping well clear
of the small amount of traffic that we did see. Unfortunately,
we arrived at the other side in darkness and found it difficult to
locate and distinguish between buoys. We were also all very
tired, which made the decision to stop at Dunkerque not only
prudent but popular with the crew!

After a chat with Mungo Park on Twiga, and a very relaxed
sunshine breakfast in the cockpit, we joined a convoy of yachts
heading east. The weather had deteriorated considerably with
light rain and reduced visibility, which made spotting the small
channel buoys quite difficult.

After Zeebrugge, we kept just south of the buoyed main
channel in order to keep clear of the heavy commercial traffic
and to be able to sail in peace. The lock gates were open for us
when we arrived at Vlissingen at 21.00. A great sense of
excitement and intrepidation prevailed as we were passed
straight through into the inland harbour area, where the third
entrance to starboard took us into a delightful but crowded
small marina.

Photo: Ann Woulfe-Flanagan

FRIDAY 18TH JULY: We had

learned that yachts generally
travel in convoys along the canals
with road bridge and lock keepers
treating them sympathetically.
Rail bridges, on the other hand,
worked strictly to time tables and
yachts were expected to plan their
passages accordingly.( ANWB:
Vaarkaart Nederland provides the
Time Table)

After about an hour motoring
through     delightful     rural
countryside, sipping G&Ts. in the
sunshine, we were already
congratulating ourselves on
choosing such an enjoyable
cruising venue, when we arrived
at the very picturesque capital of
Zeeland, Middelburg.
The short canal passage on to the
Veerse Meer took us less than an
hour. The Harbour Master
directed us to the last remaining
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berth that would accommodate a boat of our size. The yacht
haven consists of a pretty narrow 200m. long channel, which
we only just managed to turn in. Veere is a beautiful medieval
village with a fortified 15th Century Tower at the harbour
entrance.

SATURDAY 19TH JULY: Herbert left us to join his family. We
motored out into the Veese Meer (about I M. wide) to enjoy our
first sail in Dutch inland waters. The banks were lined with
trees with only the occasional glimpse of a red roof set well
back from the water’s edge. It was a beautiful scene of water
glistening in the sunshine and liberally sprinkled with yachts,
many of them built of wood with leeboards. A fabulous blue
sky was decorated with just a few fluffy white clouds. The fact
that we had less than im. under our keel at times was hardly
noticed after a while, although we did keep a sharp look out for
the numbered coloured perches that marked the shallow places.

It took us about 2 hours to reach the Zandkreek Sluis lock
and bridge, where we waited with 34 other yachts for a mass
exodus through the narrow buoyed passage into the Ooster
Schelde. (approx. 4M. wide) We turned left and motored hard
to the opening section at the North end of the Zeelandbrug,
which opened as we arrived at 15.30.(opens on the hour and
half hour). It was then only about 4 cables to the narrow
entrance to the shallow Havenkanal up to Zierikzee.

SUNDAY 20TH JULY: A thunder and lightning storm passed
overhead as the two young lads on the yacht moored outside us
came on deck smiling at 08.35 to let us out, which was
extremely noble of them considering that they had been
enjoying the night life in town until 04.00! The sun was already
breaking through the clouds as we made the 09.00 bridge
opening and began to motor back up the Ooster Schelde to look
for the entrance to the Goes Canal. Just before the wharf area at
Goes, we moved a bit too far over to the side to allow a convoy
of departing yachts to pass and only just managed to motor off
the mud bottom. It was a sticky moment!

Goes is a typical beautiful old Renaissance style town, with
lots of boat mooring space right in the town centre. However,
we opted instead for a quiet, tree hidden yacht club marina just
past the bridge.

MONDAY 21ST JUIN: The sun was shining to welcome
Margerie and Wallace Beatty and Erica Corbally when they

Canal system at Zierikzee

arrived by train. Jim unfortunately had to depart.

TUESDAY 22ND JULY: It was raining when we made the 10.00
opening through the bridge in company with six other yachts.
Crossing the Ooster Schelde, we entered the wide Keetan
Channel. The Krammersluizen was quite an intimidating lock
& bridge complex with a large screen sign indicating a current
bridge clearance of 18.3m. Since we require about 17.5m. and
the tide was rising, we called the bridge keeper (Ch.22) for
reassurance before choosing between the big ship and the
special yacht lock. We were now in the Noord Volkerak, which
is about IM. wide and has a buoyed channel that narrows down
to about 1 l/z cables in places. About two hours later, we passed
about a hundred swans swimming in a single file as we
approached the Volkeraksluizen leading into the Holensche
Diep. This too had a fixed bridge, but the screen was indicating
a relatively comfortable clearance of 19m. We found the
narrow entrance to Willemstad.

The Willemstad marina is in a fabulous location right under
an old windmill just outside the wall of this 17th Century star
shaped fortress town (pop. 3000). The marina, which is part of
the surrounding town moat, is large but it was unbelievably
quiet with ducks and ducklings swimming peacefully about the
boats. Everywhere was spotlessly clean and absolutely
charming with lots of old buildings, neat shops and, amazingly,
very few tourists.

WEDNESDAY. 23RD JULY: We motored down the delightfully
rural Haringvliet, through the opening section of the long
bridge and on to Middelharnis, which is also approached by
about 11/2 M. of narrow channel that registered 0.1 m. under our
keel in places. We really felt quite adventurous in seeking out
these small towns!

THURSDAY 24TH JULY: We woke up to blustery heavy rain.
After a visit to the Art Museum, we dodged through a large
fleet of racing yachts as we made our way back to the long road
bridge and on up the Hollandsch Diep. This inland waterway
varies between about 1 & 1~/2 M. in width. The weather had
cleared up a bit and we enjoyed some relaxed sailing, making
sure that we kept well clear of the huge commercial barges that
travelled fast and looked as if they would not divert from their
course t~)r any thing. Rural country views gave way to an
industrial scene as we approached Dordrecht. We were now off

our popular Hydrografische
Charts and onto the less detailed
Vechtlassen Charts.

A bridge barred our entry into
the Nieuwe Haven, but there was
another pile barrier fitted with
small mooring bollards. As we
were securing ourselves, a
window opened above us and a
well spoken English voice drew
our attention to a push button
installed on one of the piles which
would draw the attention of the
bridge keeper to our presence. On
pushing it, a disembodied Dutch
voice, from an unseen micro-
phone, informed us that the bridge
would be opened in 20 rains.,
which it was.

FRIDAY 25TH JULY: The sky was
overcast after heavy overnight
rain as we rushed to catch the on
the hour bridge opening at 10.00.
Leaving the Sophia Polder to port,

Photo: Bernard Corbally    we headed up the Noord Canal.
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Just before another on-the-hour
opening road bridge, we touched
bottom as we kept clear of two
large barges, lashed side by side,
that were coining the opposite
way, creating a tremendous wash.
On reaching the busy Niewe Maas
River (part of the Rhine), we
proceeded down the river for
about 5M. and then turned North
tip the Hollandse ljssel. Almost
immediately, we came upon a
massive guillotine type Flood
Barrier that had a Sport Boat
opening section on its west side.

Approaching    Gouda,    we
branched left and paid a F1.5 Toll
as we passed through the
Julianshiis. A few cables further
on, we turned left into the Nieuwe
Gouwe Canal and left again into
Kromme Gouwe Yacht Harbour.
We were very apprehensive
indeed as crept up this narrow
canal with our depth sounder

Local craft in lisselmeer

periodically registering zero under our keel.

SATURDAY 26TH JULY: It was a beautiful sunny morning as we
eased ourselves out at 05.55. We wanted to be pretty certain of
being at the Gouda Railway Bridge for the 06.27 opening, even
if we had to cope with a brief grounding.

We joined a convoy of six yachts heading north up the
Gouwe Canal, which is elevated above the surrounding
countryside. It was a delightful passage with little traffic and
lots to see, but we did consider it expedient to keep up with the
others in order to aw)id delays at the little road bridges.

We entered the narrow buoyed channel through the beautiful
Brassemermeer Lake and then continued our passage on the
Oude Wetering Canal as far as the Weteringbrug.

Having passed through the Saaenheim bridges, we were in
absolutely flat open countryside with a panoramic view of
agricultural farmland stretching off-to the horizon. We were no
longer in a convoy and, in the absence of places to tie up, found
ourselves having to hover about as we waited tk)r bridges to
open. This was quite a tricky operation as we had a following
wind and the navigable part of the canal was pretty narrow.

We turned left alter the Cruquiusbrug to enter the Zuider
Buiten Canal that would take us through the beatltiful town of
Harlem, en route to Spaarndam.

Spaarndam is a most attractive village with a charming
atmosphere, which we found greatly enhanced by an arts &
crafts stall market in the main square. The marina office
incorporated a colnprehensive chandlers as well as the
facilities, which were accessed from the outside on the left
hand side of the building. After dinner on board, we attempted
to play a serious game of Bridge.

SUNDAY 27"rn Juim: We were glad to be safely tucked away in
the marina over-night as we listened to the sounds of an
impressive storm. The,’e was still quite a stiff breeze up our
stern as we created a veritable cats cradle of warps to facilitate
our extraction from the marina.

We reached Amsterdam at I 1.00 and made straight for the
Six Haven Marina opposite the Central Station. We found the
situation inside the marina to be utterly chaotic with boats
jammed in everywhere, if the distraught marina manager had
mana,,ed to somehow squeeze us in. getting out again could
easily have been an insurmountable problem!

At 12.30, we made for the Oranjesluizen Lock that would

Photo: Ann Wou!fe-Flanagan

take us out into the Markermeer Inland Sea. Following the
"’SPORT" arrow signs, we arrived at the special yacht lock,
where there was plenty of space to tie up to little bollards and
wait for the lock gates to open. By 13.37, we were making 7~Ak.
tinder genoa only in about 30k. of wind with a depth under our
keel that went down to 0.6m. at times as we headed for
Monnickendam. Not daring to doubt the navigator, the crew
wondered about the accuracy of the chart soundings!

We found it difficult to sight the little green buoys along the
coastline, which were not much more than floating perches
with coloured tops and tended to be hidden by the waves. After
rounding the Marken Lt.Ho. we furled the sail in order to make
it easier to find buoys and locate the passage into the shallow
Gouwzee.

On Tuesday, we visited the Rijks Museum in Amsterdam
and made a waterbus tour of the city. Mark Jordan had arrived
on board in our absence. Margerie & Wallace Beatty and Erica
Corbally left us on Wednesday and Peter Wallace & Patrick
Davey ,joined us as replacement crew.

THURSDAY 31ST JtlLV: The sky was lightly overcast as we
departed from Monnickendam and enjoyed a very pleasant sail
to Horn.

Horn is a lovely old town that used to carry trade for the East
India Company. The Weigh-House and Gun Powder Tower and
council houses, dating back to 1632, are well preserved and
worth seeing. We were happy to be stuck in such a charming
place, particularly when we managed to get a table for dinner in
the extremely popular Argentinean steak house "La Cascada"
(F1.66.25 pp.) We found the facilities for yachtsmen in the back
premises of the local bakery.

FRIDAY IST AUGUST: Our outside neighbours obligingly
departed to allow us to be on our way. It was another overcast
day, but we had just about enough wind to enjoy a bit of relaxed
sailing at about 3k. in company with quite a few other yachts.

After visiting the well laid out Zuiderzee Outdoor Museum,
which included quite a few samples of old sailing boats, We
repaired to the Broekhuizen Restaurant, Westerstraat, for
dinner (FI. 53.20 pp.). Later on, we dropped into the
Markermard Restaurant for a Genever and were greatly
impressed by their display of old ship models and other boating
paraphernalia.
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Marina/Harbour at Haarlem Photo: Bernard Corbally Patrick Davey and Peter Wallace practise their knots as skipper
supervises!                           Photo." Ann Woulfe-Flanagan

SATURDAY 2ND AUGUST: The sun was shining from a clear blue
sky as we headed out into the Ijsselmeer, where a liberal
sprinkling of white sails was already decorating the huge
expanse of inland water. Soon, apart from the tree lined
coastline to port, we could only see a faint outline of land to the
north east and none at all either behind or in front of us. We
reluctantly motored almost directly into a NW.E3 wind and a
short choppy sea in order to reach Den Helder before the
supermarkets closed.

We motored straight into the Den Oever Lock at 13.00 and
were immediately passed through the Dyke into the
Waddenzee. Fortunately, a thoughtful Dutch sailor in Enhuizen
had warned us that the sand banks had moved in the recent
storms. Den Helder was prominent on the skyline and we had a
2V2 k. tide in our favour as we motored through the channel, in
company with a few other yachts, to reach the Den Helder
Marina.

SUNDAY 3RD AUGUST: The sun was shining as we departed
from Den Helder and carefully followed the buoyed channel
south through the sand banks to the Schulpengatz gate into the
North Sea. We soon had the spinnaker up and were creaming
along at over 7k. in an ENE. E3. Sighting oil platform
installations in the Helder Field helped to pass the time as
everybody lazed about in the sun enjoying the sail. We dropped
the spinnaker for the night as the sun set in a spectacular red
sky and we were passing the North Hinder Buoy just visible to
port.

Monday was another splendid sunshine spinnaker sailing
day, with little traffic in sight as we dodged north of the
shipping sines. We had 41/2 k. tide in our favour as we crossed
the South Falls and headed for the S.Goodwin Lt.V. The
strength of the wind increased considerably after mid-day and
we were soon logging 9V2 - 10k. in a E7. We were due south of
Dungeness and seriously contemplating getting the spinnaker
down when, with a dramatic loud bang, the head piece tore off
and the sail collapsed in pieces.

Over Monday night, we averaged about 6 k. under sail in an

ENE. E5 and continued at much the same pace over Tuesday,
which was a cloudy day with occasional heavy showers and
some lightning. At 18.00, fog began to close in on us and did
not lift until after mid-night.

WEDNESDAY 6TH AUGUST: After motoring through fog for
most of the morning, we arrived in Hugh Town Harbour in the
Isles of Scilly where we picked up a large yellow harbour
mooring buoy. We joined up with the crew of Bendermeer for a
very enjoyable dinner in the Bishop & Wolf Restaurant.

THURSDAY 7TH AUGUST: After a visit to the gardens on Tresco
Island, we left. Except for about 8 hrs. gentle sunshine sailing
on Friday, we motored all the way to Dun Laoghaire.

I am sure that many sailors do not realise that it is less than
600M away from Dun Laoghaire to Hollandt

SUMMARY OF CRUISE TO HOLLAND

DATE PASSAGE

Sun. 13 July
Thurs 17 July
Fri. 18 July

Sat. 19 July
Sun. 20 July
Mort. 21 July
Tues. 22 July
Wed. 23 July
Thurs. 24 July
Fri. 25 July
Sat. 26 July
Sun 27 July

28 - 30 July
Thurs. 31 July
Fri. 1 Aug.
Sat. 2 Aug.
Sun. 3 Aug.
Wed. 6 Aug.
Thurs. 7 Aug
Sat. 9 Aug.

Dun Laoghaire - Dunkerque
Dunkerque - Vlissingen
Vlissingen - Middleburg
Middleburg - Veere
Veere - Zierikzee
Zierikzee - Goes
Rest day and crew change
Goes - Willemstad
Willemstad - Middleharnis
M iddleharnis - Dordrecht
Dordrecht - Gouda
Gouda - Spaarndam
Spaarndam - Amsterdam
Amsterdam - Monnickendam
Rest days and crew changes
Monnickendam - Horn
Horn - Enkhuizen
Enkhuizen - Den Hilder
Den Hilder - Isles of Stilly

Isles of Scitly - Dun Laoghaire
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The Fair Isles

James Nixon

W hY do we cruise’? More precisely: why do we take small
boats to visit outlandish and unusual places frequently in

appalling weather?
We may respond usin,~. ~, terms such as isolation, desolation,

excitement, thrill, fear or challenge. Other more gentle instincts
would include the aesthetic, scientific, artistic, nostalgic or
romantic. A few might wish to be the first, or fastest or furthest.
Heroic. Spartan or stoic motivation occurs at times. Others
simply wish to have an efficient, restful holiday, and many will
sail southwards from h-eland for warmer conditions.

My instinct in 1997 was to sail to the Faeroe Islands. I had
been there in 1966, crewing with the late Dr. Ninian Falkiner,
and had read of other voyages by the late Rory O’Hanlon,
William Nixon and Bernard Corbally amongst others. These
islands are relatively close: only 180 miles lie between the Butt
of Lewis and Akraberg, at the southern tip of Suduroy, so the
cruise can be taken in short hops if necessary.

1 had been attracted to the Faeroes on my first visit as a raw
student. The stark landscape and hardy people impressed me
and I promised to return sometime. An additional ~attraction
was the possibility of visiting other islands, including Hebrides,
Shetland and Orkney in particular.

1 was able to negotiate extra month’s leave and recruited a
crew. Changeovers were planned in the Faeroes, but there is
only one flight pet week in summer from Glasgow. The ferry
from Aberdeen no hmger operates. We researched the trip
carefully, and particularly valuable publications included the
Royal Cruising Club Pilotage Foundation, the Lonely Planet,
and essential reading is the Admiralty North Coast of Scotland
pilot. Of course the other accounts of cruises in this region were
very helpful.

Ardna,gee is a Swan 371, designed by Ron Holland and built
in 1979. Originally a cruiser racer, I had made few alterations
other than removing the pipe cots from the foc’s’l to improve
stowage space, and prior to departure we fitted a very effective,
if somewhat prominent spray hood over the companionway.

i

Ardmlgee departing her berth in Bangor Marina at 1330 hrs, Monday
June 9th, outward bound for Foroyar.             Photo." ~V M. Nixon

THE WYBRANT CUP

FOR THE BEST CRUISE IN SCOTTISH
WATERS

The Swan designs tend to have flush decks with not a lot of
shelter; though they are beautifully built and finished.

We sailed from Bangor on Monday 9th June. My daughter,
Holly and I were joined by Joe Kennedy and his daughter,
Mary Claire, and James Somerville made up the crew. Family
farewells were made and we scampered northwards in a fresh,
damp southerly. This fine breeze disappeared off Ballygally
and we motor sailed and the ebb carried us out past Rathlin on a
lovely evening, lslay and Jura were clearly seen to starboard
with the TS "Malcolm Millar" nearby, as we headed over the
Water of Moyle towards the Outer Hebrides.

During the night my course was 5M off the Rhinns of Islay,
but even then the overfalls were uncomfortable. Mary Claire
likened it to Gascanane Sound, only it persisted for hours! Still
in light airs we closed Barra Head by midday and opted for
Castlebay. We had hoped to head for St. Kilda, but the forecast
warned of fresh N to NE winds, a poor direction for the
anchorage there. Accompanied by dolphins and (possibly) a
porbeagle shark, we arrived at Castlebay and picked up a
visitor’s mooring. There were few yachts around so early in the
season. We landed and walked up to the brae to the NE of the
village with cuckoos calling in eveIT field it seemed. We were
able to pick out Skye and Rhum to the NE across the Sea of the
Hebrides. A pint ashore and grub aboard settled us well.

We were off next day early into a very damp northerly but
conditions improved as we beat to windward along the chain of
islands north of Barra. Eventually a watery sun appeared and
Joe delighted in our fine windward ability. In lighter conditions
we entered Loch Muddy on North Uist, accompanied by the
Macbrayne’s ferry and we lay for the night on a visitor’s
mooring, close to the ferry pier. Larks were spectacularly noisy
on the islets nearby.

The wind increased to NE 6 during the night and our berth
was a little uncomfortable. We delayed departure until a lull
appeared and, heavily reefed, continued our beat along the
Hebridean chain. Passing the Sound of Harris, some lee was
given by the curve of the Harris shore, and we entered East
Loch Tarbert, and anchored off the little hydrangea-enclosed
church, ,just east of the ferry pier. With a lot of chain out we
had a snug night, with strong gusts regularly coming down the
hills. We went ashore next morning in still blustery conditions
and telephoned my son Alexander to get him to change
arrangements, and join us in Stornoway rather than in the
Faeroes.

Showered and shaved, we departed later by the well-marked
channel south of Scalpay. The Sound of Scalpay was closed as
a bridge was being built. A fine fetch along a barren coast
brought us to Gob na Milaid, and we could not escape a most
unpleasant beat to windward for the rest of the afternoon.
Conditions were very cold and we tried to gain as much shelter
as we could from any rock or islet that appeared along the
coast towards Stornoway. At one stage we saw a small red-
sailed boat apparently in difficulty under the cliffs. We were
about to call the coastguard when we realised it was a fishing
boat with mirror dinghy sails, being sailed somewhat
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erratically near the cliffs - like Baltimore Regatta, thought Joe.
We sailed inside Dubh Sgeir (how many of this name on the
west of Scotland?) off Loch Mharabhig and found some more
smooth water inside Tabhaidh Mhor agus Beg in the entrance to
Loch Erisort. At dusk we entered Stornoway and berthed at the
pontoons after a very cold sail. A grand curry aboard helped
greatly. Stornoway was lovely, marred only by severe drunken-
ness among a group of young men in their very early teens.

Saturday 14th June was fine and sunny. We dried out and
watched the world go by, and the few clouds slowly started
moving from the west. We found and repaired a leak in the fuel
tank where the central heating unit drew off its fuel. Ah, the
problems of modern cruising! James S. managed to get the
outboard motor going. It had been briefly immersed in a fierce
gust at Tarbert. Alexander arrived from London.

Next day we were off early in calm conditions and turned
north around the Eye Peninsula. We were surrounded by NATO
warships and a large school of dolphins, whose haunting
singing could be heard below for hours after they disappeared
from sight. Visibility was wonderful and we could clearly
identify Suilven and other mountains of the North West
Highlands to the east.

A grand SW breeze picked up and we bowled north in
perfect passage-making conditions. We passed close to the
west of Sula Sgeir with Rona clearly visible to the east and
gannets in great abundance. The breeze eased during the night,
which barely darkened, and by mid morning we were motoring
in calm conditions across an oily swell in sunshine. Fulmar
were constantly with us, and we had time to watch their
skimming skills. They never touch the water with their wing-
tips, but we agreed that the macho thing was trying to get closer
than one’s chums. A couple of storm petrels appeared and
puffin also in increasing numbers as we closed Suduroy, the
south island of the Faeroes.

The fearsome Munken rocks, (Sumbiarsteinur and
Flesjarnar), a couple of miles south of Akraberg were left well
to port as we motored past the very green south end of Suduroy
and berthed at Tvoroyri, 36 hours out from Stornoway. This is a
winter harbour and situated on the north shore of a lovely fjord.
The village surrounds the harbour which is one of the busiest
fishing ports in the Islands.

We cleared customs and happily the Faeroese obsession
about alcohol seems to have lessened. The Harbour Master,
Ossur Mortensen, was most friendly and more than helpful,
especially in translating the "Red Scare Book". Its proper title
is Streymkort fyri Foroyar (the Tidal Currents around the
Faeroe Islands) by Fischer Heinesen. This very useful series of
charts depict in red the potentially dangerous races. We learnt
the secret of the chart: slack water in Suduroyarfjordur is the
time from which all other data is taken. The local Almanakki is
helpful but is entirely in Faeroese. We did learn that high and
low water Reykjavik approximates to slack water in
Suduroyarl]ordur.

We walked around the village, a delightful spot with a lovely
old Lutheran church which was under repair and an excellent
hospital with two surgeons. Helicopters are used extensively
for inter-island transport, particularly for medical cases.

Tuesday 17th June was bright and sunny, with a fresh
westerly and mare’s tails. We were given two large cod at the
fish dock when we were taking on water. We sailed down this
grand fjord and out past the spectacular cliffs and came on to
the wind and headed north-west along the Suduroyarf]ordur
towards Mykines, the most westerly island in the archipelago.
The two Dimuns (Litla and Stora) were to starboard and later
the stark cliffs of Skuvoy and the larger Sandoy. We
approached Mykines in deteriorating conditions, and close
under the cliff marvelled at the huge numbers of sea birds,
particularly guillemot and puffin. A small gannetry is sited on

Mykinesholmur as well as a colony of arctic tern. The tiny
village is tucked away in a valley on the south shore of the
island. I had stayed there for a night with Ninian Falkiner thirty
years earlier, and Kenneth Williamson in his classic "The
Atlantic Islands" described life on Mykines in the 1940s. The
conditions were unpleasant for us, and landing was impossible.
There is no anchorage in the area in any case.

Turning to the east we passed along the south shore of
Mykines, watching mountaineering sheep careering over
seemingly sheer surfaces. Vagar was ahead and the angular
Tindholmur was identified at the south side of Sorvagsdf]ordur.
We passed up the 0ord and found a grand berth alongside a
little used fishing quay at the village of Sorvagur. The excellent
small boat harbour was a little shallow for our 2 metre draught.
The weather deteriorated quickly with fresh, wet south-east
appearing as we settled down for the short night.

Joe and Patrick on Passage across Fair Isle Channel.
Photo: James Nixon

Sorvagur is a fairly grim place in such conditions. It lies at
the head of the fjord which is a fine harbour and was an
important naval base during the last war. The fjord opens to the
west with Mykines guarding the entrance. Swells seldom enter,
as the currents of the Mykinesfjordur are of red scare quality.
The Admiralty Pilot warns of "violent turbulence, especially
during gales" and reports overfalls of 13m (about 40 feet) in
height! The beach at the village is dark brown. The hills are
steep and uncultivated and the land rises quickly through the
village to emerge onto the boggy plateau on which the Faeroes
airport is sited. It was built by Sappers during the war and
remains the sole airport for fixed wing aircraft.

The Faeroese are great road builders and many spectacular
tunnels and causeways have been constructed to link villages
and islands. The Danish government subsidises the Faeroese
public spending, but recently curbs were applied and there
remains one village whose tunnel was never completed.
Gasadalur lies at the north entrance to Sorvagsfjordur and we
had seen it on arrival, the last "unconnected village". The post
is still delivered daily by hand, and entails crossing a ridge of
1,500 ft.

Exploring the area next day was a wet business. A cold SE
gale with rain persisted. We walked up to the airport and had
excellent baths in the little hotel. Johann, a local fisherman,
helped with further advice on tides and the hotel obtained a
weather fax for us: gales forecast. The weather cleared in early
afternoon and we departed, but I noted in the log that we "may
have to reconsider". Down fiord the wind force reached very
strong levels. The waterfall under the last unconnected village
was blowing upwards. We turned back and motored slowly up
0ord with a Danish naval vessel seeking shelter. We filleted the
Suduroy cod and had excellent fish pie and spent a further night
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in Sorvagur. Early the next morning we slipped away, aw~iding
the visible race at the south end of Mykinesfjordur. We plugged
against the tide close under high cliffs at the west end of Vagar,
and slowly rounded on to the wind. Time was precious as we
had to catch the fair stream in Vestmannasund at the east of
Vagar, so we motored dead into fresh and very cold conditions.
Eventually we closed the north entrance to Vestmannasund and
the stream carried us round into the wonderful natural harbour
of Vestmanna. Conditions were still grim as we berthed in the
fishing harbour.

Vestmanna derives its name from the "Men of the West" and
Irish monks probably settled there forming the first habitation
of the archipelago. It is a huge natural amphitheatre with good
farmland in places. It is an important communication centre,
having a ferry service to Vagar, linking the main centres of
population with the airport.

On Friday 20th June we had another cold, wet day and
decided to take a bus to Torshavn, the capital, and there we did
some shopping and had lunch and were able to view some
excellent road building, including several long tunnels. The
schoolchildren travelling in the bus covered their noses with

great ceremony before entering any tunnel. Evidently the fumes
are considered poisonous.

We returned to Vestmanna with the weather settling and we
had a grand night aboard, celebrating the onset of the summer
solstice. At midnight we celebrated with a full moon adding to
the celestial significance.

Later that day we walked down to the terry terminus with
Holly, Marie Claire and James who had to leave and return
home. We were sad to see them go. They had been great
company and most efficient crew members. Joe, Alexander and
I had a memorable walk over the hills in sunny weather,
spotting wild flowers, golden plover and whimbrel as well as
the ubiquitous tjaldur (the oyster catcher, the national emblem
of the Islands). We were unable to identify any examples of
Alchemilla faeroensis (a form of Ladies’ Mantle) which we
learnt was the only truly indigenous plant of the islands.

On the way down from the hills we called at the home of
Gutti Du.’huus, a very friendly local fisherman, he had
organised a stock of dried whale meat, blubber, dried fish and
skerpikjot (pronounced sherpishot) - the Faeroese delicacy of
wind dried mutton. It has a ghastly smell but we acquired a
taste for it eventually. It survived back tolreland but eventually
the smell forced us to destroy the renmants.

The evening bonfires were alight on beaches and rowing
races took place to celebrate mid-
summer. At this stage, our new

man, Patrick Knatchbull arrived
safely via the airport and ferry,
and    we    departed    down
Vestmannasund shortly after.

We had a rapid passage,
passing the islands of Koltur and
Hestur with the massive rust red
cliffs on Streymoy impressive on
the port side, in the late evening
sunlight. The startling silhouette
of     the     witch’s     finger
(Trollkonufingur) showed on the
cliffs of Vargar to starboard. The
south going stream carried us
rapidly to Kirkjubones which we
rounded in a surreal light at about
01.00 and we were suddenly hit
by a vicious, cold NE wind. To
add to the excitement the GPS
suddenly stopped working. We
slowly made to windward and, in Approaching hwerness

the gathering grey dawn, we entered Torshavn and berthed at
the quay at the top of the harbour. We had hot toddies and were
asked to turn off our allegedly noisy heater by a Danish lady in
the yacht astern. She seemed impervious to cold and the risks
of an international incident.

That night Torshavnians celebrated mid-summer with an
endless procession of cars tooting their horns. Presumably the
Danish lady’s nerves were ragged from all that noise as well.

Sunday 22nd June was sunny with a fresh, cold NE. We
explored this prosperous town, inspecting the Logting, the old
grass-roofed parliament building. We had baths in the excellent
swimming pool, noting stern warnings to wash especially well
in certain anatomic areas, and then walked down the only
arboretum in the Faeroes, visiting the Art Gallery on the way -
well worth a visit.

We had a quiet evening and made our departure at 0600 the

next day. The breeze was still NE 4 - 5 as we reached out past
Nolsoy heading for Shetland. In freshening cold conditions we
charged on over a contused sea with two reefs and a well rolled
jib. It was very cold and we found help below by plugging the
"’Dorade" ventilators with towels and a woolly Faeroese hat.

The Faeroes slipped astern and Litla Dimun was the last we
saw of this fine archipelago. I was sorry not to have reached
further north and east, but perhaps next year’? We coined the
description the "cookie-cutter archipelago" to describe the
extraordinary structure of the islands, with high sea cliffs and
relatively flat plateaux. The Faeroese are a most extraordinarily
generous and kind people.

We bounced and surged over the old Viking route, south-east
to Shetland in grey conditions with little company. It remained
cold, and Patrick was forced to put on pyjamas as a separate
layer under his normal clothing. Joe and I had been wearing
long "’combs" since leaving home. As we approached the
Shetlands, we started to see increasing numbers of great skua,
known locally as bonxie. Early the next morning the north-west
part of Shetland was seen and we closed rapidly on the Ramna
Stacks, to gybe and enter Yell Sound. By good luck the tidal
stream was south going and we raced through in smooth water,
except at the very brisk bit near The Rumble. A lovely smooth
water romp brought us through Whalsay Sound and we berthed
in the small boat harbour at Lerwick at 1610, 34 hours from
Torshavn. A marvellous sail spoilt only by the cold.

Lerwick is a stern stone town facing east across Bressay
Sound. There were several yachts there, including Norwegians
who had been in a race earlier in the year. We showered and

Photo: James NLvon
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beered in the welcoming Yacht Club in the fine Clubhouse on
the water front, and we watched some Club racing in the
amazing Lerwick model boats - a strange Viking-like hull with
a small fixed keel and a very racy rig. We made the mistake of
dining in a rather pretentious modern hotel at the north end of
the harbour and sadly the food was also. We liked Lerwick but
had little time to explore.

We were off early the next day in calm damp conditions and
motored south. The P & O Shetland to Aberdeen ferry passed
and we asked her how we appeared on radar (I had fitted a
"Visiball" on the mast head during the winter). They told us we
looked like a fishing boat!

Sumburgh Head was passed about 2 M off and we saw no
evidence of the infamous race - the Sumburgh Roost. There
were large numbers of sea birds, particularly skua (great and
arctic), terns (arctic), puffin, shearwater, razorbill, guillemot,
(common and black) and we saw a fulmar actually eating
something on the water. Fulmar never seem to do anything
except skim.

A fine NW 5 developed as we crossed The Hole, the
passage between Shetland and Fair Isle, and as we closed the
latter we eventually picked out the leading marks for the North
Haven. It is much closer to the north end of the Isle than I
expected. We had to approach The Nizz quickly to get onto
line, and sailed in under jib alone.

Once inside we berthed alongside a grand new quay near the
Shetland ferry, The Good Shepherd. We walked to the south
end of this lovely island which is owned by the National Trust,
meeting few locals but several ornithologists. There is an
RSPB hostel on the Isle near the North Haven. At the end we
inspected the South Harbour and watched an impressive tidal
stream passing through its many rocks, and agreed with the
advice of the Cruising Association that it should be avoided
except "with detailed local knowledge".

During the walk I was dived upon by an aggressive arctic
skua and thereafter I walked beside Patrick with his walking
stick held aloft. On the way back we inspected the airport
runway (a great skua breeding area) and returned aboard noting
wheatear and many lusty skylarks. We dined on Chicken
Supreme a la Alexander and wine a la Chile, and were joined
by William Gault, the head light house keeper of the three
lights on the Isle. He told us that the Isle, a rock station, is to
become unmanned shortly. In the near future an Islander will be
employed to keep watch and inform the Headquarters of the
Northern Lights in Edinburgh if any problems occur.

The Good Shepherd departed early the next morning for
Shetland and we popped out of this grand haven a little later.
The sun came out and a fresh NW built up to give us the finest
sail of the cruise across the Fair Isle Channel to Orkney.
Ardnagee stormed along with great surfing surges as we headed
south westwards.

Conditions were hazy as we eventually picked out Start
Point on Sanday and found smoother water in Sanday Sound.
We turned north in to Kettletoft, but it was now blowing very
fresh from the N, and there was very little shelter in the lee of
the island. The Northern Orkneys are like well cultivated sand
dunes and provide a poor wind break in such conditions.

We turned round and raced down-wind across Stronsay Firth
and in to Shapinsay Sound to reach Kirkwall, and berthed
alongside a trawler in the basin. Despite being in a north facing
bay, Kirkwall Basin proved to be a good berth. The harbour
was designed and built by Thomas Telford. It had been a fine
sail through the Orcadian Archipelago.

It was still blowing hard the next day as the very helpful
harbour master delivered water and we had the mother of all
baths in the Kirkwall Hotel. Alexander had to return to London,
so we hired a car and explored the Mainland with a pub lunch at
Stromness. We dropped Alexander off at the little airport and

Loch Ness: Joe, and the echo sounder showing 124 fathoms.
Photo: ,lames Nixon

were sad to see another excellent crew leave. Joe, Patrick and
I drove down the Churchill Barriers to South Ronaldsay and
inspected a sombre Pentland Firth, and we then cheered
ourselves up with a visit to the Highland Park Distillery. Back
on board for tea and Claire Kennedy’s fruit cake. Later
Flw’atcher (RYS) berthed alongside and Wesm’ard (RCC), a
lovely McGruer Yawl lay astern as conditions eased. The
Queen’s Hotel pub grub received five stars.

Next day Saturday 28th June, we set off across the Pentland
Firth. This fearsome spot carries all sorts of warnings,
including one not to try to anchor unless the hull speed can
exceed 12 knots! We sailed out in NNE 5 and made apparently
slow progress south from Copinsay with its impressive bird and
guano-covered cliffs. The slowness of progress was I think
more apparent after the expedition by car the previous day. We
came a little too close to the east entrance to the Pentland Firth
near the Skerries but we gybed eastwards seeing an amazing
group of great skuas on the water for no obvious reason -
bonking bonxies or Orkney orgy’?

The unpredictable sea started to settle once we were over the
Sandy Riddle, listening on the wireless to the Lions beating the
Springboks, and we had a grand sail thereafter to Wick, where
we berthed in a near empty inner basin. The swell at the
entrance is impressive. We enjoyed treacle pudding and the
company of a lone German Sailor, Horst Latarus from
Hamburg, who allowed me to make a drawing of his chart of
Inverness Firth (BA 1078) which I had failed to bring with us.

We had to motor most of the next day along the lovely
Caithness coast in sunshine. Mare’s tails were starting to appear
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as we joined a huge oil rig under tow for Invergordon. The
snow covered Cairngorms could be clearly seen to the south ;,is

we carried a fine sea breeze past Fort George and down
Inverness Firth. Passing under the suspension bridge, we
berthed outside the Clachnamarry sea-lock - five minutes leo
late to enter it, despite all inducements. Gin, tonic and
skerpikjot and a couple of beers in Inverness finished a grand
day.

The weather deteriorated rapidly with wet, windy
northerlies filling in as we locked into the Caledonian Canal
and eventually sailed ahmg Loch Ness to spend the night
alongside the pontoons at Fort Augustus, We had a therapeutic
walk in the wood nearby as all canal activities stopped at 16.30.

The chimes of the clock in the Abbey woke us next day and
we were off up the stair case and along Loch Oich. In Loch
Lochy Joe was on the hehn as we were hit by a gust of 44
knots, causing some excitement and further rolling of the
headsail.

There is considerable traffic on this waterway, with many
lk)reign yachts and a large hire cruiser fleet. They were not
getting good weather. We spent that night at Banavie at the top
of Neptune’s staircase overlooking Loch Lilmhe and
Fortwilliam.

Next day we descended Neptune’s Staircase. It is in fairly
good condition but the canal is to be closed next winter for
major repairs which are sorely needed in places. The railway
signal man on the swing bridge controls the whole of the West
Highland line fi’om Mallaig to Helensburgh: Only four trains
pass per day. but we did see a steam train that morning.

We went through the Corpach sea-lock into a cahn, midgy
Loch Linnhe, and motored south westwards along it with
occasional low flying Tornadoes to disturb us. We called into
Ohan Bay and fuelled at the pier at Ardentrive Bay, and
collected a small piece of bladder wrack in the engine cooling
inlet. Fortunately it was identified and removed quickly.

The fleet approaching Puilladobhrain encouraged us not to
enter, so we motored on in the cahn through Easdale Sound and
swirled through Cuan Sound. We berthed at Craobh Haven in
Loch Sbuna. This is a safe modern marina but sadly with little
soul. We had a poor pint in a soulless pub and dined aboard.

Thursday 3rd July was calm and sunny and hot. We motored
all the way to Gigha discussing the implications of the new
budget announced on the wireless, and we picked up a visitor’s
mooring in Ardminish Bay, with the dazzling white sandy
bottom all the more brilliant in the bright sun. Bicycle rides
ashore, followed by a final dinner in the hotel set t,s tip for the
last passage home from this most delightful isle.

We sailed out at midnight not disturbing any of the many
moored boats, and in light conditions headed S. The breeze
picked up and we arrived off Kintyre spot on time to pick up
the flood southwards. In a pale dawn we picked out the familiar
land marks: the Glens of Antrim do not have the impressive
size of the Faeroese cliffs but they are lovely, and particularly
familiar to Joe who is married to a Glenswoman. We sailed on
in calming condition to reach Bangor and our berth at 11.45,
just short of twelve hours from Gigha, the last of the Fair Isles
we visited.

We had a gentle, unwinding lunch in Royal Ulster Yacht
Club and all agreed that day that we would set sail to repeal the
cruise. It had been a splendid sail with excellent company and
not a single raised voice throughout. The plalming worked, and
Ardnagee performed beautifully.

So why did 1 do it’? I think because 1 like messing around in
boats, but there are other motives: enjoying good trait with
family and friends is one of the more important ones. Not ve,y
profound, but enough to make me want to repeat the w~yage
anytime with the same boat and crew. However there are other
Fair Isles to visit.

Vestnlanna. a nal/lral amphithealre. P]*olo." James Nivo,~
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A Transport of Delight with Brian and Betty Hegarty

Diana Gleadhill
We started on our cruise from Split,
We really liked the look of it
And Trogir, somewhat to the north.
It was fiom here we sallied forth
To sail along the Croatian coast
And islands which we liked the most.
We found it really hard to catch
Their Croat names like Mljet and Brac,
Kor(zula, Pelje~ac, Clovo,
Vinigee, Sipan and Lastovo.
We had such fun on board the boat,
The good ship Oleander of Howt!
The sun, the skinny dips we had,
The trips to Hvar and Starigrad.
One anchorage had a bar so near
We swam ashore for lunch tirne beer
(With cossies ON you’ll be glad to hear!)
At evening time we had our fill
Of wine from vines from nearby hills.
The little towns all had a sense
Of Italian influence.
Gracious buildings, smooth stone streets
Polished from years of passing feet.
The church in Pujica we saw
Had gloomy tombs along the floor.
The ceiling painted blue and white,
Glass chandeliers that caught the light.
In Lopud we were touched to meet
A woman who was selling sweets
And papers, and who also cried
With us for the girl who’d died
In Paris. Strange also to find
Her photograph on every kind

Of journal. Thai familiar face
In this small and [orei,m~ place.
In Hvar we tied up in the town
And watched the folk walk up and down
The promenade. This handsome race
Is long of limb with slender face.
The mainland’s mountains wild and bare
Is country where guerrillas dare.
Colo~eps bombed hotel we saw,

Sad evidence of the recent war.
But Dubrovnik once again stands tall
~Though you can see down from the wall
The city’s roofs haphazard spread
Among the old the new smooth red.
Here is where our journey ends,
We must take leave of our good friends.
So now, if you’ll excuse the pun
My pen’s run dry, my ditty’s done!

Oleander of Howth. where we swam ashore for luncbtime beer!

Above: The lien. designed by Conor O’Brien and
built in Baltimore shortly after his Saoirse
circumnavigation, swings aloft in Dublin Port on
Monday Novemberl0th 1997 after being
shipped home from the Falklands where she had
been since 1926.

L£/?: Sale at last! The Commodore congratulates
Paddy Barry, who supervised the unloading of
lien.

Photo,v: W.M. NL~on

The lien returns
from the Falklands

Paddy Barry
On a summers evening in 1926, the 56
foot llen sailed out from Baltimore,
County Cork bound for Stanley, Falkland
Islands. Aboard were Conor O’Brien,
Con Cadogan from Cape Clear and Denis
Cadogen.

The intrepid circumnavigator O’Brien
had been commissioned by the Falklands
Island Company, to design, build and
deliver this ketch for general cargo and
passenger transport among the islands.

He had her built in Baltimore in 1925
in the old Fishery School. On arrival in
Stanley 3 months after leaving, "That
will do men" was O’Briens accolade to
his two ’Capers" - a remarkable crew,
cruise and boat.

After a lifetime work, she was brought
back by Gary McMahon, her return being
as deck-carper displacing 7 40 foot
containers. She was unloaded in Dublin
on November 9th.

She is to be rigged and sailed to the
Hunt Museum in Limerick.
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Gay Gannet’s cruise to the Orkneys

Leonard Sheil

GaC Gamlet is a Sterling class sloop, designed by’

¯ R. Holman and built by Uphams of Brixhanl in 1963,
being in our ownership since 1978. Her vital statistics are
L.O.A. 28fl. Beam 8ft.3ms. Drafi 4ft.9ins. Originally fitted
with an Albin 10 h.p. petrol engine, which gave tip the ghost
after our Round Ireland cruise in 1991, it was replaced by a
Perkins 30 h.p. three cylinder diesel in time for the 1992
season, which was the year we sailed Gay Ga#met back to her
birthplace in Brixham where, alas no trace of Uphams was to
be seen. The place where it was is now occupied by a ghastly
apartment block. Since then we talked off and on about doing a
Round Scotland cruise, but for various reason, circumstances
did not permit. However, early in 1997, and two brand new hips
later - the matter" came tip for discussion again, and, as we
were fortunate enough to have three out of four of our family
available we decided to go for it The outline plan was to allow a
month lk)r the round trip in the hopes that it could be

Gay Gannet in Corpach - under Ben Nevis Photo: Leu Sheil ,Inr

accomplished in reasonable comfort. The cruise would be
divided into three legs, with some crew changes for each leg,
thereby allowing most of farnily to take part. Thus began the
whole process of planning a cruise, watching out for the aiTival
of new charts, and the opening up of same, and trying to decide
which way to go and what ports to stop at. Much reading up of
cruising annuals to get ideas road maps, terry and train
timetables were studied at some length, so that crew members
would be in the right place at the right time, and that the all
important weather would allow us to do it our way! With
fingers crossed we decided to leave around mid-summers day,
to get full value of all the long days of the northern light, the
highlight was to be the Orkneys, and the three legs were to be
Dun Laoghaire - Oban Corpach - Dun Laoghaire - and lots
of places in between! June saw the beginning of our dream to
cruise to the Orkneys, and in spite of adve,’se conditions at
times, we are happy to say thal we achieved it, taking exactly
one month, with three crew changes.

JUNE 19TH: Laden to the scuppers with diesel, water, and what
looked like enough food to last a round-the world trip, we
eventually got under way from Dun Laoghaire at 22.00 hrs for
Howth, in time for a nightcap before turning in, with the
sobering thought of leaving again at 05.10 hrs (leisurely start
indeed!) for Bangor Marina. Beautiful morning but very cold,
with light variable wind, so our powerful Perkins was required¯
The early forecast was not at all cheerful, with heavy rain
making its way northwards, and by coffee time it had well and
truly arrived, making it the wettest Friday of this summer, but
the winds were favourable being SE3-4 enabling us to sail. The

cold persisted, and we wondered if we would lneet snow
further north! On board was my daughter Gill, friend Paul
MacNally, and myself. Arrived Bangor 20.30 hrs. Saturday and
Sunday saw us still there waiting for weather to improve. On
Saturday evening we accepted an invitation from Jennifer
Guinness to visit Alakush, where we enjoyed her kind
hospitality and the company of other I.C.C. members, one of
whom recommended Arisaig as a better place for a crew
change than Mallaig, for which we are grateful, as this proved
to be inwlluable to us later. Got five day forecast on Monday
23rd giving us further broken weather ahead, so we left at
15.30 hrs taking the Crinan Canal route rather than outside
Mull as planned. Arrived Camlough at 21.30 hrs alter very
uncomfortable, wet and cold passage, making a note to send lbr
extra clothing - not to mention hot water bottles!

TtJESD,~,V 05.00 HRS: Having risen with a beautiful and freezing
dawn, we set sail lk~r Ardrisaigh, motorsailing up Kilbrennan
Sound and we locked in to canal at 18.30 It was calm but still
very cold. Next morning we got through this pretty canal
accompanied by two other boats, so Paul had some help with
the lock gates, which is advisable, as they are all unmanned, so
its a DIY job! Got to Crinan where we locked out by 14.30. and
headed up East Sound to Ardfern Marina, where we spent a
pleasant evening with the feeling that perhaps from now on
things would get more leisurely!
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Looking west from Inverness

We left Ardfern by lunchtime next day, through the Dorus
Mor, close hauled, beating in very pleasant conditions up to
Craobh Haven marina, berthing at 17.30. All crew relaxed by
now and enjoying some degree of comfort. Friday 27th
15.30 hrs we set out to catch north going tide through Cuan

Sound, under engine. By then the wind had risen again to NE’ly
516 and as we rounded Easdale for Kerrara Sound it had
increased to 7/8. Very uncomfortable indeed with S.O.G. only
1.5 knots and more discomfort to follow as there were no berths
in Kerrera and we had to head out again in these conditions to
get to Dunstaffanage Marina (which is extremely difficult to
distinguish from the Oban side as it does not ’open up’ until
you are quite near) eventually arriving at 23.00 hrs. with just
enough energy to go ashore for "’hot nightcaps" What an end to
the first leg, and to the cruise of the two crew members who
would be leaving tomorrow’.

SATURDAY 28TH: My wife Hazel and son Len arrived with car,
having driven from Holyhead, and after a shared cuppa, chat
and exchange of gear etc., not to mention the extra clothing!
I said my sad goodbyes to first gallant crew, and adjusted to the
new arrivals as we had a meal in the marina restaurant strangely
named the ’Wide Mouthed Frog’. Next morning, Sunday, we
motored up the Sound of Mull to Tobermory in bright sunshine,
the crew almost feeling guilty that they had missed (as they
thought! the bad weather) during which we tried out Arthur, our
newly acquired autohelm, and picked up a mooring at 16.30
and went ashore. As it was many years since we had been there
we had much to think about. It is just as pretty as ever, with the
brightly painted pubs and restaurants. We climbed up the hill to
the Western Isles Hotel, with its panoramic views, and - fi’om
the elegant old world comfort of the bar we planned for next
days’ sail up to Muck, intending to stop for lunch there, and on
to Arisaig, a small sheltered anchorage, where our other son
Bob was expected to arrive by train fi’om the warm sunny
sailing conditions of Alicante, via London to join us. A
leisurely sail of 28 miles, yes, we would have an easy day, and
Len could set about his plan to get in some serious fishing. He
might even don his much travelled shorts!! All was well with
the world as we strolled back to the steps to the dinghy. Alas!
not long after leaving Tobermory the wind picked up, and off
Ardnamurcan, Oban Coastguard gave a ’gale warning N’ly 8
later’ which proved to he ’sooner’ as wind freshened quickly to

Photo: Hazel Sheil

miserable conditions There
rocks A couple of working
diesel cans and fishing nets

Gale 8 with seas to match. Great
difficulty finding entrance to
Arisaig in these conditions,
extremely cold, wet and miser-
able, the white mark on rock could
do with a repaint! Gratefully, we
picked up a substantial mooring at
21.30 hrs.

Anchoring would have been
difficult, as, in spite of this being
very sheltered anchorage, (and
indeed we said a silent prayer for
the member who told us of it
whilst on board Alakush it would
have been impossible to make
Mallaig) it was blowing so hard
that we were unable to go ashore
until the following evening, as it
was almost impossible to launch
dinghy, the distance being approx
half-mile from shore. Passage had
taken over nine hours for 28
miles. By the evening of Tuesday
I st July we managed to get ashore

to what seemed like a very remote
place, made even more so by the
was a small jetty, surrounded by
sheds greeted us with lots of old
strewn around. The place was not

enhanced by the pouring rain and muddy path, but on
persevering upwards towards the tarred road, we found a small
hotel which looked quite inviting, and further along the road
was quite a good small supermarket. Len went ahead to locate
the station which we were informed was "just up the road a bit"
(l suppose like any remote place seen bathed in sunlight we
would have a different feeling) We decided to lay aside our wet
gear for a while and seek comfort in the cosy hotel bar until the
time came to meet the train. By then it was dark outside and as
we started to walk up this remote country road with no station
in ’sight it all seemed rather bizarre indeed! No train to be seen,
no track, just a dim light through the mist towards the crest of
the hill We thought we heard the sound of an engine, so we
trudged on, looking very strange in our bright wet gear, and
then around the bend came this tall backpacked figure. Bob had
made it from the sunny Med to the frozen North!! Time 23.30
hrs. A memorable moment! That night there was much
discussion, as I felt that the trip was becoming a bit too much of
an endurance test, and after all, we were supposed to be on
holidays!! I also knew this was the deciding point.., but as
always the younger members won the day (or was it night) and
we decided to have one more ’go’ at this dream of ours!!

WEDNESDAY 2ND JULY saw us motoring in calm seas up along
the coast through the beautiful Kyle of Loughalsh, and under
the new bridge to Skye, (new since we were here) with renewed
determination to get to the Orkneys, and, as conditions were so
pleasant to keep going to Loch Ewe where we arrived at approx
23.00 hrs. Dropped anchor off the pier and quickly bunked
down for night, leaving at approx 07.00 hrs next day, in very
thick mist, - very Scottish - so our memory of it is limited.
Resisting the temptation to visit the beautifully named Summer
Isles, we motored on resolutely towards Point of Stoer with its
spectacular cliffs and the sounds and sight of many sea birds
and rounded Cape Wrath in flat calm, (the only disturbance
being the popping of corks !!) Weather still very cold. Arrived
in Scrabster a large fishing port in the evening, much satisfied
with ourselves as we sighted the magical Orkneys across from
US.
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FRIDAY 4TH JI!IA’: We were there! Leisurely sailing from
Scrabster with fair tide through Hey Sound, with ils Old Man.
and berthed in Stromness Basin tit 18.30. And there we stayecl
for three days of wonder and excitement, surprise and pleasure,
made even more special by our meeting with Jean, a teacher
there, and her husband Willie, who works [’or the Scottish
Lights and son Scott. Meeting casually in the bar of the
Stronmess Hotel, practically minutes after our arrival, where
we went to have our meal Jean offered to take us next day on a

tour of the "mainland" as she called it. +There tire thirty islands
altogether in the Orkneys, seventeen of which are inhabited)
And indeed she did take us, from Scara Brae megalithic
village,(3000 B.C.t beautifully preserved to Scappa Flow,
with its history of war, from the halian Chapel and the
Churchhill Barriers to St. Magnus" Cathedral, Kirkwall,
flmnded in 1137 totally preserved and used. To the Kirbuster
Farm Museum the Highland Park Distillery, the amazing
Standing Stones of Stenness, and Stronmess itself with its
strange streets and interesting buildings+ crossing through the
beautiful pasture lands where fine cattle grazed, and
wildflowers grew in abundance. It would take many more
words to describe all these wonders, all the more enhanced by
Jean’s flow of knowledge about her own place, of which she is
so obviously proud, she being a true Orcadian.

MONDAY 7TH Jul+Y: we reluctantly started first leg of
homeward trip, tnaking promises to come back to this
wonderful part of the world. A lazy sail through Scappa Flow,
paying our respects to the Royal Oak as we passed the buoy
marking her grave. Evening spent in a wet, desolate, and
gloomy Longhope, checking and re-checking all available
sailing directions about the infamous Pentland Firth. A note on
the chart stating that tides of up to 16 knots have been recorded
in the Firth wasn’t exactly conducive for a good nights sleep for
the Skipper!

Tt~ESDAY 8TH Jt:J+Y: All anxieties were quickly dispelled as we
entered the Pentland in a flat calm!! Abeam of Duncansby
Head at 0.00 with our S.O,G at 9.5 knots. What little wind we
had was southerly!! so we motored down the east coast past
Wick and at 16.30 entered the picttiresque harbour of
Helmsdale with a backdrop of purple mountains. Later we
walked tip village and had an excellent meal in the Bunillidh
Restaurant where they serve the most amazing brown trout.
(The River Hehn being famotis for them) Next morning was
bright, sunny and warm, and Hazel went climbing the hills in
search of the heather for the bow to discover that the vivid
purple hills were not covered with heather, but with foxgloves,
masses of them!! Left at I1.00 which was four hours before
H.W. and gave tis just enough water to clear the bar with only a
slieht nudoe on the way. This was to be the Annual Spinnaker
Day as we gently drifted down towards the Moray Firth, and
the upproach to the Caledonian Canal. Bob working his
spinnaker tactics and Len leisurely fishing! We entered the
Firth trader some pressure l\)r time to get to Inverness, so it was
back to the engine again, at full steain ahead, and then we had
another wonderful experience as we were accompanied by a
school of dolpllins, who put on a stunning display of
synchronised diving skills at our bow l\w at least twenty
minutes, and all the while the catncorder wits taping wildly! It
was purc magic. They left us just as suddenly, as we
approached the Firth Bridge and we tied up at the sea lock at
20.30 and later enjoyed a beautifiil sunset, as we were joined by
Fiona, Bob’s friend who travelled tip fi+om London for a few
dltys on the Canal which made five on board! Luckily Fiona
took tip very little space! So Gay Gannet was a fairly packed
ship! At 08.00 hrs Thurs 10th we entered the Muirtown Basin
The Canal was a delight, from beginning to end - from Fort
Augustus with its Benedictine Monastery, to Fort William with
Neptunes Staircase, and on to Corpach it is full of gentle

I

Gairlochy, July "97 Photo: Haze/Sheil
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All hands fully occupied!

memories for us - Loch Ness with its dark trees and brooding
water. (no Nessy) our encounter with the Asgard on its way
through to join the Tall Ships race, looking so good, Gairlochy
- the most beautiful. - where we spent an evening and night
alongside a lone jetty by a silent meadow, with a few ducks for
company. We placed lit candles on the stern, and some
entertained themselves with wine, chat, a little music and others
dreamed of becoming lock-keepers and staying here forever

Next morning, Saturday, we entered the basin at Corpach,
and started to make plans for the change over of crews, and
were fortunate to find a bunkhouse type hostel within feet of
boat, where the departing crew members could stay overnight,
and we moved gear to make space for the new arrivals. It is
such an ideal place to change crews, as the train station is all
that lies between the hostel and the lock, all within feet of each
other. Having tidied up we headed into Fort William for a
farewell meal together and were fortunate to settle for the
"Grog & Gruel" restaurant which served an excellent steak and
kidney pie, fairly laced with local ale and covered in mouth-
watering pastry!! It is a very touristy place with lots of
souvenirs for sale, tartan nick-
knacks everywhere! Back again
by bus’ to Corpach to await the
train from Glasgow, where we all
stood on the tiny station to greet
the newcomers, who arrived in
style, (one kissing the ground!!)
and bearing gifts Next morning
alter a communal style breakfast
on board, now seven in number,
we finally said goodbye to the
younger members of the crew, and
formally welcomed my brother
David from Cork, and nephew
Anthony Moloney from London.
A truly great place to change
crews The new arrivals gave a
great boost to our morale, as we
were beginning to get that "end of
cruise’ feeling as we said our
goodbyes. They were all ready to
enjoy their part of the cruise so we
lost no time in getting on our way

under engine with a good tide, and
tying up at Kerrera for the night,
where we met Triology with
Robert Fowler and family on
board having a good time Another
sunset accompanied by operatic
music floating from a resident
caravan - seemed just perfect.
Monday 14th 10.00 we again
motor/sailed southwards, paying a
brief visit to Puilldobhrain
remembering our last visit in
Galley Bay 1975!! Through Cuan
in convoy with three other yachts,
conditions a big improvement on
last time Another brief visit to
Croabh Marina for showers, diesel
and stores, and then on to Loch
Sween and Tayvallich; tricky
enough entrance, particularly as
visibility not good, but a very
beautiful Loch indeed. Picked up

Photo: Robert Sheil mooring in Tayvallich, dined on
board as it was a wet and misty
evening.

TUFSDAY 15TH JULY: The bionic skipper had a strange attack of
morning sickness and the conscientious crew insisted he should
seek medical assistance, which was seventeen miles away in
Loughgilphead! The lady owner of the Inn obliged by taking
him plus mate by car to the said medic who gave him a
complete check over without payment, as nobody seemed to
know what to do about such a thing! A few tablets seemed to
sort out the problem and skipper and mate returned to our
patient crew by evening, where we all sought comfort with
excellent meals etc. in this most excellent Inn. A very pretty
place even in the wet.

Wednesday 16th, 10.00 hrs and its on towards Gigha,
actually sailing now with a broad reach through truly
spectacular vistas of the islands to the west. Here we anchored
at 14.30 in crystal clear water, we could see crabs crawling
along the bottom on white sand. Just at the top of the slip is
beautifully equipped shower/laundrette which seemed to just
run itself! Not a sign of anybody. A walk up the hill led to the

down through the Corran Narrows The skipper - single-handed! Scappa Flow, Orkneys
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Men at work! Shell father and sons Photo." Ha=el Shell

village shop, stocked to the rafters wilh goodies The country
roads were bordered with inany wu-ieties of wild flowers, with

bushes of wild roses, dark red and white, and the air was iilled

with a heady perfume as we walked along to the one hotel
which was of a high standard. We walked on further to visit

Achamore Gardens, famous, mainly, for its rhododendrons.

Thursday 17th. Left under sail at 13.30. Wind N’rly 3-4

increasing to 5 off Mull of Kintyre. Great sailing! All the way

to Camlough arriving 20.20. and found excellent local chipper.

Early start 06.00 next day to catch [qood tide, arriving at 10.00
at Bangor Ma,’ina, which was full of boats enjoying the

excitement of Bangor Week. "’There’s sailing and there’s

sailing" someone remarked, (looking resplendent in their "’up-

to-the-minute all-matching gear"), as they raced past our much

loved (and now looking much lived in) boat, - ’+Oh Yes!

indeed, there’s sailing, and then there’s cruising"!! There was
no need of an answer. Left again at 16.00 passing Strangford

Lough entrance bathed m a "James A. Fitzpatrick’ sunset, and

berthed in the impressive new Phenniek Cove Marina, Ardglass

at 23.00.

S.~’rt!RD:O¢ 19TH Jut,Y: Having breakfasted on balcony of

Marina in sunshine (cannot believe 1 have been away for one

month). Little or no wind. Arthur, was pressed into service once

more as we motored to Malahide for night.

SUNt)A’~’ 20Tn Jlax: NYC Pontoon 700 hrs. End of another
memorable cruise and mission accomplished!

SUMMARY

Date From To

JUNE
19 Dun Laoghairc H o’,.~, t h
20 Howtll Bangor

21/22 in Bangor
23 Bangof (’amlough
24 (Tamlough Ardrisaig
25 Ardrisaig atdt~’rn
26 Ardlern (’raobhaven
27 Craobhavell 1)unstulTanagc
28 In Dunstaffamtge
29 [)u nsta ffanagc Tobemlory
30 Tobermory Arisaig

JUtX
I In Arisaig
2 Atisaig Loch Ewc
3 I+och Ewe Sct+~/bslcl
4 Scrahster Stromness

Distance
Miles

S
,’;7

25
7O
17
2O
18

24
27

71
10l
24

Date From To Distance

J Lll ~f Miles

5/(+ hi ,’~ If’oil/tl¢ ss

7 Strornness Longhc, pe 19
Ltmghope Helmsdale 54

9 Hehnsdalc Inverness 47

10/I I/12 In\ erness Corpach 60
] 3 C Ol’pElC[1 Kerrcra 28

14 Kerrera Craobh 17
14 Craobh ’Fay\ allich 24
15 It+ Tayvallich
16 ’Favvallich Ardminish 21
17 Ardminish Camlough 4 l

18 Canllottgh Bangor 25
18 Bangot" Ardglas 3 I
19 Ardglas Malahide 5 I
20 Malahide Dun Laoghaire 14

Total: 924
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Tallulah follows St. Sunniva to Norway

Alan Rountree

W hen E. G. Van De Stadt designed the Legend 34 he
stipulated that she should draw 4’7" and no more. This

meant that, like most of his designs, the Legend would travel on
her side and her occupants would learn to be acrobats. This
owner decided that things would have to change and so over the
winter months the challenge was to jack the boat into the air
and build a cradle around her so that the keel would be left
dangling and an extra foot could be added on. Four cwts. of
ballast was removed from inside the keel and this would be
placed in the new extension thus maintaining the same weight
but lowering the centre of gravity. Because the keel is normally
raked aft the extension would mean that the centre of lateral
resistance would also move aft reducing the weather helm.

Work proceeded apace and the job was completed by
February and when lift-in time came around there was that little
extra bit of excitement to see if the modification would destroy
or make her. The result was a great success and Tallulah~"
ability to go to windward has improved immensely and her
crew can remain seated for most of the time.

Another alteration this winter was to remove the mainsheet
track from the cockpit together with all its attending ropes and
blocks and to replace it with two separate and independent
sheets on the coachroof. Each sheet was led from a point about
2 ft. in from the edge of the coachroof through a separate pulley
on the boom and down to a turning block on the edge of the
coachroof and back to a winch on the coachroof via a jammer.
Thus the two sheets would have to be used in conjunction with
one another and the force on the boom would be the resultant of
the two forces. This alteration also proved to be a resounding
success with the boat having the equivalent of al0 It. track and
a totally clear cockpit now suitable for ’Lounging" in. We found
it was very seldom necessary to use the winches and to sheet in

Plenty of food in Norway

THE FINGAL CUP

AWARDED ENTIRELY AT THE
ADJUDICATOR’S OWN DISCRETION FOR
THE LOG WHICH APPEALED TO HIM MOST

the sail was a matter of easing one sheet and hardening the
other until the desired set was achieved.

It was while doing a bit of armchair sailing and reading
Bernard Corbally’s log that the idea of sailing to Norway was
germinated. Long sunny days and warm water with a bit of
scenery thrown in seemed just the job. I had some old admiralty
charts good enough for planning and we would buy the charts
when we got there. The coast of Norway is so intricate that
charts only cover a relatively short distance and so a huge
number are necessary. This is quite a big expense. John
Armitage & Mark Brackenbury’s pilot guide is a great little
book and gives all the necessary information to allow one to
plan ahead. We also bought Den Norske Los pilot book which
is nice to have but could be done without.

Departure date was set for 26th June and, after the usual
panic, Bernie and your scribe boarded Tallulah at 02.00 with a
forecast of NE gales for the foreseeable future. Our children
Claire and Brian, who had in previous years accompanied us,
were now left in charge of the house and all our worldly
possessions.

Sure enough Thursday 26th lived up to the expectations of
the meteorologists and we awoke to find two yachts torn from
their berths on the east pier of Wicklow Harbour and washed up
on the beach. By Saturday 28th we decided we would have a go
and so our holiday began. As we crossed Dublin Bay in our
hurry to reach Norway Tallulah flew off a big curler with the
result that the cooker decided to have a look at the chart table!
After ten hours we made the 25 miles to Howth where the
cooker was put back in place and after a couple of hours rest we
set off again. Conditions were not too bad overnight but the
wind was still very firmly fixed on the nose and was
determined to check out how well the keel job would work.

The wind continued to blow
from the north and the forecast
indicated there would be no
change. With the tide against us
around Rathlin Island our progress
became negative and after a nights
sailing we were 10 miles closer to
home. We motor sailed hard for
the whole of Monday and with the
wind continuing to gust to gale
force we reached Ardfern Marina
by that evening wondering if we
were really on holiday. Our lines
were taken by John Wiltshire
whom we had met on the Cruise in
Company last year on his lovely
yacht Moonbeam. This is a very
sheltered marina and one gets no
feel for the wind which is blowing
just a mile away in the Sound of
Jura. We were away at the crack of
dawn and as we approached the
Dun-us Sound we realised the
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wind was still there blowing away between F7 and 8 creating a
fine fancy sea through lhe sound, where the tide runs at tip 1o g
knots. As we came closer to the overfalls they suddenly showed
their true size. An instant decision was made to chicken out and
we turned tail but, with a Fg wind and motoring, the current
was still taking us into the overfalls. We barely, mana,,z, ed~ to       ~,,et
out of the worst of it and at one point were making 13 knots
over the ground. It was now raining hard and bitterly cold but
we were still on holiday so we pressed on arriving at the
entrance to the Caledonian Canal by Tuesday evening.

For those who like inland waterways the Caledonian canal is
a must. Loch Oich can boast the most beautiful scenery but the
whole canal has water so clean that it is used as drinking water
by those living in close proximity to it. The lock keepers are
efficient and pleasant but with 29 locks to go through, 2V2 days
is the minimum. My sister Audrey and her son Mark met us at
Muirtown Basin and this resulted in a pleasant meal and a few
jars in Inverness.

We were now in the North Sea and the climate had changed.
The northerly gales of the Irish Sea were but a nlemory. We
now had to get used to fine weather and little wind. Our
passage to Tananger took 68 hours giving an average of 5
knots. Tananger makes an excellent landfall very close to the
Stavanger Airport, where we were to meet my brother Fred and
his wile Ann. Talk about cutting it fine - our arrival was only
two hours before the appointed rendezvous time but then we
hadn’t expected conslant northerly gales in the Irish Sea for the
whole trip. Ann’s kidney failure and the necessity to have
dialysis three times a week added a little extra planning to our
cruise. Ann had arranged to have dialysis in Stawmger but no

other hospital was prepared to offer the service so l~r the 4
weeks before our departure from lrehmd we had pulled every
siring possible. Henry Horsman’s (ICC) friend Finn Englesen
was particularly helpful while the Irish Embassy in
Copenhagen couldn’t be faulted. However while Ann was

passing through Copenhagen Airport she was hailed over the
public address and spoke to the Irish Embassy who informed
her that the direct intervention of the Minister for Health had
resulted in her getting dialysis in Bergen. (If at first you don’t
succeed try and try again.)

The scenery in Norway is breathtaking and no adjective can
adequately describe it so in order to avoid the repetitive use of
superlatives the reader can assume that all places visited are
more beautiful than anything they have previously seen and
then add on a bit! All places visited and all routes taken had
their own charm and it is my opinion that it makes little
difference which route one takes. As there are so many
channels and islands, all with unpronounceable names, 1 don’t
intend to bother the reader with the intricacies of our routes.
Similarly during our stay in Norway the wind remained light
from the north 11~r the entire time giving bright blue skies all
day every day with the temperature always in the high twenties
and early thirties.

Our cruise would now be punctuated by Ann’s trips to
hospital so we wasted no time and set off to visit the islands of
Kvitsoy. This would be our first bit of Norwegian navigation
and it looked quite impossible. The islands lie 6 miles off the
coast, close to the entrance to Stavanger, and are made up of
hundreds of islands and rocks. The sky was bright bhie and
with a F4 northerly wind we had a lovely sail to this
archipelago. It is not possible to fit all the rocks and obstacles
on a chart so one has to rely on the various top marks that
indicate which path to take - or at least that there was
something there to avoid. We weaved our way through the deep
channels between the islands, some only 10 metres wide,
looking into the very pretty wooden houses which are built
right on the edge of the water. Every house has its own pontoon
and most people own quite a large motor cruiser. These fast
cruisers are a menace to yachts who have to get used to the
huge wake thrown up but, after all, this is the main means of
transport in Norway. Night life in Kvitsoy is tame. We spotted
one couple taking an evening stroll and had a passing
conversation.

On Tuesday morning we headed north to Rinnesoy calling at
the town of Vikevaag where we announced our arrival at the
police station. We had some concern as our stocks of duty tree
were more than adequate and in Norwegian terms could
probably justify imprisonment. However, after a quick phone
call the officer explained that, as we are members of the EU and

Norway is nearly a member of the EU, we were most welcome
and he hoped we would have a lovely holiday. He didn’t need
to know the name of our boat or ourselves or any other detail.

After a pleasant lunch on board we continued on our way to
Stawmger where we tied up in the small marina in the town
centre. Stavanger has a nice mix of old and new and we had a
pleasant walk of the old town. We paid a quick visit to the
hospital so that Ann would find her way with no hitches in the
tuorniilg.

Following Ann’s return from hospital we pointed T~dlulak
towards the Lyse0orden and sailed through some wonderfully
varied scenery taking in the breathtaking height of the cliffs,
some I kin. high in places, and navigating through the many
islands with their pretty holiday homes perched sometimes
precariously on stilts. In Norway everyone owns an island!

En route we received a phone call from the Irish Elnbassy in
Copenhagen to check that things had gone according to plan.
This follow up gesture was most appreciated. We tied up to a
pontoon tit the head of the l~iord where we were .iomed by the
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crew of a German yacht who took to our Black Bush like a
duck takes to water.

On Friday, while Ann was again visiting the hospital, we
visited the market and the naval museum. On this occasion we
stayed in the Beckar Marina which is only a ten minute walk
from the centre of the town and we had it all to ourselves.
There were toilets and hot showers open and unattended all
night. The tourist books and pilot books all say that camping
gas is readily available but our experience was that what they
mean was gas that one could go camping with was available.
We took a taxi ride in search of this precious product which
was eventually procured at a cost of £22 plus the taxi ride
making a total cost of £35. We determined to drink only
alcohol and eat cold food!

On Ann’s return we headed north to Haugesund taking in a
bit of successful fishing on the way. Haugesund is a busy
harbour on the main route from Stavanger to Bergen and boats
were rafted up 2 or 3 abreast. The ,-eckless behaviour of some
motor boat owners in this port made our stay a constant worry
as the wash created by boats passing through this narrow
harbour at up to 40 knots created such disturbance that the
crosstrees of rafted up boats became entangled. We were glad
to depart and had a most pleasant sail flying our cruising chute
to Espevaer. This is a paradise for the rich and, like Kvitsoy, is
made up of hundreds of small islands and rocks with navigable
channels in between. Boats were rafted up 5 and 6 deep and a
holiday atmosphere prevailed. We found an anchorage away
from the main activity where we gutted and prepared two fine
cod we had caught en route. They were each about 3 ft, long
and provided the basis for a wonderful evening meal. As we
had to reach Bergen for Monday morning we lifted anchor and
carried on up the Bommelel~]ord towards the Lukksund where
we anchored at midnight. It was still quite bright and the sunset
provided an enchanting backdrop to our anchorage. We chatted
and sipped wine till the sun rose above the horizon at 02.00,
still more or less due north. Sunday began with a quick swim in
tepid water and, as we had a long sail ahead of us, we lifted
anchor and away preparing breaklhst en route. There wasn’t a
breath of air and by 08.00 the temperature was unbearable. We
motored north through the Lukksund and then west through the
Godoysund where the hotel is the playground for the members
of the Bergen Yacht Club. We found it quite tiring as we had to
motor all day in oppressive heat. It is difficult to maintain a
sense of proportion while travelling through places with such
an over-abundance of spectacular scenery. We picked up a
mooring in the Bergen Yacht Club at 18.00 and following a
quick shower tucked into the remainder of the monster cod.

Sunset and snowcovered mountains, Aelesund.

Fred, Peter, Martin and Donna discussing cheese.

The Bergen Yacht Club is situated in Kviturdspollen about 15
miles from Bergen. Fred and Ann set off for Bergen by bus at
22.00, returning some time in the small hours of Monday
morning and had to swim back to the boat.

We all took the bus to Bergen in the morning and did the
usual tourist trail while Ann was in the hospital. The fish
market is a real experience where every conceivable creature
that inhabits the deep can be purchased. The live fish tank, with
water piped directly from the sea, added an extra bit of interest.
By evening this entire spectacle is removed including the live
fish tanks and automatic steam cleaners leave the place spick
and span. The high standard of hygiene adhered to by the fish
mongers was such that they sold bread rolls with smoked
salmon and shrimps from the same stalls as the raw fish. We
had an excellent meal in the Louisiana Creole Restaurant
opposite the fish market and then back to the boat.

On Tuesday we had a gentle motor sail through the islands
and channels en route to Bergen. We caught a fine haddock and
a bucket of blue whiting and so our fish diet was assured. Prior
to leaving Ireland we had procured Rick Stein’s fish cookery
book which is a real gem. That evening we tied up in a new
marina in the Puddef]ord in Bergen and walked to the town on a
sort of pub crawl. This is an expensive pastime in Norway.

Wednesday 16th. We planned to use the cable car and go to
the summit of Mt. Ulrik but a hail from the shore changed all
that. Peter Ryan ICC, with his son Martin and daughter-in-law
Donna, had spotted our ICC burgee. He was returning from
Finland with his new Nicholson 31 and so a small celebration
was in order. The following morning Fred and Ann departed for
home. We were sorry to lose their company but as the
Norwegians speak English so perfectly it was never difficult to

strike up a conversation and it is
always interesting to meet the
locals.

Our efforts to purchase
camping gas in Bergen were
unsuccessful and on Thursday
17th we motored up the Byf~jorden
branching into the Alversund. We
left the island of Aarshole to port
where the sign read "Sakte farte’.
Our pilot book explained that the
latter meant ’slow speed’ but there
was no explanation for the former.
We tied up for the night in
Notlevaag where Den Norke Los
says there is a perfect anchorage
but, in Norway there is no such
thing as a perfect anchorage as
the water is so deep and there is
very little sand or mud on the
bottom. The following morning
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we went north and east across

the Lure(lord. We entered
Straumsosen     through     the
Lindaastraumen. This has to be
the most beautiful spot on earth.
There tire millions of tiny islands
and beautiful coves with navi-
gable channels in between. We
chose our cove and went ashore in
the dingy. We had a lovely swim
in the tepid water. A spot of
fishing quickly produced a good
sized saith and this, together with
smoked mackerel and smoked
salmon, made the basis of a
memorable meal washed down
with a little duty free. We spent
the night lying to our anchor and
in the morning a ncighbouring

Navigable channels, Straumsosen.

yacht produced a bucket of crabs. We motored north through a
vast area totally uninhabited. The rocks were bare and stark and
we now felt that we had seen enough of the inland (lords and
islands. The wind had remained light but firmly fixed from Ihc
north. This meant that no matter whether we were going east,
west or north the wind would funnel down directly on the nose
making sailing nearly impossible. Our next stop would be
Bueland which is a long peninsula of conglomerate rocks rather
similar to the Isle de Sein in France. Sailing here required great
attention as the place is littered with rocks and shoals ,just under
the surface. We got a few frights as the depth would change
from 200 metres to 6 tnetres in a matter of perhaps 20 yards.
We lkmnd our way in with great difficulty using a large scale
chart but thought the place was singularly umittractive due to
the conglomerate rock formation.

Our next port would be the town of Floro and we had a
perfect sail tacking between the many submerged rocks in
blistering heat. Again our chart was a kirge scale one and we
spent several hours trying to identify the numerous marks and
lights in the entrance to the harbour. There were so tnany
islands and one coukl approach from so many different
directions that it was impossible to make out which side to
leave any mark, but in the end we made it in vowing that we
would never again go without a small scale chart. Floro is a fine
town with most facilities, It was while shopping for gas here
that a gas dealer~eave me a list of camping                               +.oas, suppliers. This
list is essential if sailing in Norway as the number of stockists
are few and far between but nevertheless if one knows where
they are there is no problem. The list can be got by writing to
Uniflame A/S, Box 556, N3002, Drammen, Norway.
Phone 00 47 32842250. FAX 00 47 32842255.

Having spent two days in Floro we continued north to
Kalvag on the Island of Froya. This is a very attractive spot
with a visitors pontoon and a pleasant restaurant, We again
spent the evening in the company of local sailors. We were
given a present of some charts and a demonstration of how to
cook fish cakes. These were indeed a novel addition to our diet.
Our friends in Kalvag advised thai the Island of Selja was well
worth a visit and was an ideal spot to wait tkw conditions to
round Stattlandet. En route we called into Vigen which our
pilot book advised us was of great interest with hundreds of
stone age carvings in the rocks. On trying to tie up we were
greeted by a local who, with over-arm gesticulations, left us in
no doubt that we must put to sea. We passed under the Hornelen
which is a huge rock precariously perched on the summit of a
mountain well passed the point of equilibrium.

The island of Selja is a fascimtting spot with a beautiful
anchorage and a small pontoon. There is the remains of a
monastery which is beautifully preserved with incredible stone

work. Legend has it that the Irish Kings daughter Sunniva and
her entoura,,e died as martyrs in Sunniva’s cave in the middle

of the 900"s. Just prior to 1000 AD the remains of the martyrs
were fl+und and laid in a cask. The cask was placed in the newly
built church at this place and the cult of the saints of Selja
Island began. St. Sunniva is the patron saint of Norway.

On rounding Stadt the following morning we decided to do a
bit of fishing. We watched passing ships go within a cable of
the head and as conditions were such that we were jigging for
fish. we pondered what the reason for this might be. The
headland has a notorious reputation but as we approached the
head the change in sea state and weather made us realise that
this is no place to loiter. While the southern side of the head
was basking in blue sky and 30 degrees Centigrade, the
northern side was in dense fog and so things remained until,
thanks to our GPS, we arrived spot on the island of Runde
where we were back in sunshine. A pleasant evening followed
with more locals and then on to Aelesund where we did the
usual tourist bit of walking, shopping and sightseeing. We had
invited the crew of a large American yacht, Midnight Light,
aboard for drinks on the evening of Friday 25th but when we
returned to Talhdah there was a note from skipper Steve to
inform us that he had been touch with meteorologists in the
USA and they were warning of a very serious deterioration in
the weather within the next 3 to 4 days and he felt we should
get out. We did what homework we could and decided it would
be foolhardy not to go with his and other advice and so within a
couple of hours we were on our way to Shetland. Needless to
say his predictions did not materialise.

Wind was now from the W. to S.W. F 314 and so it remained
for the rest of the trip taking 55 hours to cover 272 miles. It was
out retention to make for Lerwick but as the tacking worked out
we instead decided on Out Skerries which was only a dot on
our chart. We dropped anchor at midnight experiencing our first
dark night for 4 weeks. In the morning we tied tip to a new pier
and availed of the new shower and toilet facilities. This was
luxury beyond belief- all new stainless steel fitting and a
Dimplex heater on to keep the place aired. Such facilities for
perhaps 10 or 15 yachts a year seemed more than generous. Out
Skerries has its own charm. Fish farming is the main source of
income and there is no unemployment. The island boasts the
smallest secondary school in the British Isles with a total of 10
pupils ranging in age fi+orn 5 to 17.

The island of Whalsay was our next port of call. We were
hailed by the harbour master and shown to a berth on the quay.
He invited us to join him in their boat club that evening which
we did and were introduced to his friend Mark Bolger from
Ballymore-Eustace. We were invited back to their respective
houses that evening and had a memorable experience, the
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Evening in Summer Isles.

harbour master being the Tommy O’Brien of Whalsay
entertaining us to a classical evening to be savoured. We were
given a bag of scallops and monkfish tails to nourish us as we
set off for Fair Isle.

Weather conditions deteriorated and prudence dictated that
we divert to Lerwick where we were met by the harbour
master’s right hand man who promptly extracted £17 from us
for one night. For this he allowed us to tie up to the quay wall
but he explained that we could stay for 5 nights for the same
price. He might as well have thrown in a tour in the space
shuttle for we couldn’t avail of it. Lerwick is a tourist town with
narrow paved roads and attractive shops. We were away early
in the morning and took 8 hours to cover 43 miles to Fair isle.
Wind still on the nose and so a bit of motor sailing was called
for. A new breakwater has been put into the north harbour and
this offers reasonably good shelter in most conditions. This is a
fascinating spot and anyone in the vicinity should not pass
without at least a glimpse. While many islands call themselves
bird sanctuaries this one has the right to do so. Enough said -
have a look. As we walked the island we saw so many birds
that we had not seen before and on inquiring from a local as to
what type of bird we were looking at he suggested that we join
him in his house for a quick whisky. This turned out to be a
little slower than either of us anticipated and we really enjoyed
his company. He later returned to Tallulah and thought rather
highly of our Black Bush.

As morning dawned there was a huge deterioration in the
weather. A strong wind from the S.W. was accompanied by
heavy rain. We stayed put till lunch time and, as the forecast
promised an improvement, we set off for Orkney.
Unfortunately their predictions didn’t materialise and we had a
hard beat to Whitehall on the island of Stronsay. We had a look
at Eday Island and on to Pierowall on Westray. We were not

really impressed with either place and, as time was pressing on,
we decided to depart Orkney and make for the Summer Isles in
Scotland.

Wind was still from W. to S.W. and we had to make several
tacks to beat our way to Cape Wrath and then we were on the
home straight - straight down to Wicklow. We anchored off the
beach opposite Tanera Mot and walked to the hotel near
Polylass. This is a fine hotel but caters for non residents in an
annex. The food looked great but the passing tourists made the
atmosphere less than convivial. The weather was still tropical
and the Summer Isles looked their best.

Tuesday 5th was notable in our log as it was the first day
since we left Scotland that the wind wasn’t on the nose and so
Tallulah revelled in the light wind causing waves to lap against
her stern. We sailed between Skye and the mainland and
dropped anchor in the Isle of Ornsay in the sound of Sleat at
23.00. We were tired but satisfied. In the morning a dingy trip
ashore revealed a fine hotel which we would have like to
sample but we must press on with Bull Hole in Iona our next
stop. This was a tricky spot to enter in the dark as there is a very
strong current and a submerged rock which must be missed.

By morning the wind had picked up strong and we belted
out at 7 knots heading for the Sound of Islay. We knew we must
take this sound against the tide if we were to get the tide around
Rathlin Island. But we didn’t know exactly how strong the tide
really was. Anyway we got through and taking the tide with us
as far as Carnlough, we anchored for a few hours. The next tide
saw us in Bangor Marina where we filled both the boat and
ourselves and away to Wicklow.

We had been away for 42 days and covered 2101 miles
resulting an average of 50 miles per day. We visited 36 ports
and anchorages excluding the Caledonian canal and spent 9
nights at sea. Bernie is still talking to me!
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"You in de islands now, man"

Dick Lovegrove

On the 15th of April 1997 the crew assembled at Schipol

airport on our way to Saint Martin/Sint Maarten. The crew,
as fine a body of boys and girls as you could wish [or, consisted
of:

David Freeman / Joint
Dick Lovegrove f Skippers
Nick Thistleton J

Valerie Freeman
Personal

Heather Lovegrove
Heather (yes another Heather) Thistleton

Managers

By coincidence, David and Valerie had already been in
touch with Brendan about a possible trip to Shalini, but needed
a little while to come around to the view that the office should
be allowed to "’take a hike", whereas Nick and his Heather
never need an excuse for a good holiday. "Yes, I think we can
manage that" he said when I first rang him, "’but would you
mind waiting for Heather to finish the London Marathon?" and
when we met at the airport she had barely had time to pop home
to Knutsford in Cheshire to change her running vest.

Shalini at this time was based at Captain Oliver’s Marina at
Oyster Pond on the French/Dutch border on the island of Saint
Martin/Sint Maarten. It is a fine secure harbour with excellent
facilities and an imposing array of breakers guarding the
entrance. We were welcomed by Keith, the helpful and efficient
marina manager, by the magnificent sight of diving brown
pelicans and frigate birds, and, best of all, by cold beers at the
bar. Always cheap to entertain, two pints later 1 was on my ear.
As I crashed out on my bunk and began pushing up the heavy
ZZZZZZs, that first impression of bright, bright sunlight,
sparkling azure sea and crashing surf focused on the back of my
brain and became the lasting image of the holiday.

The following day, the crew’s tasks were divided up into
"boys’ jobs" and "girls’ jobs". The girls were given the easy
job of getting a taxi to "’The Food Centre" and provisioning,
which they managed quite well, while the boys undertook the
really difficult job of trying to borrow a barbeque from the

Moorings/Sun Yacht base, which they failed to do because
every yacht in the place (with the exception of our own) was
being equipped for Antigua Race Week. The boys also found
time to walk to the top of a nearby hill from where there is a
good view of the entrance to the bay and the narrow gap in the
surrounding reef, but as you can imagine, exertion such as this
required a restorative rum or two and the sun was well over the
yard arm by the time we decided to put the local knowledge
thus acquired to practical use and cast off our lines.

Once outside, we turned Northwards and made the short trip

to Tintamarre Island where we anchored for a couple of hours
off a magnificent beach. The freshness of the breeze was
lovely, but even so the heat was incredible and the anchor had
barely touched the bottom before the first of the crew was over
the side. David and Valerie were our star divers and as the
holiday progressed became increasingly expert in identifying
the many wonderful forms of technicolour marine life. As an
anchorage, it was quite crowded with huge catamarans ferrying

in day trippers from Philipsburgh. It was also a bit exposed, so
reluctantly, at about 1600 hours, not knowing quite where we
were going, we decided to move on.

In fact, we spent the night at Port Lonvilliers, a brand new
and very stylish marina, only a short distance down the coast at
Anse Marcel. The entrance to the marina is by a narrow canal
which has recently been excavated while the marina itself and
the vast Meridian Hotel complex which adjoins it, have all been
constructed on a reclaimed swamp with access by a road which
engineers apparently said could never be built. Having climbed
it, I know why!. The whole development is unashamedly
French. It is stylish and chic with smart shops and one of those
very casual French care/bars where beautiful young people in
designer-slashed jeans gather for coffee and cognac. It is
against this background that 1 managed to make a total
"horlicks’" of mooring stern-to but the onlookers enjoyed the
entertainment and it was not too long before we got lines ashore
and straightened ourselves out.

On the short passage from Tintamarre, we had noticed that
the boatspeed and the windspeed indicators were not working
and we also had the first inkling that our batteries were
discharging rather rapidly, so I thought that this might be the
place to get everything "sorted". Unfortunately, however,
everyone was too busy preparing - yes, you’ve guessed it - lk)r
Antigua Race Week to assist so we were advised to go to
Philipsburg. Our departure was not much more decorous than
our arrival but we were soon at sea again and bound for a lunch
time stop-over at Grand Case.

I f Port Lonvilliers is "French-chic", Grand Case is pure
"Aft’o-Caribbean". The bay and the beach are spectacular, and
ashore the town is bright, brash, colourful and crurnbling.
Glorious flowers crawl over the balconies of the houses and old
American cars appear de rigueur. I formed the sneaky
impression that Elvis Presley and Buddy Holly might be alive
and living in Grand Case! It has that kind of 1950s "Deep
South" feel to it. It would have been fun to spend the night
there, the Calmos Cafe was advertising "’The Salsa Girls - live
from Cuba - No dogs please", but we decided to push on to
Marigot and after lunch in the cockpit under the bimini we
weighed anchor.

Marigot is the capital of the French half of the island of
Saint Martin and is a duty free haven. It lies at the Eastern end
of another large open bay and is crowded with visiting yachts.
There is no marina but the holding appears to be good
throughout the bay. On arrival we wiggled our way between
yachts of a dozen different nationalities until we were as close
as we could get to the shore and the dinghy dock. A shore party
was dispatched to explore the duty free possibilities and
subsequently pronounced them excellent for jewellery,
perfumes and designer clothes but less good for photographic
and electronic goods. With a supermarket price of $7 (£4
approx), for a litre of rum, whiskey or gin, drink didn’t feature
as a duty free item. As Nick Thistleton was later to write in the
log "’For me, the defining moment of this cruise was when 1
discovered that rum was cheaper than milk!"
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The crew at rest. From left: Heather L., Valerie, Dick, Nick, Heather T., and David.

Friday the 18th was a day for decisions. At some stage we
had to decide where we wanted to go. The choices ranged
between continuing to potter round Saint Martin, a trip to the
neighbouring islands of Anguilla and Prickly Pear Cay or
launching out across the Spanish Main to the British Virgin
Islands. We also wanted to get the Brookes and Gatehouse
instruments fixed and additionally the rate of discharge of the
batteries was now confirmed as a problem. Effectively, to keep
the batteries in a reasonable state of charge, we were having to
motor everywhere and even then, with the short hops of the last
few days, they were way down. So a board meeting was held
and the decision reached to go to Philipsburg on the South side
of the island, the capital of the Dutch Sint Maarten, where the
cruising guides promise every kind of facility.

With hindsight we should not have allowed ourselves to be
seduced en route by the breathtaking vista of the beach at Long
Bay which opened up as we rounded Pt. Basse Terre, but a
swim seemed like a good idea. As a result it was about 1500
hours as we threaded our way through a fleet of anchored cruise
liners and racing 12 metres and approached the marina at
Philipsburg. We called them on the V.H.F., gave them our vital
statistics and told them of the assistance we required. We were
further delayed because the berth we were directed to had
insufficient water and it took all of David’s skill to manoeuvre
us stern-to the jetty. It was exactly 1525 hours when l jumped
ashore and headed for the marina office to be told very
charmingly that everyone had gone for the weekend or ...... was
working on boats for Antigua Race Week, and nothing could be
done, not even a battery test, before Monday. When I looked at
my watch and raised my eyes to heaven, 1 was told, "You in de
islands now. man".

The waterfront at Philipsburg is not particularly attractive
and I was cross that we had wasted our time coming here to no
useful end. However, the more adventurous of the crew
explored ashore and reported back that the hinterland was much
more promising. In fact, the main street is very smart with duty-
fl’ee designer label shopping for the cruise liners and the back
streets were ethnic and fascinating. In effect, a microcosm of
the islands which we visited. All of their economies seem to be
based on the peripatetic cruise liners which amble from island
to island through the Caribbean night, anchoring at dawn and
disgorging literally thousands of "’shop-till-you-droppers’" at
whatever duty free haven they happen to have reached. As a

result the main street shops are
often unbelievably luxurious with
elegant and beautifully groomed
sales staff. But like a Hollywood
set, if you venture around the back
of these facades you see the real
landscape.

When our shopping party
returned, Heather T. reported that
her boss, Mr. Barclay, had a fine
branch in the town, probably his
only one with the back doors
opening directly onto a beach. She
intends to apply for an immediate
transfer! We took the opportunity
of being berthed at a marina to
take on a vast amount of water,
and to hold another board
meeting. This time the decision
was taken to put to sea and just as
dusk was falling we left the
marina, hoisted the main and
motor-sailed just North of West
for a night passage to the British
Virgin Islands.

It goes without saying that you don’t get many passages like
that one in the Irish Sea. Ninety miles approximately of perfect
visibility and warm, warm breezes. The occasional cruise liner
lit up like Grafton Street at Christmas time passed us slowly in

one direction and a yacht or two headed for Antigua passed us
in the other. The whole scene was illuminated not only by the
Milky Way, but also the magnificent Hale Bopp. Valerie
produced a moving poem for the log remarking on the beauty
of the comet’s movement through time and space as we set sail
on our more modest journey. More prosaically, Heather L.
produced a lovely meal of halibut, sweet potatoes and salad,
eaten by all in the cockpit in shirt sleeves. A memorable night.

Dawn came up at about 0630 hours and at much the same
time the highest part of Virgin Gorda was identified. At 0700
hours we unfurled the full genoa and stopped the engine. Our
speed dropped to just over four knots but it didn’t matter. This
was the first genuine sail of the holiday and it was beautiful. We
dodged between Cooper Island and Ginger Island and had our
first view of the Sir Francis Drake Channel. As we headed in
the direction of Road Town Tortola, there were yachts criss-
crossing the channel in every direction, but what must it have
looked like to Columbus when he first arrived in 1492 or
thereabouts? As a cruising ground it is its two-dimensional
quality which makes it so attractive and with mountains and
islands on every side it is even reminiscent of the West coast of
Scotland in the sun. This time we did not go into Road Harbour
but hauled our wind, slipping gently through the channel
between Little Thatch Island and Frenchman’s Cay, and on
through Thatch Island Cut before bearing away for Jost Van
Dyke.

Prior to our departure from Ireland, there had been some
discussion as to whether it made sense for us to go to the Virgin
Islands in view of our obligation to return Shalini to Oyster
Pond on St. Martin. The old adage about "Gentlemen don’t sail
to windward" was often quoted. Of course, the prevailing
winds in this area range from North East to South East so it
seemed reasonably certain that we were giving ourselves a beat
home. However a glance at the chart showed that if we went
South East to Saba on leaving the B.V.I.s and if the winds
happened to be North East at the time we might get away with
it. In fact they weren’t and we didn’t, but no matter, it was
worth it. The British Virgin Islands were stunning and the six
days we spent there were a holiday within a holiday.
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Great Harbour. Jost Van Dyke, wits almost ethereal. A small
bay with a ring of shining white sand at tile head, several small
wooden jetties with pelicans perching, and beach bars under the
palm trees. Right in the middle stands the two-storey
hnmigration Control Building (more of this anon) and to the
left the lovely small red-roofed Methodist Church with door
and windows always open. In the morning sunlight it was
everyone’s dream of a tropical island. The anchor went down to
the sound of a collective sigh of contentment from the crew. In
the afternoon Heather and I snoozed and swain, David and
Valerie walked across to the neighbouring White Bay, and
believe it or not, Heather T. and her "’personal trainer’" actually
ran there as part of Heather’s wind down from her marathon
exploits. They all reported that it too was a magical place, with
a beautiful beach and a reel off. The entrance is tricky and the
swinging room small, bnt by all accounts the effort is worth it.
Nick also reported that the local goats were friendly to runners
but had a bit of a personal freshness problem. In that heat I
shouldn’t be surprised if the runners had too!

That night we booked and went to Foxy’s beach bar for
drinks and a magnificent barbecue. It was great tun with
dancing to a local two-piece band. The local lads who were
very friendly seemed to come and go in and out of the
restaurant as they pleased getting the tourists up on the floor
and demonstrating par excellence tile art of "cool dancing". My
own particular forte turned out to be the tralnpoline!

The next day was Sunday and from the anchorage we could
,just hear the choir practising in the little church. David and
Valerie swam ashore and sat tinder the red leaves of a grape nut
tree to listen to the music. Nick and l went in search of
provisions and eventually found fresh bread and ice. More
interestingly, we met all the local ladies walking to church with
their children, dressed to the nines. It was an hnpressive sight.

We weighed anchor at about 1230 hours and made the short
trip to Sandy Cay (pronounced "’key" in the Virgin Islands, we
were told) for lunch. This is a little moll surrounded by surf
which has a perfect day time anchorage on its South Eastern
side, but which is probably not suited i~)r overnighting. For us it
provided a glorious swim and a short walk along the beach.
That night we made another quick trip back to "mainland" Jost
Van Dyke and picked tip a mooring at Little Harbour. There are
twenty five or so moorings here laid by enterprising local
restaurateurs who levy a charge of $15. We ordered a meal at
Sidney’s Restaurant by V.H.F. and
persuaded a local in a large
runabout with a 200 h.p. Yamaha
outboard to act as taximan. He
charged $20 for the return trip
which was more than the mooring
but was well worth while because
it saved us a hmg dinghy trip or an
even longer walk.

We made an early start and
motored directly to Road Town.
Tortola. We tied tip at the
Moorings marina which was ,:.. ....
everything that the marina at ," ,:~"

Philipsburg had not been. The
facilities were excellent, tile staff C =
helpful, and the whole place had a
clean and eff’icient air about it. In a
berth close to ours was a sister
ship of Shalini’s whose owner was
chatty and helpful and who had
met Brendan while taking part in
ARC "96. He told us that he too
had had problems with battery
consumption and he confirmed the    Dawn approach to Saba.

view which we were already coming to that in this climate the

drain of the fridge is more than the batteries can cope with . He
had resorted to only running file fridge for a couple of hours
each day, ef’fectively using it as a cool box, and in due course
we followed his example. However, now that we were there, it
woukl have been stupid not to call in an expert. With the
approval of the Moorings" management we made a private
arrangement with Laurence who would call to Shalini at
"’lunchtime".

"When is lunchtime?’"
"’One o’clock’"
At 1430 hours when there was still no sign of Laurence I

was about to look elsewhere, but just as 1 put a loot on the
pontoon, Laurence turned up.

"’I’ll just leave my tools here and I’ll be back in a second",
"’How long is a second?" asked Valerie,
"About a minute, man", said Laurence,
"How long’?’" we chorused,
"’Ten minutes, no hassle, man" said Laurence.
And true to his word, in ten minutes time, Laurence swung

down the pontoon carrying an impressive array of meters and
set about sorting out all our problems. He pronounced our
batteries fully fit and in another ten minutes had sorted out our
instrument problems with embalTassing ease. We asked
Laurence what we owed him.

"Whatever you can afford, man"
David and 1 decided that we could afford $25 and Laurence

seemed satisfied, lt’s nice to deal with an expert.
The afternoon was spent alternately cooling off in the

pleasant marina pool and heating up while writing postcards
and with the aid of an occasional ruin punch, slipped away very
agreeably. That evening we met an old fl’iend fi’om Dublin
whose partner had previously been the skipper of a charter
yacht in this area. They joined us fl)r pre-prandial drinks and
the information which Mike gave us on anchorages etc., proved
invaluable in the days to come. The ship’s log for the evening
also carries this ominous note:-

"’The distaff side have realised that there are two sizes of
glasses for sharpeners, theirs and man-sized ones - 1 hope this
does not mean trouble to come"

Acting on the advice received the previous evening, when
we motored out of the marina that a~-ternoon we headed for Salt
Island and the wreck of the Royal Mail ship Rhone which sank

Photo: R. Lovegrove
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there in a hurricane in 1867. It is a noted dive site and our plan
was to spend an hour or so there, move round to Cooper Island
for a late lunch and then to Trellis Bay on Tortola for the night.
In fact our swim at the site of the Rhone was so entrancing that
no one wanted to leave. Even when everyone was back on
board, the excitement of telling everyone else what one had
seen, and, of course, some liquid refreshment, meant that it was
dusk before the tired but merry crew finally dropped the
mooring. And it was during this happy hour or three that the
crew stumbled on the amazing anatomical truth that toe nails
grow faster when you’re having fun!

By the time we left there was no chance of getting back to
Tortola by nightfall, and indeed it was dark by the time we
completed the short passage round the corner to Cooper Island.
The anchorage is at Manchineel Bay presumably named after
the biting manchineel plant that is apparently found there.
There are twenty five or so moorings laid but of course by the
time we arrived they were all gone and a large number of
yachts were already anchored. Outside the line of moorings, the
bottom shelves steeply and we eventually let go in ten or more
metres. There is some current and the effect of this when
working in opposition to the breeze and the motive power of
many different types of windscoops is to create confusion. Add
to this the varying "stretch" properties of different sizes of
warps and chains and you have total mayhem. We veered out
about 40 metres of chain and went ashore feeling pretty secure.

"The Baths" are probably one of the best known tourist
attractions in this part of the world. They are located on Virgin
Gorda and consist of three delightful small beaches connected
by huge (the size of a house) individual boulders of volcanic
rock. There is a short nature trail between the rocks but once
again the best fun is to be had in the sea. The anchorage is a bit
exposed and rolly and swimming between the rocks in the

surging surf is exhilarating to say the least but the rewards are
wonderful and once again Shalini’s crew were spellbound by
the sheer profusion and glamour of the marine life on display.
Moorings are supplied to prevent careless anchoring damaging
the coral and it was after another long and lazy afternoon of
swimming and lunching that we let ours go and made our way
along the coast to Spanish Town.

The marina at Spanish Town is new and a bit "raw". There
are some modern shops and a bar in an adjoining complex but
for the yachtsman the persuasive reason for visiting is that there
is a huge boatyard equipped with two travelhoists where one
could safely leave a yacht even during the hurricane season. I
wandered around and looked at some of the boats which
appeared to be "floating" on the ground. In tact, to reduce
windage, pits are dug in the soft sandy soil and the boats
lowered in until the keels are totally "immersed".

Thursday 24th was to be our last day in the British Virgin
Islands. It was always part of our plan that we would work our
way Northwards through the islands so that when we came to
leave we would have the best possible slant to the wind for our
passage to Saba. Now we headed for the Northern-most point
of Virgin Gorda but couldn’t resist one last swim and lazy
lunch. Remembering advice given by Mike in Road Town we
ignored the many masts visible in Gorda Sound and threaded
our way down Eustacia Sound towards Deep Bay. This requires
some careful pilotage but once inside, Deep Bay itself is quite
clear and totally deserted. Mangroves reach down to the water
at the sides of the bay and at the head is yet another perfect little
beach. This one was quite deserted and apparently is reserved
for the guests of a nearby hotel! Later on in fact, one or two
people did appear but otherwise our solitude was undisturbed.

At 1700 hours we reluctantly roused ourselves from our
reverie and started the engine. By 1800 hours we were

Port Lonvilliers marina and hotel complex Photo: R. Lovegpwve
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rounding Paiaros Point at the North Easlern tip of Virgin Gorda
and tronl where we headed almost exactly South East for Saba,
8()n.m. away. To start with the wind was dead on the nose, but
mercifully light and with little sea. Within an hour, however, it
had backed to the East allowing us to hoist the main and just
lay our course on port tack. It was another magical night during
which the only excitement was caused by some truly wild roast
peppers which had found Iheir way into the spicy chicken dish
which was served on deck at 2030 hours. Red Stripe beers were
suddenly in great demand.

To arrive at Saba is to enter yet another world. It rises
steeply out of the sea on all sides with a permanent cap of cloud
obscuring the top of Mounl Scenery which is its highest point.
At dawn, as we approached, it looked particularly dramatic.
The wind had risen to 20 knots in the night and warm spray
was washing the side decks. There is a small harbour and
anchorage at Fort Bay on the Southern shore of the island but

they are totally unprotected and it didn’t take long to establish
that, in the swell that was running as we arrived, the moorings
were totally untenable. The alternative was to run back up the
Western shore beneath towering cliffs and anchor or moor
between The Ladder and Wells Bay. The whole area is part of a
marine National Park and once again the moorings are marked
by colour coded buoys which indicate who is allowed to use
them. We found an empty yellow buoy which is appropriate for
visiting yachts and settled down to breakfast.

So maybe this is the moment to muse on the ambience of the
various islands which we visited. None of them really
possesses an historic infrastructure of the sort that you would
find in Europe. There are no old or impressive buildings, no
museums, cathedrals or art galleries of note and if it wasn’t for
the delights of sun, sea and sand you would have to say that
there would be little to recommend lhem to the tourist. But
what does both link and distinguish them and what makes lhem
fascinating to the outsider is their colonial background. Of the
islands we visited Saint Martin and Sitint Barthelemy
(St. Barts) remain French and are actually part of the
Department of Guadaloupe, the Virgin Islands were British and
Saba and Sinl Maarten are part of the Dutch Antilles, and each
of these colonial powers has left its own indelible print. France
appears to make no apology whatever for being a colonial
power. The French way of life, clown to the last croissant, is
transported across the Atlantic and superimposed without
complaint. Whereas the British now look like reluctant
colonists, in recent times anxious to withdraw, and confused
about what their role should be. The local people who we met
in the British Virgin Islands were by’ and large welcoming and
the atmosphere was certainly much better than 1 have
encountered in some other former colonies. This may be
accounted for by the fact that in the Virgin Islands the British
gave land to local people who thus became the property owning
class. And what of the Dutch’? Their imprint somehow seems
less deep than the others. Perhaps their style was less assertive
or perhaps Saba, in particular, wlts so remote that it was simply
allowed to do its own thing. Whatever the reason, Sitba today is
charming, relaxed, and possesses an "other-worldlyness’" which
makes the effort of visiting it very worthwhile.

Our last port of call was to be Gustavia in St. Bart’s. As we
nosed our way out of Wells Bay at about 1200 hours, we
realised that the wind had piped up some more and backed
further, so that we now had a full scale beat on our hands. For a
couple of hours we gave it our best shot under full genoa and
reefed main but even if it was exhilarating sailing, we
reluctantly had to admit that we weren’t heading in the
direction that we wanted to go and once again turned on the
engine. As we arrived at the entrance to Gustavia at about 1730
hours we were met by a torrential rain squall which completely
blocked out all visibility. It only lasted about 20 minutes and

David Freeman. "Do not pass go, do not collect £100.’"
Photo: R. Lo~’<groi’e

was the first and last rain of the holiday so we could hardly
complain. By the time we were made fast, stern-to the
quayside, it was 1745 hours and particula,ly because it was
Saturday, 1 realised that it wlis pointless to even think about
customs and immigration. Instead 1 filled a boy’s glass with
rum and grapefruit juice and watched the world go by on the
quayside. St. Barfs is the playground of the rich and famous
and a major attraction for cruise liners. 1 wouldn’t want to live
there but it was ftln to visit.

Now we were heading home. At noon on Sunday we headed
out, bound tk~r St. Martin but couldn’t resist one last lazy swim
and lunch. We pulled into lie Fourche and dropped anchor close
by a police launch apparently crewed by gendarmes having a
day off. The snorkellers snorkelled, the snoozers snoozed and
the readers read but the peace of the afternoon was shattered
when a racing yacht under main alone zoomed into the
anchorage, came head to wind, and dropped anchor. At first it
all looked very efficient, but she carried her way a bit too far
and bumped into it small motor cruiser with a large family on
board. So Iar it all seemed like a minor incident but obviously
one French word bon’owed another and before you could say
"’Rule 69"" w~ices were raised, oaths exchanged and fisticuffs
had broken out, so that the unfortunate gendarmes had to
intervene to take names and restore the peace.

When we left the lie Fourche, we had our one and only
genuine trade wind sail. Under full main and genoa we romped
towards St. Martin at 7 knots on a broad reach but even so it
was dark when we again anchored at Marigot. The next day we
had a quick run ashore to clear immigration and also wandered
through the market which was set tip on the quayside and was
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bracing itself for the imminent
arrival of a cruise liner. For the
last time we weighed anchor and
headed back past Grand Case, past
Arise Marcel and past Tintamarre.
For some reason, it seemed much
more than two weeks since we bad
taken our first tentative steps from
Oyster Pond. This time we picked
our way through the breakers with
confidence and moored stern-to
like old hands.

Some notes on more serious
subjects:

(1) Travel: There are only two
realistic routes from Ireland to St.
Martin/Sint Maarten. One is with
KLM via Schipol and the other is
with Air France via Paris. The
latter may involve an overnight in
Paris which is included in the fare
but presumably will inw)lve some
additional expense.

The authorities in St. Martin
are clamping down very hard on

"’The trampoline kid"

vagrancy and that it is important to be able to tell the
immigration authorities on arrival the name of the yacht you are
travelling to and its exact location.

(2) Currency: U.S. dollars are accepted everywhere and there
is no need to carry anything else. Travellers cheques are
negotiated like cash and will be accepted in almost every shop.

(3) Charter: The best charter location would be the Virgin
Islands. One charterer whom we met suggested that charter
rates were much cheaper in the U.S. Virgin Islands (St.
Thomas) which we did not visit at all. If this is correct it would
be worthwhile investigating flights via New York or Florida.

(4) Spares/service: In St. Martin/Sint Maarten you could
safely leave a yacht unattended at the marinas at Oyster Pond or
Port Lonvilliers, but it seems that Philipsburg is the only major
place for repairs or servicing.

In the British Virgin Islands, Road Town Tortola, is the
obvious place for repairs or servicing but a yacht could be
safely left afloat or ashore at Spanish Town in Virgin Gorda.

A tip which we were given is that you will find skilled help
anywhere where there is a Moorings charter base.

(5) Security: We had no problems. Maybe we were lucky.
Most people padlocked their dinghies and outboards to the
jetties. We did sometimes, mostly in the larger towns.
Returning late to Shalini on our first visit to Marigot we met
two young French lads who wanted a lift out to their yacht.
They claimed that their dinghy and engine had been stolen the
previous night. The next night we put on our padlock!

(6) Customs/Immigrations: This is the major problern of the
area. Every time you enter or leave a jurisdiction you are

Photo: R. Lovegrove

supposed to register with the customs or immigration
authorities and sometimes with both. In some places like St.
Martin and Saba, the officials were efficient and quite pleasant
but it is still an enormous time commitment and more
importantly your itinerary must be planned to enter and leave
through a port where there is an immigration office. Hence our
return visit to Marigot. Sadly, in the British Virgin Islands, the
officials who we came up against were unhelpful, indolent and
surly. On arrival at Jost Van Dyke. I was not allowed to enter
the immigration office because I was not wearing a shirt and
had to sit on the step while Nick was kept waiting for ages by
the male and female official. When everything was finally
complete the male official inik)rmed Nick that there was a
payment due of $15.73. Neither of us had cash with us so I
rowed back to Shalini and got the exact amount in case there
was a problem over change. Fortunately I also brought some
additional cash with me because when Nick had paid the man,
the lady demanded a further 60 cents in respect of her services!

The problems on departure from Spanish Town, Virgin
Gorda were.

A useful tip which does save time is to prepare a printed
crew list containing the name, date of birth, place of birth,
nationality and passport number of each crew member before
leaving home. Bring plenty of copies with you. It saves writing
it out in longhand every time you arrive or depart.

Charter boats suffer a special levy and the American to
whom we spoke in Spanish Town had just been obliged to pay

the charter rate of $60 instead of the standard rate of $5.13 for a
private vessel. If they are interested in developing the tourist
industry, this is not the way to do it.
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St Kilda and on to Cuckoo Land

Bill Cuffe-Smith

TUESDAY 3 JUNE: At 0915 we departed from Bangor Marina
and hoisting sail it looked as though we would enjoy a brisk
beam reach up the Antrim coast. Our expectations were short-
lived, after half an hour the wind dropped and we started the
engine. The visibility was good but there was a blanket of cloud
which progressively bu,’nt off to give a warm afternoon basking
in the sunshine by the time we were abeam of the north east
corner of Rathlin.

By 1910 we were abeam Orsay Lighthouse on the south
west tip of Islay. However our progress at this stage received a
severe dent when being lulled by the tide tables showing only a
2 knot tide against us we assumed the Clyde Cruising Club’s
sailing directions reference to tide up to 8 knots meant close
inshore. In fact with hindsight we should have kept at least
10 miles ol+f this point and might have avoided the very strong
contrary tide which kept our speed over the ground down to
2 knots at times.

Eventually we shook ourselves free from the tide and made
good progress under a beautiful night sky. It was moto," sailing
all the way with a wind very light but mainly from the north.
By 0245 we had passed Skerryvore light, Maurice Butler and
George Larmoor taking the first watch from 2200. With the
beautiful conditions Maurice continued until 0345 before
calling Gerry Kavanagh and Robin McKelvey on watch. By
0800 we were abeam Barra Head and in the hot morning
sunshine the southern Outer Hebrides were a magnificent sight
as they basked in the brigbt sunlight.

WEDNESDAY 4 JUNE; With the conditions so favourable we
abandoned the half notion of going into Castlebay, Barra for a
rest and pursued our long held desire of making St Kilda. We
motor sailed throughout the day in lovely weather (and some of
the crew in the most peculiar looking sun hats and plastered in
sun lotion) and at about 1400 caught our first glimpse of St
Kilda. Instead of going ashore (having courteously informed St
Kilda Radar that we were approaching and asking them to
inform Belfast Coastguard that we had arrived) we decided to
avail of the superb conditions and carry out our
circumnavigation of St Kilda and Soay. The more ambitious
suggestion of a figure of eight manoeuvre was firmly rejected
when the skipper saw the narrowness of the passage between

Stac Soay and St Kilda.
We had been alerted to the importance of bird life on

St Kilda with the number of gannets and fulmars we had seen
at 20 miles off the group. However to actually see the vast
numbers on the water, in the air, and on the cliffs as we passed
was almost unbelievable.

At 1935 we anchored in Village Bay in 3 fathoms and ,just
inside a Jeanneau 35 fiom Leith. We had covered 226 miles in
33.5 hours. After a much appreciated supper of stew, the three
younger crew members went ashore to explore. They reported
to the National Trust Warden Stuart Murray who is an ardent
enthusiast about St Kilda and most interesting in his liberal
views on the life of the islanders. We joined the Puffin Club at

£1 per head which is customary and necessary to use the army

hostelry facilities on the island. We also visited the church and
Schoolroom and, thanks to George’s ingenuity in eventually
finding the master light switch, finally the Museum. All were
most interesting but having read up in advance of the visit it
made it easier to appreciate the significance.

THURSDAY 5 JUNE: The skipper rose at 0630 and observed that
the island was covered in mist and cloud and that the glass was
falling. I decided we had less than 24 hours to reach the safety
of Stornaway and announced we were leaving at 0700 to catch
the north-going tide. Our aim had been to explore the beautiful
Iochs on the west coast of Lewis, East Loch Roag and West
Loch Roag.

The wind was below 10 knots as we bore away from St
Kilda past Boreray and the massive Stac Lee off" it. It was motor
sailing again, this time in cold, grey conditions and poor
visibility. The lkwecast at 1355 dampened our spirits with
easterlies forecast force 3/4 increasing to 516 with the odd 7.
We abandoned our plans to explore Roag and headed on lkn"
Stornaway. The only relieving factor was that the weather
immediately improved and we cast longing eyes towards Roag
as we reached past the entrance at 1630.

We managed to carry tide, possibly a back eddy round the
notorious Butt of Lewis, but in the calm conditions the sea was
smooth. We rounded at 1915 and continued down the east coast
of Lewis to Stornaway. We negotiated the leading lights system
with some difficulty as the myriad of other lights around the
harbour made it confusing and tied up at a small 30 berth
Marina in the Inner Harbour at 0015.

FRIDAY 6 JUNE: A late start alter the previous day’s exertions
was fully appreciated by all. The skipper and Maurice went off
to arrange the Marina fees (£8 per day) and generally "’suss out
the town". The rest went off on a shopping trip to replace the
depleted stores. We arranged to take on diesel at 1430 when the
fishing boats had left the pier. Maurice rang home to say we
were safely in Stornaway as the surrounding areas were all

Leemara on a sunny morning in Ullapool Photo." R. McKelvey
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forecasting Force 7/8 gales. Stornaway was snug and the initial
heavy rain cleared by 1030. We wandered round Stornaway
which is quite a large and busy centre and dined ashore in the
County Hotel (good). We had on board in the ship’s library
Hamish Haswell-Smith’s Comprehensive Guide to Every
Scottish Island and it was fascinating to read about the history,
geology, etc. in advance of each island we visited.

SATURDAY 7 JUNE: With the forecast still poor we decided to
hire a car and see the island. We went to the local swimming
pool and had excellent showers. Then we set off for Port Ness
and the Butt of Lewis. Port Ness definitely cannot be
recommend with the south-westerly Force 5 raging into the
narrow man-made harbour. The Butt was dramatic but with the
tide being in the same direction as the wind, the steep overfalls
were absent. We then visited the Standing Stones at Callanish
and had lunch in the Visitors Centre there, before going on to
the Bronze Age Settlement at Bernera next to a beautiful sandy
beach. That evening we dined at the Royal Hotel, Stornaway
(very good) and were then disheartened by yet another poor
weather forecast for the following day with strong south-
easterlies 5/6 occasionally 7.

SUNDAY 8 JUNE: We decided to keep the hire car for a further
day because a Sunday is not the liveliest of days in Harris and
Lewis. Indeed literally everything is closed except the
churches. Frustrated from not seeing the islands by sea we
settled for the next best alternative - seeing it by four wheels.
What we were not quite prepared for were the hair raising
single lane switch-back roads on Harris. Robin is to be
congratulated in safely negotiating the complexities with only
one aberration of which no further mention can be made except
to say that a little Fiat Punto with five large well-fed men
aboard lies fairly close to her Plimsoll line! We headed South
and viewed the lochs on the East side of Lewis and then on to
Harris before turning at the Sound of Harris, seeing the
breathtakingly beautiful golden sands of Fraigh a Siar opposite
Taransat. It made the sea an unbelievable turquoise colour in

the shallows next to it. It was while we were enjoying a picnic
lunch near Scalpay at the entrance to East Loch Tarbert that we
heard the first of what were to be our many cuckoo calls during
the cruise.

MONDAY 9 JUNE: Rose early to hear the shipping forecast at
0555. All the surrounding areas were southerly veering south-
westerly 4/5. However Hebrides peculiarly was forecast to
reach Force 7 north of Tiree. We hastily amended our plans and
decided to head east for the Summer Isles instead of to North
Uist.

After filling our water tanks and taking on provisions we
cast off the Marina at 1030. We hoisted our sails when clear of
the inner harbour and had a boisterous and exhilarating close
reach in fresh conditions gusting up to 25 knots apparent and
recording up to 8.5 knots through the water. Gradually the wind
freed us to a reach and we made a fast passage helped by some
tide to Tanera Mor the largest of the Summer Isles where we
dropped anchor in 5 fathoms close to a small pier in the bay on
the North East side at 1530. Here we had a late lunch. A fierce
rain squall hit the anchorage with wind gusting up to 35 knots
just as we finished eating. We saw a yacht Locomotion which
we had earlier heard on the radio involved in an exercise with a
Marine Rescue helicopter entering the anchorage. Discretion is
the better part of valour and we decided Ullapool was a safer
bet as an anchorage in the prevailing conditions. We lifted our
anchor and headed for Lough Broom. We had another fast sail
to the entrance but here the wind headed us and we had to make
our way to Ullapool under engine. We made use of an empty
mooring buoy just off Lough Broom Yacht Club and moored at
1840. Ullapool exuded an air of prosperity and activity which
had been wholly absent in Stornaway. Clearly very much a
holiday location the houses had all been renovated and were
smartly painted and in good condition.

TUESDAY 10 JUNE: We woke to an idyllic June morning. In the
glassy calm and bathed in sunlight, Ullapool looked
magnificent. We headed off to the local swimming pool for

St. Kilda at last from Leemara Photo: R. McKelvey
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much needed showers and a swim. We picked up some fiesh
stores and then dropped off our moorings to explore further tip
Lough Broom. It really was a beautiful sight going four miles
up the Loch. We then set off lk)r Loch Ewe, which was the
gathering place for the Navy Arctic Convoys Force during the
Second World War. Under motor with little or no wind and
what there was of it proved the opposite direction to lhat
forecast. We exited Loch Broom at 1430 and anchored in
Poolewe Bay at the head of Loch Ewe at 1830. This was a
lovely quiet anchorage just off the famous gardens of lnverewe
owned by the National Trust for Scotland. After a meal aboard,
the "younger’" members of the crew made the mile journey
across the head of the Iough to the village pub. The ram came
on and we had a wet journey back to Leemara.

WEDNESDAY 11 JUNE: It was a dull and unencouraging
morning but we decided to proceed with our plan to make for
Loch Gairloch. Whilst having breakfast we heard our second
cuckoo calling.

At 1010 we raised anchor and moved out ahmg the southern
shore of Loch Ewe reaching the entrance at 1120, motor sailing
in the light north westerly wind. We reached the entrance to
Loch Gairloch at 1230 and continued up to the head of the Loch
and moored alongside a yacht Bixlinn from Badachro on time
opposite side of the Loch, Gerry, Robin and George went off to
the village of Gairloch about 2 miles away from the Pier, while
Bill and Maurice set about cleaning the non-return valves on
the pumps to the sumps of the two heads. Maurice went off to
view the waterfalls at Flowerdale thinking it was a lwo mile
walk there and back. He returned exhausted after finding it
nearer six miles (half o| it sharply uphill) and the falls when
reached, certainly not worth the effort. The skipper went for a
shorter walk and reported hearing a third cuckoo call.

We booked for dinner at the Old hm Hotel beside time bridge
at the head of the Loch (strongly recommended).

THURSDAY 12 JUNE: Another grey start to the day Maurice
having received the 0555 shipping forecast to hear of up to
Force 7 North Easterlies expected in Hebrides. With our
previous experiences we decided that the maximum we would
encounter would be Force 4 and decided to proceed with our
trip to Loch Torridon. Casting off at 1050 we molored after
vainly trying to keep to near 4 knots by goosewinging the
genoa on the spinnaker boom. We reached Loch Shieldaig

Staffa and caves

inside Loch Torridon and dropped anchor at 1345. Maurice and
Robin slipped ashore in the dinghy to purchase stores at an
excellent shop attlached to the hotel. However the weather
almost immediately turned nasty with grey mist and heavy rain.
After hmch on board we decided to omit Upper Loch Torridon
and at 1500 we made for Isle of Rona for time anchorage of
Acarsaid More (Big Harbour) towards the South of the island.
as we did not relish the full journey to Portree in the poor
conditions. In the end however the cross-wind conditions and
the rather hazardous entry into Acarsaid More which we
reached at 1725 convinced us after two altempts tha! we would
be better off in Portree.

Leaving Acarsaig at 1820 we made a fast passage recording
over 10 knots over the ground and arrived at Pomee at 1935.
With the continuing heavy rain we rigged the boom canopy
which allowed us to hang our oilskins to dry and settled into an
excellent meal of chicken curry cooked by Robin. Going ashore
raised no enthusiasm among the crew and we stayed aboard
hoping for a brighter morning.

FRIDAY 13 JUNE: Otlr hopes were not fulfilled - but why
should they have been on the ominous Friday 13th’? We woke
to high winds and incessant rain, though the skipper and Gerry
again heard our fourth cuckoo at dawn. The shipping forecast
indicaled Northerlies Force 517 but decreasing and the weather
becomin,, brighter and showers instead of the continuous rain.

Gerry, Robin and George got into their wet weather gear and set
off in the dinghy for Portree for a swim, shower and shopping.
Thank heavens for the boom cover which meant we had the
cockpit to dry wet oilskins. After a day aboard reading and
relaxing, we went ashore for an excellent dinner in The Royal
Hotel.

S.aTIRI)AY 14 Jt’sE: We rose at 0545 as Gerry was leaving and
had to calch the 0730 bus fronl Portree to Glasgow. The
lkwecast was not great but indicated a definite improving
situation with northerlies backing nesterly 5/6. We went ashore
for showers at the swimming pool which we had to ourselves as

time rest of the population were either involved in a Shinty
competition or the Skye half marathon la notoriously difficult
course with the first five miles up a steep climb). We did some
more shopping for provisions as the following day was Sunday.

At 114(/we slipped off our mooring and motored out of
Portree Loch into a Force 4/5. At the entrance we hoisted sail

and bore off down Raasay Sound
but had to keep the engine running
to re-char,,e our depleted batteries.
After half an hour we turned off
the engine and thereafter enjoyed
superb sailing conditions of fast
close and beam reaching all the
way to Plockton. We dropped
anchor off the slipway at 1510 and
after tidying ship went ashore. It is
a lovely situation and in the warm
bright sunshine it was close to
idyllic.

SUNDAY 15 JUNE: We awoke to a
perfect June morning with
Plockton bathed m time sunlight.
We raised anchor at 1040 and
headed under motor for the Kyles
of Loch AIsh. The,e was a slight
adverse tide but we wanted to
anchor lk)r lunch at Tetaig. We
passed under the new Skye
Bridge, at magnificent edifice busy
with traffic despite the much
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publicised protest against the high
tariff, and moored alongside a
Swedish yacht on the Pier at Loch
Alsh at 1200. Robin and Maurice
went off to inspect the Royal
Scotsman train which was
standing in the station and to
purchase a Sunday Times at the
only shop open in Loch Alsh on a
Sunday.

We dropped our warps at 1230
wishing the Swedes a good trip
and headed off under motor for
Totaig which we reached at 1340.
In the superb conditions we got
the cockpit table out and enjoyed a
lovely lunch in the open gazing at
Loch Duiach and the wonderful
Eileen Donnan Castle on the far
shore and while we ate heard our
fifth cuckoo call.

At 1440 we raised anchor and
made our way back to the entrance
to the Narrows and the Sound of
Sleat. We broke out the genoa and
made 7 knots through the water

Leemara at Loch Eathama, Eigg

with a small tide of 1 knot against us. The wind turned light and
contrary in the confines of the Narrows but freshened as we
made our way down the Sound of Sleat. Eventually it headed us
and we were left with a long very close haul at 30 degrees
apparent in order to fetch Loch Scresort on Rum. We noticed
that since 1991 it has reverted to the ancient form of its name.
Sir George Burroughs who purchased it in the late 19th Century
had altered it to Rhum, but "Rh" is not found in the Gaelic
language. It was a lovely sheltered anchorage in the prevailing
westerly and we anchored at 2000 and had dinner. A trip ashore
followed but not before we had yet again heard the clear and
unmistakable sound of another cuckoo’s call, our sixth. The
river flowing into the head of Loch Scresort was amazingly
large for an island river and Kinloch Castle is quite unusual and
large. The lovely woods around Kinloch make it a most
attractive setting, but the gardens themselves are formed not on
native Rum soil, but on soil imported from Ayrshire by Sir
George Burroughs.

MONDAY 16 JUNE" Our start was delayed as our anchor fouled
on a large 2001b fisherman anchor with heavy chain to match.
Fortunately the anchor winch had brought it to the surface and
in time honoured fashion we were able to secure a heavy line
around it, and then drop our own anchor away from it.
Departing at 1035 it was a glorious June day with a lovely 12
knot sailing breeze and we bore away on a close reach for Eigg.
At 1230 we renegotiated our way carefully through the North
Entrance to Eileen Castle Harbour and picked up a mooring.
Robin and Maurice climbed some hundreds of feet up to the
Piper’s Cairn and found the panoramic vista quite breathtaking.
In the superb visibility half the Inner and Outer Hebrides were
visible and the mountains of Rum, Skye and the Mainland
looked magnificent in the strong sunlight. We inspected the
new standing stone memorial erected to commemorate the
purchase of Eigg by the local community after years of friction
with the owner. We had missed the ceremony by a few days.

Back on board we cast off at 1500 and left via the South
Entrance, a much safer passage. With the fading wind we had to
motor sail to Loch Eatharna and anchored off the pier. On the
journey we not only spotted some porpoises, but also a much
larger creature. Opinion on board was divided between a
basking shark or some kind of small whale. The anchorage was

Photo: R. McKelvey

crowded with fourteen yachts and all the Visitors Moorings
were taken. It was a lovely evening the sea a glassy calm, and
yes, you have guessed it already, we heard our seventh
cuckoo’s call just after we had anchored. After a meal aboard
we went ashore to stretch our legs and see the village of
Arinagour.

TUESDAY 17 JUNE: It was another glorious morning and we
were excited that our proposed visit to Staffa and Iona would
almost certainly be possible in the conditions. We left at 1000
and motored with the genoa for some miles before the light 8
knot southerly wind disappeared. We went through the
extraordinary looking Treshmish Isles and on to Staffa. We
went round the south side of the island which looked
magnificent in the strong sunlight and saw the huge caverns
including Fingal’s Cave. With the flat calm conditions boats
from the mainland were arriving crowded with sightseers at
£ 10 per head. We anchored off the .jetty in 9 fathoms and let out
20 fhthoms of chain. Maurice, George and Robin went off in
the dinghy as we thought it preferable to leave one person on
board even in the good conditions. They went right into
Fingal’s Cave and touched the far end. It was quite tricky
because even in the calm there was still a substantial swell. Bill,
Robin and George repeated the trip while Maurice stayed
aboard. While they were inside the cave an RAF jet flew at low
level over the island. It reverberated very loudly in the cave and
it gave them a start as they thought the roof of the cave was
falling in.

Back aboard we got out the cockpit table and had lunch al
fresco. At 1440 we raised anchor and motored in a very light
southerly wind towards Iona Sound and anchored well inshore
half way between the Cathedral and the Free Presbyterian
Church. Robin, George and Maurice went ashore. Again bathed
in the afternoon sunlight Iona looked beautiful. We went back
aboard and tried to raise our anchor. It was stuck firmly round a
heavy mooring chain and we could not raise it more than a few
feet off the seabed. Fortunately the prudent approach in always
having a tripping line paid off handsomely and pulling hard on
the tripping line instantly freed our anchor and we were under
way at 1800.

We had intended to anchor overnight in Tinker’s Hole at the
southern end of Iona Sound and on the opposite side to Iona
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Leemara’s unwelcome catch at Loch Scresort, Rum
Photo." R. McKeh’ev

itself. However a tbrecast of Force 4/5 and possibly 6 South
Westerly did not make Tinker’s Hole an inviting proposition
and so in a glassy calm we motored on to Scalasaig on
Colonsay. At 2000 we tied up alongside the pier outside two
other yachts with two more on the berth ahead. There are only
two berths so it is a rather restricted operation.

WEDNESDAY 18 JUNE: We woke to strong winds I’rom the
South and heavy rain. The rain soon cleared and we se! about
filling our depleted water tank. The day brightened and we
decided to make for Craighouse on Jura which would provide
greater shelter in Southerly winds. We cast olT at 1500 not
before hearing our eighth cuckoo call and worked our tide right
up the Sound of lslay where we recorded over l I knots over the
ground. We reached Craighouse at 1840 and tied up to a
Visitors Buoy. We decided to eat ashore in the Jura Hotel where
we had an excellent meal in the bar at a reasonable price.

THURSDAY 19 JUNE: After a lengthy debate on tides and the
correct time to leave Craighouse, we decided it was 1400, four
and a half hours before LW: but the time between LW and HW
Dover was only 4 hrs 38 rains so the favourable tide was
restricted. We decided to stem the tide to Ardmore Isles at the
corner of lslay in order to have the advantage of the tide in the
North Channel. We went ashore after breakfast and had hwely

showers at £1 per head behind the Jura Hotel. Back aboard
after a good lunch and our ninth cuckoo call we cast off at 1350
and motor sailed into a light southerly wind. The conditions
were pleasant with some sunshine but cold and to make matters
more inconvenient our Autopilot started to play up so we had
to helm.

In retrospect we would have been better to have left an hour
earlier as we had to stem some incoming tide off Bull Point on
the west side of Rathlin, but round the point we had the tide up
to Church Bay. Rathlin Harbour had changed dramatically
since our previous visit some years earlier. Two large stone
breakwaters had been created on top of the old Bow reel" and a
deep passage had been created through it. So there are no more
problems with finding the right line to go through the gap, you
simply round the end of the northerly breakwater and head for
the harbour. The lowest depth we recorded was 8 foot in the
harbour .just after LW. We tied up alongside the south pier at
2000. It is a shame that the harbour is not kept in a tidier state -
with boats moored in a less higgledy piggledy fashion it could
provide twice the number of berths alongside. We also learned
subsequently that there are new leading lights red / white /
green situated at the back of the harbour nearly opposite the
end of the north pier. We ate our last hearty dinner aboard and
then repaired ashore to sample the local pub’s entertainment.

FRIDAY 20 JUNE: We made a very early start to catch the tide,
rising at 0540 and casting off at 0600. In the light southerly
wind which increased we had to motor sail. We certainly had a
mighty tide under us and tied up against the fuel berth at
Bangor Marina at 1125 giving us an average ground speed of
8.5 knots. Again it was cold but bright conditions with the
cloud building to the south. It was clearly going to be a very
wet afternoon. We were snugly moored in our marina berth
enjoying a bacon and egg lunch by the time the conditions
deteriorated and the heavy rain set in. So ended our memorable
and most enjoyable 1997 cruise to "’cuckoo land".

SUMMARY

JUNE 3RD - 20Tn

PASSAGE ENG. SAIl. MILES
I Bangor/St Kilda + around salne 34.5 - 226
2 S! Kilda / Storna’aay via Butt of Lewis 13.5 3.5 II 2
3 Slornaway / Summer Isles 0.5 5 23
4 Summer l~les / Ullapool 1.5 1 11
5 t!llapool / Loch Ewe and Loch Broom 6 20
6 l.och Ewe / Loch GaMoch 4 - 23
7 [.och Gairloch / Locln "IR~rridon 17.5
8 Loch Torl-idoll / Rolla 4 3.5 17
9 Rona / Portree I0

I 0 Portree / Plockton I 2.5 21
I I Plockmn / Lochalql 1.5 8
12 Loehalsh/Loeh Dutch (’l~taig) 1 7
13 I.och Dutch / Loch Scresorl (Rum) 3 2 39
14 Loch Scresorl / Eigg 0.5 2 34
15 Eigg / Coil 4 21
16 Coil / Stalla 14
17 Staffa / Iona 4 1 6.5
I 8 Iona / Cohmsay 22
19 Colonsay / Craighouse 3.5 24

20 (’raighouse / Rathlin 6 40
2I Rathlin / Bangor 5.5 46

TOTAL 85 29.5 742

OVERAI.I. AVERAGE: 742 nautical mls. in 109.5 hrs. = 6.5 kts.
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Red Velvet’s Iberian Odyssey

Paul Butler

I n 1993 I met Brian Hegarty and others on Oleander ~fHowth
one lunchtime in May on Ilas Cies. I was in the middle of

one of my usual Whit return cruises; they were continuing on to
the Mediterranean. As readers know, Oleander is still there and
has enjoyed many wonderful cruises. The germ of a plan grew
slowly since then and by last Christmas I devised a three year
scheme. Utilising my Whir, Summer and (later) Easter
vacations, this year was to consist of a Whir passage down to
Gallacia and cruise as far as the Algarve followed by a gentle
cruise into the Mediterranean and up to and around the
Balearics.

Crew as far as Lisbon consisted of old hands Don McCarthy,
Nicholas Butler, David Beattie, John Finlay and self.

On Friday 9th May we left Dun Laoghaire. The wind was
S/SE 4 and we commenced by motorsailing under main only
(what’s new!). By 18.00 we had Wicklow Head abeam and,
shortly later, the B.B.C. was offering a forecast of W 4/5
backing S/SW 5/7. The prospects of yet another trash all the
way to Spain so lowered our spirits that it took a serious inroad
into the bond to revive them. After dinner and some sailing, the
midnight 48 forecast offered no better.

On Saturday morning we ploughed on and by 11.00 we were
sailing with fully reefed main and 1/3 genoa in an SW 6/7. We
were soon unable to hold our course for La Coruna and by mid
afternoon all decided that we deserved a rest and altered course
for Milford Haven. By 20.00 we arrived at Milford Haven. We
picked up a mooring, enjoyed a long dinner aboard and slept
the sleep of the just!

On Sunday when we slipped our mooring, the wind was still
on the nose but had moderated to 5/6. Later the wind freed
sufficiently to allow us to maintain course for Longships LH
sailing fully reefed.

Next morning we put the engine on to enable us to make
sufficient weather to clear Longships which we had abeam
some four hours later. Shortly thereafter the B.B.C. was
offering more of the same, SW 5/6 backing S 4. At this stage

Calvet - Porto Photo: Our host

our Aumhelm packed in. The arm was not functioning; the
manual gave no hint as to how it could be taken apart and
simply advised returning it for service. A great help. In any
event, a combined effort succeeded in opening the instrument.
It transpired that the flush fitted retaining pin which retained
the inside rotating arm had severed. David machined a split pin
to replace it. We all held our breath as David delicately applied
a hammer and spike to the split pin. The relief was palpable
when it was secure and flush in place. I have passed on our
knowledge to two grateful skippers already. Why do people
(most) who design and manufacture equipment for offshore
yachts assume that they are in port sufficiently long to send
goods for service’?

As we approached Spain it became clear that we would
make landfall at La Coruna during the night of the 15th May
and, so, we decided instead to cover further ground and round
Cabo Villano at about dawn. Just before we made our landfall
we were visited by some playful dolphins for about fifteen
minutes. We were alongside in Camarinas at 08.00 on the
morning of the 16th.

Camarinas I know of old. The two pontoons remain, but
instead of berthing alongside now, they have provided lazy
lines to lie bow or stern to. Our welcome from the Club Nautico
was as good as we have learned to expect. Our favourite
restaurant had closed but we were directed to a small tapas bar.
Here we had a veritable feast of pulpo, calamara and many
other simple delights accompanied by local wine. In the end the
patron surpassed the local custom of giving us a (nameless)
strong drink - he put the bottle on the table and, noting our
warm appreciation, then another! I slept for the afternoon and
feel myself unable to describe dinner which, I was told by our
one non-drinking crew, was great.

On Saturday 17th May we left Camarinas at 10.30. The
wind was SW mainly 3/4 enabling us to sail most of the way
down, around Cabo Finisten-e and into Muros where we arrived
at 17.00. Muros has changed since my last visit in 1993 in so
far as a long pontoon has been thoughtfully provided for yachts
in the inner harbour. It was quite congested with yachts and
fishing boats, but we lbund space outside two other yachts.
Muros is one of my favourite ports in this part of the world. It is
a typical fishing town, has most facilities, great food and is
unspoilt. An ideal port in which to enjoy our first full rest day.

We left Muros early on Monday. At first we had a NW 5 but
it soon went into the west and increased to 27 knots gusting 37.
A lively sail to Ilas Cias followed. It was, however, much too
windy to anchor. There was, in any event, little point in doing
so - beautiful although the place is, it was cold, windy and
deserted. Alter half an hour we left and had a very lively sail to
Bayona with, in the end, thirty knots blowing from astern.
Bayona was chosen not just because it saved us a diversion
eastwards, but because it boasts one of the best Paradors that I
know. We arrived alongside the diesel pontoon at 17.30, filled
up and were told that we could stay there for the night as we
intended to leave in the morning. While Don and I were
enjoying a drink and contemplating dinner, Nick and John got
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the bad news that the Parador was closed lk}r iefLnbJshment. In
the event, after a stroll around the town, we had what turned out
to be an excellent dinner in Re,waHrante (,1 Mo,~ctm.

So revived and confident were we after dinner that we
decided to overnight to Porto. We left at 02.30 on the morning
of the 20th. The wind had moderaled considerably and there

were very heavy showers. We managed only three out of 1()
hours under sail. By 13.30 we were crossing the bar at the
entrance. Fortunately, we got the tide right and had a wonderful
sail tip the river into the heart of the city ,just below the bridge
on the Cats da Estil’a. It is an excellenl location with the Police

John’s late night offshore swim Photo: Dat’id Beattie

and Customs building just beside. In summer, however, I
would imagine that conditions could well become untenable
with a number of yachts as the combined tide and current can
rUll at 7 knots.

On we spend much of the morning visiting the Calvet port
premises. We were given a priwite tour followed by tasting, all
of which cured hangovers and awakened the taste buds for the
luncheon that was to follow. As 1 write, I have mislaid the
name of our restatirant, it is, however, situated on the north side
of the river approximately half way between our berth and the
bridge, h would be worth a considerable detour. After lunch,
we visited more of this historic city. As we were by now getting
used to the idea of sailing by night and seeing as much of the
land as possible by day, we departed on the end of the tide at
20.30. As we crossed the bar the wind was in the SW force 2.
We hove to at 23.15 for John who had being promising himself
a swim: 1 noted the position as 40.53.17N, 08.47.57W. We
made an otherwise uneventful 64 mile passage with much
motoring. By 08.00 we were checking in with the Gaurda
Fiscal at Figueira da Foz who gave us a great welcome and
even suggested a berth on the new marina where the port might
not <,et arotlnd to charging us. Of course we paid! This town
lies on the N side of Rio Monde,q,o. Portugal’s longest river. It is
a large, mostly modern, town but the old town with its tree
lined squares and large covered market makes it well worth a
visit: at least, outside the high season.

The next stop, being Lisbon where a crew change was to
take place, dictated yet another (our ninth) night passage. 1 do
not know how my fl’iends put tip with all of this. For me it was
easy because for the first time, save fl)r around h’eland
circumnavigations, every mile 1 travelled I knew I would not be
retracing my steps for at least two years: further I was heading
for the fleshpots of the Mediterranean. We departed at 23.00
and, as we left the river, the wind was SE2, so, yet again, we
were forced to motor with main only. Overnight the wind
shifted into the S 617 and gusty in rain. It was not until 15.30
that we could, at last, sail in comfort as we cleared Cabo Raso
and laid off for the Rio Te, ia and Lisbon. By 18.30 we were
bucking the beginning of the ebb in the river as we entered the
Doca do Born Sucesso in a very strong cross tide. This marina,
the first on the north side of the river lies between Torre de
Belem, an ornate and carefully preserved Manueline lortress
and a prominent monument to Henry the Navigator resembling
a ship’s prow. Thanks to excellent onboard communications
(mobile phones, I am ashamed to admit), Gerry Godsell and
Frank Dillon awaited us on tile pontoon. We took one of the
only available berths where we enjoyed drinks with Gerry,
Frank and lone U.S. yachtsman, Bill Trescott from the yacht
Frea,~tt#’e aml Plea,vm’e of Sergeant, Texas. Than evening we
chanced upon Vela Latim~ restaurant close by on the W side of
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At rest - Vilamaura Photo." Paul Butler

the marina. Here we ate what was, undoubtably the best dinner
of the cruise so far. Such was its success that we booked lk)r the
following evening when we were to be joined by our last
replacement crew, John Peart.

Alter a superb dinner and drinks aboard we bade our fond
and sad farewells to Don, David, Nick and John Finlay.

We left Lisbon at 09.30. The wind was SW 6/7 and we
motored as far as Cabo Espicell where glorious sunshine broke
out and we were able to sail off the wind fo," Sesimbra where
we arrived at 14.30.

On Monday 26th May the wind was back again in the SSW
blowing 6. We left at 09.30 and motored for most of the 35
miles to Sines. This is an old town with a new marina and
plenty of good local restaurants. Here we met, amongst othe,’s,
the owner of the Norwegian yacht Mira which had .just been
arrested and had a wire placed through its rudder because it had
spent three days more than six months in the EC. I do suspect
that it was mostly his fauh in that he could easily have left EU
waters for a few hours and re-entered and, in any event, he had
voted against joining the EU! We also met an English couple
who had arrived 15 months earlier; both were very skilled, she
in sail, awning and cover making and he in serious wood and
glass fibre work. There were able to live there in comfort
charging their labour at the equivalent of about 1R£4 each per
day. The wind was a gentle 4 but blowing from the south as we
motor sailed most of the way to Cape St. Vincent. It was a
glorious sunny morning and we were surprised to see many
fishermen high up on the cliffs with long rods. Soon we were
sailing along the west of the Algarve on a glorious broad reach
and I found myself silently thanking poor Don, Nick, David
and John for going through such relative misery to make all this

possible. By afternoon we were in the excellent marina at
Lagos. It was Gerry’s birthday, the marina (they learned of it
from his passport) presented him with a burgee and we had
champagne on ice aboard followed by a great dinner in
Restaurante O Galeao (tel. 763909 - well worth booking).

We remained in Lagos next day and Gerry and Frank took a
train to Lisbon to catch a flight home. The lesson learned is that
it cost John a fraction more to fly out to Lisbon and back from
Faro.

On Friday 30th, having cleared customs (in the south you
have to clear in and out during office hours) John and I motored
the 27 miles to Vilamoura on a totally fiat sea. I had arranged a
haul out the following morning for stowage during June and
July when some of us have to work. John caught his flight at
about midday and I stayed (in an apartment arranged by the
marina) so that ! could spend the day stowing and doing such
things as putting tinfoil inside the ports.

On Friday 1st August, accompanied by spouse, Noirin,
daughter, Cliodhna and friend from the Shannon, Tom
Dennehy, 1 arrived in Vilamaura (via Faro). We found Red
Velvet in perfect order and the pre-booked re-launch went
perfectly. We went to a berth and spent Saturday and Sunday
morning stowing and generally preparing for the rest of the
cruise.

I am very glad that I heeded the good advice of Damien
Offer of Malahide Marina who had told me to make all
arrangements in writing. I did so by fax and agreed a price.
When checking out of the marina, their computer insisted that
we owed more than twice the agreed price. Production of copy
faxes, however, solved the problem immediately. I should add
that lsolete Correia, Commercial Director of the marina, went
out of her way to help and welcome us at all times.

We finally left Vilamoura and had a very pleasant 93 mile
passage, mostly sailing, to Cadiz. In the early hours of the
morning, about fourteen miles oft’shore, I spent about an hour
dodging through a fleet of fishing vessels.

The sailing directions said that this very old city, though
fascinating, is not very convenient for yachts. We found it to be
both convenient (if one does not insist on walking and takes a
very cheap 5 rain. taxi ride into the heart of the city) and one of
our best ports of call. So much so that we spent a further rest
day there enjoying the fine architecture, streets with awnings
and wonderful food. Noirin and [ also took a taxi to the
Instituto Hidrografico (Tolosa Latour 1) in order to purchase
Spanish charts. We arrived at 08.30 at what turned out to be a
Naval establishment and were escorted across a parade g,ound
into a building where we were greeted with the greatest
courtesy. The charts are excellent and larger and about two-

thirds the price of Admiralty charts. I regret not having bought
a full set of Mediterranean charts while we were there.

Wednesday morning 6th August was glorious. We left at
07.30, the wind was in the NW 4 and as soon as we were out
around the headland we were goose swinging with a poled out
genoa. By 13.00 we had Cape Trafalgar abeam and by 18.30 we
were entering Tarifa. This was an old town that I very much
wanted to visit. The wind, however, come around to the SW 516
and conditions were untenable at the only place available for us
to berth alongside the west mole. The rest of the harbour was
reserved for commercial and fishing vessels. We left after half
an hour and with the tide and permanent 3 knot east going
current (caused by evaporation in the Mediterranean) under us
we averaged 9.7 knots over ground for the 17 mile passage to
Gibraltar.

Over the past year I have read much criticism in the yachting
press of the bureaucracy of Portuguese and Spanish authorities
in dealing with visiting yachts. I am told that it is an effort to
combat the drugs trade and I approve. These same writers could
well note, however, that before one can anchor or take a berth
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in Gibraltar one has to go separately through Immigration,
Police and Customs. For the same reason, I do not complain.
Having cleared these, we tied up at May’s Marina where
passports had, yet again, to be presented. The marina has
excellent facilities and charged only £6.32 for the night.

On Thursday after breakfast, shopping and filling up with
diesel (20p per [itre), we departed and motored in very wet
conditions out past Pta, Europa when we were able to sail with
the same wind behind us in a very flat sea (protected by the
Rock) up to Puerto de Sotogrande where we tied up at 16.30.

Having taken ice on board (this was to become a once or
twice daily routine) the following morning, and motored in a
fiat cahn to Puerto Cobopino. Here we were hailed by the HM
who warned of silting in the entrance. We. therefore, proceeded
on to Fuengirola where the HM was kind enough to allow us to
slay at the head of the pontoon for the evening. This was
serious lager lout tenitory. The less said of it, the better.

Saturday, yet again, there was no wind, but it was an
otherwise glorious clear day with an air temperature of 32C
(sea about 25C). At I 1.30 we were ,just east of Malaga about 5
miles out when we were joined by what must have been about
100 dolphins, many with their young. They played around Red
Veh,el for about 15 minutes. The general feeling of well-being

that these sea mammals leave with us humans never ceases to
amaze me! We stopped for a swim - as we got out, two sharks
appeared close by; nothing could have convinced us thai it
would have been safe to get in again! We arrived at Marina del
Este. This is to he highly recommended: tucked away with no
high rise buildings with excellent facilities for ,just 3,000 pts.
(about £14) for two nights.

Sunday morning we look a taxi to the bus station at
Ahnarcecar. Our driver, however, persuaded to accept his
services for the whole day at a very reasonable rate. He drove
us, with a stop for late breakfast, to Alhambra. Here we spend
aboul four hours touring this fascinating Moorish capital
followed by a leisurely lunch. On the return journey our driver,
Jose, took the even more scenic route over the spectacular
Sierra Nevada. We stopped high up for cofl’ee and drinks in the
cool air where we could even see snow.

On Monday we left at 08.20. It was not until I 1.00 that the
wind got up to 213 and we were, for the first time this cruise,
able to hoist the spinnaker. It was so hot by 14.00 that, while

retaining the spinnaker, we dropped the main to enable us to rig
the awning. Our speed was much reduced but it was well worth
while and we arrived feeling well at Puerto de Adra.

On Tuesday we motored, with no wind, the entire 46 miles
to Puerto de San Jose. This was, without doubt, the cleanest
marina that I have ever visited.

Next day we left at 10.00 but it was not until 12.00 that there
was sufficient wind to sail. It lasted only two and a half hours
and we motored the rest of the way to Puerto de Garrucha
which we found to be enjoying a week long Fiesta.

Thursday 14th, we motor sailed in a NE 4 on the nose some
43 miles to Cartagena where there is an excellent new marina,
but facilities have not yet been completed: showers are in a pre-
fab. building and there is no ice available.

On Saturday we left at 07.30. The wind (3) did not free
sulTiciently until 14.00 to allow us to sail the remainder of the
56 mile passage to Santa Pola. This is a very good town with an
excellent marina and restaurants.

On Sunday morning we made the short hop across to Isla de
Tabarca. This is obviously a very popular venue ti)r day sailors
and too/o." yachts flom Alicante and Santa Pola. It was
crowded. Nevertheless, we anchored in crystal clear water and
enjoyed lunch and swims until we set sail for Alicante.

Alicante, a great city, certainly has the best large marina that
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Large visitor (Yacht ,%rama) Morayra Photo. Noirin Butler
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I have visited. It even has fingers on the pontoons, something
almost unknown in this part of the Mediterranean. Heretofore,
showers had been a mixed blessing; its was so hot when one got
out that one felt sticky again. Alicante, however, boasts air
conditioning in the showers! Alicante was also chosen because
Tom had booked a night flight back from here.

Monday morning, alter breakfast ashore and banking, we
left at 11.30. There was no wind and we motored with both the
awning and the wind, coop (a godsend purchased at the London
Boat show) rigged. At 15.33, camera in hand pointing at the

GPS we crossed the Meridian of Greenwich (another "first" for
me). We were in Morayra by 16.30. This is an excellent marina
with good swimming off the breakwater. Soon we were joined
by the yacht Surama, LOA 71 metres and beautifully
proportioned. My old friend Laura Branigan, who now lives in
nearby Javea, telephoned and arranged to join us. She asked
where we were and was not satisfied with the description of
"beside a very large yacht". She had no difficulty finding us!
Laura, daughter Rebecca and friend Kevin joined us for dinner
ashore.

On Tuesday, alter swims and breakfast, Laura and Rebecca
joined us and we departed at 12.30. The wind was just about
2/3, but as we only had 13 miles to cover we had a gentle sail to
Javea. Much to Laura’s disappointment, the Club Nautico
reluctantly agreed to accommodate us for one night only and at
the outrageous (for this area) charge of 3,500 pts. We adjourned
to Laura’s house where we enjoyed her pool, went out to dinner
and spent the night in real beds.

fJ
Late night seamanship class Nick & Fiona Photo." Paul Butler

On Wednesday had a dental appointment in Javea and
Cliodhna and I motored the 6 miles around Cabo de San
Antonio to Denia. There is a superb marina here now and the
charges are reasonable, so much so that I considered booking in
for the winter as it is conveniently located about midway
between airports at Alicante and Valentia. There were booked
out. The town is very good with excellent restaurants and a well
stocked chandler nearby. Thursday, we spent yet another rest
day here.

At 07.20 on Friday 22nd, having been joined by Laura,
Rebecca and fellow and Deirdre Leonard (who sails on Lindos,
I.C.C.), we left. There was little wind and we motored for most
of the 60 miles to San Antonio on Ibiza. Yes, Ibiza is
everything the press says about it and more.

Saturday was very similar. We motored 8 of the 10 hours

around the north of 1biza and across to Santa Ponsa, Mallorca.
Although there appeared to be plenty of room, we were curtly
told that they could not accommodate us. A blessing, because
we found a perfect anchorage just off shore in sand to the east
of the marina. So clear was the water that, getting in for a swim
overboard the following morning, 1 suffered vertigo.

On Sunday morning, I had breakfast ashore with Laura,
Rebecca and Deirdre, who where to take a taxi to catch the
morning ferry from Palma to Denia (via lbiza). Thereafter we
motored in a fiat calm around to Puerto Cala Nova (Palma).
There was nobody in charge there on Sunday, so we could not
shower and had to tie up alongside what gave appearance of a
diesel quay (it had a pump marked "diesel") too far away from
the water supply. We were consoled, however, by a great
afternoon and evening in the old part of Palma where we dined

well and discovered a cocktail establishment, Accoma, situated
in a very old city palace that defies description by this simple
scribe.

Monday morning the 25th the marina office opened at 09.00.
We were charged 3,600 pts. for the privilege of what they
described as "’parking". No showers were offered and we were
told that diesel was not available to visitors. Rain, thunder and
fork lightening prevented our departure until 12.00. The wind
died and we were, again, forced to motor the 46 miles to Puerto
Colom. This is an excellent town with a good and most
welcoming marina. It was however, expensive, 4,600 pts. for
the night and we got a winter quote that more than twice
exceeded the very efficient marina at Puerto Alcudia where we
were ultimately to stay.

Tuesday we had a glorious spinnaker run, though with
plenty of gybing, up and ahnost into Cala Rajada. About two
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nlile~ outside ~o were [lit be cl sudden and severe electric
storm. Cliodhna stowed the sphulaker, though I would not let
her touch the pole, and we stood ol:f for the half ht)ur thai it
took tile weather to clear, as if nolhhlg had happened save that
there was I:looding ashore and tile harbour was full of dust and
illud washed in. Ritjada is ;.ill Jill (]ernl:in tourist t‘‘)Wll, well
reflected in the lk)od alld the pricing of goods in D i11arks.

The following day, vve were able to sail for most of the 22
miles to Puerto Pollellsa. The Club Nautico did llOt allswer oil
the VHF. This was forltlnatc :is ,ae tied tip al the COlllnlelcial
"’Moll Transit" which had most facilities lit 2.000 pts. per day,
as opposed Io 6.0()0 at the Club, a considerable sa\,illg ,,)’+el tile
five days that we were it+ stay there. We stayed, with only the
occasional day sail, because friends \yore there on Iloliday.

Cliodhna, having returned home vili Palma for her new
school year, Noirin and I found that we would be alone for the
next two weeks. In an effort to shorten this log, 1 shall not
describe this period in delail. As we were to meet Nick and
Fioria in Pollensa on the 13th September, we decided on a lap
of honour around Mallorca. We spend a leisurely 13 clays
circumnavigating clockwise, mostly sailing with the wind
following us around from behind, visiting seven ports and
anchora<,es Hiehliehts were Andralx, where we found a
wonderful restaurant, C+l.~a Galicio, and Seller on the NW. We
retunled to Pollensa oil the 12th September at 15.30.

On Saturday evening, Nick and Fiona arrived.
Sunday 14th September, our silver wedding anniversary,

was one of the only dull days this trip. It was overcast and the
wind was on the nose 516. We left at 12.30 and motorsailed Jill
of the 35 miles to Ciudadela on Menorca. As we arrived lit
l g.00, the weather cleared and was to remain so for our

circumnavigation. This is a wonderful old town. full of liD.
unspoiled and rich in history.

Monday we spent more lime in the town, and lelt at 15.()1).

the wind blowing a gentle 314 flom the NE. We had a very
pieasatlt sail :lrOtll/d t‘‘) Cal,tl Saii Oalanda on the south of the
island. Ahhough this is a highly developed resolI, the bay is
beautiful. We anchored in salld, sw,tinl and had ,till excellent
dinner ashore.

On Tuesday, after bleakfilst lind shopping ashore, ‘+‘+e left
and anchored in Gala Covas. Here pre-hisloric caves abound.
This is the most important talayotic necropolis in Minorca. The
caves, there are about ninety of them, were I’irst used/’~u burials

and were later inhabited. They now house new age hippies.
Here we had lunch and wenl snorkclling. We then sailed most
of the way to Mahon. ~’t_" lied tip al Pedro’s Boutvard Marina at
19.00. Here, in a Iown house in the heart of the oily, we found a
truly great restaurant; Pilaf (tel.: 366817).

Oil tile 17ih we left at 12.00 and. after clearing tile headland,
sailed in a NE 4 aroul/d to Pornells on the N. coast. They have a

new marina. Showers are nol vet installed, but are available in a
nearby ca|kS.

Tllursday. another glorious day, the wind was NE 2/3, wc
were able it) sail Jill but one hour of tile 20 mile passage alonB a
spectacular coastline aroulld to Ciudadela. Here, on a
recolnlllendation from Maholl, \~<e foulld allother groat
resl:ltlr:.tnt. (.+rl[O l# tJ#’IIC/! in a cove of tile same name just it short
taxi ride out. The owner, a French lady, insisted thal we have u

The Sihcr Wcdding Anniversary - late

bottle o1 champagne :is we strolled down to the sea before
dinner.

Friday was a t]at calm day. We left at 10.45, stopped outside
while Nick and Fiona swum and motored ,till of the 35 miles to
Puerto do Alcudia. Here, by prior arrangement, wc were hauled
out the following morning. This was another Ilighly efl:icienl
operation, we stowed and returned to Dublin via Pahna and
Barc¢lolla.

In gill we had covered some 2,31 I miles and \is:ted 44 ports,
some more than once. I look forward it) going further east next
Easter!

Some lessons learned: Tills was my first time sailing in these
waters. Essential requireulents, all of which we came with or
ulthnately gel are a u’inU,vcoop, mosquito netting, insect
repellents, anti-histamine tablets, after bite h)tions, a good sun
awning, 12 volt oscilh.iling fan, cotton sheets and up to four
litrcs of drinking waler per person per slay.
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Roving in Romist

Maire Breathnach
THE GLENGARRIFF TROPHY

FOR THE BEST CRUISE IN IRISH WATERS

Rornist is a Seamaster 23’ of 1972 vintage, designed by
Laurent Giles and has been in our family for over fifteen

years. For 1997 I had acquired a sprayhood, new upholstery
covers in the cabin, a good sound system with CD and, from
my point of view at least, she looked better than ever!

On Thursday, 17 July, as soon as Romist floated, I slipped
away from the club pontoon at Dungarvan town quay. I was
westbound without a major holiday plan but I had a vague
notion of exploring the Kenmare River at some stage during the
Summer.

I waved to my friends on the quay-side and by 15.00 I had
cleared Helvick Head and was avoiding nets as is usual in this
area. Conditions were very good; the wind was NW 3/4, and
the sea was flat, which made for an easy and pleasant sail.A
perfect day seemed in prospect. However, in Ballycotton Bay I
noticed a distinct change in the sound of the engine. At first |
thought that my super sound system had failed, as I was unable
to hear any music, but on opening the engine hatch cover I
discovered that the air filter had become disengaged from the
engine.1 tried to put it back in position but without success. At
the time I wasn’t unduly worried about it but I did wonder what
had caused it to tell off.

I considered spending the night in Ballycotton. always a
popular spot with Dungarvan sailors, or Crosshaven. I even
toyed with the idea of spending the night at sea, but decided
eventually on Oysterhaven as 1 had always wanted to spend a
night in this anchorage.

It was 22.30 and nearly dark as 1 motored between the Little
Sovereign and the shore. As Romist draws only 2.5 feet I didn’t
think that Sovereign Patch would cause me any grief. Having
passed Ferry Point I espied five other yachts silhouetted in the
anchorage and felt sorry to intrude on such peacefulness. A
Yanmar single cylinder engine without an air filter is not the
quietest of engines!

Having anchored I set about stowing the main and lashing
the genoa and didn’t notice how cold it had become until I sat
down to relax. It was now 23.45 and I was just in time for the
forecast. Alter a quick snack I turned in as l planned to get
away as early as possible the next morning.(For those with
more time to spare 1 would recommend the woodland walk on
the northern shore.)

When I awoke at 06.00 it was rather foggy, so I dozed for a
little while before getting up and applying myself to the task of
refitting the air filter. I also checked the engine mountings and
discovered that one of the bolts had become loose and had
fallen into the bilges. As a temporary replacement I fitted a
brass screw, which 1 thought would look rather nice if polished
and displayed as an ornament! By the time all this work was
finished it was 08.15 but by 08.40 I had hoisted the main and
weighed anchor.

As 1 passed the Sovereigns I thought of Eric Hiscock who in
1937 "rowed in the dinghy out of the Haven to the Big
Sovereign, a rock 90 feet high which lies about half a mile to
seaward of the entrance. The wind was offshore and light and
there was only a slight swell, otherwise such an expedition

would not have been possible in my 7 foot pram. The Big
Sovereign is split by a deep and narrow cleft, and as I rowed
through it a cloud of gulls rose into the air wheeling and
swooping above me, their wild cries echoing from side to side
between the vertical walls. The rock appeared to be in-
accessible and 1 made no attempt to land on it for I could find
no safe place to leave the dinghy unmolested by the
swell"( Wandering Under Sail).

I hope someday to return and row through the Sovereign
Cleft. I rounded the Old Head of Kinsale close inshore and was
shocked to see a large newly constructed building on the
western side of the head less than half a mile from the
lighthouse. By 11.00 1 was off the Seven Heads. It was very hot
and I was glad when the forecasted sea breeze came up. Passing
between the Dhoulic Rock and Galley Head, the latter with its
bright lighthouse encircled by scaffolding, I watched a local
fisherman hauling pots. I have always marvelled at the manner
in which fishermen, with the benefit of local knowledge of

Romist- South shore. Dingle Bay.
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Early mornhlg al Dunkerron.

course, get so close inshore to appear to the stranger to be
treacherous stretches of reef.

As [ passed between Carrigatrough Rock to the north of
Kedge Island and Spain Point on the shore I couldn’t help
relnembering beating through this narrow passage some years
ago. When rny father "s favourite cap blew off his head over the
side he insisted on treating the event with the same urgency as a
man overboard situation.! We gybed and tacked and tacked
again all within the confines of this narrow channel and believe
it or not managed to -rescue" the precious cap.(mind you, not
without the tittering of a lot of nautical imprecations!

At 20.30 ! anchored just off the pier on the north east of
Hare Island, another new anchorage for my log book! It was so
still, cahn and quiet that I was happy to stay aboard and savour
the beatlty of nly surroundings.

Next morning, Saturday I made another early start having
checked the engine bolt and finally succeeded in refitting the
air filter, which had fallen off again. It being flat calm I
motored as far as the Alderman Rocks near the entrance to
Crookhaven.

Little change was forecast with variable SE winds 1-3,
occasionally 4: in onshore sea breezes, I cleared Mizen Head
around 10.00 and calculated that the tide would have ,just
turned by the time that I reached Dursey Sound. However by
the time I had cleared the Bull’s Forehead and was steering for
lllanebeg on Dursey it was the first hour of the south going tide,
and the stream was still slack. 1 have been through the Dursey
Sound on numerous occasions and always find it exciting,
especially at the point when one rounds tip for the narrows and
must keep close in to the island shore. By 14.00 I was through
and headed north towards Scarriff Island and Ballinskelligs
Bay, where I intended to spend the night. This would be another
new anchorage for Romi,st but in such settled conditions I
considered it sale.

Having rounded Horse Island and dropped the main and
genoa I realised that the recommended anchorage was a very
long way from the pier. Seeing a trawler berthed athere,
1 considered lying outside her but a glance at the chart revealed
that the pier dries out and so instead I dropped the book north of
Horse Island. I launched the dinghy and rowed the short
distance to explore Horse Island, (or Oilean na gCapall as it is
known locally) and so called because in olden days the monks

in the nearby monastery on the
shore used to swim their horses to
the island to graze. From its
highest point the view of Dursey,
The Scariffs and the Bull Rock
was absolutely stunning in the
evening sunset.

On the northern shore I came
across a fisherman’s cottage.
Subsequently I learned that it
belonged to the Barry family who
were the last inhabitants of Horse

Island.
They left it in 1958.
There were two other boats

anchored in the bay that evening.
One was an 18’ Cornish Shrimper,
sailed by a Frenchman who had
come over from Derrynane with a
lobster pot on deck and a hard
dinghy on tow. He was amazed
that each of the three boats in the
anchorage was being sailed
single-handedly. When I am
sailing single-handedly I find that
I have to be incredibly organised

for each days run. As Romist does not have an auto-helm I have
to hand steer except Ik~r those rare occasions when conditions
allow me to lash the tiller in order to keep her on course. In
moderate or fresh weather it is not possible to leave the helm at
all and I try to have anything that I may require at hand in the
cockpit e.g. chart, sailing directions, binoculars, sun-glasses,
water, sun-block, hat, ‘jacket, radio, camera, fruit, snacks and a
towel or bag which I use to cover everything in the event of
rain. As a restllt thin<,s sometimes ~et a bit chaotic in the
cockpit and poor old Romist finds herself in anything but ship-
shape and Bristol fashion!

Next morning Sunday 20 July I made the half mile row
ashore, detouring to go over the reef, which looked very
interesting at low water. There is a good grocery shop within a
half of a mile of the pier beside the local youth hostel. I hitched
to the local church and got a lift from a gentleman who had
seen me row ashore and who described himself an arm chair
sailor. He had read all of Hiscocks books except Wandering
Uluter Sail. "’What tin amazing coincidence" I thought, as 1 had
it aboard and was reading it myself at the time.

After brunch ashore in the local hostelry I returned to Romist
and rowed to Horse Island again to see what conditions at sea
were like. The visibility not being good I decided to stay
another night and dined aboard Auvec with Nick from Brighton
who keeps his classic 32" double ender in Schull as he likes
cruising these waters. I brought my concertina along and we
played and sang until the early hours.

Monday dawned bright and clear. First a swim and then I
was away ntotor sailing as far as Bolus Head and later goose-
necking towards Puffin Island. I rang my friend’s mother Mrs.
Annie O’Sullivan as I passed her beautifully located home
overlooking St. Finians Bay. "Yes indeed, Maire, I think I can
see you. Is that you heading for Puffin Island?"

Puffin Sound is narrow but I had a fair wind and tide and
really enjoyed the passage through. A broad reach brought me
north of Valencia Island and I then tacked in almost as far as
Cromwell Point before dropped the genoa. By the time I
amved in Knightstown Auvec was already anchored and as I

intended going tip the Caher River I invited her skipper to come
along. He acted as pilot on the trip upriver, giving me the
headings as required. As we drew alongside Cahersiveen town
quay we noticed small tidal eddies that kept pushing the boat
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out from the quay. Walking through the narrow lanes towards
the town centre was reminiscent of a Spanish village during
siesta.We passed the old railway station and saw the trackbed of
the line which once ran from Farranfore to Cahersiveen and to
the pier at Reenard. However the most amazing sight from the
quay is the Heritage Centre, which was formerly an R.I.C
barracks. Apparently the plans for a barracks on the Khyber
Pass and the Cahersiveen barracks were inadvertantly mixed
up.Having purchased some stores we returned to Knightstown
on the ebb. I anchored, had a swim, returned the dinner of the
previous evening and went ashore for a drink before turning in
after a very pleasant day.

I left under sail at 10.00 the next morning, and decided to
run along the south shore of Dingle Bay, looking into
Cooncrome Harbour and Coonanna Harbour and perhaps
visiting Kells. I lost the wind for a while under the high cliffs
between Doulus Head and Canglass Point but I wasn’t in a
hurry and was enjoying every minute of this passage. Zenia
which was on a similar course to Romist, called to ask if I had
any information on Kells Bay. As I had never previously visited
there I couldn’t offer them any local knowledge. Shortly
afterwards they called again to advise that Kells Bay was "full
of tourists" so instead we decided to try the next little cove to
the west. Foileye is a magical spot, with a beautiful beach
surrounded by high cliffs backing on to the slopes of
Knockadobar. Foileye is not mentioned in the sailing directions
but is certainly worth a visit and makes for a pleasant days sail
for someone based in Dingle. It has a clean sandy bottom and it
is open to the north-east. After a good sail close-hauled to
Dingle a hearty welcome from marina manager Johnny Murphy
was the perfect ending to another wonderful day.

I based myself in Dingle for the next ten days, sailing or
walking by day and playing music with some local friends by
night. I really enjoyed walking the Dingle Way, a sign-posted
footpath which goes right around the Dingle Peninsula. The
way-markers are mainly the "walking man’ motif with arrow in
yellow. The scenery is very dramatic and if I were to choose

just one "leg’ of the way it would have to be the stretch from
Ventry to Coumeenoole via Slea Head, where the Blasket
Sound and the islands first come into sight. A number of ships
of the Spanish Armada, including the Santa Maria de la Rosa
were wrecked in this area. Coincidentally the remains of a
Spanish cargo ship, La Ranga, which was driven ashore in
1982, are visible at the foot of the
cliffs near Coumeenoole. The
controversial Interpretative Centre
is nearby and is well worth a visit.
It is worth noting that during the
Summer season there is a very
good bus service from Dingle
west to Slea Head and beyond. It
is possible to take the morning or
lunch-time bus west, spend a
pleasant few hours walking and
sight-seeing and return to Dingle
in the evening.

I left Dingle on Saturday 2
August at 11.30 and motor-sailed
as far as the Great Blasket where I
anchored for lunch, l then ghosted
along in very light airs as far as
Innishvickillane.       Motoring
through the sound between Inis na
mBro and Inishvickillane I opened
up the Tireacht. After the strong
winds of the previous days there
was a big heave in the water west
of the sound. Rather than return to

Dingle I decided to make for Knightstown But now it was fiat
calm and 1 was heading for Knightstown where I anchored in
flat calm conditions at 20.30.

During dinner I heard a PanPan saying that a number of
swimmers were missing at the entrance to Dingle Harbour and I
watched the Valencia lifeboat put to sea only to return less than
twenty minutes later as the swimmers had been located ashore
safe and well.

Next morning I awoke to the sound of wind and rain. The
forecast talked of ENE 4/5 occasionally 6. l considered my
anchorage and wished that I was anywhere but there. I didn’t
wait to hear the gale warning which came shortly afterwards as
I now considered my present exposed berth to be potentially
dangerous. With the utmost difficulty I managed to weigh
anchor and made my way anxiously across the Caher Bar
towards Cahersiveen. It was the beginning of the flood the
visibility was poor and there were moments during the gusts
when I had to give her all that was in her to maintain a course. I
was glad that I had been up this river recently but regretted not
having paid more attention to the pilotage on that occasion!
Going alongside was difficult too as the ever freshening wind
was blowing hard onto the quay. I went in as close as I dared
and let the wind do the rest and was very relieved to get a rope
ashore. This adventure was soon forgotten about as there was a
music festival in progress(despite the torrential downpours) and
before long I had linked up with friends and musicians living in
the area. Dulcibella arrived on Monday evening and over a
drink skipper Noel and Etain and I shared our concern about the
weather. They had interesting stories about the bridge in
Portmagee and on how to get it opened. I spent the next day
ashore tramping along the Kerry Way between Glenbeigh and
Cahersiveen.

By now the wind had moderated and with a forecast for Var
3 or less 4 in sea breezes from Mizen to the Loop Head Romist
and Dulcibella slipped away in the early morning calm, the
latter being northbound to the Blaskets and beyond. I had to go
close inshore to avoid a net near Bray Head. I cleared Lambs
Head and started to beat up the Kenmare River but eventually
decided to motor as the visibility had deteriorated and my
intention was to get as far upriver as possible. I arrived in
Dunkerron Harbour at 18.00 and berthed at the little pontoon
attached to Dromquinna Manor Hotel. There is only two metres
at the head of the pontoon but there are two visitors moorings

The Tireacht. Photo: Maire Breathnach
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Garnish Sound. Snecm. I)/l~*lo." ,+~++]p+’ I~l~’ol/It*o~/l

1~11olo: MoiJ~’ t~J~’ol/melc/t

lk~t vachts with deeper draughts. 1 had arranged to meet some
friends here and when they arrived we went for a short cruise
around the harbour. By this time the sky had cleared and the
greyness of the day gave way to a bright sunny evening and
al+ter returning we established ourselves in the Boat House
Reslauranl where we had a delightful dinner.

I needed to have the battery recharged and this necessitated
a trip into Kenmare on Thursday. l was glad when the engine
roared into life on Friday morning and with the main hoisted I
pushed offr the pontoon and made the short journey upriver as
far as Kenmare town where branches fl+om trees have been
placed to mark the banks in the approaches to the quay! On the
passage down-river I looked into Blackwater pier. The weather
was unseasonally cold and it ,,,,’as time for the woolly hatt For a
while 1 was unable to pick up either Bantry or Valencia Radio
but an incident in,,.Giving a diver in Union Hall heralded the
return of Bantry who were very annoyed with a character
called Pat for calling up during an emergency. "’Who is calling
Bantry Radio’?. Give me your name please". "’This is Pat".
"+What is your position’? .... I’m in Bantry’" came the response.
Sometime later Bantry Radio called the Helicopter: +’I have a
message for you. quote, Tell the helicopter to go home, the
casuahy is being taken by ambulance to Cork, unquote" You
can imagine the reaction of the helicopter crew!

I passed between Rossmore Island and the Maiden Rock and
then altered for Laughuun Point and the entrance to
Kilmakilloge. The large number of fish farm buoys seemed
daunting at first but did not impede my course to the beautiful
anchorage near Carrigwee. 1 anchored for the afternoon,
making a run ashore to visit Dereen Gardens. Back on board I
sat in the cockpit, marvelling at the majestic mountains that
surrounded me and feeling very proud of my little boat.

In the early evening 1 motored to Bunaw and spent the night
on a sahnon boat mooring and made the acquaintance ol-" Gerry,
Jane and their children who keep their boat Morie Victoire on a
mooring just inside Doorus Point where they say is sheltered in
all weathers and in all seasons. When I expressed my concern
about the number of fish-farm buoys, Gerry’s response was
"’Maire, Don’t be WOtTied about those buoys,and remernber
there is always deep water close up to thetn’"

At 9.00 next morning Saturday, with main hoisted 1 slipped
the mooring and clawed ahmg the coast as far as Cleanderry
Harbour (pronounced Chmdra) 1 had wanted to visit
Cleanderry ever since reading an article entitled "’Favourite
Anchorages" in one of the yachting magazines in which
Winkle Nixon had notninated it as his favourite anchorage. The

entrance is quite mtrrow and lies on the eastern end of
lllaunbweeheen.l opened tip the harbour but chose not to stay
as 1 had arranged to meet relatives in Sneem.

However I think it would be possible to anchor at the eastern
end of Clondra, despite the enormous number of buoys and
moorings. A fat cry ftom the picture on page 96 of the I.CC
Sailing Directions but that was taken all of sixteen years ago.

The moderate south westerly gave me a nice run to Sherky
Island which I left to starboard taking care to avoid Cottoner
Rock and having passed between Potato Island and Inishkeragh
I brought up in the hight NE of Garnish Island, a perfect natural
harbour.

The next week or so was spent exploring this beautiful area
by land and sea. On one ++lay we rowed through Garnish Sound
and landed on the western side of Garnish Island,which is
privately owned. There are seven miles of walks through
woodland glades and the seaward views are stunning. Another
day 1 rowed the two miles to Sneem Quay on the start of the
ebb! Mind you ] did have a fair wind but 1 have no intention of
repeating the exercise. Ashore in Sneem purchased a locally
invented insect repellent called "+Touch me not" from Don
Keogh of Sneem Pharmacy.l am happy to report that unlike
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Cahersiveen - early morn. Photo: Maire Breathnach    Cromwell Port, Valentia. Photo: Maire Breathnach

every other product that I have previously purchased,this
concoction kept the midges at a safe distance!

Friday 15 August brought me through Dursey Sound once
more and thence to Castle townbere, where I berthed alongside
Mojo whose skipper turned out to be Luxembourg’s finance
minister. We had an enjoyable evening ashore and I found a
session which already had three concertina players, something
which I thought only occured in County Clare.It had been two
years since my last visit to Castletown which is one of my
favourite ports of call and I was pleasantly surprised at the
number of improvements which have taken place there. All
stores are available, it is possible to buy fresh fish every day
and the number of restaurants has grown considerably. The
traditional music scene locally has improved and there are often
sessions and recitals in The Old Bakery at the eastern end of the
town. It is only two hours to Cork by bus and the bus runs every
day except Thursdays.

I motored out of Castletown on Sunday morning. It was flat
calm and as I crossed Bantry Bay I remembered the story about
how Mike Richardson of Arctic Skua returned to the role of a
cruising yachtsman during OSTAR.76. He arrived in Ireland to
affect some repairs and in fairly bad weather "groped his way
into Bantry Bay without seeing land after 35 hours at the helm,
took a nasty tumble on a rock threemiles south of Whiddy and
finished up in Ballylickey" which he thought was Glengarriff!
"The gorgeous peaty smell, friendliness and the wild scenery
together with continuous wild weather was a major
contributing factor to enable me to exchange my racing tee shirt
for my Brittany pants and enjoy, with my wife, a glorious cruise
on the S.W. coast visiting some twenty anchorages, without any
sense of urgency".

After rounding the Mizen I sailed to on to anchor in South
Harbour at 17.30 and have a swim. As the forecasts talked of
southerlies I made for Sherkin and anchored off the new
pontoon near the ruined castle. It was a beautiful evening with
shoals of mackerel breaking the surface. I awoke at 04.00 as
soon as the trawlers began to leave Baltimore. As the forecast
was not good, (S.E 4/5 locally 6 with rain, drizzle and fbg) I
decided to make for North Harbour on Cape Clear. I exited
through the north passage and when I reached Goose Island
channel I realised I had very little water this being due to the

spring tides. I left the Skeam Islands to port after which I had a
cracker of a sail from the East Calf to North Harbour.I usually
berth on the inside of the pier but Concubhair O’Drisceoil,
skipper of the Post Boat, the Naomh Ciaran H suggested that I
berth Romist ahead of her with stern to the ladder. This was a
very snug berth and Romist only barely took the ground despite
the very big tide. I took the ferry to Schull next day to go to the
bank and to replenish the ship’s stores before my friend Bridget
Hynes arrived that evening to join me for the trip home. Bridget
wasn’t the only one to arrive in Cape. Mojo also showed up and
later in the evening we prevailed upon her crew to take part in a
Table Quiz for the local school. Having a finance minister on
your team is handy and not surprisingly, we scored well on the
politics and current affairs!

Bridget and I sailed to Castletownshend next day and before
anchoring went as far as the head of navigation at Rineen. The
wooded shore is very lovely but I was concerned lest we foul
our propellor on one of the many plastic bags floating beneath
the surface.

On the way to Union Hall next day we put into Squince
Harbour where we anchored and had a swim, and as we exited
to the east between Rabbit Island and the shore. I noted that the
deepest water lies to the island side of the channel and there is a
rock almost mid-channel. We had lunch and returned after
dinner for a pleasant evening in Casey’s Bar in Union Hall,(the
owner has promised to have the piano tuned before our next
visit).We were lucky to get a mooring the following night in
Glandore although it wasn’t the most comfortable of berths due
to the swell.

The next leg brought us to Crosshaven. It was a good sail but
a lot of rain made fbr poor visibility. Here we met our friend
David Brown who invited us for dinner. We declined as we had
already started to prepare the potatoes for a tortilla espanola.
Shortly after David left we realised that we were out of eggs!

We left Cork Harbour next morning and planned to lunch in
Ballycotton. It was so flat and calm that we decided to have a
swim off Power Head instead (one at a time of course!) As the
day went on the wind freshened a little and we had a gentle sail
home to Dungarvan and arriving at the club pontoon, from
which Romist had departed five weeks previously, at 19.00 on
Sunday 24 August.
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A Land Cruise from Boston to Annapolis and
New York
"COMMODORIAL TRAVEL SERVICES WELCOME YOUR BUSINESS"

W. M. Nixon

I t must have been during the (’ruise-in-Conapany in southwest

heland that Bob Drew, genial Commodore of the Cruising
Club of America, first cast a friendly fly over Georgina and me
regarding tile Bhie Water Ball in the US Naval Academy in
Annapolis on May 10th to celebrate both the 75th birthday of
the CCA, and 75 years of the Blue Water Medal. Some time in
the depth of winter, we were able to accept his generous
invitation, and as it was our first proper visit to the US, the plan
was to make the most of it by t]ying to Boston and then
journeying in stages by road and rail down to Annapolis
whence, after due sailing and celebration, we would return by
train to New York for a couple of days before flying home fl’om
JFK.

On hea.ing of this broad plan, Bob - with his usual
wonderful enthusiasm - arranged a dizzy series of get-
togethers, entertainments alad hospitality all the way along the
East coast, and in typical good hunaour he rounded off one of

I

Bob and Mindy Drew’s Klfi~ht Hauk CCA/ICC.
Photo: Barhard Foa-Mill,~

many helpful taxes with the slogan: "’Comrnodorial Travel
Services Welcome Your Business."

Then, shortly before departure, what had been a jaunt
became a Mission of Honour. Kit Power, Commodore of the
RCC, had been planning to go to Annapolis with the 1940 Blue
Water Medal, which was awarded to the British yachtsmen who
carried out the Dunkerque rescue, and has been held ever since
on their behalf by the RCC in their London clubroms. With
only days to go, Kit found hirnself unable to travel. But as he
knew from the ICC Westport Dinner in April that we were
America bound, the 1940 Medal was entrusted to our care, with
Peter Killen ICC very obligingly bringing it across from
London to Dublin during one of his frequent business trips.

The 1940 Medal is housed in a special glass-fronted display
case complete with its impressive citation, and we were
naturally rather nervous of our precious cargo. We got across
the Atlantic with no bother on May 4th, but starting out from
Logan Airport in Boston with a hire car didn’t help towards a
relaxed frame of mind, as Bostonians are said to be the nicest
people in America until they get behind an automobile steering
wheel. As well, you’re past their road signs by the time you
realise what they’re trying to tell you. But traffic was light - it
being a Sunday - so we soon found our way to CCA Honorary
Editor John McKelvy’s lovely old clapboard house in Dedham
by celestial navigation. The road signs being
incomprehensible, I simply steered lk)r the evening sun, and
there we were Chez McKelvy, where the residents include a 27-
year-old house-trained turtle upon which we looked with the
greatest affection, having for nine happy years been the owners
of the good ship Tttrtle ourselves.

Like us, John and Nancy McKelvy were deeply affected by
the lnoving citation with the 1940 Medal which they were
seeing for the first time - as John said, it was like the unveiling
of the Holy Grail. So its significance grew by the minute, and I
was much relieved when it was suggested that they could take
it with them direct to the Chesapeake in their Jaguar saloon,
surely a more appropriate and secure method of travel than our
own proposed mixture of nondescript hire car and train.

Thus we were absolved of responsibility and had a fine old
lime journeying gradually over four days to Annapolis alter a
rewarding visit to Boston, where we followed a route
thoughtfully suggested by Nancy, which took in Beacon Hill
where Erskine Childers met Molly Osgood in the Autumn of
1903. Then we went on to the facinating Herreshoff Marine
Museum in Bristol, Rhode Island, where the Curator, Carhon
Pinheiro. entertainingly extended what was meant to be an hour
or so into several hours of mesmerised contemplation of the
life and works of the great Captain Nat, the Wizard of Bristol.

After that, we’d an amusing night on the town in Newport
with John and Franny Parsons CCA, dining at The Moorings
where John very effectively demonstrated the Maine method of
preparing a cooked lobster for easy eating. It’s decidedly
undignified for the lobster, but very convenient for the diner.
Next morning (having overnighted at Harbour Court), we were
at the Parsons" fabulous house above the sea at Jamestown
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KNIGHT HAWK

ATLANTIC

before going on for an excellent clam chowder lunch at the
historic and picturesque port of Stonington, followed that
evening by a charming dinner in Mystic with Commander John
Brookes CCA and his wile Jeanne and other sailing folk. John’s
day job is Superintendent of the US Coastguard Academy in
nearby New London, which means he thereby heads up the
training facility of an organisation of some 35,000 people
whose many duties include, of all things, the maintenance of
the buoyage on the Mississipi.

The morning found us doing the Mystic Seaport Museum
with Trustee Emeritus Bill Ames CCA. You need to be fit and
alert, it’s an extensive, extraordinary and utterly intriguing
place with superb exhibits and many remarkable craft.
Amongst historic ships great and small, we found special
thoughts of home aroused by the characterful Long Island
Sound oyster dredger Nellie of Stamford, for as in the Cruise-
in-Company, our thoughts turned at times to our characterful
little spaniel Nellie back in Howth, and her exceptional ability
to find trouble in the most apparently harmless circumstances.

Bill lives just across the river from the Seaport with his wife
Eileen in yet another enchanting American house, and the view
from his den is framed by the whaler Charles WMorgan to port
and the world-girdling mini-square rigger Joseph Conrad of
Alan Villiers fame to starboard. Over lunch we gained a small
idea of just how much thoughtful effort a setup like the Seaport
needs to keep afloat. As with so many Americans, Bill’s
enthusiasm and the amount of voluntary eftort he is prepared to
put into something he believes in is heart-warming to behold.
President Kennedy, or at least his speech-writer, was addressing
the right people when he suggested they should ask not what
America can do for them, but what they can do for America.

In the afternoon we went down to a little boatyard nearby to
meet up again with Sandy van Zandt, who had been at the
dinner in the Brookes’ house the night betbre. With his wife
Sidney he’d recently returned from a five and a half year
circumnavigation in the 38ft steel cutter Sequel, which he’d
designed and built himself in just 17 months, helped by Sidney
and their son Douglas. A fascinating boat. She draws only 3ft,
yet with all internal ballast has proven herself in many sorts of
weather. Lateral resistance for windward work is provided by
retractable twin fins which come out at an angle on each side of

the underbody, while the neces-
sarily shallow rudder is made
more effective by end-plates.
Despite all these clever innova-
tions, Sandy reckoned the best
single feature is a porthole put into
the bottom of the hull in order to
observe marine life - "It was the
friendly dolphins that got us round
the world" said he.

Americans take their partying
seriously, and the 75th birthday
bash in Annapolis was planned as
a four day event. Yet here we
were, already spinning in exhaus-
tion with so many impressions of
this wonderful country and its
friendly people. So we’d a quiet
night to ourselves in a venerable
Connecticut inn before dropping
the car at New Haven in late
morning on Thursday May 8th,
and taking the train on along the
coast.

We’d grown rather fond of
American driving, and partic-
ularly of the local radio stations

we were receiving in the car, especially the financial phone-in
advice programmes which cheerfully turn the caller’s business
programmes inside out over the air waves. Alas, we’ll never
know if the lady in an up-state town decided to borrow the
$80,000 reckoned necessary to expand her diner. By the time
her decision was announced, we were in the Northeast Direct
Virginian, and smoothly on our way. There’s a romantic
resonance to American rail travel, and we experienced it to the
full. rolling along via (and under) New York and on south, until
at Baltimore Washington International Station we were
whisked into a very white and incredibly long US Naval
Academy limo. Sweeping through the Maryland countryside on
our way to join Bob and Mindy Drew aboard their 53ft
MacLear cutter Knight Hawk at Rhode River, one of a myriad
of thoughts was that the car was significantly longer than the
Vertue cutter Ice Bird in which, thirty years earlier almost to the
day, I sailed up to Iceland.

The Navy driver was determined to get this extraordinary
vehicle right down a narrow lane to the waterfront at the tiny
boatyard and marina where Mindy and Commodog Ben, the
Drews’ amiable sea dog, were to collect us in the little Avon for
onward transport to the evening’s Rendezvous Raftup south of
High Island. As the dutiful driver insisted on seeing us on our
way afloat before he rejoined the road system, I have no idea
how he managed. But one gathers that skill in covering long
distances in astern are part of the US Navy limo helmsmen’s
training.

Summer comes late to the eastern US, and though it was
May 8th, rain threatened and eventually arrived, and the
evening was cool. But the welcome was the warmest, and the
Commodore’s Cocktail Party was great fun. Afterwards we
retired below to Knight Hawkk commodious aft saloon, which
was truly the cosy little grey home in the west, for Bernie
Cahill had sent Bob a consignment of peat briquettes for the
saloon stove, and we’d the wonderful aroma of a turf fire as the
rain drizzled down and night drew on over the myriad tree-
lined waterways of the Chesapeake.

Knight Hawk is a fine ship. She’s all boat, being at least 45ft
on the waterline, yet’s she’s wonderful to live aboard, as
officially she only sleeps four. Although there’s a hint of the
motor-sailer about her, she can certainly sail in a breeze, and in
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Bob Drew with Commodog Ben. The Commodog has his own (’CA
dog collar.                                        Plloto: I,V M. Niv(m

April, Bob had brought her up from the Caribbean in a mighty
impressive passage, averaging .just over 200 miles a day in
lumpy going from Puerto Rico.

We weren’t to know it at the time, but our three days aboard
this handsome dark blue cutter were to be the nearest we were
to get to proper cruising during 1997, as we returned home to
find our little world imploding with terminal illnesses on both
sides of the family. Cruise plans were to be put on hold, and
then suspended completely, such thai Ik~r the first time in 37
years, 1 didn’t have an annual cruise of any sort. So the Knig, hl
Haw/, days have become ever more precious in retrospect, anti
thanks to the skill and thoughtfulness of Commodorial Travel
Services, we’d a better time in three days afloat and six days
ashore than many cruising crews have in a month.

After the night’s rain, the morning wits as clear its a bell, and
Colours were crisply executed at 0800 hrs precisely, complete
unto cannon fire, or was that at sundown the night before? - the
memories are a mite confused... Then after a leisurely
breakfast we ambled out of the Rhode River past the distinctive
channel markers each with its own osprey nest with Mrs
Osprey very much in residence, and out into the Chesapeake
itself, where the CCA racing fleet were waiting for the morning
breeze in order to start their annual race for the local station’s
Robert Henry Trophy.

As one who is strongly opposed to the ICC’s decision to
drop involvement with offshore racing even when it is
undertaken m proper yachts (I don’t remember it being agreed
at any AGM, does anyone else’?) 1 very nluch approve of the
CCA’s continuing enthusiasm for the development of genuine
cruiser-racers. As it happens, two of the Blue Water Medallists
visiting Annapolis for the Ball - Tim Carr from 1991 and our
own Paddy Barry from 1990 - were both taking part in this
race. As they both won their medals in gaff-rigged cutters, it
was ironic that they should be sailing on Sunny Smith’s uhra
modern sloop Uh Oh. Even better, they helped Sunny win the
Robert Henry trophy, which greatly added to the festivities of
the Ball itself.

Meanwhile, in the lovely old town of Annapolis. we*d met
up with Mary Barry, and after the serious hospitality down in
the Rhode River, the tummies were signalling the need for a
nourishing sealk~od feast at McGarvey’s Saloon & Oyster Bar.
But having come into port past that splendid ship Pride (~/
Baltimore, it was evident that Annapolis deserved at least a
token cultural tour before lunch. That said, the thing lhat
charmed me most was Bob’s arrangement of a berth for K,i~,hl
Hawk in the Arnold C. Gay Marina, which is to starboard just
above the lifting bridge. This is a very convenient little private

The Blue Water Ball got off to a Ilying start with a very special
cocktail party in the private garden o1 Admiral lmrsen, the
Superintendent of the US Naval Academy, who is seen herc (left] with
Commodore McGonagle. Commodore Drew and Jim Pitney, Vice
Commodore CCA. Despite the cool evening, the Admiral is
demonstrating the American citizen’s inalienable right to bare arms!

Photo: l)a, Ner, ev

facility orginally built by the late great Arnie Gay, a much-
loved Annapolis sailor who raced and cruised in best American
style. When Arnie died he was cremated, and then on the
Annapolis YC’s next racing clay, his ashes were scattered along
the committee boat starting line. Flowers were then strewn on
the line, the starting procedure conlmenced, and on the gun all
Arnie’s old mates sailed right through him, something they’d
seldom been able to do while he was alive.

Lunch at McGarvey’s was perfection itself, not least in the
discovery that in best American style the maitre d" was in fact a
maitresse d’, and very good looking, friendly and efficient with
it - Irish restaurants please note. That said, maybe 1 got special
treatment as l’d brought my own brace of fine looking women
with me. As for the food, while we were told that the Martha’s
Vineyard oysters, being from colder water, might be more
flavoursome than the local Chesapeake model, we found the
locals did the business very well too. but we tried everything
for good measure.

Annapolis is a lingering sort of town, so we were busy
enough getting ourselves tidied up in time for the Friday night
assembly, a cocktail reception at the Robert Crown Center in
the Naval Academy. This is an impressive waterflont building,
and right beside it is the dock in which they keep the Naval
Academy’s flotilla o1: McCurdy-designed 44ft sloops. In
addition to this One Design fleet, the Academy has many other
craft. Under US lax legislation, there are considerable
inducements to giving gifts to such eslablishmenls, and thus the
Naval Academy is in the enviable position of being able to train
its people in a remarkable selection of donated boats. As well,
there is marked synergy between the Academy and bodies such
as the CCA in developing design and seafaring techniques. All
power to Denis Doyle, therefore, lbr encouraging the same
interaction between Moo,du,~ter and the Naval Service in Cork

flom such acorns may great oaks grow.
The Friday night party saw the festivities getting into top

gear, and we were able to link up with newly-arrived
Commodore McGonagle and Barbara (Liam was to give the
keynote address at the Ball) and also to begin the awe-inspiring
business of meeting more of the Blue Water Medallists who
w’ere in town For the party - Hal Rolh, winner in 1971, was
particularly good company, he and his wil’e Margaret continue
to cruise actively despite having been eligible Ior the free bus
passes for many a year.
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As well, many of the CCA members were celebrating the
completion of their own Atlantic Circuit Cruises, of which a
highlight had been the Cruise-in-Company in July ’96 on
Ireland’s southwestern seaboard. Having observed the modest
heights attained by the otherwise interesting coast between
Boston and Annapolis, we could now understand why they
reckoned West Cork and Kerry to be a spectacular sailing
paradise. Circuit-breakers Ron and Kathy Trossbach of
Mooneshine generously made themselves our hosts for the
remainder of the night, and we’d a splendidly entertaining
supper in the Annapolis YC, which was to become our spiritual
- or more accurately spirituous - home for the next 36 hours.

Of course, there was the cultural bit as well, and in the
morning we went with Liam and Barbara for a tour of the Paca
House, recently restored as one of Annapolis’s most senior
residences, and with an impressive garden set off against the
background of the Naval Academy dome. Inevitably, there
were also visits to craft and gilt shops, one notably classy
establishment memorably displaying the notice: "Untended
Children Will Be Sold". And so say all of us.

The sun moved remorselessly over the yardarm, and neatly
on time we tbund ourselves back at the club, where the bar is a
former Chesapeake skipjack hospitably set up in the middle of
the large but informal dining room. The atmosphere in
Annapolis Yacht Club is so like Howth Yacht Club that I fully
expected to look across the skipjack bar and see Brennie
Connor drinking a Jameson on the other side. Knowing that the
day was long and that the afternoon might be thin on fodder,
Liam and I stoked the inner man with little regard for portion
control. Our table was shared with a bubbly New York girl,
who fell around laughing when informed that the Commodore
and I were both martyrs to anorexia, but reckoned we might

have it licked for the time being.
The US Naval Academy, with 5,000 students, is a seriously

large and important place, and as Annapolis is just down the
freeeway from Washington DC, the feeling of being at the heart
of things comes on mighty strong. So even an august
organisation like the CCA has to approach with considerable
diplomacy the business of taking over the Academy’s Dahlgren
Hall for a major function. Apparently the process had been put
in train some four years earlier, when an initial letter had been
sent to the Superintendent enquiring whether or not, if the CCA
were to send a letter requesting the use of the Dahlgren Hall,
the US Naval Academy might be prepared to entertain such a
request... ?

While this Byzantine diplomacy may put the Chinese
mandarins in the ha’penny place, nevertheless in due course an
indication was received that a request might be favourably
entertained. The wheels were put in motion, and when the US
Naval Academy puts its weight behind something, it doesn’t
mess about. Thus the ball began in spectacular style with a
reception given by the Superintendent, Admiral Larsen, in his
private garden within the vast Academy grounds.

This hugely impressed the big shots down from Washington,
as such special treatment is very rare indeed, but it certainly
indicated the high respect in which the CCA is held. As for the
rest of us, we had the greatest respect for Admiral Larsen, for as
it was the month of May and a garden party, he wore his
summer whites with short sleeved shirt. Maybe he was simply
demonstrating the American citizen’s time-honoured and
inalienable fight to bare arms. Whatever the reason, clearly the
Admiral - a slim man but with forearms like telegraph poles -
was extremely fit, for everyone else was very much aware that
summer was late in coming and the evening was cold, with

"’Good morning, America, Haw are ya?’" Bob Drew puts out the
colours aboard Knight Hawk at precisely 08.00 hrs on Friday, May 9th
in the Rhode River.                             Photo: W. M. Nixon

Moving into Master of the Universe mode. The Commodore and a
couple of New York molls about to do some invigorating inhaling as
they stride through Wall Street.                 Photo: W. M. Nixon
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The impressively sparred 175 ft schooner Adeht coming to her berth in New York. She was IO finish
first in the 1997 Atlantic Challenge. Photo: 1~ M. Ni.ron

most dressed accordingly. But even so the crate was mighty,
and it got the night off to a flying start.

The Ball, with some fifteen Medallists present including the
almost mythical Carleton Mitchell and the legendary John
Guzzwell from the 1950s, had music provided by the 18-piece
Annapolis Big Band, and mighty good it was too. Inevitably,
like the Dahlgren Hall itself, the function was all something of
a huge and rambling affair. Although there was a programme of
sorts, there was an element of flying by instruments. For there
was so much to do, starting with an inw)cation from the
Reverend Ann Robb Smith (wife of former CCA Commodore
Kaighn Smith), in which she particularly metioned the
significance of the 1940 Medal with which, thanks to John and
Nancy McKelvy, we were now re-united.

Then each Medallist present was celebrated by having his or
her citation read out by Gary ,lobson CCA no less, that world
leader of international sailing communications. By this time the
meal was proceeding, excellent music was being played, and
mixed dancing was taking place. So, far fiom our own
Commodore getting his keynote address neatly out of the way
at an early stage in order that his own serious partying could
begin, he had to restrain himself in order to be ready to speak in
mid-rout amidst an element of fiiendly chaos.

Not to worry, as ever Liam made a superb.job of it, pointing
out that St Brendan and not Columbus was the discoverer of
America, advising our hosts in the US Navy that Commodore
John Barry from Wexford had been their first boss, highlighting
the global significance of the Blue Water Medal, and
discovering a previously unnoticed link between the CCA and

the Irish Free State - they both came into being in 1922. Then
there was the link between the CCA, the Blue Water Medal,
and the Irish Cruising Club. For at our founding crnise in July
1929, the five yachts at Glengarriff were joined by the
American ketch Seven Bells, whose owner Tom Cooke had
won the Blue Water Medal in 1928 for an exemplary
Transatlantic cruise. Other happy synchronicities were
mentioned, and then in conclusion Bob Drew was made an
Honorary Member of the ICC. He looked most fetching with
the members" flag wrapped round him, and with all formalities
finally out of the way, the night proceeded merrily into the
following morning and the witching hour was long gone when
we finally returned - custodians once more of the 1940 Medal -
to friendly Knight Hawk and a knight cap or two with Bob and
Mindy.

In best Chesapeake style the
morning started with crisp sun-
shine, and we emerged on deck to
find Bob properly delighted with a
wonderful world which now
included his new ICC members’
flag fluttering briskly at Kni<~ht
Hawkk starboard spreaders. It
was Sunday May l lth, and a
"’Recovery Raftup’" was planned
half a dozen miles away in the lee
of St Helena Island at Round Bay
north of Annapolis in the Severn
River, yet another of the
Chesapeake’s many lovely tribu-
taries. Liam and Barbara joined us
on board, and we followed Kaighn
Smith in his Swan 38 Gaylark
through the lifting bridge. As this
former CCA Commodore was
overall winner of the 1996
Bemmda Race with this able
cruiser-racer, you will appreciate
why I think the CCA are getting

things right on the cruising and offshore racing divide. And
Gavlark being one of the classic old style One Tonners of much
the same vintage as our own Witchcraft, we looked on her with
special fondness and attention.

As it was dead to windward up the narrow Severn, virtually
everyone motored to the raft-up, though Gary Jobson put us all
somewhat to shame, as he sailed all the way with his family in
his attractive little Herreshoff-designed vintage dayboat
Whirlwind. But we were having a whirlwind day in any case, as
we had Newbold Smith’s superb Farr-designed 44ft Reindeer to
port, and were soon aboard with himself and Warren Brown
(both of them Blue Water Medallists, in "76 and ~88
respectively) putting the world to rights and seeing the plans of
Newbold’s new boat, a deck-house cutter with the very evident
excellent sailing potential you’d expect.

Thanks to the sunshine, the Mount Gay was evaporating
with gratifying speed and most satisfactory effect. The Irish
distilling industry was also making its contribution, as Paddy
was being put smoothly away, and we had made our own
contribution with a consignment of Bushmills I0 Year Old Malt
which we’d got in Dublin Duty Free in handily robust
containers. We were able to tell Richard Burrows on our return
that the only reason we didn’t have bottles of Jameson as well
is because the stuff on sale was in collapsible packs, not at all
suitable for rugged travel by varied means. The word is that
particular problem is now being addressed. There’s market
research for you...

Meanwhile, what with tneeting old friends like Ross Pilling
and trying to see as many of the excellent American cruising
boats as possible, it seemd no time at all before a dory was on
hand to ferry us, together with the Commodore and Barbara, to
a waterfront house on the northeast shore of the river, where
another limo was waiting to take us to BWI station to connect
with the mid-afternoon Weekend Metroliner to New York.

Commodofial Travel Services had further excelled
themselves with two nights accommodation arranged at the
New York Yacht Club. In our case, the suite provided was
especially appropriate, as the outstanding "objet d’art" in the
sitting room was the mainsheet winch from Britannia, donated
to the NYYC after the old Royal racing cutter had been scuttled
in accordance with King George V’s Will in 1936. The 1940
BlueWater Medal was reverentially placed beside it and then,
surfeited by historical significance, we all took off in a cab and
went down to the Lower East Side where Barbara’s son Philip
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and Jane Shortall had arranged
supper in the Village in a
delightful restaurant which was
well able to accommodate the
rising noise levels from the Irish
delegation.

But as we’d only 46 hours in
New York, and it is of course the
city that never sleeps (that’s
rubbish, actually - the Yanks go
to bed much earlier than the
Irish) it seemed reasonable to
me to wander into the NYYC’s
deservedly legendary Model
Room when we returned to the
club in the small hours. The Big
Apple was indeed beginning to
wake up after I’d had a
mesmerised study of its many
exhibits. So when we did finally
come down to breakfast, it was to
find our Commodore already
installed at table and in - how
shall we put it? - a distinctly
crystallised frame of mind.

For, like most of us, the
Commodore feels dizzy if he
wears a neck-tie at breakfast. So
he’d come down to the breakfast
room otherwise immaculately
attired, but tie-less. A polite
request from the staff to remedy
this situation to accord with house
rules saw the Commodore stalking
to the lift, and emerging from it
some minutes later wearing his
Royal Cork tie. "If these guys
insist on a tie, they can have one
from a club that was already more
than a hundred years old well
before their own johnny-come-
lately joint came into being" said

This is the lady that did the business. In 1905, the 185 ft schooner Atlantic crossed the Atlantic in
12 days and 4 hours under the command of the great Charlie Bart. Her challengers in 1997 were more
than a day astray on her record time.

he. So next morning we breakfasted very well, but tie-less, in
an Italian diner a few doors along West 44th Street from the
New York Yacht Club’s famously ornate entrance.

By that time, we’d already packed a week into a day. Early
summer had come at last to New York, and the great city fairly
tingled in the clear sunshine. Being sailors, we went to sea. The
best view of the fabulous Manhattan skyline and waterfront is
from the Staten Island Ferry, so we went to Staten Island but
didn’t stay, returning towards that flawless vision of glass
towers shimmering in sunshine, a view to which no photograph
can ever do full justice. And under those towers, in clean streets
near The Battery, we suddenly found ourselves by purest
serendipity outside Fraunce’s Tavern.

It was in this Inn that George Washington celebrated final
victory in the American War of Independence in 1783 with a
valedictory dinner with his men. Right on this very spot, he had
taken his farewell from his troops 214 years earlier. My own
birthday being the 4th July, I was simply gobsmacked. Our own
Commodore being a man of action, and fearful moreover that I
was going to persist in a touristic impulse to visit the full
horrors of McSorley’s Saloon, he immediately marched us into
Fraunce’s and we found ourselves in a charming and efficient
bar which wore its history lightly, and in which you could feel
the very pulse of New York beating firmly. As for the barman,
he accurately sensed our pulse beating thirstily, and we
emerged blinking into the sunshine well fuelled for further

adventures, for a good New York barman can tell when the A
Team has come into his premises, and he pours accordingly,
optic dispensers being rightly thought of as un-American.

From being the Men of Action, we now moved into the
Masters of the Universe mode, our only option as Wall Street is
right beside Fraunce’s. So we walked slowly through it,
inhaling vigorously, and then with batteries fully re-charged,
took a cab and went up-town for a monumentally entertaining
and delicious lunch in a sunlit restaurant courtyard with young
Philip and his business partner Bob, a delightfully droll New
Yorker. Then we zoomed to the top of the Empire State
Building where they apologised as wind speeds at Balcony
Height were such that we weren’t allowed go out onto the
terrace in the open air. But instead they took us up another 39
storeys to the enlosed Observatory where the view was simply
fabulous. To the westward, an enormous ship was slowly
pulling out of her berth into the sunlit waters of the Hudson
River. It was the QE2.

These days, few enough liners use New York harbour, so it
was typical of our good fortune that, of all ships, it should be
this rather special lady proceeding down river in stately style,
heading seawards and leaving the gleaming twin towers of the
World Trade Center and other Manhattan skyscrapers to port,
with the Statue of Liberty to starboard. From our eyrie, we had
seen the QE2 passing the Chelsea Piers, and berthed at them
were some yachts so large they could clearly be discerned with
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Old gaffers Blue Water Medallists Paddy Barry (1990, left) and Tim Carr (I991, righl) raced with
Sonny Smith (centre) for Ihe Robert Henry Trophy in his modern Bermudan sloop. They won.

P/toto." Dcm Nernev

the naked eye. This was the fleet preparing for the Transatlantic
Race of the superyachts which were to attempt an assault on the
three-masted schooner Atkmticlv l’amous 12-day record of
19{)5, this modern challenge being due to start in five (_lays"
time. Beside them on one of the piers was an extraordinary
structure of spindly towers. We couldn’t make out what it was,
but as we were due to visit the Atlantic fleet next morning, we
knew we’d find out in due course.

Meanwhile, there was another crazy night on the town to get
through. In fact, things went crazy the minute we left the
Empire State Building, as we hopped into a cab whose driver
was attired in full clown’s outfit complete with red nose. For
good measure, he was tooting a trumpet and blowing bubbles
out of the window at all other traffic. He told us he reckoned
modern cab drivers had to work harder to keep their passengers
entertained. We left the best of friends, and with a sneaking
feeling that he was maybe the ~,anest man in town. Certainly
that night in the Yacht Club the mood was increasingly frenetic.
Some of the crews were arriving m the build-up to the
Transatlantic. And as well, while having some pre-dinner
drinks before going out, wc found ourselves in earnest
conversation with the New York Yacht Club’s nuttiest member.
At least, we hope that’s the case. For if he’s not their nuttiest
member, then they’ve got a problem.

However, as we were about to make a stroll-along
pilgrimage to the nearby Algonquin Hotel, we were able - as
they say in the tabloids - to make our excuses and leave. And
the Algonquin, despite its literary associations, proved a haven
of sanity, with an unpretentious and comfortable bar. Best of
all, while they have a television to occupy the two or three lone
drinkers, although the set was turned on there was no noise, as
the dialogue of the soap of the moment was being displayed by
sub-titles. Irish Publicans Plea,se Note and Cop3’.

As it was our last night together, a fancy French restaurant
had been recommended. Your correpondent admittedly takes
very little to do with the details of the finances of catering while
cruising, whether on land cruises or sea cruises. But he has the
distinct impression from this night’s experiences that, having
made easy money out of America with their sale of Louisiana,
the French continue to look on the US as a place where the
streets are paved with gold in readiness lk~r French businessmen
in general, and French restaurateurs in particular.

Next morning the gMs went to
visit the Frick Museum, and the
boys went down to see the big
boats getting ready for the
Atlantic. We discovered that the
weird strncture seen frorn the top
of the Empire State Building was
a golf driving range taking tip an
entire pier. The golfers drive all
day long out of a five storey
"’shooting box", and river users
are protected by having an
enormous wire netting hoisted tip
by the towers we’d seen from the
Observatory.

It seemed a bit sad that a once
proud exit point for some of the
world’s greatest ships should be
brought to this, though you had to
admire the promoter*s lateral
thinking and entrepreneurial
genius. Even so, yarning with
Liam’s Diend Paul Deeth, who
heads the syndicate running the
re-creation of the schooner
America. we never quite got used

to the distinct "’thwack!" of golf balls slamming into the net a
few feet away, for America was berthed right at the pier on
which the driving range was located.

Nevertheless it was typical of our luck that we should be in
New York for this unique assembly of superyachts. Most were
there to race to The Lizard, but the smell of serious money was
so perwisive that some were there in the hope of selling, one
such being the 100ft cutter Camellia whose skipper, Peter
Metcalf, was astonished to emerge from the lazarette and find

Liam, his shipmate from Win- Babv:v 1988 cruise ill Chile,
ambling along the quayside.

Particularly attractive was the 135fl Herreshoff schooner
Mariette, which had been berthed right outside the window of

The Moorings in Newport when Georgina and I had been
dining there with John and Franny Parsons only eight days
earlier. Although the 183ft three master Adix was supposedly
based on the Atlantic. and her skipper Paul Goss was the
inspiration for the Atlantic Challenge, while Liam and I were
down on the Chelsea Piers the 175ft two master Adela came in
to join the fleet, and we immediately decided to transfer our
money to her, as she really did look like a racing machine with
her huge rig. Unfortunately, we forgot to place the bet, for she
won.

Some of the other large yachts preparing for the race looked
to us to be distinctly delicate lk~r the rigours of the North
Atlantic in early summer, and as it turned out, the race was
something of a Demolition Derby, one of the few things not
broken being Charlie Barr’s remarkable record from 1905.
Having made our accurate assessments of the coming contest,
in great good humour we adjourned to the baroque glories of
the Plaza Hotel tip by Grand Central Park, and by the time the
girls joined us after an equally successful morning of artistic
licence, we were full steam ahead on all engines.

For our time in America was up, and the only way to leave
was to be flying well before we got anywhere near an airport.
So after lunch the four musketeers strolled down Filth Avenue
to get that final inhalation of unique Big Apple energy, and then
we parted from our two marvellous shipmates back at the New
York Yacht Club, and from the benefits of the wonderful
attentions of Commodorial Travel Services. Georgina and l left
for a seamless journey back to Howth.
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Kilpatrick returns to the Low Countries

Hilary Keatinge

THE RETURN, REUNIONS, REJOICING - so went the
plan for our 1997 cruise and for~,etroo about the old clich6

about never going back, we had a great time. We had lived in
the Netherlands for ten years and we know the waterways
pretty well, we have the charts and the pilots - I even wrote one
- IJsselmeer Harbours (1989) so our homework was mainly on
the social front. We were to leave the Solent immediately after
the Royal Lymington Y.C. 75th anniversary on Sunday 29th
June. Our main objective was to attend the weekend for
overseas clubs being organised in conjunction with the 150ieth
anniversary of the Royal Netherlands Yacht Club, at Muiden on
20th August. Before that we hoped for a leisurely cruise in
Zeeland; to enjoy the scenery along the inland waterways to
Amsterdam; sail out to the Waddenzee; return to all our
favourite haunts on the IJsselmeer; attend the Meet at Muiden
and head for home before the Autumn gales set in.

Sunday 29th June - Wednesday 2nd July: Lymington to St.
Katherine Dock, London

Our first rendezvous was with the yacht broker’s cameraman
at the end of the Lymington River, this in preparation tbr the
second-hand boat sale at the end of the summer. A sad moment
as it really was the cast of the die, no going back, we were
committed to sell - no, we are not planning to hang up our
Henry Lloyds, just dreaming of something a bit more powerful
with the hope of going further afield, but all that is for the
future. Sunday 29th was a day for drifting and preferably
anywhere but east! It was Force 1 to calm from the
east/northeast as we passed lines of Darings and Dragons
anchored forlornly off Cowes waiting for a racing wind. We
picked up the tide to make good progress through a benign
Looe Channel and on to Brighton in a freshening northeasterly;
then from menacing black came some seriously heavy rain. A
passage of 8 hours saw us through that uncomtbrtable entrance
at Brighton.

Summer had not arrived next day as with John and Viv
Spencer we made a start for Dover. It was cold and overcast
and the wind from the northwest; that at least was an
improvement and we ran before it for an hour. It then fizzled to
calm and we were motoring again; Beachy Head in the murk;
Dungeness a sinister outline and then a friendly Port Control
(VHF Ch.74) welcomed us to Dover; l was even more
impressed when the Harbour Office on Ch.80 called me
"Ma’am"!

The seas off Dover were, as usual, very unpleasant and we
rolled towards South Foreland on a run. We called up our friend
Jenny, she lives on the cliff top near the Dover Patrol Memorial
and we exchanged frantic tea towel signals and some rather
broken mobile greetings. We were steadily headed round the
corner at North Foreland and were hard on the wind up the
Margate Channel. There were nasty squalls around, we missed
several before one caught up with us in the Four Fathoms
Channel, while ahead there was what looked like a waterspout
- happily it evaporated. We took a left up the Medway and onto
Sharfleet Creek for a peaceful night at anchor; Sharfleet is a

’,,

THEPERRY GREER BOWL
FOR THE BEST FIRST ICC LOG

little further than Queenborough, but much prettier. A fast and
easy passage up the Thames - except for one gigantic tug wash
which found us unprepared - two portholes open - some people
(myself!) never learn. Just under 6 hours later we were off St.
Katherine Dock. They have replaced the white lifting bridge
into the lock and it is now a lot safer if not so picturesque;
American friends, towing a motorless motor boat, lost their
Mizen mast here a couple of years ago.

St. Katherine Dock is a great favourite of ours: it is right in
the heart of London, there is public transport close to hand,
taxis at the hotel, a gy-normous supermarket on the doorstep
AND it is one of the most reasonably priced marinas in the UK.
It was time for our ’London Season’; smart frock shoes were
unearthed, hats and suits shaken out and we took time off for
the races at Sandown and a day with the Irish contingent at
Henley Regatta. Add to that a Pimms evening on board, a
lunch, a morning coffee Ibr some bankers and we were more
than ready to go to sea again.

Monday 7th - Thursday 10th July: London to Vlissingen via
Ostend

Passage making on the Thames is all about tide and you
need the full tide to get to Sheerness so it is best to come out at
the first lock opening, buck it Ibr a bit and then sit back an
enjoy being swooshed seawards. We were late booking our
place in the lock queue and were relegated to the second
opening. Our companion in the out-going lock was a mere
100ft of motor launch on what looked like her maiden voyage,
cameras and shiny matching gear, we felt somewhat
diminished. There is a definite change of tempo as you leave
the shelter of the lock and come out into the busy-ness of the
Thames; bunkering just down stream can be hazardous with the
wash of water taxis and tourist boats, but the fuel barge’s
cockney caretaker is cheerfulness itself. More waterside contact
at Wapping where the tea towel routine was repeated with a
penthouse friend! Then it was motor, motor all the way; to
starboard the symmetry of Wren’s Greenwich, futuristic Canary
Wharf omnipresent round every corner, through glinting steel
domes of the Thames barrier. Not a stim of wind but what we
made ourselves as we cut through the water at 8 knots plus. So
it was all the way to Queenborough where we lay on a sate
mooring, alarmingly close to the low water mud flats.

An early start on a very calm morning and we tried sailing as
we closed North Foreland again, but the theory of wind round
the corner was proved false: we motored into an eerily calm
mist bank. We shook that off and had good visibility for the rest
of the North Sea crossing. At last, close hauled into a NNW 4
for the last 21/2 hours to Ostend. In spite of the lack of wind we
averaged 6.1 for the 80 miles. The pontoons at the North Sea
Y.C. were 3-4 deep so we decided to go through the lock and
bridges into Mercator Marina - we were not sure that it was
really worth all the effort.

The North Sea was a different place as we emerged for our
passage to Vlissingen; a strong head wind and a north going
tide fought it out; we were well reefed, wet and chill. The old
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harbour at Vlissingen now has inlproxed facilities for yachts
but doclble red lights warned us oft: \,,e heard later that tile,, had
attl-acted crowds for a Jazz F’estival. so wc came in through the
main Vlissingen lock to Ihe Arne Marina which seemed
strangely empty.

Saturday 12th Monday 28th July: Zeeland

Ports and harbours visited (though n~t necessarily in this
order) MMdelburg, Veere, (;oes, Yersekc, Zicrikzec, Bruinisse,
Brouwershavcn, Willenlsiad, Hellevoctslnis, Stcllendam,
Middelharnis. Plus: Dot+drccht and Rotterdam

At twenty-six past the hour tile first of thc Walchercn Canal
bridges gi,~es access and x~c moved steadily north 1o historic

Middelburg. Admittedly some of tile buildings there were
restored after tile war as the RAF inflicted quite some damage,
but it is all authenticall? done. There always seems to be
something of interest going on in the SqLiale and ine~itabl5 a
pretty bride being photogral’~hed outside the 15th century Town
Hall. Tile supernlarket is a good walk away but we found
nearly everything we needed in the slnall shops near tile main
square: Bill searched in vain for a Slijterij (Off Licence), urgent
as we were alnlt)st Otlt of Geneva wc are sure there is one

somewhere [
The Veerse Meer, nov, fresh water, has a character all of its

own:. this is where the Dutch come Ior holidays. There are boats
of all shapes and sizes, tile hobbyists in their beautifully
maintained Hoogaars. Aaks and Schouws: the family mossing-
about-on-the-water-boats with ancient sails llapl~ing
haphazardly: Ihe sailing school fleets and Ihc passage b~lals like
ourselves. Tile quaint town of
Veere is a joy and it boasts a
couple of excellent
restaurants: a visit to the
Yacht Club for an ice-cold
Geneva is a IllUSt. The lown is
of special interest to the Scots
who    brought    coal    lo
Walcheren in the 1700’s and
many of them actually settled
there with all sorts of special
privileges, though not a larlall
in sight on our visit.

Lock     etiquette     has
improved since we were lasl
in the Low (Tountries, and wc
queued to go into the locks at
Zandkreek: this one however
was not our finest bit of
manoeuvring. An English
boat in flonl w;,ts st) relieved
to have attached themselves
to the wall that they did not
realise they should have
moved much lurther in. We
rounded them, tried to attach
a bow line, I was left
desperately holding on with
the boat hook. the stern
meanwhile was being swung
out by’ a strong through
current, right out into tile
oncoming    Iraffic.    Very
enlbarrassing to be con>
pletely the wrong way round
in a full lock! This was not
allowed to be: many hands
came to the rescue and we
I"inally lay Ihe right way Bill and Hilary Kcatinge go native in Holland.

round without dalnage. "’It happens to everyone ill this lock’" we
were assured. Our blushes had just about faded as we came out
into the tidal Ooslerschelde.

Goes has one of tile prettiest little marinas in Zeeland, much
Iawmred by visiting Anglo-Saxon boats. Approach is through a
lock and tip tile three mile canal to the town, this seems to have
been dred<,ed since our last visit and we did not come into
contact with the mud at all. Throueh the Town Brid,,e and a
sharp left, brushing the trees as we came into the marina. We
were berthed by the tiny lighthouse; this whimsically doubles
as a Ioo and is one of the many curious features of the marina.
Gocs (pronounced guttural <V-n’f~o.s) is a convenient staging
point for crew changes, the railway link is good and it was an
easy run for our crew Graham driving up from Calais. How to
keep a shiny BMW safely parked for a week was more of a
problem. Help was at hand and the car spent the week in
SOllleone’s farmyard.

South of Goes along the shore of Zuid Beverland is Yerseke
and one is in no doubt that this is the centre of the mussel trade
as the big trawlers move up and down their "fields’ literally
harvesting their black-shell crops. The shortstay, just-for-lunch

arrangements at the marina left us rather exasperated, but the
Oostcrheurs restaurant in town did us proud. The sun shone and
our g~od humour was completely restored as we took the
eastern channel north to the spectacular Zeelandbrug which
.ioins Duiveland to Noord Beverland. The bridge, on the
northern end, opens twice an hour and the medieval town of
Zierikzee is close by. Coming in late as we did, at the height of
the sumlller season, was not a good idea: it was very full and

we might have been better
off anchoring for the night
in the approach channel and
moving tip to the town
mid-morning. We think
Colijnsplaat marina, to the
south, too soulless to be an
option in anything but
extremis. The town was
bustling with holiday spirit:
we wandered the narrow
streets, browsed among tile
antiquities for sale, shopped
for useless things and the sun
shone oil the gables and
historic facades.
Through the Zeelandbrug
once more and the stretch
ahead is definitely a sea
highway, with barges
pushing both ways irl even
greater numbers than the
pleasure craft. We took the
tide up to Bruinisse where
we went through the lock
into non-tidal Graveling-
enmeer and the Aqua Delia
Marina - we had a date to see
some boats for sale. This is
another holiday area and
even in the poor weather we
had, there were craft of all
sorts    criss-crossing    the

buoyed channels. Brouwers-
haven, on the southern shore,
has an interesting entrance in
that the harbour master is
high above the entrance lock
gates (the lock usually stands
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open), he communicates over a
loudspeaker, while seeming to
hear what one says by some sort
of magic/echo/osmosis? We were
’boxed’ in (box being the Dutch
equivalent of berth) just as the
heavens opened; we had lost the
summer yet again. This low
pressure lingered over the
following morning but was
moving off as we went east
through the Krammersluizen.
These locks are the slowest
around as the salt water we
brought in with us is replaced with
fresh before we could exit into the
now fresh-water Volkerak. Not
only is it slow, but it is quite
claustrophobic being long and
narrow with very high sides -
thoughts of ’Fire’ and ’no escape’
are not out of place. We had an
easy 10 mile run up to the next set
of locks, the Volkeraksluis, all the

i

Kilpatrick - Dordrecht Nieuwehaven

while keeping a weather eye on the barges which creep up
behind at an alarming speed.

Through into Hollandsch Diep, and we joined the stream of
barge traffic coming and going from the commercial locks: we
had to skirt round a distinctively painted ’supermarket’ barge
which was coming alongside one of them. The fortress town of
Willemstad is just round the corner, it is usually very full and
this time was no exception. Like many of these holiday places
the harbour staff are on hand at the entrance to direct one to
what little space there is. Picturesque within its ramparts,
Willemstad has good restaurants, though we were disappointed
with Her Wapen, which used to be so good, maybe it was just
an off day and there is an excellent chandlery - which I can
never resist. To the west of Willemstad, through the
Haringvlietbrug is one of the most attractive st,’etches of water
in Zeeland; the island of Tiengemeten lies in the middle and has
clear passage either side. On the south side is Middelharnis,
another pretty town. The old Dutch styled restaurant - De
Hooge Heerlijkheid - has lots of good food stars, but only if
you are feeling flush! There are lots of other places to eat and a
bustling shopping street that was sadly closing for the weekend
when we arrived. It is one of the aspects of cruising in Holland
one has to bear in mind - everything is closed on Sundays, not
a Newsagent or corner shop to be found.

The town harbour in Hellevoetsluis was wall-to-wall classic
boats as we passed. They poor things had come from far and
wide for three days of racing and gathering but the weather
being far from kind, they had to do more gathering than racing!
The fleet included a Dublin Bay 30-Square and a Dutch built
Galway Hooker. We went on to the enormous Helliushaven
with its three marinas to meet our friends the Valentines. Their
first 12 hours on board were wet and windy but we made a
brave passage, all of three miles, to investigate the new marina
at Stellendam. This is the home of the tiny Dutch shrimp
though to find any you have to walk right into the town; "not
far" was definitely inaccurate but the seafood we bought for
supper was excellent. To go north from the Haringvliet you can
either go up the river Spui, or back along the Hollandsch Diep
and up the Dortsches Kil to Dordrecht. The Spui, with a stream
which can run at three knots, is very rural until you pas~ Oud
Beyerland; the Dortsches Kil, also tidal, is altogether more
industrial with shipyards and scrap iron mounds on either side.
We took the later route for our first of two visits to Dordrecht.
This is a fascinating city, at the centre of Dutch history since

the 12th century; there are streets of historical buildings, a
couple of excellent museums, as well as quirky modem art
galleries. It is like going back in time as you approach the
Engelenburgerbrug at the entrance to the marina in the Nieuwe
Haven. We set off on our trip to Rotterdam from Dordrecht. It is
a thirty-minute trip, with the tide, to the first obstacle, the
Alblasserdam Bridge and all seemed to be going well as we
approached Rotterdam. However, they have put a new bridge
across the Maas, the Erasmasbrug; our chart was old and it did
not feature nor had we read the small print in the Almanac
carefully, so it was some surprise to find a space age structure
across our route. Then consternation when at 15.30 the keeper
of the first bridge from the east, the Koninginebrug, said he was
closed until 19.00; it is not that easy to find somewhere to lie on
that busy waterway. We must have sounded a bit shell-shocked
as he offered to let us through to wait for a 19.00 opening of the
said Erasmusbrug. (The Almanac in fact only advertises two
openings - 10.00 and 14.00 and boats must be there an hour
beforehand). The bridge opened just for us. We spent two days
in the Veerhaven; this marina is tucked in behind the Royal
Maas Y.C.(though the club no longer runs the marina). It has
the best facilities we have found in Holland - shiny new and
housed in an old police station which had been transported to
the site. Culture and gastronomic delights were to hand but
groceries not so easy to find. A number of friends came to find
us here and we had a great few days.

Monday 28th - 30th July: Dordrecht to Amsterdam via
Sassenheim and Haarlem

[The Vaarkaart Nederland came into its own for this part of
the trip and we planned our passage with the opening times of
the infrequent Gouda Railway Bridge, and the Sassenheim rail
and road bridges very much in mind. These times change from
year to year so it is important to have the latest information.]

Getting out of the Nieuwe Haven in Dordrecht required a
call to the 8 o’clock bridge-opening shift - we had called up
earlier but the message was not passed on! Finally out we took
the inside route round Sophiapolder, passed a barge graveyard
- one had actually been cut in two with the accommodation
section perched on the hard still being lived in!

We had no delays, Alblasserdam and Krimpen bridges
opened as scheduled and by the time we were through the lock
at Gouda there was a convoy of 15 boats. At Waddinxveen we
spied a supermarket and pulled into the bank for a quick but
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basic shop and then on to Alphen. They have actnally put in
another bridge here and there is a lot of new building along the
banks. We do enjoy this trip, you feel you are really passing
through the heart of the country and with so many homes right
on the banks you get a pretty good view of how the Dutch live
too. There was some barge traffic one alarming moment when
it seemed two of the great giants nlust collide, but one steamed
under the fixed span of the bridge, the other through the open
bridgeway. Once across the Brassememeer we turned left into
the Ringvaart v/d Haarlememeerpolder; this is my favourite
stretch. The canal is way above the surrounding fields, it
crosses the busy motorway to Amsterdanl, there are windmills
and leaning houses and Friesian cows - it is all the
photographer’s delight. 18 bridges and one lock later, on the
northern side of the Sassenheim Bridge, we pulled ourselves in
through the mud Io lie alongside at a small marina where
friends were able to find us for dinner.

The following day we had a lunch appointment in Haarlem
with the publishers of my second Dutch book: the day was
glorious. We lay alongside in the centre of Haarlem, across
from Tyler’s museum, a short walk to the magnificent St. Bavo
Basilica and the Frans Hals Museum. What a way to see a city
and its treasures! We were back in convoy late afternoon
waiting to go through tile Railway Bridge and then at the last of

the bridges out of the city - the blue clog came swinging down
for our Dill4.30 (no time for change of 15 guilders!). We spent
the night at Spaardam - another rendezwms with friends and
went through the lock to be in good time for the A9 roadbridge
opening shortly after midday. And so to Amsterdam and an
extremely crowded Sixhaven: everyone packs in somehow and
then last in first out next morning: "day two’ and we were
secured into a box which felt much safer. Good quality shore
time in Amsterdam, continumg busy social programme!

Saturday 2nd Tuesday 19th August: [Jsselmeer and
Waddenzee

Ports and harbours visited (not necessarily in this order):
IJssehneer-Durgerdam, Enkhuizen, Medemblik, Hindeloopen,

Makkum, Workum. Stavoren, Urk, Trintelhaven. Hoorn, Edam,
Marken, and Muiden. Oudeschild, Texel and Den Helder

Nell Blair joined us and sunset saw us moored off
Durgerdam, ahmgside Jonas, our friends" 40ft Koopman ketch.
There was no wind and the lbrecast was good: both crews had a
peaceful night. It was great to be back on the IJsselmeer, in
spite of the familiar nasty chop which a northerly whips up. We
had a good beat to Enkhuizen where there were surprisingly
few boats waiting to go through the lock: then round into the
Buyshaven l:or the night. There is a new harbour master but
enough friendly faces around to make us feel very "at home"
again - this had been our homeport for ten years.

We took a trip round the old harbour before sailing in
company with Jonas out to the Waddenzee, going through the
busy lock at DenOever. There is only one option at present for
passage to the west. through the Visiagersgaa0e: the Warblag
has seriously silted up. We were reefed for a great fetch, a reach
then a beat in at brisk NNE-erly: 6 knots on the clock, but up to
9.6 knots over the ground. That was tile exhilarating part of the
day: once into Otideschild we realised we were definitely in the
wrong place, it was chock a block - definitely to be avoided
afler 4pro during a sunny school holiday period. However, we
did find a place in the marina and the fish restaurant did have a
space lot us at the second sitting. Sadly we decided that the
islands at this time of year, are just too crowded for colnfort and
we left next day, with the tide, fl)r Den Helder. This is home to
the Dutch navy and of special significance to Neil who was
Naval Attachd at the British Embassy for several years. We
berthed alongside Jonas at the yacht club and here too the boats
piled in towards evening. We ate simple naval fare m the
cheerful club restaurant, the menu never changes, it is either
Banff(noodles) or Nasi(rice) Goreng. Next day we waved Nell
goodbye and returned to the IJsselmeer.

We were nearly two hours negotiating the DenOever lock
but once through we had a gentle beat east to Hindeloopen.
This village is as pretty as ever, the Gasterij Restaurant as
welcolning as we remembered it and the mechanic at the
n~arina had a gear Icver problem repaired quickly and

Kilpatrick in the heart of Haarlem
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efficiently. But two days in a marina are enough and with the
wind still non-existent we anchored off on the Friday evening
and enjoyed a superb sunset. Urk 23 miles to the south is quite
a contrast. I doubt the residents would like to hear their town
called ’pretty’ as it is still very much a working fishing port;
albeit that 90% of the fleet is out in the North Sea or in the
Atlantic or further afield. On that sunny Saturday every local
was packed onto the tiny strip of beach. Next morning, the
weather still glorious, there was not a soul to be seen - this is
the Sabbath, and while they do not object to visitors sailing in
and out, the locals themselves are either at church, or at home.

We called into the Trintelhaven for a couple of hours; this
was one of the work harbours when they were building the
central IJsselmeer dike. From here westwards there is an
inshore passage, if one keeps to within feet of the dike; our plan
was to feel our way along and then take what looked like an
easy cut north again. We did try, but failed to find the passage
out, so it was back on our tracks and round the sandbanks on
the longer but buoyed route. We had a bit of a sail in the
afternoon but again the wind dropped to flat calm and we
motored the last miles to Medemblik on the western shore of
the IJsselmeer. It has made a reputation as host port to many
international small boat regattas; is the home of Contest Yachts,
where we spent several hours and if you want something really
large, the mega Jongerts are built here too.

We returned to Enkhuizen to meet our daughter Suzanne
who joined us for some serious sailing; the wind did oblige and
we made the longest IJsselmeer passage possible, 40 miles to
Makkum in the northeast corner. Here we spent the worst night
of our trip - an excruciatingly out of tune band and singers
performed, with loud amplification, until 2am! We wondered
what we had done to deserve such torture! Workum just down
the coast is always worth a visit; we lay alongside just before
the lock (too shallow for us to go any further) and walked into
town. There is an excellent museum dedicated to the work and
collection of the local artist Jope Huisman and Bauke
Feenstra’s gallery is just along the street, we have one of his
paintings on board. We then sailed south to the very spacious
new marina at Stavoren. High Pressure was still stationary over
Scandinavia and we developed a passion for iced tea!

The third weekend in August is the time of Flevo Races;
several hundred yachts and a large fleet of traditional yachts
take part in three days of racing. This year they only just had
enough wind and most races were nailbiting drifters. The
camera was busy as we crossed the fleet in the southern part of
the IJsselmeer. We were en route for Marken, once an island of
fishing families, now just very picturesque. This harbour really
was full and having failed to get our rather broad beamed yacht
into a narrow berth we turned tail and anchored outside until
next morning when the crowd had thinned and we had a wander
ashore. The wind could only manage a Force 2 from the SE for
Suzanne’s last day; we did sail for an hour en route to Hoorn
but then even she admitted defeat. We by-passed the big marina
as it is quite a walk into town, took a look into the old harbour
which was quite full and finally manoeuvred ourselves into a
shallow berth in the WSV Marina. It was very misty next
morning but here was a great buzz about the place, it was
Lappeljesdag, don’t worry bout the meaning, it was Fair Day in
town and tradition has it that while the women ply their wares
the menfolk sit in the bars. It was not a day to linger; the bars
were open from 7am!

Edam was our last port of call round the IJsselmeer. There is
now a marina near the entrance but we like to go through the
lock, up the canal, wait for the opening of the white lifting

bridge (on the half hour inward bound during the summer
months) and tie up under the trees behind the town centre.
There are no facilities, but it is utterly charming. Then it was
time to head for Muiden and the anniversary celebrations.

Friday 22rid - Sunday 24th August Muiden - home of the KNZ
and RV, now 150 years old; its full title is Koninklijke
Nederlandsche Zeil-en Roeivereningen (Royal Netherlands
Sailing and Rowing Club) and it practises both enthusiastically.

Representatives from six foreign clubs (Royal Yacht
Squadron, Royal Lymington, Royal Norfolk and Suffolk, Royal
London, Royal Temple and Royal Yacht Club of Belgium), l 1
boats in all gathered in Muiden for this "Guest" weekend to
celebrate the anniversary. We were treated to a great round of
Dutch hospitality. The highlight was a sail to Volendam and
Marken, with most of the visitors on board traditional yachts -
we were on a friend’s 40ft.Lemster Aak- you really have to put
your back into crewing and helming one of these, even in the
light airs we had. And I do have to mention the piece de
resistance: 50 foreign sailors posed in full Dutch costume for
the team photograph!

Monday 25th August - Monday 1st September: Muiden to the
Solent via Scheveningen, Blankenberge, Dunkirk, Dover and
Brighton

Summer ended as the lock gates at IJmuiden opened to
release us back into the North Sea. No, I am not jesting, as we
waited in the lock, one of the most ferocious looking storms we
have ever seen started billowing up just out to sea, it hit as we
slipped our lines from the lock wall. Our little convoy of boats
was buffeted by squalls of over 45 knots; we headed for shelter
in the marina, where the staff were very helpful and we tied to
the fuel jetty while the worst passed over. The wind had
dropped as we made for Scheveningen in an uncomfortable
calm. A customs boat came up on us and we were ticked off for
not having our cone raised to show we were motor sailing, in
truth the main was not helping at all so we took it down - but
we will remember for next time.

Hot and humid next day and with very calm conditions we
motored all the way to Blankenberge. The 35 miles to Dunkirk
had the wind from the south and it was a tight fetch, close
hauled in the squalls. A gentle start from Dunkirk in calm seas,
but by the time we got to the Lanby it was increasingly rough
and squally with the wind from the southwest coming in gusts
of 5/6 plus. We had an uncomfortable 40-mile trip, using the
engine to keep the momentum going through the seas; our crew
Martin Moorehead, more at home on a windsurfer, thought it
was a poor way of spending the day. Inside the walls at Dover it
felt very cosy! We put our nose outside again next day but after
an hour of getting nowhere into a rough force 6 from the
southwest we returned. The front had passed as we left on
Sunday morning and we had enough wind for a good sail from
east of Dungeness. The wind came up during the morning and
we anticipated more round Beachy Head, but perversely it
dropped. The barometer was dropping fast and with yet another
front forecast we came into Brighton late afternoon. It blew
itself out during the night and we had a westerly 4+ all the way
to the Looe Channel. The tide was with us up to Cowes, then
both wind and tide deserted us and we motored a slow two
hours to anchor for the night in Newtown Creek.

We were back in home waters, but the daughters were not
expecting us home until mid week so we hid in the creek and
did some end of cruise chores. A successful two months,
deadlines met, Kilpatrick gave no trouble and the crew was
well pleased.
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Heather of Mourne- To Inner Hebrides and
Summer Isles

John Waddell

This territory is very well known to the owner and former

skipper (now known as skipper emeritus’" at 83V2) but never
fails to fascinate and provide some surprises. The operational
skipper for the first two weeks was John Hughes and for the
second two Dick Hind, both of whom have done some
thouands of miles in Heather o[ Mourne in tk)rmer years, in
waters from St Kilda to Spain.

The main surprise this August was tile warm and sunny
weather accompanied (alas) by a tormenting shortage of wind.

The engine (a 28 HP "’Beta") was fortunately only in its third
season and is very economical. Three of the ship’s complement
were over 70 but hardy, though this hardiness was not much
tested this year. Cooking and chores are very evenly spread
around, like tricks on the tiller, in alphabetical order but luxury
meals ashore are not unwelcome when awulable

The designcd spccd of the ship seems to be about 5Vz knots,
though she can be readily pushed to 6V2 or 7 with sufficient
wind. and 81/2 has been known. With judicious use of the engine
when winds are light, she averages a very regular 5 knots from
anchor up to anchor down including searching for a secure grip,
which can take time even with a very satisfactory Bruce anchor.

Alter a delivery trip to Bangor. the cruise proper started at
0350 on Sunday 27th July, motoring in ahnost no wind. With a
planned tidal lift in the North Channel o1’ nearly 4 miles, we
caught anothcr favourable tide up the Sound of lslay and found
a good grip (after several problems with kelp) off the
Bunnahaven Distillery at 1800 hours. Evening calm and less
cloudy than it had been all day. Brighter weather and a nice SW
breeze on Monday we called at Scalasaig for lunch and walked
the half mile or so to enjoy excellent beer and sandwiches in the
sunny garden. At the pier we met two young Norwegians who
had come via the Faroes and were heading to New Zealand as
immigrants. Their 35 ft boat looked well equipped for deep sea
passages. We had a beautiful afternoon and evening sailing in a
25 knot westerly to the Tinker’s Hole where there were, as
usual, a couple of other yachts also enjoying good holding and
relaxing drinks in the cockpit. Our literary ones reminded us of
David Balfour being washed up on Erraid (in ’ Kidnapped")
and indeed the sandy bay on the other side of the rocky ridge on
our right is marked as David Balt\m,"s Bay" on some charts.

Next morning was bright and dry with a westerly wind of 25
to 30 knots so we used the genoa only to get to Fionnphort,
where we found a mooring for an hour bel‘ore going on to Loch
Lathaich (Bunessan) where the soft bottom gave a little
difficulty. A lazy afternoon and a good meal aboard (shopping
had been done at Fionnphort). Weather a bit drab.

Next morning was still grey and drizzly with a SW wind
about force 6 gusting 7. One reef and hall]ib was comfortable
but lively, with much too much swell to think of landing on
Staffa on our way to Tobermory. Here the Calmac pier was
useful for water and diesel, as well as fresh fish and other
goodies. Had a convivial evening with Tim and Ann McNeill of
Bhw Blazer who rafted alongside on one of the excellent H.I.F.
visito,’s’ moorin,,s

On Thursday 31st we had sun at last and a splendid full sail

close reach, past Ardnamurchan and on to Port Mor in Muck.
where the crew went ashore to look (unsuccessfully) [’or a lady
who had made a splendid meal for us in a former year, leaving
the skipper emeritus to deal with a minor deck leak over the
chart table.

Next day in force 4 NNW we called in Eigg harbour for
lunch and then went on to Arisaig. The tricky entrance to
Arisaig has been newly marked with red and green perches and
buoys, and thc big white marker on the cliff to identify the
entrance has been re-painted so we had no problems going in or
out. With permission we borrowed a mooring and had an
excellent (but expensive) meal ashore.

On Saturday Allan arrived from London by sleeper and ie
spectacular train from Fortwilliam, while Dick left by bus -
well he iniended to leave by bus but found that the timetable is
different on Saturdays. Fortunately a kindly lady, who had a
caravan near by. got her car out and drove him to Fortwilliam
where he made his onward connection by the skin-of-his-teeth.

Heather qf Moume Photo: Paul Rogers
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John Hind, Dick Hind and Mike Sheperd in Portree Harbour.

A light southerly, with intermittent sun, made an easy
passage to Loch Scawtig, with some motor assistance. Loch
Scavaig is, of course, one of the most spectacular anchorages in
Scotland, with the Cuillins overhangmg it and (often) torrents
of white water tumbling down the cliffs. This time there had
been little ram so the pool was quite quiet. However we were
generously entertained with the right sorts of liquor by Mr and
Mrs Denis Johnston flom Donaghadee in the luxurious ketch
Trininga, with Max Browne of Whiterock.

On the Sunday, in gleams of sun, the three crew went ashore
to climb (a little) to see the famous Loch Coruisk and
photograph the anchorage. We left about midday in very light
airs, to Loch Brittle, where we hove to for a quiet lunch and
then motored on to Carbost in Loch Harport, where a glorious
evening gave spectacular views of the Cuillin range. A new
visitors’ buoy was useful. (The increased number of new
visitors" buoys provided by local authorities around the
Hebrides and West Coast gives welcome relief fl’om the
increasing growth of treacherous kelp).

More sunshine and dead cahn all day on Monday, st) we
motored all the way to Uig where, after a call at the big pier, we
moored to another welconle buoy.

Tuesday was another brilliant day with no wind until some
force 3 at about 1500 hrs. We left at 0730 to catch the tide in the
Sound of Trodday (North point of Skye) and so enjoyed really
scenic sailing in Upper Loch Torridon by mid-afternoon.
Anchored in a favourite spot close to the island off the village
of Shieldaig, and had an excellent i]pper in the pub

A slightly earlier start next day brought us motoring solidly
for six hours in strong sun to Inverewe by 1400 hrs. The crew
were eager to visit the National Trust gardens and were not
disappointed. Overnight across the Loch at Poolewe.

On Thursday another brilliant morning with about three
knots of wind - not worth even putting the main up. We
motored to Little Loch B,oom lk)r a late lunch at anchor, and
then spent the night at the lee side of the pier at Ullapool - a
delightful little town with at least one good restaurant, which
we enjoyed.

John Hughes had to leave on the Friday but Dick Hind was
not due to rejoin us till the Saturday, so we had a nice sail in
about 0 - 15 knots to Tanera Mor in the Summer Isles and back
to the South side of Loch Broom, opposite Ullapool, where we
found yet another mooring off an impressive mansion: it may
not have been intended for visitors, but we were grateful,
especially as we had a tiresome time replacing a broken
alternator V-belt. To get the new one on involved removing the
alternator, which in turn dislodged some awkwardly placed
spade connectors so the whole job took nearly 2 hour and

required more than the usual pre-dinner tot of Irish Whiskey to
restore morale.

Back at Ullapool pier on the Saturday morning, Allan’s wife
(the owner’s daughter) collected him by car and joined us all,
with their youngest son, l:or morning coffee. Later Dick and his
son John joined the ship in time to motor back to near Tanera
Mor for the night. This time we found an attractive inlet
uncluttered by fish farms and their untidiness (as the lk)rmer
anchorage had been) and had a quiet night.

Sunday yet again was fine with a very light wind What a
summer. We motor sailed the 27 miles to Badachro, another
favourite anchorage, where Colonel Whitbread of the Round

the World Trophy used to keep his grand schooner. At least one
visitors" buoy here too, plus a pub with food (which we didn’t
use this time). One criticism of the visitors" buoys is that
sometimes the eye on top is too small to take a suitably
parcelled mooring warp, and inserting a shackle is difficult and
dangerous to elderly backs.

Monday was cloudy and breezy for a change - force 4
gusting 6 or 7 from slightly South of East, so we had a romping
sail with one reel: in, to the passage between Raasay and Rona,
where the wind died. We were heading for Portree but took this
dog-leg for added pilotage interest (it can be quite tricky on a
beat but this time the wind was free). We ate well ashore in
Portree’s Royal Hotel and retreated to an H1L mooring after
2300 hrs, experiencing the small mooring eye problem as
described above.

Tuesday, "’the glorious 12th", lived up to its name but
condemned us to 9 hours of motoring among lovely scenery

and interesting islands to Kylc of Lochalsh and on to Loch
Duich. We intended to anchor at the south end, where there is
an attractive forestry village, but had a lot of kelp problems and
eventually retreated to the attractive little anchorage at Totaig,
at the entrance to Loch Duich, where there is still a sany bottom
in a lively tide which gurgles past to encourage sleep.

Next day - it would be the 13th - the gooseneck dropped
down the lower mast track and sheared clean through all the
masthead cables including the VHF aerial co-axial. Fortunately
our engineering complement now included both thc Hinds -

one mechanical and the other electrical - so excellent repairs
were made before too long, but our departure was delayed till
1500 hrs. Another mishap overcome was entanglement with an
old mooring chain on the bottom; li)rtunately we had a trip line
on the anchor. A mere 13 miles whizzing down Kyle Rhea with
the ebb tide brought us to Loch Hourn in brilliant sun all day.
The anchorage between Eilean Barsaidh and the North shore
was again familiar to some but very attractive.

On Thursday we called at Isle Ornsay, where the shore party
not only got dry stores but also some Highland Malt and

John Hughes, Allen Walker and Mike Sheperd in Loch Harport with
Cuillin ridge in background.
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encountered a sculptor in full
activity, carving beautiful images
of otters, turtles, deer and leaping
salmon. (His name is Broderick
but he comes from Cambridge-
shire).

We moved in the afternoon to
Loch Nevis, in which we, for the
first time, progressed almost to thc
ultimate end and found memor-
able isolation - one lonely house
entirely inaccessible by road and -
of all things - a small church. We
saw people emerge from the
church but where they belonged
remained a mystery. (The CCC
Sailing Directions say the church
is abandoned - no wonder’.)

Friday gave us thick drizzle for
a change and we motored 7 miles
to Mallaig - always a good place
for water, oil and stores. After
landing and saying goodbye to
Michael we re-entered Arisaig in
better weather to await John
Weston, who duly arrived on

Loch Scavaig anchorage. Entrance to right. Cuillins above.

Saturday in bright and breezy weather. John was introduced to
Heather of Mourne by a brisk beat to windward in force 6
gusting 7 and sunshine, which was highly enjoyable. We rolled
in the jib and used the motor for the very tricky pilotage into
Loch Moidart, where there is only one useful mark but many
rocks and islets. We could have done with Michael, who is a
wizard with the hand-bearing compass, but we avoided any
contact and found another very beautiful anchorage at teatime.
A dinghy party went to view the 14 century Castle Tioram on
an islet, which was fired in 1715 by its Macdonald owners to
prevent it’s falling into the hands of Campbells. On Sunday we
emerged safely under engine only to motor 24 miles, rounding
Ardnamurchan, to Tobermory in brightening sky. Monday was
brilliant sunshine and no wind, yet again. We motored to Lunga
in the Treshnish Isles, where we were able to anchor close in, in
glassy calm. Lunga used to have a big colony of puffins which
were almost tame enough to touch, but they seem to have gone.

During the very dark and windless night we heard a repeated
weird wail like an owl or a banshee (do they live in Scotland as
well as Ireland?). We could not place or identify it but were told
when we were in Gigha that it was probably a Great Northern
Diver; reference books support this theory but why does it call
at night?

On Tuesday we had a good sail to Staffa where, in spite of
some swell, the two Johns took the rubber dinghy into Fingal’s
cave while Heather of Mourne stood of and on and managed to
keep clear of the reefs.

We moved to the usual anchorage near the ferry slip on the
East side of Iona but this time we had kelp problems repeatedly
and retreated to the outside of the concrete pier at Fionnphort.
Here we had the only scare of the cruise. We were doubtful of
the depth on a falling tide and approached very cautiously, to
find that it shoaled very abruptly when we were almost in. We
landed two crew safely but then the next terry decided to do a
180° turn instead of sliding straight in as they usually do. It
created a very steep and violent wash which rolled and pounded
Heather of Mourne alarmingly against our fenders. The cross
trees seemed only inches from the high pier but the real scare

was the depth which dropped to zero under the keel and left us
cringing for the crunch which fortunately never quite
happened. As the tide was dropping we hurriedly left and found
the same fisherman’s mooring as two weeks before. (The
marooned shore party was recovered by dinghy, of course). We
then anchored in the Bull hole whieh is an excellent anchorage
with a clean sandy bottom. There was plenty of room in spite of
there being two other yachts at anchor and the ferry which rests
there overnight. John Weston visited the Abbey on lona by
terry after much rough scrambling from the anchorage.

The morning was dry but dim, with a welcome but
intermittent force 5 wind which, though south-easterly and
therelbre close hauled, carried us quite swiftly, with some
engine assistance, the 32 miles along the south coast of Mull
and across the Firth of Lorne to Cuan Sound and eventually to
the Marina at Craobh Haven Here the pub was welcoming and
produced very acceptable pub-grub.

In spite of a leisurely start on Thursday we had time for a
lunch stop at Carsaig. After rounding into Loch Sween we
actually flew the spinnaker and arrived at the beautiful
anchorage at Tayvallich by 1930 hrs. The expected sun duly
ppeared about mid-day and stayed with us.

Next day gave us drizzle and a light head wind but with
occasional engine we made quite good progress in a favourable
tide and had the anchor down in Ardminnish bay in Gigha
belbre 1700 hrs. We rounded off what was probably the
sunniest cruise we have ever had in Scotland by an excellent
celebration dinner in the Gigha Hotel with a couple of old and
highly valued local resident friends.

The trip across the North Channel was totally windless and
sunny. We logged 47 miles under motor to Bangor but the chart
distance was 60. More than once, off the Mull, Decca was
registering 10 knots over the ground.

To compensate a little for all that motoring we had a
splendid passage from Bangor to Whiterock two days later,
close hauled on starboard, with just a few short tacks on port,
and sunshine (of course) all the way. Moored at home at
1800 hrs - total mileage 822.
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South ArJs

Paddy Barry/
Jarlath Cunnane THEROCKABILL TROPHY

FOR A CRUISE WHICH INVOLVES AN
EXCEPTIONAL FEAT OF NAVIGATION
AND/OR SEAMANSHIP

Ernest Shackleton’s life was one of glorious failure. This

Quaker from Ballytore, County Kildare, failed with Scott
on the Terra Nova Expedition of 1904, to get off the Ross Ice
Shelf and he was invalided home. In 1907 on his own Nimrod
expedition he got within 97 mile of the South Pole, but failed in
his stated objective of reaching it. His Endurance expedition of
l 915-16, was to cross the Antarctic Continent. They never even
succeeded in setting foot on it. Before his fourth Quest
expedition even got going, he died at anchor in Gritviken in
1923.

Yet the abiding impression of his life is one of triumph in the
face of adversity, of heroism, self-sacrifice and endurance. The
truth lies somewhere beneath this lofty plane. He was all those
things. Yet also, he was a self-publicist and a showman. His
business dealings varied from the shady to the downright
fraudulent. He wrote the book ’In the Heart of the Antarctic’ on
his Nimrod expedition. In 1919, he published his book on the
Endurance expedition titled "South’. This was the inspiration
of our adventure and, being by way of a repetittion, we added
the word Arfs being the Gaelic for "Again’.

Yet it was not myself, but our climbing friend Frank Nugent
who was the direct catalyst of this outing. We met on a
Saturday walk on the Blackstairs in the Autumn of 1993 and
got to talking. I was not long back from Greenland and Frank
from Everest. It was early in 1995 when we met again. "’Any
plans"’? Frank mentioned Shackleton: and joined us on our
1995 Scottish climbing cruise. He didn’t fall off the boat, or l
off the mountain. In December we decided to see if we could
put a scheme together to do the Open Boat Journey and South
Georgia Traverse. A fundamental requirement, we decided,
would be the presence of a support
vessel.

This vessel should be capable
of carrying our small boat from
South America down to Elephant
Island, doing standby on the Boat
Journey/Traverse    and    then
transporting us back to South
America. For two months my
enquiries to Chile and Argentina
came to nought, until we were put
in touch with Skip Novak’s yacht
Pelagic, chartering out of
Ushuaia, Tierra Del Fuego, for the

Antarctic.
Our objective at this stage had

been identified. To build a replica
of the James Caird, Shackleton’s
lug rigged 23 foot ()pen boat. To
sail the open boat journey of 600
miles from Elephant Island to
South Georgia. To traverse South
Georgia, 30 miles of mountains
and glaciers. Further objectives
were two fold. To increase public

awareness of the part played by Irish in polar exploration. To
climb Mount Roots in South Georgia.

Jarlath joined the team as boat builder and sailor. Mike
Barry of Tralee (no relation), a three time Himalayan climbing
partner of Frank’s joined, as did Jamie Young of Killary as a
sailor. Mick O’Rourke, cameraman joined.

John Bourke joined the team as Manager (finance and
communications). He had played a similar role on the Everest
expedition, besides being a keen walker and sailor.

We would be five on our small boat, now called Tom Crean,
with John and Mick on Pelagic’. We nailed our colours to the
mast by going ’public" as Irish Antarctic Adventure 1997.

This was now the beginning of March. We had to build a
boat, fit out and sea-trial the boat and ship all by October 1st.
We rapidly enough closed the deal with Pelagic - £54,000 for
ten weeks. She could perform all support functions except the
transport of our Tom Crean across the Drake Passage from
South America to Antarctica. For that key element we were
confident we could get one of the Antarctic cruise ships. And of
course, we had to raise the money. To get going we each
personally put up £ 1,000 to get our kitty together.

The building of the small boat 7bin Crean is described in last
year’s journal. Perhaps, just as well, as after her unhappy
demise we would find it painful to live again with the joy of her
creation and birth. In form, size and lugger rig she was almost
identical to the original James Caird. Her construction was of
epoxy cold moulded plywood being much stronger. Jarlath
designed and organised the building of the boat by a Dunmore
East shipwright, Michael Kennedy. Michael was assisted by six
Kilkenny FAS trainees. The dichotomy of course was that this

%,.

7bin Crean lying to sea anchor
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was to be a throw away one-
journey boat, yet be strong enough
for the purpose.

Sea trials began in the
beginning of August off Jamie’s
Killary Lodge. The winds swept
down from Mweelrea. We
struggled with the ’handy’ lug rig.
Over the following weeks we
gradually tamed her, doubling the
ballast to one ton and reducing the
sail area. In the beginning of
September we brought her to the
RIYC in Dun Laoghaire, conven-
iently for myself, to fit her out.

During September we installed
batteries, GPS, VHF, single-ring
cooker, shelving and netting.
Sailing in Dublin Bay she would
effectively tack only through
about 160 degrees, but she was

SOUTH

slippery. In the right conditions five knots was usual Our new
friends from Musto delivered the fine ocean oilskins, middle

layer and thermal underwear - the Musto system.
For climbing and skiing equipment we had had a shopping

spree in the Great Outdoors. Lowe Alpine kitted us out with
mountain clothing.

All needed to be in place as the date for departure of the 40It
container, with the boat and all equipment, was now fixed as
October 5th

With great relief the container was despatched. Now there
should be little enough to do until our post Christmas departure.

In fact things got busier - fund-raising mostly - happily well
supported, including in particular, generous help from our own
ICC.

On December 29th we left Dublin Airport bound tbr
Ushuaia by way of Madrid and Buenos Aires. What relief to be
at last on our way.

Three days later the Straits of Magellan lay below. Then
Tierra Del Fuego’s bare wind-swept crags, down between two
of which we swooped onto the Beagle Channel, to land on the
new runway at Ushuaia. I’m glad we weren’t on the old
runway !

The Argentinean Navy bus transported us away to their base
where we were to be accommodated. Ushuaia (meaning ’bay
lacing east’ in the Yahgan language) faces Chile across the
Beagle Channel. This is called after the surveying vessel
skippered by Fitzroy in the 1830’s. His companion Darwin
wrote ’Origin of the Species’, largely as a result of his studies
in this area.

I had read ’Three Men and a Boat’, the boat being the
Beagle and the men being Fitzroy, Darwin and Jemmy Button,
the Yahgan they brought back to England. For those with a
heavier interest in the area, Bridges ’The Uttermost Place on
Earth’ is the book.

On New Year’s Day we installed our Immersat ’M’ on
Pelagic. Next day we got access to our container.

Earlier we had got $3,000 invoice for container demurrage
from Buenos Aires onward, despite its being consigned through
to Ushuaia. This naturally we vigorously queried. The response
came that this was only a ’quotation’. Welcome to South
America!

Even our Navy friends were powerless to protect us from the
Machevellian machinations of the Ushuaian Customs. For the
benefit of our fellow ICC members who may be contemplating
transhipping in the area we summarise:

Tom Crean was to be carried onwards into Argentinean
Antarctic territory on the cruise ship Molchonov departing
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January 12th. Jamie would accompany her, the rest of the team
having gone ahead in Pelagic.

However, Customs had her down for a January 2nd
departure. Could the date be changed? No!! So she was lifted
on to Molchonov, keel touching deck and off again into the
water. She could not be left ashore. This charade would be
funny if it didn’t cost us $1,800 in fees to Agents, Customs and

God-knows-who.
On January 6th we sailed eastward down the Beagle

Channel, the 24 miles for the Chilean Navy town of Port
Williams. There we cleared for landing on the Chilean Islands,
should we need to. Our plan was to get down among the
islands, north of Cape Horn, wait for a weather window, then
go for it across the 450 mile Drake Passage, any-which-way
before the next ’low’ would come sweeping in.

The Chileans from Valparaiso put out a weather fax twice
daily giving a 12 hour synopsis. It certainly helps you to know
what weather condition you are in and gives the big picture. For
exact weather you might as well spit in the wind.

This we were to find out very soon. Twelve hours after
leaving Cape Horn to starboard, the wind blew up. Initially
Pelagic danced and sang her 30 tons of tight cutter rig through
this. The heavily winched furling head sails were a treat to
handle as we reduced in the rising gale. For about 8 hours we
continued until it was time to heave-to, which we did for the
next twelve hours.

Southward of Cape Horn the Cape Petrels were ever present
for a couple of hundred miles, busily flapping their black and
white wings, but it was to the Great Wandering Albatross we
looked, giants of the bird kingdom. From our reading,
’Logbook for Grace’ had given us a comment commensurate.
"l have joined a band of upper mortals for I have seen the
Albatross."

Four days after clearing the Fuegen Islands the white of
King George Island showed through the cloud and mist, with
attendant offshore icebergs. Penguins like small dolphins rose
and fell through the water in playful fashion. Rounding Cape
Melville, the 5 mile long ice shelf of Sherratt Bay stretched
away on our starboard hand. A chilly F4 carried us under full
sail all the rest of that day. We were in no particular hurry now
that the shelter of the island was at hand. Two whales, species
unidentified, blew in inshore water. Penguin Island sent its
stink in our direction, though we were a mile off.. We rounded
first into the 10 mile deep Maxwell Bay and then into its
offshoot, Potters Cove to anchor off the orange huts of the
Argentinean ’Jubani Base’.

The island of King George is a ’handy’ place for setting up a
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base, having an air strip and being the closest part of Antarctica
to the South American, or any, mainland. There are some 10 or
11 national bases there, all involved in a mixture of scientific
programmes and land acquisition shape-up, with the enlphasis
heavily on the latter. The land which we know as +Graham
land’ is ~O’Higgins Land" on Chilean maps and "Antarctica
Argentina’ on those in Jubani.

In Jubani the enthusiastic ilospitality of Adolfo ti3e
commandant, was gratefully received. We dined on Saturday
with their full complement of 50 scientists and workers. We had
until the fl)llowing Thursday January 14th until Mo/chotmv
would be arriving with 7bm Crean. time to assimilate the
splendour of this gateway to Antarctica, reminiscent of
Spitzbergen but wilder in its winds.

At 62 degrees south, the nights were short. Temperatures
were an acceptable minus five centigrade at worst, though of
course it is wind and its associated chill that gives the bite.

Ski’s out. Time to go to the country, all those practice
sessions m the Ski Club of Ireland now to bear fluit.
Cramponing up the glacier side onto the slopes, donning skins
on the skis, roping up lest a crevasse do a swallowing job on
one of us, we schussed away happily towards a distant Nunatak
poking its black rocky outcrop 800 feel through the
surrounding whiteness. For hours our caravan moved with an
unimpressive speed as multiple interruptions combined to set

our speed at our least common denotninator. Poor lookoutq That
evening it transpired that Jarlath in his Dubarry boots had
walked not only to the Nunatak but climbed it - a first h’ish
ascent!

The Russian cruise ship Mo/c/tonov arrived as scheduled on
the evening of Thursday January 14th. On board was Jamie

Young with 7Din Cream The
Russians made quick work of tile
unloading and bv dusk at
tnidnight she lay tied off Pelavic
stern.

For a brief hour we chatted
with korna Siggms of the Irish
Times. Greg Mortimer, Ausmflian
climber and now charterer of
Moh’honov     for     Antarctic
Cruising, and our good friend and
Saint Patrick shipmate. Kevin
Cronin who couldn’t tniss out
coining down for a look at the
Antarctic. Gree is a reeat ,,uv
From Sydney, he not only
undertook to carry 7},m Cr(,(m Ol1
Mo/(’honov but at no cost if we
were short. Fair play to you Greg!

All too quickly they sailed
away on Moh’lumov in the
nfidnioht gloom with their came
of 50 tourists. Kevin told us that
there had been lectures on
everything - history, wildlife,
even how to get into their shore-
going Zodiacs!

Froth here at Potters Cove to
Elephant Island was 150 miles.
We had met with Molchonov in
Potters Cove because of the
shelter to be had there, whereas at
Elephant Island there is no shelter
and unloading of Tom Cretin
might not have been possible.

Now, Wednesday January 15111
’&’;.IS our dliy It’+,~,et ~Olll CI’~2(II1

ready for sea. We had considered going under sail to Elephant
Island. However, as our declared starting point was there we
felt that any risk taken beforehand vvould be unjustified.
Similarly, my notions of ,going to nearby Smith Island for a
jump ashore were side-lined. It was to there Bill Tihnan was
bound when lost at sea.

While getting 7bin Cre+m ready 1 had worn the Mush+ dry
suit by way of a trial. After only a COLiple of not very active
hours my thcrnlals beneath were d;.inlp. I therefore reckoned
that it would be the +oilies" for me. Our sailing gear ‘&’as Musto.
The M2 boots were good, ahhough not as warm as the heavily
insulated but cumbet+some "Moon boots" we had used in the
Arctic. Musto thermal underwear was fine, heuvier than the
equivalent mountain Lowe Alpine. The Musto mid laycr of
salopettes and jacket were terrific. I11 dry cold conditions they
could be used ahme and were the usual below deck rig on
Pela,vic. The Musto "Ocean" oilies were very good but
cumbersome. They were excellent for the static position -
plenty’ of pockets, good hood, watertight but somewhat like a
suit of armour in the confines of 7bin C/’ewt.

Next time, if ever (ne\.er!), 1 will have a proper Goretex
Survival Suit and for elites, the lighter HPX breathable type.

Our neoprene Douglas Gill gloves ‘&ere quickly discarded as
too cold ill fa\our of conventional poly liners, fleece or wool
uppers and nylon outers. The outers are a waste of time as the
inside ones get wet anyway. The best all round glove remains
the climbers Dachstein’s, a closely woven oiled wool, taken
into your sleeping bag between watches.

The Wednesday evening weather synopsis froln Valparaiso
sho‘&ed strong easterly head winds for about I!:~ days i.e. until
Friday, with possible south-westerly then. That’s what we need.
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Tom Crean was now all set, tow line and all. Now all we could
do was sit tight and wait. I wrote "I’ll probably sleep better
tonight. I am packed with one change of underclothes, for the
month ahead."

On Thursday evening 1 wrote "All day the wind has blown
from the west, 20-28 knots, unpleasant, with rain. That "low’
must have gone to the south of us to give westerlies. This
evening the prospect looks good. On the back of this low going
through we should get south-westerlies, followed by shtck". At
a general discussion it was decided to set the alarm bell for
04.00 hours and go if the wind was under 25 knots mean, and
direction west or south-west. We’ll go all five of us aboard 7bin
Crean; stored 18 days for South Georgia. Tonight the cold wind
blows as usual at 25 knots plus. A watery sun breaks through
my port light. The good sound and smell of lamb and potatoes
wafts to my pipe-cot. The dinner is up and so am I’.

John Bourke, Mike Barry, Mick O’Rourke, Paddy Barry, Jmlath Cunnane, Frank Nugent and Jamie
Young. "After the travail."

The tow to Elephant Ishmd started on Friday. In the early
morning the wind was blowing 25-29 knots westerly in Potters
Cove. Outside there was 40 knots, said a vessel steaming into
Maxwell Bay. By 12.00 the wind was down and we made to get
going. Aboard 7bin Crean we lay to our tow-line as Skip made
ready and eventually left. And then he cut no corners - the big
ship route and then some. We were moving at 6 knots in a slight
swell and following F3 westerly - grand.

In the midnight dusk we passed Bridgeman Island. At about
02.00 from ahead there was a blinding meteorite flash as this
falling space debris seemed to plunge into the sea ahead of us.
This was brighter by far than any street light. When first I saw
it I thought it was a flare.

At 03.00 it was bright and the sun rose at 04.00 as Jamie and
I went off watch.

Gibbs Island and O’Brien Island were abeam at midday.
High, sharp and snowy. Then we rounded Cape Plenty (the
names in Polar areas are so descriptive, but usually of the
unhappier kind such as Cape Desolation and Doubtful Bay).

As Elephant Island came in sight the day was fine and our
spirits high. We skirted first Cape Lookout and then the five
mile long face of Endurance Glacier. The Mount Pa,’do range

showed through the clouds all the way ahead behind Cape
Walker, but not an Elephant seal was to be seen along the shore.
This barren place had long ago been given its name by the
nineteenth century sealers, who had done their bloody work in
pursuit of blubber oil.

Passing Cape Walker on the islands south-eastern point,
many of the features in Malcolm Burleys and Chris Furzes
combined Services Expedition Reports could be seen.

To the east, Clarence Island showed only its 6,000 foot
peaks above the haze.

Our anchor and sweeps were prepared as the island off Cape
Valentine came in sight and then, more distinctively, the basalt
pillar beside which Shackleton had stowed a food cache, since
reported as covered by rock fall.

We had arrived at this ’sacred ground’. No more the blurred
photographs of Shackleton’s Frank Hurley, the aerial mapping

of BAS (British Antarctic
Survey); we were here, and it high
water. We could see why
Shackleton had moved on. The
sea reached to within feet of the
cliff-base. Rowing into ten feet
depth or so we anchored. Mike
Barry, Frank and Mick the Camera
went ashore. The day was
continuing sunny and calm - what
extraordinary luck!

Anxious to make Point Wild,
our primary objective, we
continued under tow, past bergs
both floating and grounded, past
Pinnacle Rock and the high cliffs
of the Pardo until Point Wild
unmistakable with its low spit and
off lying island.

By 18.00 we were anchored and
ashore. The fur seals, the colour of
grey rocks were snarlers and
biters. A skelp from one of those
would do your leg no good. The
hair stood on my neck in wonder
and awe at this awful place where
22 men had endured three and a
half months through the Antarctic
winter of 1916. The metal detector
we had brought to seek remains of

these men, their blubber-stove or parts of the two upturned
rowing boats under which they lived, was a joke. The rock,
swept bare by gales, was covered by penguins guano. A
Chilean monument to their man, skipper of the steam-tug
Yelcho who with Worsely and Shackleton on bow and bridge,
rescued the 22, seemed intrusive. What about Frank Wild? He
who had kept the 22 from despair, as each morning he had
called ’roll up your sleeping bags, the boss may come today".

There the boy Blackborrow had had all his frost bitten
gangrenous toes amputated, under a row boat in mid winter by
the light of a blubber lamp.

Among the Chinstrap penguins, in this their short hatching
season, we walked gingerly, photographed and wondered at
these men. They camped, almost certainly on a 15 metre by
6 metre piece of level rock about 3 metres over high water. The
sea ice would have given winter protection, snow provided
drinking water, food being penguin and fur-seal, then much
fewer than now.

It was on Easter Monday, April 24th 1916 that Shackleton
and his five companions had begun what was to be the greatest
ever small boat voyage - a journey of self rescue for the twenty
two who remained.
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At 22.00 hours on Saturday January 18th, we pulled away
under oar from Point Wild. Light brash ice from the calving
glaciers at Cape Balsam, tinkled against our 23 foot hull. In
cool but near perfect conditions of a light north-westerly breeze
we raised our lug-sails. Our feelings were of relief and
jubilation that at last we were on our way. The planning, the
fund-raising, the boat-building, the complexities of getting to
our start were all behind us.

Now it was just the five of us in our boat, sailing to South
Georgia, 700 miles to the north-east. The immediate reality was
that we were too big for this cramped little boat. The simplest
movements required a choreographed rearrangement of limbs,
boats, gear and bodies.

The single burner gas stove, set in its metal box, was an
abiding hazard, to nearby sleeping bags and sleepers both. This
was such a danger and commanded such respectful caution that
it gave us no trouble.

It was grand to see the instant
potato mish-mish being poured
into our dog-dish bowls covering
the tinned spare or, on alternate
days, tinned kippers. We did have
varied food - muesli, Ryvitas,
porridge, jam, tea and all but half
hot and half cold as it was, with
maybe a dollop of sea water
splashing in for good measure, it
was merely fuel to keep the bodies
going. If we couldn’t sleep much,
at least we could eat - on the good
days anyway.

And our first couple of days
were good, great in fact. Our 24
hour run to Sunday night was 76
miles and to Monday night nearly
as good. Although the wind had
veered round to northerly or was it
backed? (everything turns the
opposite way down south!). So
although we were going well we
were being pushed down off our
course. This little boat, faithful
replica of Shackleton’s James Southern Ocean
Caird was little more than a
rowing boat with zero windward
performance.

On Monday January 20th, 0930 hours day 2, I wrote: "’I just
had a ’long’ off-watch, great. It took me a long time to warm up
my feet in the sleeping bag by rubbing them and curling them
up. All yesterday we sailed to a F3 WNW with all sail making
15° below our course .... This morning Jarlath and Mike took
down the main sail. The sea was up and they had to steer
excessively (20 degrees plus) off course. We got a good
forecast last night at the 21.00 radio contact with Pelagic. The
’low’, giving our current weather, has greatly filled and should
now bring in only 20 knot northerlies".

This shouldn’t matter as sooner or later the wind would
round astern and we’d romp along before it, regaining our
northing.

Tuesday was hard. "All day we close - hauled to the east,
with a fresh northerly wind. The boat will go only 90 degrees to
the wind. The South Orkney Islands grew ever closer as a lee-
shore eventually only 25 miles away.

By afternoon it was blowing 25 knots and at 19.30 we But
the boat about on the other tack heading north-west. The w~nd
rose to a full gale. With backed jib and helm lashed alee, we lay
to for the night and were glad not to be blowing down on the
Orkneys".

This was the first bad weather we had met and the boat rode
the seas very well, with no full waves coming into the cockpit
just the occasional splash. However, the cockpit Whale 30
pump seemed inclined to air lock.

That blow lasted only about 12 hours and we tacked and
were away again to the east. We were happy and confident
though bloody cold all the time even in the sleeping bag. inside
the hull ran with the condensation, sweat and spillage - a mixed
brew indeed. Outside you could at least stretch yourself in the
biting wind, swing your arms, stamp your feet until a shout
from below to "’stop the football match."

Wednesday January 22nd 14.00 hrs, Day 4. "Today is the
grandest day you ever did see - clear sky, sunny, cool F2 off the
beam. flattish sea and we are steering 040 degrees, our direct
course. We have had all our gear, bags, gloves out drying. We
are hanging round the cockpit chatting.

We just ran a "book" on our day of arrival at King Haakon
Bay. The bet is one day’s Ushuaia "wages’: $20 per man. I have
gone for a 13 day passage. In fact, I think it may be less. The
total is 700 miles thumb line. We have been making good 60
miles a day, average, with the wind mostly from ahead.

My back is stiff with the cold and damp. I took a couple of
Bruefen, which help. God has it been cold, wet and miserable,
even in the good weather. The cabin is so confined. Watch
change is a major hassle getting out of ’oilies’ putting them
somewhere, getting off gloves, hats and boots, putting them
where you hope you will find them - best under our head for a
pillow, contorting feet first into the bag, inside its cover, all
damp. I pull my socks (2 pairs) and gloves into the bag with
me.

Then at the end of your off-watch, the opposite, your feet
would barely have warmed up in the bag but its time to get out
again - head first - onto your knees, sideways, turnaround,
sitting in your dry gear on someone else’s wet gear. We try and
get the "oily’ trousers on inside the cabin and then as quick as
can in the cockpit get on jacket, gloves, harness and hood up.

Handling the boat is the easy bit."
Thursday 17.30 hrs, day 5. WP 045° 399 miles.
"’Last night we had a gale from the north and we have to
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"According to Frank, we’re in for a blow soon"

heave-to. Not too bad a night all told. This morning at about
06.00 the wind fell and went westerly. We had a rollicking 4
knot sail for a while in the right direction. The TTG (time to go)
even showed 95 hours for a spell. Alas now for most of the time
even with a light following wind from a variable direction we
slop along as best we can".

We had made good 66 miles in the last 30 hours.
Friday January 24th 05.35. Mike and Paddy on watch. "The

wind is north-easterly F2/3. We are sailing to the northwest at
2gz knots. It is a cold morning and misty and generally
miserable. But all are in good heart, awaiting a change of wind
for the better. Jamie fixed the pump last night.

WP 047° 393 miles.
Made 6 miles in the last 10 hours".
Later "’Hove to in gale No. 3 (in 6 days) northerly (as

usual)".
The deck log finished here. What follows was written about

four days later.
The wind and sea rose to a greater extent than the previous

two gales, and kept on rising and rising. By nightfall the wind
was lifting water, not just off wave-tops but off the flattened
sea. The seas grew, first into regular big even crests 30 foot
maybe, but then became steep walls of water, the crests
tumbling down, being wind carried off in flying spume.

We put the sea anchor out from the bow; it seemed to make
no difference. To look directly into the wind wasn’t possible as
the flying spume would cut into your face and eyes.

The boat was lying beam on, try as we did to keep her head
to windward with all other sail down and the tiller lashed to lee.
We raised a triangular piece of mizzen sail. This brought the
head of the boat around about 20 degrees, thus bringing the
seas ahead of the beam.

But the seas became irregular altogether and now were
coming from all directions. We were pointing upwind,
downwind, lying, running, we were tossed and battered about
like being inside a washing machine below: wedged in, waves
belting the boat, first on one side, then the other, then the deck.
Going out to check the lashings of spars and sails was a dash
through the hatch with the harness already clipped on, then out,
slam and lock the hatch and clip on a second harness.

About four o’clock on Saturday morning, we were all below
battered, cold, eating the odd Mars bar with water, when a great
hissing sound rose above the now familiar racket. I was in a
sleeping bag and sort of stiffened at this new sound. Then
bodily sideways I felt us being carried, swept, and then the
silence. We were upside down.

A cut in my head from hitting the underside of the deck
unsighted me, but Jamie said later that he looked out the hatch
(it was see-through polycarbonate) and saw only green sea.

Slowly forever, there was nothing we could do, she lay
upside down before rolling slightly on, when we all scrambled
to the side of the cabin to help her back up.

There was no solid water inside - good hatch - but to empty
the cockpit we had to open a bulkhead valve and let the water
into the cabin and pump it away using the cabin pump. Ten
minutes of this and the outside pressure of water on the hatch
was down enough to open it, get out and finish pumping from
outside.

Amazingly, all spars and sails were in place, no damage was
done except to burgees, antenna and so on.

Twice in the next twelve hours we were again rolled, same
story. We radioed Pelagic for any weather information.

"They had been registering wind speeds of 50-60 knots
sustained and had been knocked on her beam by a ’Shackleton
wave’. The wind is now south-west, 40-50 knots, sea
completely white. Air temperature is 4 degrees centigrade.

Three cyclonic depressions are following. If we do not get
above them we will get hit by all of them".

They called a U.S. specialist weather outfit - Bob Rice on
the lmmarsat M and an hour later gave us the bad news.

"For the next 10 days a deepening low, going down to
965 Mb would give northerlies all over this area with another
60 knot session in about 3 days time".

We are not quitters; but the risk was too high. Sooner or later
when capsized again, one of our crew would be swept away or
the mast would pull the deck out. At best that wouldn’t happen,
but we would be carried hundreds of miles southward of South
Georgia. The wind eased. I made the sad call to Pelagic, "We
want to abandon".

It was the following day before the seas went down to a
manageable state and Pelagic had made her way up to us.
Veering down their inflatable and three times winching it back
with us and our gear in it, we left our dreams, and scuttled her,
lest she survive, be washed up God-knows-where and cause
alarm.

Our position when we abandoned was 59° 56S 44° 57W.
For the next two days Pelagic raced the 270 miles, engine,

sails any-which-way to get to the shelter of the nearest part of
South Georgia before the weather broke.

Our bodies recovered quickly and our spirits less so, but we
were unshaken in our determination that ’South Art’s’ should
continue.

We called briefly to Larsen Harbour and were anchored in
Cooper Bay when the weather struck. With keel in the mud
(this is one of the benefits of the lifting keel), anchor and chain
out and four warps to steel slings tied around rocks, we rode it
out and were not sorry to be here and not at sea.

We determined that to ensure success in the traverse we
would work hard at getting ourselves and our mountain gear up
to snuff, getting familiar if not comfortable, with South
Georgia’s mountains, snow, ice and, most of all, weather.

During the next two weeks we cruised the east coast calling
to Ocean Harbour, Grytviken, Leith, Stromness and Antarctic
Bay. We saw the wildlife, the abandoned whaling stations,
Shackleton’s grave, Prince Edward Military Base (17 men),
met Tim and Pauline Carr on Curlew and got into shape for the
mountains.

The weather was so changeable, fine maybe in the morning
but snow and wind four hours later. On February 5th, within
Leith Harbour, we had wind gusts of 38 metres/sec (about 90
mph) with snow.

It was bitter sweet to enter King Haakon Bay aboard Pelagic
on Saturday February 8th. The sea was flat. A light breeze blew
in from the west. Tom Crean would have had no bother. Setting
aside these thoughts we dinghied in to the narrow ’Cave Cove’
that mere cleft in the rock, 200 metres east of Cape Rosa, where
Shackleton had landed on May 10th, 1916.
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There we bolted a bronze plaque to the rock face, cast in
Dublin, commemorating his landing and the words of
Amundsen:

"In the history of Antarctic exploration, the name of
Shackleton will be forever written ira letters of fire."

We anchored that night up the bay near Peggoty Camp and
at 10.00 next morning our traverse began. Frank Nugent,
leader, with Mike Barry, Jamie Young and Paddy Bah’y, 30
miles only; but those miles included three mountain ranges,
heavily crevassed glaciers, snow fields, log and the crossing of

a near freezing rivet.
Fifty hours later with aching bodies, blistered feet, striped

shoulders but light hearts these four descended into the ruined
Stromness Whaling Station - exullant.

All together again, we sailed round to Grytviken. There we
recovered, did some filming and hiking, had a few ,jars with the

Army guys from King Edward Base and prepared for our
attempt on the unclimbed Mount Roots.

John Bourke, Mike Barry and Mick O’Rourke carried loads
in and upwards, from base to advance-base, on the
Nordenskold Glacier. Frank and PB continued upwards
breaking through the clouds to a great snow bowl. ’Camp
Gaffney’ we called our minuscule camp under the remaining
3,000 ft of Roots. And Mount Roots still awaits its first ascent
- about 1,000 feet up a gully of loose snow, friable rock,
avalanches - too close, and doubtful weather, we packed it in.
Roots will not fall to less than a fresh and full climbing team.

On Wednesday February 26th, anchor stowed below, we
departed South Georgia, sailed 1,000 miles to weather, leaving
the Falkland Islands 60 miles to our starboard, Staten Island to
our south, through the straits of Le Maire, up the Beagle
Channel and, on March 8th, into Ushuaia.

If we in South Arfs may borrow (this time from Addison)
"tis not in mortals to command success, but we’ll do
more Sempronios, we’ll deserve it"

Jarlath concludes: 7bin Crean was built as a replica of
Shackleton’s boat the James Caird. Within the constraints of
the overall dimensions - 23’6- x 6"6"" there was little we could
do to improve her sea-keeping qualities we did have the
benefit of an epoxy-wood deck instead of the original leaking
canvas over the forward sleeping cuddy.

The sailing rig was an exact copy of that used on James
Caird and offthe wind she sailed very well - it was possible to
balance the sails so that she sell steered.

The hull was designed to be self righting should it capsize
and I’m pleased to say in the three knockdowns we received, it
righted without hesitation. The structure suffered no damage at
any time, the only thing lost in the capsize was the VHF
antenna, burgee and radar reflector.

What caused the knockdowns was not the high winds -
storm F10 with sustained 50KN winds - but the huge breaking
seas which smashed down on her decks rolling her over like a
matchstick in a waterfall.

Glacier travel

What changes would I make if I were designing her again’?
The following are notes written the day alter the

abandonment of 5%m Crean

¯ The hull should be insulated internally to prevent
condensation forming which constantly wet our sleeping
bags, ourselves and our provisions

¯ The quarter berths were too narrow - I’d make them 2"
wider and reduce the cockpit width.

¯ There were berths Ik)r fot, r crew - the other crew member
being on watch. In the enforced situation with the 5 crew
below while hove-to, at least one crew member was
extremely uncomfortable. Reduce the crew to tour or
redesign the layout below to accommodate all.

¯ More sea trials needed in heavy seas using "’series drogue"
type sea anchor to hold bow to wind and sea.

¯ Improve food - more easily prepared army type rations need
investigation and examine self heating canned food.

¯ Improve cabin ventilation - more easily said than done -
maybe a snorkel up the mast?
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Dunn’s Ditties

Chris Bruen writes of "Do Dirk In!"
For many years, sailing along our south coast, leaving my home
port of Cork, I have found the delightful safety of Dirk Bay on
a number of occasions. Most sailing west, having cleared the
Old Head, feel the only next shelter is Glandore or
Castletownshend, apart from those that drop into
Courtmacsherry. However, a number of years ago whilst
travelling west, in my 21ft. "L’Legro" and facing a force 4 to 5
from the south west, I looked for shelter, knowing the flood tide
was about to begin and I headed for Dirk Bay.

Dirk Bay lies on the east side of Galley Head, is horseshoe
shaped with a rock on the East side, just awash at high water
and 2 cables off the East shore. To the West, the Bay benefits
from the terrain of Galley Head being 100ft. to 150ft. high on
the east by Dunowen Head with nearby Slate Cove with a
height of 178ft. The West side of the Bay has mainly a rocky
bottom. However, in a diagonal line, approximately one and a
half cables from the North shore and rounding to Carrigduff
and on to Slate Cove, there is a sandy bottom with Dirk Strand,
locally known as Red Strand, nestling in the North East corner,
with magnificent silver sand. The Bay is completely clear, apart
from Carrigduff which dries and is awash at high water. Being
so close to Galley Head, it is an ideal retreat for somebody
heading West on the ebb and wishing to take a rest for a few
hours and perhaps continue on the next ebb.

In our South and West sailing directions, Dirk Bay gets a
quick mention and I believe treated rather harshly for a gem
which can be used to great benefit in most conditions, except
south to south east winds.

I invite fellow members, next time they are heading along
the South coast, "Do Dirk In" and perhaps let me know if you
agree with my description of the "Hidden Jewel of the Galley".

Ann Bunting and John Clementson write:
The year’s sailing has been complicated by the problem of
having two boats. In some ways of course a nice problem but,

Faustina H anchored amongst the Fairy Isles In Loch Sween
Photo: John Clementson

in reality, dividing one’s time and loyalties between just doesn’t
work. Especially when we have been trying to sell the Sadler
34 that is in the Ionian.

We bought our ’new’ boat last autumn in Southampton and
sailed her to her new home in Bangor in the Spring with a crew
of old friends from England. This was an interesting voyage as
we learnt more about how well she sails and how well we
would be able to cope with her. The answer to both was ’fine’.
During the season we have considered various options for
reducing our work load and some have been put into effect and
more are being done this winter. Raising the mainsail has
proved to be the hardest chore and we are planning to motorise
a winch to solve that.

In the meantime ads were in the main magazines to tell the
world about the Sadler 34 Faustina. We drove out to Greece for
a week in May and cleared all the bits and pieces that had
collected in her over 11 years - and it was as well that we had
removed all the back seats from the estate car else we would
not have got it all in. Heaven knows how it all fitted in the boat!
The drive down and back was incidentally most enjoyable. We
were able to stay with friends in Cochem on the Mosel each
way. Otherwise we stayed in small pubs and took our time
exploring. We then took the ferry from Ancona for a great 24
hour voyage (recommended) to Igoumenitsa in Greece, only an
hour from Preveza where the boat is laid up ashore.

Back home in July we took Faustina H to Scotland for two
weeks. We confined ourselves to rounding Mull but neverthe-
less Ann went to several places that she had not seen in many
years of cruising the area. We remember with particular
affection a great evening in Tinker’s Hole when we had the
entire anchorage to drinks on board, and the Fairy Isles near
Tayvallich which were so tranquil and beautiful that a quick
look became a stay of 24 hours. We met up at different times
with Roy Barton on Dun-na-Mara and David and Hilary Park
on Alys, both of whom entertained us to memorable meals on
board, and with Robert and Liz Shanks who provided a
wonderful meal ashore in their lovely time-share in Melfort.
Blessed by very adequate weather, this was a good start to West
Scotland sailing in our new boat.

Then in August we flew back to Greece for a few days to
launch Faustina and prepare her for friends to borrow for two
weeks. We then returned to use her ourselves for a month
during which we cruised very idly in the Ionian. We met up
with Mervyn Hall on Baily of Howth in Nidri and enjoyed
evenings on board each others’ boats. Baily looks in amazing
condition despite her 16 years. We were well rested but getting
a bit bored by the time we hauled Faustina out and spent 5 days
winterising her and doing a few cosmetic jobs. (At the time of
writing she is still for sale. Details on request!)

Faustina H has had a few local runs during the year
including joining in the excellent Ardglass Rally. She has a
’country’ mooring in Ringhaddy that hopefully we will have
more opportunities to use in 1998 - but Galicia calls...
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James Cahill writes
1 have become heavily committed with the restoration of the
old Coastguard Station at Rosmoney, Westport. This started
with an in-depth research into the life and times of the British
Coastguard Service in Ireland during the 19ul century. If any
members are willing to share inlkwmation which they have on
the coastguard service, their buildings, boats, or matters
touching on them, or the watchtowers built during the
Napoleonic era (circa 1806) including photographs and
memorabilia, it would be very much appreciated and at this
point I wish to thank some members who have already assisted
me.

Because of the commitment to this project 1 have decided to
sail locally only during the next few years. 1 intend to visit as
many of the uninhabited and often quite inaccessible islands as
possible along our coast and prepare a log describing them.
One of the islands we landed on this year was Duvillaun More,
(Big Black Island), with an area of 177 acres, south of the
lniskea Islands off Behnullet peninsula. Before starting out I
got instructions from a local fisherman. He said that the landing
was just below the searz ti (old houses) on the north-east point,
directly south-west of Duvillaun Beg (see map on page 206 of
the South and West Coast Cruising Guide). On landing 1
realised that the land was bog on top of granite. There are two
sean ti just up from the sheet-rock shore. There were
fisherman’s huts and just large enough for two men to lie down
in. As we walked though the island, we found the standing
remains of about ten houses - six facing east and four facing
them on the other side of a 20 foot street. The occupiers of the
island had been evicted during the famine in one mass eviction.
I noticed that there was no evidence of a hearth or chimney in
any of the houses. These old houses were heated by means of a
fire lit in the centre of the floor with a hole was left gaping in
the roof to allow the smoke out. The islanders had a reputation
for making poteen and certainly they had no shortage of turf to
heat the stills. It was quite difficult to land on the island and I
could imagine these people being cut off for long periods at a
time. There was a small number of standing stones with crosses

and other images inscribed on them. Like the Iniskeas further
north and most of the other islands, there were monastic
settlements on Duvillaun 1,000 years ago or more.

I believe that a lot of archaeological work can be done on

these islands, for example the pottery found on the Inishkeas
was recently carbon dated as being over 4,500 years old.

Incidentally, by next spring I hope to have ready a display of
12-14 different types of curragh at the Coastguard Station. Each
will be a sample of the various curraghs which were in common
use along the whole west coast of Ireland before the advent of
the outboard engine. I believe this is an exciting and
worthwhile project. Again, if any members can provide me
with information, memorabilia or ideas, they will be very
welcomed and I will invite them to stay in the new Rosmoney
Coastguard tower.

Jarlath Cunnane writes on Achill Sound Bridge
I mentioned in the autumn newsletter I recently completed a
passage through Achill Sound. As some members may be
interested I enclose some notes on procedure for opening the
swing bridge. The Cruising Club notes describe the passage
through the sound and do not need repeating here. Mayo Co
Council require 2 days notice to open the bridge. Contact the
Mayo Co Council Area Engineer, Newport, Phone 098 41169.
The water supply pipes to the island are can-fed on the bridge,
fortunately the pipes are fitted with flexible coupling which are
disconnected when required to allow the bridge to swing. In
practice the area engineer refers bridge opening requests to the
"man on the spot", Mr Padraic Scanlon, Achill Sound, 098
45185, who dealt with our request with efficiency. As the

Achill Bridge. Photo: Jarlath Cunnane

opening mechanism is hand operated it may not be possible to
open the bridge in high winds.

The ESB appear to have raised the level of 10 Kv. cables
recently. The cables now measure 12.5 m above the stonework
of the central pier, which the highest spring tides occasionally
cover. A quick measurement of the amount of stonework

visible plus 12.5 m will give the clearance under cables.
Remember these power cables carry serious electricity and
must be given adequate clearance.

The Telecom cables are now removed, and laid underwater.
Taller rigged vessels may have to wait for low tide to pass
through the opening span, and wait for the next tide to exit the
sound.

After an interesting passage from the south on a rising tide
we an’ived at 10.30 am at slack water as planned, to see a 5 man
crew at work winding handles and disconnecting pipes. No
delay was caused to us, but I’m sure the motorists weren’t too
pleased with the disruption. The time to open and close the
bridge is about 1/2 hour not counting the time spent re-
connecting pipework. An excellent breakfast was had at
Sweeneys restaurant on the island side, having tied up at the
pier on the north of the bridge on the mainland, l highly
recommend this route as an alternative passage from Clare
Island to Blacksod Bay or the Iniskea Islands, and only by
using this passage will the rights to bridge opening be
maintained. Regretfully, Belmullet canal bridge is now
replaced by a fixed bridge which prevents passage through the
canal except for the smallest of craft. Our route continued north
through Bulls Mouth where our speed over the ground touched
12 knots in the tide race, through Davillaun Sound to the
Iniskea Islands and onwards overnight to Killala Bay and up
the river Moy to Ballina.

Brian Dalton writes:
It must be very rare indeed when three experienced skippers
cruise together without a trace of friction. Moreover, the
compatibility was based on ancient friendships and was laced
with good humour and a sense of fun. However, the secret
ingredient of this pot purri was undeniably the presence of three
remarkable sailing ladies, Barbara Fox-Mills, Margaret Turvey
and Lise Dalton.

This unforgettable occasion was the charter of Sunbear, a
three cabin Jeaneau 41, for the cruise in Maine commemorating
the 75th anniversary of the CCA. We flew the Commodore’s
broad pennant and his or others’ pens will undoubtedly recount
the superb weather and scenery encounted. Of the many ports
visited one only yielded a stowaway, appropriate to Maine, a
small brown bear (stuffed), named Castine from his jumping
off place. Mothered by Barbara, he con’ectly donned a flotation
device made from threaded half corks and a sun hat. At Bangor,
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Me. airport a high speed messenger delivered, just in time, two
large stuffed dolls for the journey, lucky fellow! I am sure the
authorities at Dublin airport were presented with miniature
passports for the trio.

Hugo du Plessis writes from Trinidad:
My activities this year have been definitely geriatric in that I
have been nowhere and done nothing.

In June I flew back to the bosom of my family for a month
and stayed for three. Mainly because my tenant unexpectedly
gave notice so my family descended en-masse on my bosom
instead.

I got more sailing when back than I have when living on my
own boat. One delightful day at Bantry with my old friend Pat
Gallagher. The bay was looking its best and apart from the odd
half dozen racing (in typical Bantry style, very odd), there was
hardly a sail to be seen right out to the Atlantic beyond. What a
contrast with the Sunday before sailing in the Solent. At one
stage I counted 150 sail and did not include the fast motor
cruisers dashing up and down close by. The flight plan between
Cowes and Hamble was like a motorway.

It is still very hard to find a nicer cruising area than our own
West of Ireland - and I have looked harder and further than
most members. If only it could be a little warmer, like this
overcrowded Caribbean for instance!!!

My only sail of note was the ’fun’ race during Trinidad
Carnival. The Rules were simple. Rule (1): There are no Rules.

There was however a recommendation that fibreglass yachts
keep out of the way of steel ones, and a requirement that the
bottle of rum presented to all entrants should be consumed
during the race.

My intention had been to go straight back to anchor and
drink the rum without bothering about the silly race part,
especially as the start was during a nasty wet, cold squall.
However the squall passed and I made a belated start to achieve
my second aim, which was to get in the way as much as
possible. Which I did (nonchalantly drinking my rum and
eating my lunch) as the dead serious leaders came tearing part
on the second leg before I was half way to the first mark. l even
protested against one which tacked too close in front - after I
had managed to make him stand on too far!

I was actually placed twenty first out of fifty, which I
thought quite a good achievement especially as I was still on
the first round, and had never bothered to go round that first
mark - damn silly idea putting a mark dead to windward
anyway. Well as I said it was a ’fun’ race. At least it was at my
end of the fleet. And isn’t all sailing meant to be fun?

Maybe I’ll get further this year if I don’t rum out of steam or
get too bogged down with other things. Meanwhile I am at
anchor in the best spot in Trinidad, a tiny cove surrounded by
trees and hills, all to myself - hardly room for two anyway -
perfectly sheltered and bird song not loud discos. Not quite
Paradise perhaps, but never having been there I wouldn’t know
what was.

Susan and Peter Grey write from Tonga of Waxwing, island
hopping in the Pacific:
Last year, we told readers that we had left Waxwing in Trinidad
while we summered in Ireland. On our return, we set sail for the
north coast of Venezuela and spent until the New Year
exploring the many islands lying close off the coast. Highlights
were the fabled Los Roques archipelago and its nearby little
companion, Les Ayes, where we lay to anchor several times in
clear, calm, water while great waves crashed and spent
themselves on the protecting reefs. For company, at various
times we had Paul & Angela Maguire, Richard & Helen
Wheeler and our daughter Carol and her companion Grant
Munroe. It was great to have them and they all carried
dispatches from home. Carol and Grant also accompanied us on

The one that didn’t get away. Photo: Peter Grey

a three day "tourist" visit to Canaima National Park which was
a wonderful experience although low water levels prevented a
tour to Angel Fails.

Then on to Panama via Bonair and the San Blas islands. We
were told that Defoe placed Robinson Cruso there and indeed
the native indians could well have been descendents of Man
Friday. The elder on one island was actually called Mr.
Robinson and took our five dollar tee and sold us his wife’s
molas with grace and charm. We thought we could easily settle
there !

The transit of the Panama Canal was an interesting
experience but not, in essence, much different to accending the
Shannon. We stayed at one end or the other tbr over a month
while we were visited by neighbours from home, Robert and
Hazel McDonnell and explored the Perlas islands off the
Pacific coast. We also had to get ourselves wound up for the (in
the main imagined) rigours of the ocean crossing.

Our next call was to the Galapogos where we were allowed
a generous eight days; then on to the Marquesas. Our most
loved anchorage there was off the village of Hakahetau on the
island of Ua Pou where we were entertained by wonderful
dancing at teats laid on by the villagers inspired by their "elder"
(chief in the old days) Etienne. One day we travelled over to the
main village of Hakahau where we talked to a class of students
studying tourism and, despite a bit of a language barrier, we
managed to explain a bit about Ireland and our own travels.

We managed eight days in the Tuamotu atol of Ahe and then
on to Papeete in Tahiti - the crossroads of the Pacific - and a
wonderful, colourful place. Unfortunately, our permit for
French Polynesia was for three months only, and having dallied
in teh Marquesas and Tuamotus, we decided to spend most of
our remaining time in the westerly islands of Raiatea and tahaa.
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More magic places! The nine day passage to Tonga turned in to
a fourteen day slog with gales and head winds so we missed the
Cooks and the unique independent island of Niue.

Tonga is wonderful. Cheerful, friendly people, reasonable
supplies at reasonable prices and clear sparkling water.
Untk)rtunately it has rained also. We are staying at the north end
of Tonga in the Vava’u islands group where over forty sheltered
anchorages within a few hours sail of each other and steady
moderate winds make for a cruising paradise.

Betty Hegarty writes of Returns to Croatia

This year we returned to Croatia.
We had such a wonderful time.
The walled towns, the islands, the waterfalls
Can all be described as divine.

Our friends were as lovely as ever:
The family enjoyed it as well.
The Skipper, as brown as nugget,
Poured gins that would send you to Hell.

The weather was just as I like it,
Bright sunshine, but never too hot.
We swam in the brilliant blue water.
The diet went almost to pot.

We’d like to persuade you to go there,
Before all the tourists come back.
Go now, while the islands are quiet -
We’ll be back there next year -for the Craic!

Alan Leonard writes:
Confession is said to be good for the soul. I have to confess to
having cruised in recent years to the Scillies, to the West of
Scotland (twice), on the East Coast of Ireland and in the
Channel Islands without having put pen to paper, or finger to
keyboard, nor even mouth to Dictaphone, to contribute to the
Annual. Mea culpa.

Gordon McNabb (formerly of SLYC, now of Beverley
Yacht Club and out port member of Royal Ulster) had issued a
long standing invitation to me to cruise with him in North
American Waters. The CCA 75th Anniversary Cruise seemed
to be the ideal opportunity to do so, particularly as it meant that
he could go on it on the strength of my ICC membership! David
and I flew to Boston on the same flight as Peter and Evie
Ronaldson and a number of Northern Ireland based Clyde
Cruising Club members. On the Friday night Gordon and Liz
McNabb, David and myself, drove to Falmouth Foreside to join
Flying Cloud, his Douglas Peterson designed Tartan 43. That
left us with a long passage to make to the Fox Island Thorofare,
where we anchored at Perry Creek at iibout 8 p.m., too late for
the opening party for overseas guests but in good time for the
opening lunch the next day. After the party we made our way to
Pulpit Harbour on the north west side of North Haven Island.
We had a taste of the famous Maine fog on our way across to
Camden where we socialised with Brendan and Pamela
Bradley and Brian and Heather McManus fl’om Shalini beR~re
going ashore to meet Tony and Anne Solly, Gordon’s ftiends
who are the owners of Bartholome~v, ex Tritsch-Tratsch which
was being sailed on the cruise by Otto Glaser for whom she was
built. Our longest sail of the cruise was a spanking reach from
Camden across to the Deer Isle Thorofare where we stopped for
lunch at Stonington before going on to Burnt Coat Harbour,
Swan’s Island for the night. Next morning after a brief visit to
Lunt Harbour, where we saw Katara RCC, we beat tip to the
Cranberry Isles and from there in to Sornes sound for the dinner

on the 30th July. The next 2 days were spent in Northeast
Harbour, Mount Desert Island. I made a trip up to Bar Harbour
Airport to collect Elizabeth and our younger son Colin who had
flown to Boston a week later.

We then came to the really arduous part of the cruise, sltiling
from party to party! First it was up the west side of Mount
Desert Island to Morgan Bay for the mid coast raft up. Afle, the
party we spent the night in Blue Hill Harbour from where
Gordon and Liz had to leave next morning to return to work,
leaving me in charge of their precious yacht! From there we
enjoyed "’getting aw, ay from it all’" in the innermost recesses of
Southeast Harbour, Deer Isle. Call it ditch crawling or gunk
holing it was a quiet interlude in the socialismg. Colin landed
on a mussel bed to get some bait and came back covered in
black, sticky, gooey mud.

Refreshed, it was back to the partying, first in Flanders Bay
at the head of Frenchman Bay for the Commodores raft. From
there we had a brisk beat down the east side of Mount Desert
Island, then along its south coast inside the Cranben’y Isles and
once more tip the west side, this time to Pretty Marsh Harbour
for the Clyde Cruismg Club raft. The boys were determined to
see every boat but to have a drink on every one (even a Coke!)
was out of the question. While on the raft we were puzzled that
Flying, Cloud, anchored some distance away, did not swing
with the other boats but remained resolutely "’stern-to". When
we returned on board it was to find that the fishing line which
Colin had left over the side had hooked the anchor rope so that
she was lying to the fishing tackle. It says something for its
breaking strain! Across Blue Hill Bay to the headquarters of
"Wooden Boat" Magazine at the east side of the Eggemoggin
Reach for the closing lunch. It was time to say good-bye to the
many friends we had made. After the lunch it was west along
the Eggernoggin Reach to Bucks Harbour for the night. Finally
on Friday 8th August we had a long "’delivery" passage under
power in calm conditions, down Penobscot Bay, through the
Muscle Ridge Channel and Southwest along the coast to Booth
Bay Harbour where Gordon arrived that night with a delivery
crew to take Flying, Cloud back to Marble Head in readiness for
the next weekend’s racing.

On shore we visited Mystic Seaport, Newport and
MacDougals Cape Cod Marine Services in Falmouth Cape
Cod, where Wishbone had been repaired over 20 years before.

As I write negotiations for the sale of Wishbone are
proceeding. Next season we should be cruising in a brand new
Starlight 35 - yet to be named.

Michael McKee writes:
This year a seven week cruise wasn’t possible as I was
committed to helping out at Bangor Week, so lsobel was late
into the water and for me the season started by going to the
I.C.C. Rally at Ardglass with Peter Ronaldson in Scotch Mist.

Then in the first week in July Philip Jordan asked George
McCann, Dickie Brown and myself to help him bring back
Barry Bramwell’s Oyster 435 Parton from Horta, where Barry
had died peacefully in his sleep, in his bunk, on his yacht some
weeks earlier. This was a warm, pleasant but windless eight day
trip, only marred at the start by the reason for the trip and the
knowled<,e that we wouldn’t be sailine with him again. Barry
was a real larger than life figure, a wonderful seaman, a good
singer, a great raconteur, tremendous company anti a true
friend.

After Bangor Week I managed four weeks on Isobel on the
west coast of Scotland with a couple of crew changes and this
year Anne joined us and stayed for nearly a fortnight. Terry
Devlin went home on the new Ballycastle/Campbeltown ferry
and John Stevenson arrived from it.

It is a great service but at the moment is totally geared to
motor car traffic. At Campbeltown the bus for Oban leaves two
hours before the ferry arrives in Cambeltown. This is not a
funny story nor is it funny. It’s a waste of most of a day. We
made a couple of new anchorages but mostly it was pottering
around some of my favourite anchorages, found and returned to
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lsobel in Loch na Drum Buie, off Loch Sunart.
Photo: Michael McKee

time and again over the last forty years. When the weather is
good on the west coast it is a glorious cruising ground and this
year it was good. We acted as a mother ship in Tobermory
during West Highland Week and spent a few days at Craobh
Haven with a spot of engine trouble. The mechanic, at the
Marina, was completely at home with the Volvo engine, very
efficient and a very clean worker. Before returning horn we
attended the C.C.C.’s Rally at Loch Spelve. There we had it all,
torrential rain, myriads of biting bugs, a lovely sunny evening,
good food and drink and plenty of crack.

At the beginning of September Dickie Brown bought Jaynor
on the south coast of England. Jaynor is an Arthur Robb 42"
varnished cutter built in the Bangor Shipyard in 1966. So with a
good strong crew we brou,~ht= her back, not to Bangor where
she was built but to Strangford Lough. I had thought over the
years that I had been out in a few gales but now I know that
until this year I had never been in a proper gale. Fortunately it
was a quartering breeze or we would have been hiding
somewhere. From Land’s End to Arklow we took twenty one
and a half hours and from Arklow to Portaferry fourteen hours.
It was quite exciting.

So having started the season with very few plans it ended up
as a busy summer with over 2300 miles sailed (or motor
sailed).

Vincent O’Farrell writes
Fastnet Dancer wiqtered in Oldcourt, up the lien River beyond
Baltimore. The River trip itself is memorable. A mixed summer
spent cruising the south coast with family and friends. Departed
i-br Baiona 7th September 10 am. Good crossing in east winds of
15-20 knots. Arrived Baiona 8 am on the l l~h September.
Pleasant stop over at Viano de Castello and then on to
Villamoura, where we hope to leave early November for
Maderia and the Canaries.

Mungo Park writes:
We sailed Twiga to Inverness, Denmark, the Channel and home
to Howth over 2 rnonths. The following is extracted from our
log:

Fraserborough to Denmark (Tyberon)
1 had made this passage 25 years ago in Kitugani, so maybe
1 was overconfident, and hart, re "took it out of us".

We cast off from the towering whart~ with forecast NNE 5/6
and rain, with 2 reefs and a rolled jib, into confused sea, wind
against tide and reached off course 100°M and Twiga began to
settle down. Passing Kittiwake oilfield they forecast N7 on the
R.T. We charged on through the night, Twiga very steady, the
boys steering excellently, through a veritable Piccadilly Circus
of oilfields in the dark. The log at 09.00 hours (23 June) says
"gale conditions, showery, heavy sea, wind N7". In these

conditions the deep-water seas from N. started to pile up on
shallower water. At 20.00 hours 225 miles from Scotland we
were "knocked down". Colin on the helm was tied on but
apprehensive, poor fellow! The canvas windshields and
everything on deck except the dinghy was swept off. I was
going on watch at that exact moment, zipping my trousers and
was flung down onto the inside of the coach roof, uprooting the
table and damaging my shoulder. Twiga was fine; she righted
quickly and the crew reacted superbly. I found that I could hold
on to the wheel so nothing was broken. We sailed 20° off on a
reach to settle things a bit, but sadly this proved to be a
mistake.

As we closed Tyberon the wind backed WNW6 with
showers and as we closed this lee shore visibility got poor and
the wind seemed to rise; maybe it was only shallow water!
Tyberon lighthouse was easy (3fl 15secs) as was another
lighthouse (2 fl 10 sec) 5 miles up the coast. But the
multicoloured shore lights were contusing in poor visibility and
the light on the end of the 4 mile breakwater was a double
flash! Toby followed a fishing boat returning to harbour but lost
contact and then made out a line of green lights ahead; the
breakwater! We turned out to sea WSW motorsailing at full
revs to get sea room. Toby contacted the harbourmaster who
asked the fisherman to return to the leading light and signal us,
which he did very quickly and we followed him into Tyberon to
tie up at 01.00 hrs.

Cas Smullen writes
The Dublin Bay Twentyfour Footers Class celebrated their 50th
Anniversary with a wooden boat regatta held at the Royal Irish
Yacht Club in Dun Laoghaire on Sunday 13th July 1997.

Dr. Barbara O’Hanlon, a senior I.C.C. member accepted an
invitation to sail aboard Harmony on the day. The relevance of
this was, of course, that the first local owner of Harmony had
been her late husband Dr. Rory O’ Hanlon of fond remembrance
as, inter alia, holder in his time of all the I.C.C. Flag Offices
and a great sailing personality.

Despite scarcely concealed dismay at the stark day-racer
aspect of below-deck conditions when compared with former
cruising fit-out, Barbara enjoyed the racing, as the
accompanying photograph will testify.

Barbara kindly brought along her account of the delivery
cruise of Euphanzel, which was the first of the Twentyfours to
arrive in Dun Laoghaire in 1996 and she has consented to its
publication hereunder.

Deliver Cruise Euphanzel - for Ninian Falkiner
by Barbara O’Hanlon

(named after daughters Euphemia, Joan and Hazel)
The 24’s were laid down before the war as desirable
replacements for the 21’s, by members of the ’Irish’; excellent
racing craft but not suitable for offshore racing and cruising
round Ireland. James McGruer was chosen as builder as his
yard had a reputation for excellent standards and design. His
yard was responsible /’or many innovations such as the the
hollow spar.

By 1946 the first 24’ was completed. By now slightly out of
date, iron stoves (rusty) with two primus burners, galvanised
anchors, etc.

Evora designed by Johnny Carney went to fetch her, crewed
by: Desmond O’Hanlon - Junior part owner, Jack Henry
FRCSI (Barbara’s Boss), Norman Wilkinson, Ross Courtney,
Barbara Stokes, engaged to Rory O’Hanlon - senior owner.

It was a big occasion to navigate to Scotland and find
Ardmaleish. Evora has been sailing inshore throughout the war.
Engines not allowed, disconnected and inspected, but now in
working order. We made a good passage.

Ninian Falkiner and Rory O’Hanlon, obstetricians both,
deserting the Rotunda flew over to Glasgow - not easy in 1946.
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The voyage went well and great spit and polish took place to
greet tile owners as we approached our destination. Ropes
coiled, brass polished, paraffin lamps trimmed and filled, etc.
Barbara placed a bowl of dried peas to soak in the galley. We
hoped to arrive in time for a very late dinner.

On a following tide we were met by tile 24" with crew fiom
the yard who started to lead us in under engine to the main yard
for final inspection etc. Rounding a point between shore and an
island we didn’t follow exactly in their wake, making a wider
berth, without local knowledge that the deepest part of the
channel was inshore - as a result we spent the next 12 hours on
the Green Isle aground.

Despite trying to prop her tip and by leads fiom the mast to
the shore on the falling spring tide which dropped and dropped,
she fell over. Eventually the mast was well below horizontal.
The worry she might not rise with the tide but fill grew antt
grew. Fortunately it was a clam night.

No one came to pull us off from the yard "off duty at
6 o’clock", we were told next day.

Norman climbed the mast with the aldis lamp to attract
attention. S.O.S. was N.B.G.

Under direction from Norman (ex navy) all moveable heavy
slumps contents were moved ashore - chain, batteries, ballast,
etc. Floor boards were clamped across the port side of the cock-
pit to prevent her filling and to allow more time for her to rise.
We all went ashore and sat on a grass bank in the dark - a still
starlight night, watching.

Tide coming in - then the cry "’she’s lifting’ and relief.
We were exhausted by the time till the gear had been

returned to the boat. Arriving in the yard early morning, to be
greeted with "’where the hell were you’} What kept you? .... The
boats in a terrible mess!" The bowl of dried peas had split, peas
nestled everywhere and grew in the bilge for weeks.

Explanations given, all was well. The crew split up and both
boats returned to Dun Laoghaire. Ninian on the last morning
identified himself as a non-working owner by trying to paint
the cooker before breakfast and putting water in the petrol tank.
From then on he steered or sat on the leeward side of the deck
house.

Further history of the 24" must be written anon. They raced
competitively and cruised extensively and still do.

David Taplin writes of cruising from Changi, Singamore
Marian, Justin, Toby and David Taplin chartered Blue Eag, lea
33/37ft bowsprit ketch from Changi Yacht Club, Singapore in
July 1997 for three days experiencing tropical monsoon and
heat as the two photographs show. We sailed around the south
east of Singapore island mostly and simply log this entry irl
case readers think of a sailing jaunt when stopping over a
Changi Airport - or jail.

The yacht was very well found and we had an interesting
weekend with a little scuba-diving amongst the reefs.

Tony Toher writes of an encounter with the Equinuctial
Tides:
Sailors well know the power crf Spring Tides and tile necessity
to make due allowance for set anti drift.

In September "97 tile Met. Office warned of "exceptional
Spring Tides’ on the 17th.

Crew constraints led to our departing Mullaghmore, Co.
Sligo on September 17th, a circumstances which lead to a
painful lesson being learned in Coastal Hydrography.

This passage includes four sounds - Rathlin O’Birne, Tory,
lnnishtrahull and Rathlin - and due attention must be paid to
the data provided by the ICC pilots. Rathlin is the crux and time
of the departure adjusted accordingly (126 n.m. @ 5.5 kts =
23 hrs).

In the event, this plot went very wrong, the 18.3 nm to
Rathlin O’Beirne taking five hours. Our goose was cooked!

Five months lying to moorings at Mullaghmore had led to
severe fouling.

Tory Sound: 56 nm, 14 hrs. Engine failure - diesel leaking.
Diversion to Portrush was imperative. (Highly recommended,
Harbour Master most helpful, excellent hostelries nearby).

Blowing east over 30 kts next morning. We sail two glorious
boards under jib main and mizzen, NE and then SW to round
Rathlin Island (the sound would have been suicidal).

This brought us close to Ton" Head and expected eddys. Our
funereal pace is resumed and we finally arrive at Bangor
Marina, 20V2 hours out of Portrush (73 nm), having learned a
lesson in the power of Equinoctical Springs.

Jonathan Virden writes of Twayblade in France
Twavblade took a different sort of cruise in 1997. The main
purpose was to visit some French friends at their holiday house
on the Ile de Re near La Rochelle. A secondary purpose was to
enjoy some sunshine with as little trouble as possible. Both
were achieved quite simply.

Joseph ( 16), his friend Allen and I took Twavblade from her
mooring at Cargreen to Plymouth for a day of victualling and a
scrub of the bottom ahmgside the wall at Alec Blagdon’s yard.
My sister Sue joined us there, and we spent the night of 22nd
July at Barn Pool to taste the last good beer for nearly four
weeks.

From Barn Pool we motored to the Raz de Sein taking 30
hours because there was no wind. There we could set the
spinnaker and we anchored at St. Evette (Audierne) 3 hours
later. The noise of the engine and calmness of the sea had made
everyone sleepy, I hoped that a night would cure this.., but not
so!

In order to get Sue and Allen to a train for their return to UK
on Saturday we sailed early from St. Evette, on a reach, almost
to Les Sables d’Olonne. This took a day and a night, the boys
were on watch for the first eight hours while I slept and Sue
snoozed in the cockpit. During the afternoon the motion began
to afl’ect Sue and Joseph so they retired to sleep for 12 and 15
hours respectively, and Allen was deeply out too. I kept watch
while Twavl~lade sailed herself peacefully under genoa only.
The breeze gradually rose to 25 kts and then tell away to
nothing.

During that night I was single-handling a combination of
hearse, with three corpses in the bunks, and indian railway
carriage stuffed with bags of gear. Twayblade has very small
stowage volume, so with a crew of four the bags spill over into
the remaining space. I went into long-term mode until Sue
came to keep watch at dawn. When the wind failed we motored
into the marina at Les Sables d’Olonne.

During the whole cruise of four weeks we only used the
anchor seven times. We sailed over night three times and were
in a marina for all the other nights. This is very unusual for us
and it was most interesting to see another style of boating. I was
first in these parts in 1974 and there were ahnost no marinas.
Now every inlet has one or two boat-parks and several towns
have created giant marinas on the foreshore (e.g. Pornichet).

At Les Sables d’Olonne there was plenty of room. The ferry
which plies between the marina and the town was very noisy
every 20 minutes all day till 20.00 hrs. Also while it was at its
pontoon it created a current which made it hard to get into the
berth. We gathered an unauthorised crew of tiny silent
mosquitoes which travelled with us for the next three weeks.

Sue and Allen took the train to Nantes, Paris and home on
Saturday as planned, leaving Joseph and me to go on to La
Rochelle. As there was no wind we motored all the way. We
learned to avoid the heavy clumps of weed which float below
the surface. One of them almost stopped the engine, but we
were able to clear the bulk of the weed fairly easily with the
boat hook. At the giant marina "Minimes" the reception was
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well organised for visitors, as were all the marinas we visited.
They were not particularly cheap, and an average budget for FF
150 per night covers berth for 10 metres overall and showers
for three.

On 1st August we sailed slowly to the entrance of the
Charente river and then motored 10 miles with the end of the
flood up to Rochefort. After a small delay the lock opened and
we went to a berth in the inner basin. This was a mistake
because the nearest restaurant had outdoor live music set to
wake the dead as well as those who would rather sleep; perhaps
Saturday nights only. Rochefort is a very pleasant and
extremely interesting town with much to see, as it was purpose-
built as a naval base and shipyard on a grand scale. It was hot in
Rochefort and humid so we slowed down even more.

Rochefort was furthest south for us this year. Coming home
we motored, with occasional trials of sailing, to Sables
d’Olonne through some heavy rain, and then to Pornichet
motoring all day, and on to Ile aux Moines, Morbihan.
Whenever we were at sea an extraordinary desire to sleep
overtook all of us, particularly Joseph. This partly came from
heat and noise and having little to do other than look out for the
ubiquitous dan-flags of fishing gear. Twayblade is sufficiently
automated to steer herself for long periods, but we do not have
an early warning radar yet.

As we entered the Morbihan the tide had been flooding for 4
hours and the turbulent currents at the entrance were
spectacular. After some trials we found it best to anchor about
150 metres from the shore just clear south of the moorings off
the SW facing beach at the NW tip of the island.

The tan coloured mainsail was hoisted when fog rolled over
the sea as we approached the Chenal du Four, although the iron
genoa was making almost all of the breeze. I retreated to the
navigation table with the remote control and steered among the
buoys and beacon towers using the GPS. Meanwhile the others
looked out for more mobile troubles. The fog lifted to show that
our position was exactly as expected on the 4 kt tide. This
improved my confidence in the system. Fog came again twice
but all cleared away by the evening in time for a magnificent
sunset. Although it was becoming cooler the persistent
sleepiness continued.

Our cruise ended 16th August at Cargreen on Twayblade’s
own mooring and at a splendid club dinner party in the
Cargreen Yacht Club. Over the whole cruise we had sailed for
20 hours and motored for 110 hours.

David Whitehead writes
Eudora k 1997 season was a marked contrast to 1996 in which
we logged nothing at all in salt water, being entirely confined to
the Haringvliet and Holland’s Diep as a result of the "curse of
the drinking classes". We moved to England in January and
spent the Easter weekend on the delivery trip. We were, on the
whole, lucky with the wind, considering it was still March, but
the beat out of the Haringvliets to weather the banks off
Westcapelle into a cold 25kt nor’wester with a short and curling

North Sea chop was a tough start to the season. Thereafter we
were very fortunate and held a 10-20 kt wind between west and
north all the way to Selsea Bill where it fell calm leaving us to
motor through the Looe. Other than the volume of traffic in the
Dover strait the passage was uneventful and we had spectacular
views of the Hale-Bopp comet in the dark of the long, early
spring nights. Thick fog descended as we came up to Calshot
Spit and we had to feel our way into Hamble Point marina in 10
yard visibility: (257 miles in 43 hours).

The summer cruise started with a positioning trip from
Hamble to Plymouth over a weekend of light to vanishing
westerly airs - so paltry that the word wind is an exaggeration.
The return to London on the train was enlivened (and
enodoured?) by the boarding of several hundred participants of
the Glastonbury music festival at Castle Coombe. It started
apparently as a pop concert but due to the volume of rainfall
ended as an humanitarian disaster: (123 miles in 21 hrs).

The cruise proper coincided with the only reasonably settled
spell of sunny weather of the summer and took in the Scilly
Isles, Crosshaven, Castletownshend, Schull, Crookhaven,
Derrynane, Sneem, Bunaw, Derrynane and Schull again and
Kinsale. For the passage to Crosshaven we had our son Duncan
and daughter Siobhan as crew while Marie and 1 did the whole
cruise. The highlights were all supplied by Joe and Mary
Woodward who provided the local knowledge to get us up to
Sneem village, dinner in the pub at Bunaw, great laughs and the
best of company. Fortunately for me no one had a camera at the
ready when I did a "face plant" into the Sneem River after a
two or three pint lunch! We fouled the propeller twice, the
second time on a salmon net off Seven Heads in a fog required
a diver to clear it in Kinsale - but otherwise the cruise was
uneventful. The original ambition to get to Galway proved
beyond us in the time available and we left Eudora at
Castlepark Marina for a month: (400 miles in 10 days).

The return to the Solent was assisted by Dave FitzGerald
and Eugene Watters. We had really splendid sailing in 10-15 kt
south westerlies and a lumpy sea to the Scillies. Self seasick for
the first time in a long while but recovered in time to cook the
dinner (thank the Lord). Then a grand evening in St. Mary’s
renewing old acquaintances. An early start and a fine southerly
breeze took us up Channel well off shore. The only incident of
a great sail was being interrogated by the customs 25 miles
south of the Dodman but we had thick fog and a strong breeze
for some hours around Portland. This is an anxiety creating set
of conditions for the skipper. Arrived in the Solent to be greeted
by a powerboat race which frightened us nearly to death. Some
of those contraptions do 50 kts and pass you as if you were
walking down the M5. Eventually peace was found at Bucklers
Hard in the Beaulieu river. The cruise ended with a short visit
to Cowes and a rousing beat back to the Hamble (365 miles in 4
days). The total season of 1285 miles was our best for several
years.

Thanks to all who sailed with us and contributed to the fun -
especially Joseph and Mary!
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List of Past Officers of the Irish Cruising
Club

Commodores
1929
1942
1950
1953
1954
1958

96(1
963
966
969
972
975
978
981
984
987
990
993
996

Vice-Commodores
1929
1941
1942
1947
1948
1951)
1953
1954
1956
1958
1960
1963
1965
1967
1969
1971
1972
1974
1976
1977
1978
1980
1982
1984
1986
1987
1989
1990
1993
1996
1997

Rear Commodores
1929
1930
1941
1942
1947

H. M. Wright
A. W. Mooney
M. A. Sullivan
J. B. Hollwey
R. P. Campbell
F. Cudmore
H. W. S. Clark
P. H. Greer
R, L. Berridge
J. D. Faulkner
R. H. O’Hanhm
D. N. l)oyle
J, H, Guinness
R J. Bunting
C. J. FitzGerald
.1. Gt)re-Grimes
H. R Kennedy
D. Nicholson
L. McGonagle

H, P, F. Donegan
A. W. Mooney
H. E. Donegan
P. O’Keelfe

M. A. Sullivan
J. B. Hollwey
R. P. Campbell
B. C Maguire
F. Cudmore
H. W. S. Clark
P. H. Greet
C. Riordan
W. H. D. McCorrnick
J. D. Faulkner
D. N. Doyle
R. H. O’Hanlon
P. J. Bummg
G. B. Leonard
J. M. Wolfle
A. D. Macllwaine
P. J. BLmting
G, Kenel’ick
C. J, FitzGerald
L. McGonagle
J. Gore-Grimes
H. R Kennedy
D. H. B. FitzGerald
Arthur S. P. Orr
Brian Hegarty
Michael O’Farrell
Arthur Baker

H. R. Wallace
A. W. Mooney
H. E. Donegan
D. Melhm
H. Osterberg

195(I K, McFerran

1951 R. R Campbell
1953 B.C. Maguire
1954 F. Cudmore
1956 H.W.S. Clark
1958 P. H, Greer
1961 C. Riordan

1963 W.H.D. McCormick
1965 R.L. Berridge
1966 J.C. McConnell
1968 J.H. Guinness
1970 R.H. O’Hanhm
1971 R.J. Fielding
1973 H. Cudmore
1975 J.M. Wolte
1976 A.D. Macllwaine
1977 J.M. Woke
1978 G. Kenefick
1980 M. McKee
1981 ,I. Gore-Grimes

1983 L. McGonagle

1984 M. McKee
1986 H. R Kennedy
1987 M.R. Sullivan & D. H. B. Fitzgerald
1988 B. Hassett & D. H. B Fitzgerald
1989 B. Hassett & A. S. P. Orr

99(I Clayton Love Jnr & D. J. Ryan
992 Brian Hegarty & David Nicholson
993 Michael O’Farrell & David H.B. FitzGerald
994 Michael O’Farrell & R Walsh
995 L. McGonagle & P. Walsh

996 Arthur Baker & Jarlath Cunnane
997 J. Cunnane & (’,E, Ronaldson

Honorary Treasurers
1929 W. MacBride
1948 G.B. Moore

1964 N. Watson
1973 L. Shell
1979 R. Shanks
1984 D. O’Boyle
1993 D, Brazil

Honorary Secretaries *
1929 H.B. Wright
1933 D. Keatinge
1935 R. R Campbell
1937 K. McFerran
1941 D. Keatinge
1944 M.F. Hally
1948 T.J. Hanan
1960 R D. Morck
1965 A. Dunn

1977 P.J.D. Mullins

1981 B. Hegarty
1990 C. R McHenry

NOTE: From time to time there were acting Honorary Secretaries: the
names listed are where the incumbent has held office for at least one year.
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List of Award Winners

THE FAULKNER CUP
Winner Yacht

1931 Keatinge & McFerran Marie
1932 A.W. Mooney Nirvana
1933 D. Tidmarsh Foam
1934 Mrs Crimmins Nirvana
1935 H.D.E. Barton Dauntless
1936 A.W. Mooney Aideen
1937 D. Tidmarsh Foam
1938 H.P. Donegan Gull
1939 Miss D. French Embla
1947 A.W. Mooney Aideen
1949 L. McMullen Rainbow
1950 H. Osterberg Marama
1951 H.W.S. Clark Zamorin
1952 R O’ Keeffe Mavis
1953 H.W.S. Clark Caru
1954 B.C. Maguire Minx of Malham
1955 C. Love Galcador
1956 N. Falkiner Euphanzel
1957 R. O’Hanlon Harmony
1958 R.R Campbell Minx of Malham
1959 RH. Greer Ann Gail
1960 R.D. Heard Huff of Arklow
1961 N. Falkiner Euphanzel
1962 R.D. Heard Huff of Arklow
1963 R.H. Roche Neon Tetra
1964 R. O’Hanlon Tjaldur
1965 L. McMullen Rainbow
1966 R. O’Hanlon Tjaldur
1967 R.R Campbell Verve
1968 R. O’Hanlon Tjaldur
1969 J. Virden Sharavogue
1970 J. Virden Sharavogue
1971 R. Sewell Thalassa
1972 J. Virden Sharavogue
1973 A. Leonard Wishbone
1974 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana
1975 J. Eves Aeolus
1976 G. Leonard Wishbone
1977 B. Law Sai See
1978 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana
1979 M.R O’Flaherty Cuilaun of Kinsale
1980 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana
1981 J.E Coffey Meg of Muglins
1982 E.RE. Byrne Beaver
1983 R. Cudmore Morgana
1984 O. Glaser Verna
1985 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana
1986 B. Bramwell Tor
1987 Paddy Barry Saint Patrick
1988 Terence Kennedy Icarus of Cuan
1989 Cormac McHenry Ring of Kerry
1990 Paddy Barry Saint Patrick
1991 Peter Bunting Gulkarna H
1992 Michael Coleman Stella Maris
1993 Paddy Barry Saint Patrick
1994 Michael Coleman Stella Maris
1995 Peter Killen Black Pepper

1996 Hugo du Plessis
1997 Cormac McHenry

THE STRANGFORD CUP
Winner

1970 R. O’Hanlon
1971 M. Park
1972 R. Gomes
1973 J. Beckett
1974 J. Guinness
1975 G. Leonard
1976 W. Clark
1977 J. Guinness
1978 J. Villiers Stuart
1979 J. Gore-Grimes
1980 M. Villiers Stuart
1981 J. Guinness

D.J. Ryan
1982 W.A. Smyth
1983 J. Guinness
1984 J. Gore-Grimes
1985 A. Morton
1986 Paddy Barry
1987 Brian Dalton
1988 Hugo du Plessis
1989 David Nicholson
1990 Tommy O’Keeffe
1991 David Fitzgerald
1992 Cormac McHenry
1993 W.M. Nixon & E. Wheeler
1994 David Park
1995 Bernard Corbally
1996 David Park
1997 Brian Black

THE ATLANTIC TROPHY
Winner

1978 R. Cudmore
1979 A. Doherty
1980 David Nicholson
1981 M.H. Snell
1982 DAvid Nicholson
1983 J.E Coffey
1984 J.E Coffey
1985 J.F. Coffey
1986 Hugo du Plessis
1987 James Cahill
1988 Brian Smullen
1989 Dermod Ryan
1990 Jarlath Cunnane
1991 Ronnie Slater
1992 David McBride
1993 Jarlath Cunnane
1994 Jonathan Virden
1995 Henry Barnwell
1996 Cormac McHenry
1997 Brendan Bradley

Samharcin an Lar
Erquy

Yacht
Clarion
Kitugani
Ainmara
Dara
Sule Skerry
Wishbone
Wild Goose
Deerhound
Vinter
Shardana
Winifreda of Greenisland
Deerhound
Red Velvet
Velma
Deerhound
Shardana
Sung Foon
Saint Patrick
Boru
Samharcin an lar
Black Shadow
Tir na nOg
Peigin Eile
Ring of Kerry
Witchcraft of Howth
Alys
Rionnag
Alys
Cuillin

Yacht
Morgana
Bali Hai
Black Shadow
Golden Harvest
Black Shadow
Meg of MugIins
Meg of Muglins
Meg of Muglins
Samharcin an lar
Ricjak
Cuilaun
Seeolaing
Lir
Tandara
Deerhound
Lir
Twayblade
Hylasia
Erquy
Shalini
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THE ROUND IRELAND NAVIGATION CUP
Winner Yacht

1941 E.J. Odlmn
1951 Brendan Maguire Minx of Mcdham

From 1954 the Navigation Cup awarded for the best cruise around
Ireland.
1954
1955
1956
t957
1961
1963
1964
1965
1967
1968
1969
871
973
974
975
977
978
979
98O

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

Wallace Clark Caru

Dr. R.N. O’Hanlon Aneora

R.C. Arnold Maid ¢¢ York
R.R Campbell Minx q/’Mcdhanl
C. O’Ceallaigh Julia

W. & B. Smyth Wvnalda

N. Falkiner Euphanzel
L. McMullen Rainbow

C.H. Green Hele,
J.D. Beckett Dara

R. Mollard Osina

M. Tomlinson Pelleqrina
J. Gore-Grimes Shardana
R.R Campbell ~,rve

J.B. Law Sai See

G. Leonard Wishholw

R.R Campbell & J.R. Osborne /4~m,e
J. Guinness Deerhound
R Gray Korsar

Ronan Beirne Rila

W.M. Nixon Turtle
A. Doherty Svegala
J. Guinness Deerhound
T. O" Keeffe Orion

B. Hegarty Freebird

Wallace Clark Wild Goose
W.M. Nixon 7i~rtle
Tony Morton Lamorna 111

Bernard Corbally L’Exocet

Robert Barr Ar Men

No Award
G. Nairn & M. D. Whelan Lola
Donal Walsh l_zMy Kate

Cormac McHenry Erquy

Michael McKee lsobel

THE FORTNIGHT CUP
Winner Yacht

1958 L. McMullen Rainbow

1960 R.I. Morrison Vap¢/a IV

1961 J.W.D. McCormick Diane
1963 W.M. Nixon Ainmara

1964 W.M. Nixon Ainmara

1965 W.M. Nixon Ainmara

1966 H.W.S. Clark Wihl Goose

1967 Miss E. Leonard lxm~ita
1968 R Dineen Huntress

1969 R.C.A. Hall Roane

1970 N. St. J. Hennessy Aisli,g

1971 J.R. Olver ~m&,’a

1972 C. Green Helen

1973 M. Tomlinson Pellegrina

1974 J. Wolfe Gay Gannet

1975 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana

1976 A. Morton Sling Fool1

1978 R. Dixon Oberon

1979 B.J. Law &zi See
1980 R. Paul Campbell Verve

1981 S. On" Den A rent
1982 D.J. Ryan Red Veh,et

1983 C.R McHenry Ring of Kerry

1984 B.H.C. Corbally Pt~i’n

1985 R. Ban Joliba
1986 W.M. Nixon Turtle

1987 Dermod Ryan Sceolaing

1988 John Ryan Saki

1989 Brian Hegarty S@tri of Howth

1990 Seamus Lantry William Tell Of Uri

1991 Brendan O’ Callaghan Midnight Marauder

1992 Clive Martin Lindos

1993 Brendan O’Callaghan Midnight Marauder

1994 Frank Larkin Elusive

1995 Dick Lovegrove Hobo V

1996 Donal Walsh Lady Kate

1997 Michael d’Alton Siamsa

THE WYBRANT CUP
Winner Yacht

1933 J.B. Kearney Mavis
1934 Dr. L.G. Gunn Albatross

1935 J.B. Kearney Mavis

1936 Leslie Chance Britannia

1937 A.W. Mooney Aideen

1938 Dr. O.P. Chance & R. Storey Saphire
1939 J.B. Kearney Mavis

1940 K.McFerran & Dr. O’Brien Hazure

1941 D. Keating & R. O’Hanlon Evora

1942 J.B. Cotterell & J.E McMullan Minx

1943/45 No Award
1946 J.B. Kearney Mavis

1947 H. Osterberg Maranla

1948 Dr. R.H. O’Hanlon Evora

1949 R O’Keeffe John Doo"
1950 A.W. Mooney Evora
1951 R O’ Keeffe John Dory

1952 H. Osterberg Marama

1953 No Award
1954 T. Crosby /f
1955 R.P. Campbell Alam

1956 S.F. Thompson Second Ethuriel

1957 Col. W.S. Knox-Gore Arandora

1958 D.N. Doyle Severn1 I1

1959 G. Kimber Astrophel
1960 J.C. Butler Happy Morning
1961 S. O’ Mara Fenestra

1962 D.N. Doyle Severn II

1963 Lt. Com. T. Sheppard Greylag ofArklow

1964 T.E Doyle Elsa

1965 S. O’Mara Oisin
1966 D.N. Doyle Moonduster

1967 lZH. Greet Helen of Howth

1968 D.N. Doyle Moonduster

1969 R.I. Morrison Querida
1970 Hugh Coveney Dah:assian

1971 J.A. McKeown Korsar

1972 J.C. Love Fionnuala

1973/77 No Award
From 1978 onwards the Wybrant Cup was awarded for the best
Scottish cruise.
1978 Chris Green Norellct

1979 D.J. Ryan Red Velvet

1980 D.A. McMillan Goosander

1981 W.M. Ni xon Turtle

1982 Ronan Beirne Givusa Kuddle

1983 M.M.A. d’Alton Siamsa

1984 R. Barr Condor

1985 B. Hegarty Freebird

1986 M.M.A. d’Alton Siamsa
1987 Paul Butler Arandora

1988 Paul Butler Arandora

1989 Roddy Monson Mazara

1990 Roddy Monson Mazara

1991 Dermod Ryan Sceolaing

1992 Bernard Corbally L ’Exacet

1993 Sean McCormack Marie Claire H

1994 James Cahill Ricjak

1995 Paul Butler Red Veh,et

1996 Brian Black Cuillin

1997 James Nixon Ardnagee
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THE FINGAL CUP
Winner Yacht

1981 Robert Barr Condor
1982 W. Walsh Carrigdown
1983 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana
1984 R.M. Slater Tandara
1985 P. Barry Saint Patrick
1986 B. Corbally L’Exocet
1987 Frank McCarthy Scilly Goose
1988 Robert Barr Joliba
1989 Bernard Corbally L’Exocet
1990 Michael d’Alton Siamsa
1991 W.M. Nixon Witchcraft of Howth
1992 David Park Alys
1993 Stephen Malone Symphonic
1994 Wallace Clark Wild Goose of Moyle
! 995 W.M. Nixon Witchcraft
1996 Richard Lovegrove Shalini
1997 Alan Rountree Tallulah

WRIGHT MEMORIAL SALVER
Presented to the Irish Cruising Club by H. J. Wright in memory of H.
M. Wright, Eolanda ( 15 tons), Commodore 1929-1942.
Year Race
1943 Whit
1945 Whit
1949 Whit
1950 Whit
1951 Whit
1952 Whit
1954 Whit
1955 Whit
1956 I.O.M.
1957 Cork-Schull
1959 Cork-Schull
1960 I.O.M.
1961 Cork-Schull
1962 Howth-Port St. Mary
1963 Cork-Fastnet-Schull
1964 Dun Laoghaire-H/head
1965 Cork-Fastnet-Schull
1966 Dun Laoghaire-H/head
1969 Cork-Fastnet-

Castletownshend
1972 Dun Laoghaire-Arklow
1973 Cork-Fastnet-Schull
1974 -
1976 I.C.C.
1977 Crosshaven-Fastnet-

Yacht Recipient
Marama H. Osterberg
Mavis J.B. Keamey
Evora A.W. Mooney
John Dory P O’Keefe
Alata R.P. Campbell
Setanta E Cudmore
Euphanzel N. Falkiner
Suzette A.E. Pope
Zephyra S. Cresswell
Severn H D.N. Doyle
Happy Morning J.C.Butler MC
Harmony R.H. O’Hanlon
Severn H D.N. Doyle
Cu-na-Mara D. Barnes
Happy Morning J.C. Buffer
Twayblade E. Tweedy
Moonduster D.N. Doyle
Fionnuala R. Courtney

Moonduster D.N. Doyle
Tryphena E Ryan
Cecille G. Radley
Korsar J.E Bourke

Querida of Howth I.R. Morrison

Baltimore Tam O’Shanter J.C. Butler
1978 Howth-Strangford Leemara W.R. Cuffe-Smith
1979 - Four Seasons L.G.E Heath
1980 - Deerhound J.H. Guinness
1981 - Korsar R.E. Mullard
1982 - Tritsch Tratsch IV Dr. O. Glaser
1983 - Deerhound J.H. Guinness
1984 - Beaver E.EE. Byme
1986 - Misty M.W. Knatchbull
From 1993 Awarded by the Northern Area Committee
1993 - J. Russell Service to Sailing
1995 Adrian Spence

THE GLENGARRIFF CUP
This Waterford Glass trophy which had not been presented since the
Jubilee Cruise in 1979 (see 1979 Annual) and is now awarded by the
adjudicator for the best cruise in Irish waters.
Year Recipient Yacht
1993 James Nixon Sea Pie
1994 Robert Barr Pen Men
1995 Bill Rea Elysium
1996 Maeve Bell Realta
1997 M~iire Breathnach Romist

JOHN B. KEARNEY CUP
Winners

1983 E Campbell: Compiler of ICC Directions
1984 J. Moore: Skipper of S.T.Y. Graine
1985 Jennifer Guinness: ICC Publications Qfficer
1986 Harold Cudmore Junior: Yachtsman
1987 Cap. G.E ’Eric’ Healy: Captain of S.T.Y. Asgard H
1988 Capt. Tom McCarthy: Captain of S.T.Y. Asgard II
1989 Sail Ireland Project: Round the World Race in NCB Ireland.
1990 Ursula Maguire: Secretary of Irish Yachting Association
1991 The Southern Cross Team Winners:

H. Cudmore, J. English & J. Maguire
1992 Denis Doyle: Yachtsman
1993 Arthur S. E Orr: Compiler of ICC Directions
1994 Daphne French: Yachtsperson
1995 Ronan Beirne
1996 No Award

Year
1950
1951
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1987

1988
1989
From
1992
1993
1995
1996

1959
1960
1961
1962/63
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971

THE WATERFORD HARBOUR CUP
Recipient Yacht Race
R.A. Hall Flica
R.A. Hall Flica Islands Race
D.N. Doyle Severn 11 Islands Race
S.E Thompson lthuriel
J. Ronan Wye Islands Race
J. Butler Happy Morning Pollock Race
R.I. Morrison Vanja IV
D.N. Doyle Severn H
D.N. Doyle Severn H
A.E. Pope Susette
D.N. Doyle Moonduster
D.N. Doyle Moonduster
S.E Thompson Wye
D.N. Doyle Moonduster
E Cudmore Setanta
D.N. Doyle Moonduster
D.N. Doyle Moonduster
D.N. Doyle Moonduster Islands Race
D.N. Doyle Moonduster Islands Race
G. Radley Cecille
J.C. Butler Tam O’Shanter
D.N. Doyle Moonduster Islands Race
D.N. Doyle Moonduster Islands Race
B. Cudmore Anna Petrea
D.N. Doyle Moonduster
D.N. Doyle Moonduster
C. Love Jnr Rebel County
S. Mansfield Luv Is"
D.N. Doyle Moonduster
J. Donegan White Rooster
T.E. Crosbie Senta
C.J. Fitzgerald Mandalay
J. Donegan White Rooster
B. Cudmore Anna Petrea

1992 awarded by the Southern Area Committee:
Michael Coleman Stella Maris
Kevin Dwyer S. and W. Coast Aerial Photography
Arthur Baker S.W. Coast Rally Organiser
Donal Brazil Services to ICC as Hon. Treasurer

ROCKABILL TROPHY
Winner
EH. Green
R.I. Morrison
R. O’Hanlon
No Award
J.D. Faulkner
J.H. Guinness
EH. Greer
No Award
EH. Greet
No Award
J.E Jameson
R. Courtney

Yacht
Ann Gail
Vanja IV
Harmony

Angelique
Sharavogue
Helen of Howth

Helen of Howth

Ganiamore
Bandersnatch
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1972/73 No Award 1989 Comanche RaMer N. Reilly h’ish Sea Race

1974    J.P. Bourke Korsar 1990 Woodehester

1975/78 No Award Challenge H.R. Gomes Round Ireland

1979 J. Gore-Grimes Shar&ma 1991 Findabar qfHowth E Jameson Round Ireland

1980 J. Wolfe Deerhound From I993 Awarded by the Eastern Area Committee

1981 No Award 1993 P. Hogan Circumnavigation of the Globe

1983 K. & C. Martin F~s’trellim 1994 Brendan Bradley Brittany Rally Organiser

1984 No Award 1995 Barbara Fox-Mills

From 1985 onwards the Rockabill Trophy was awarded for ’A Feat of
Exceptional Navigation/Seamanship."                                TRANS OCEANIC PENNANT
1985 J. Gore-Grimes Shardana
1986 John OIver Moody Blue
1987 J.B. Law Redwing~Spirit of Shell
1988 No Award
1989 Colin Chapman Deerhound
1990 Colin Chapman Deerhound
1991 Wallace Clark Aileach
1992 Peter Bunting Gulkarna I1
1993 Bernard Corbally L’Exocet
1994 Peter Hogan Molly B

1995 Brian Smullen Zaberdast
1996 Tom Foote White Heather
1997 Paddy Barry/

Jarlath Cunnane Torn Cretin

In accordance with rule 20, the Committee has decided that a penant,
to be known as the Trans Oceanic Pennant, may be awarded as
follows:

A member owner or skipper, who has sailed Iris vessel across an
ocean, mayj-ly the Trans Oceanic Pennant on that vessel so long as he
owns or skippers her: The petulant may not be flown by another owner
or skogper on that vessel.

The pennant may be.[lowH by the member to whom it was awarded on
arlv other vessel they may subsequently own.

This pennant shall be 60" long and 8" wide at the hoist, tapering to
the tail; black and red with the Fastnet device aff_ixed and in
accorzlance with its traditional design.

It shall be awarded retrospectively to those members who presently
qualify to fly it (1994). The pennant has been awarded to the

DONEGAN MEMORIAL TROPHY 1940
Year Yacht Recipient Race
1945 Evora R.H. & D.M. O’Hanlon
1946 Mavis J.B. Kearney Kingstown/Cork

1947 No Award
1948 Aideen A.W. Mooney Kingstown/Clyde
1949 Evora A.W. Mooney Kingstown/Clyde
1950 Sonia D.J. & P.M. Purcell Clyde Race
1951 Minx of Malham B. Maguire Clyde Race
1952 Viking 0 Col Hollwey Clyde Race
1953 Flying Fox F.W. Brownlee Beaumaris-Week
1954 Flying Fox F.W. Brownlee Clyde Race
1955 Glance F.C. Hopkins Puffin Sound Race
I957 Severn I1 D.N. Doyle Irish Sea Race
1958 Vanja IV I. Morrison Dun Laoire/Cork
1959 Severn H D.N. Doyle Irish Sea Race
1960 Severn H D.N. Doyle Dun Laoire-Cork
1961 Cuna Mara D. Barnes Irish Sea Race
1962 Vanja IV I. Morrison Irish Sea Race
1963 Fenestra S. O’Mara Morecombe Bay
1964 Susanna J.C. McConnell Irish Sea Race
1965 Cuna Mara D. Barnes Morecombe Bay
1966 Orana ED. Pearson Irish Sea Race
1967 Moonduster D.N. Doyle Morecombe Bay

1968 Moonduster D.N. Doyle Irish Sea Race
1969 Moonduster D.N. Doyle Morecombe Bay
1970 Moonduster D.N. Doyle Cowes/Cork Race
1971 Moonduster D.N. Doyle Morecombe Bay
1972 Tritsch-Tratsch O. Glaser Irish Sea Race
1973 Moonduster D.N. Doyle Morecombe Bay
1974 Assidious C. Love (lst ICC Boat)
1975 Dictator D.M. Irwin Morecombe Bay
1976 Tam O’Shanter J.C. Butler Irish Sea Race
1977 Red Rock 1ll O. Glaser Morecombe Bay

1978 Moonduster D.N. Doyle Irish Sea Race
1979 Korsar R.E. Mollard Morecombe Bay
1980 Standfast H.B. Sisk Morecombe Bay
1981 Bandersnatch

of Howth R. Courtney
1982 Joggernaught D.J. Morrissey
1983 Imp H.B. Sisk
1984 Little Egypt R.B. Lovegrove
1985 Dernelza N.D. Maguire
1986 Rob Roy N. Reilly
1987 Demelea N.D. Maguire
1988 Red Velvet M. O’Rahilly

following:

Auchincloss, Les Gore-Grimes, John O’Farrell, Kevin
Barry, Paddy Gray, Peter O’Flaherty, Michael
Bradley, Brendan Gray, Susan Osmundsvaag, Harry
Bramwell, Barry Greet. Perry du Plessis, Hugo
Bunting, Peter Hogan, Peter Smullen, Brian
Cahill, Bernie King, Heather Smyth, William
Cahill, James Leonard, Alan Snell, Michael
Chapman, Colin McBride, Davy Virdem Jonathan
Coffey, Jack McClement, Donal Whelan, Pat
Coleman, Michael McHenry, Cormac White, Lawrence
Cudmore, Ronald Mullins, Peter
Glaser, Otto Nicholson, David

THE GULL SALVER
Awarded for distinction in an international sailing event by a member
sailing his own boat.
Year Winner Yacht
1995 Donal Morrisey ,h)ggernaut

THE PERRY GREER BOWL
Awarded for the best first I.C.C. log
Year Winner Yacht
1995 Alan Rountree Tallulah
1996 Jimmy Conlon Saint Patrick

1997 Hilary Keatinge Kilpatriek

THE WILD GOOSE CUP
Awarded at the adjudicators discretion for a log of literary merit
Year Winner Yacht
1995 Robert Barr Pen Men
1996 James Nixon Ardnagee
1997 David & Joan Nicholson White Shadow

Morecombe Bay THE ARAN ISLANDS TROPHY

Irish Sea Race Awarded by the Western Committee

Morecombe Bay Year Winner

Irish Sea Race 1995 Paddy O’Sullivan

Irish Sea Race 1996 Jarlath Cunnane

Irish Sea Race 1997 Pat Lavelle

Irish Sea Race
Irish Sea Race
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List of Members

Note: This list of members’ names and addresses is for the private and personal use of members only. It must not under any circumstances be used for
any commercial purposes, circulars etc, no matter how relevant such circulars might be considered to be to the interests of members.

* Denotes an Honorary Member. The year in which the honorary membership was conferred is shown in brackets.

# Denotes a Senior Member.

Corrected to 16th November 1997.

We invite members who wish to have their partner’s names included in future listings to advise the Honorary Secretary.

NAME AND YEAR ELECTED

Adams, Peter J., 1970
Ahern, Michael J., 1990
Anderson, Gordon F., 1974
Anderson. Terrry S., 1991
Andrews, Dianne M H, 1988
Andrews, Tom M. 1988
Aplin, Roger, 1972
Aston, Alan,
Auchincloss, Leslie, 1992
Baker. Arthur R.,

Vice Commodore ICC. 1990
* Baker, Marjorie, (1996)

Balmforth, Michael B., 1966
Barnwell, Henry, 1990
Barnwell, Ivy, 1990
Ban-. Hazel, 1971
Ban-. RG.M., 1973
Barr, Robert, 1969
Barrington, Desmond J., 1983
Barry, Frederick, 1990

* Barry. Mary. 1986
Barry, Paddy,

Hon. Editor ICC Annual, 1984
Barton, Robert W., R.D., 1982
Beach, John S., 1992
Beck, Horace P., 1963
Beirne, Ronan M., 1975
Bell, Adrian, 1996
Bell, J. Alan, 1994
Bell, Maeve, 1996
Benson, Dr. R., 1975
Black, Brian, 1981

Blaikie, James A., 1969
Bohane, William A., 1990

# Bourke. J. Roger, 1940
Bourke, John P., 1965
Bourke, Dr. Micbael Paget, 1975
Bourke, Philip, 1983
Boy& Kenneth M., 1987
Bradley. Brendan, 1980
Brady, William. 1985
Branagan, Michael, 1989
Branigan, Brenda, 1990
Branigan, Patrick M.C., 1982

* Brazil, Clare, 119931
Brazil, Donal P..

Hon Treasurer 1CC, 1990
Breathnach, Maire,
Brogan, Dr. Michael, 1997
Bruen, J. Chris, 1990
Bryce, Robert G., 1969
Bunting, Ann, 1969
Bunting, Christopher J.. 1986

ADDRESS, PHONE No.

Elm House, Mannamead Avenue, Mannamead, Plymouth, Devon. (01752 269 705)
BeLmont, Rochestown, Co Cork. (021 363092/Office: 021 295011 )
30 Avondale Crescent, Killiney, Co Dublin. (285 3390)
37 Bayview Road, Killinchy, Newtownards, Co Down, BT23 6TW. (01238 541625)
Springbank, 55 Old Ballygowan Road, Comber, Co Down, BT23 5NP. (01247 872233)
Springbank, 55 Old Ballygowan Road, Comber. Co Down, BT23 5NE (01247 872233)
Romanesca, Marine Parade, Sandycove, Co Dublin. (280 0434/Office: 475 6426)
1 Marino Station Rd., Holywood, Co Down, BT18 OAH. (01232-426497/Office: 01232-428424)
Beau Manoir, Rue Maindonnaux, St Martin, Guernsey. (1481 39840)

Shournagh Lodge, Carrigrohane, Co Cork. 102l 870031)
Shournagh Lodge, Carrigrohane, Co Cork. (021 870031)
Westgate, Toward, Dunoon, Argyll, PA23 7UA. (01369 870251)
Menapia. Silchester Park, Glenageary, Co Dublin. (280 6254)
Menapia, Silchester Park, Glenageary, Co Dublin. (280 6254)
60 Tullynagardy Road, Newtownards, Co Down, BT23 4TB. (813369)
611Tullynagardy Road, Newtownards, Co Down. BT23 4TB. (813369)
Heather Lodge, Kerrymount Avenue, Foxrock, Dublin 18. (289 3269)
37 Ballinclea Heights, Killiney, Co Dublin. (285 5732)
18 Kings Avenue, Carsholton Beeches, Sutton, SM5 4NX (0181 643 4127)
21 Belgrave Road, Monkstown, Co Dublin. (280 0820)

NAME OF YACHT

Modus Vivendi

Sundowner of Down
Gumdrop (PO)
Gumdrop (PO)

Golden Nomad
Morning Flame

Irish Mist I

Hylasia (PO)
Hylasia (PO)

Pen Men

21 Belgrave Road, Monkstown, Co Dublin. (280 08211)                                             Saint Patrick
Laurieston. I64 Shore Road, Greenisland, Co Antrim, BT38 8TT. (01232 865370/Office: 01232 854535)Dun-na-Mara
Kynes, Shane’s Castle, Antrim, BT41 4NE. (01849 463282/Office: 08494 28216) Virago of Strangford
Ripton Middlebury, Vermont, 0766, USA. J’ablesse
5 Doom,note Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin. (284 0759/Office: 867 18881 Swallow
I The Drive, Richmond Park, Belfast BT9 5EG. (01232 668435/Office: 01232 667914) Realta (PO)

The Coach House. 1A Carnathen Lane, Donaghadee, Co Down BT21 0EH. (01247 888949/Office: 01232 428136)
1 The Drive, Richmond Park, Belfast BT9 5EG. (01232 668435/Office: 01232 672488) Realta (PO)
64 Bellevue Road. Glenageary, Co Dublin. (280 2352) Marlou
Carrafreagh Cottage. 52 Glebe Road, Strangford. Co Down, BT30 7HY.
(01396 86678/Office Fax: Strangford 220) Cuillin
3 Lyndhurst Crescent, Bangor. Co Down, BTI9 I AU. (01247 472209)
Brandon Lodge, Mount Ovel, Rochestown, Cork. (021 36I 860/Office: 0402 33672) Flica III (PO)
Carbiere, Ashbourne Avenue, Limerick. (061 228026/Office: 1)61 31544) Iduna
Parkwood, Carrickbrennan Rd., Monkstown, Co Dublin. (280 16571
Linden, Brighton Rd, Foxrock, Dublin 18. (289 21331
Avon Wood, Avoca Avenue, Blackrock, Co Dublin. (288 74911 Fiacra
Coolbeg, 23 Seafront Road. Ctnltra, Holywood, Co Down, BTI8 0BB. (01232 424422) Jeremy Fisher of Hamble
Blue Rock, Killough, Kilmacanogue, Co Wicklow. (286 9645) Shalini
81 South Mall, Cork. (/Office: 021 270917)
14 Blackberry Rise, Portmarnock, Co Dublin. (846 2554)
Tahilla, Woodside, Sandyford, Co Dublin. (295 6273/Office: 896106)
Tahilla, Woodside, Sandyford, Co Dublin. (295 6273) Maximizar
Killard, John’s Hill, Waterford. 1051 875636)
Killard, John’s Hill, Waterford. (051 875636/Office: 051 872039/Office Fax: 051 874504)

Ruinette (PO) & Natian (PO)
68 Cardinal Court, Wilton, Cork. (021 343244/Office: 023 41814) Romist
Doctor’s Road, Ballyhaunis, Co Mayo. (0907 30992/Office: 0907 30016) Mac Duach
Calypso, Fairy Hill, Monkstown, Co Cork. (021 863510) Kinetic
St Benedicts, Tbormanby Road, Baily, Co Dublin. ( 832 2829)
Ballyreagh, Portaferry Road, Newtownards, Co Down, BT23 8SN. (01247 812310) Faustina H (PO)
15 Castlegate. Prestbury, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SKI0 4AZ. (01625 828882/Office: 01625 515279)
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NAME AND YEAR ELECTED

Bunting, Peter J., 1962
Burke, J. E, 1971

# Butler, J. C., 1959
Butler, Paul, 1987
Butler, Pierce, 1995
Byrne, E. Philip, 1982
Byrne, Harry E. O’C, 1974
Cagney. Romaine, 1978
Cahill, Bernard M., 1984
Cahill, Daniel, 19911
Cahill, James J, 1978
Cassidy. Brendan, 1982
Cassidy, Liam, 1978
Chapman, Culin A., 1989

* Christie, Katie,
Commodore CCC, 119961

Clapham, John F., 1965
#* Clark, Wallace,

M.B.E., D.L., 1951
Clarke, George B., 199 I
Clarke, Tuny, 1985
Clementson, John, 1997
Cliflk~rd, Thomas E, I988
Clow, John W., 1991
Coad, Brian R, 1982
Coad, Geoffrey, 199 I

# Coe, R., 1957
Cofley, John F.. 198 I
Coleman, Michael C., 1988
Colleran, Patrick, 1980
Collins, Michael D., 1975
Condon, K. Cal, 1988
Conlon, Jimmy, 1996
Connor, Brendan J., 1980
Conmy, Stan, 1992
Conway, Leo, 1991

# Cooke, K. L., 1959
Cooke. Tom, 1996
Cooke of Islandreagh, Lord,

O.B.E.,D.L., 1977
Cooper, Paul D., 1983
Corbally, Bernard H.C., 1984
Costello, Walter E, 1980
Cotter, William J., 1975
Courtney, Peter, 1982
Coveney, Hugh R, 1992
Craughwell, Michael, 1997
Crebbin, John E, 1992
Cronin, T. R, 198 I

# Crosbie, E., 1957
Cross, Dan, 1986
Cudmure, Anne L, 1979
Cudmore, Brian. 1966
Cudrnore,
Cudmore
Cudmore

# Cudmore
Cudmore
Cudmore
Cudmore
Cudmore
Cudmore

Denis, 1986
Eleanor, 1997
Fred Jnr. 1966
Dr. Harold, 1956
Harold Jnr, i959
Dr John, 1977
Justin R, 1966
Mary. 1970
Peter F., 1966

Cudmore Ronald, 1964
Cuffe-Smith, Capt. William R,

DFC CdeG, 19711
Cullen, Maurice, 1971
Culleton, Peter, 1990
Cunnane, Jarlath J..

Rear Commodore ICC, 1988
Cuttle, John D., 1985
Curtain, Dr. W. Andrew. 1971
Curtin, J. Leonard, 1993

# D’Alton, Mici~ael M. A.. 1956
d’Esterre Roberts, R. Grattan, 1989
Dalton, Brian, 1967
Daly, Dominic J., 1968

ADDRESS, PHONE No.

Orchard Cottage, Seale, Hoggs Back, (Nr Guilford), Surrey. (812310)
Richmond House, Blackrock, Cork. (021 293730)
Belgrove, Cobh, Cork. (021 8113431
32 Oakley Grove, Blackruck, Co Dublin. (288 4393)
Kingston Farm. Killernan, Cu Dublin. (295 5166/Office: 628 20238)
Sunnydale, 4 Nugent Road, Churchtown, Dublin 14. (298 1951 )
Lismoyle, Coast Road, Malahide, Co Dublin. (845 0498)
7 Roncalli Road, Kilbarrack, Dublin 13. (832 3239)
Cuan Ban, Colla Road. Schull, Co Cork. 11)28 28309)
Cuan Ban, Colla Road, Schull, Co Cork.
Ellison St, Castlebar, Co Mayo. (094 25500)
Dunluce, Strand Road, Sutton, Dublin 13. ( 832 2254)
4 St. Helens, Marine Parade, Sandycove, Co Dublin. (280 37171

NAME OF YACHT

Red Velvet
Aeolus

Grow~tiger
AIphida qf Howth

Tudorose (PO)
Deerhound

Zubenubi 11°0)
Oona

Golden Apple
Buskateer

Alannah

The Old Rectory, Comeragh, Kilmacthomas, Co Waterford. (051 291166/Office: 051 875855)

41 Thorn Drive, Bearsden, Glasgow, G61 4LT. 10141 942 3928) Boomerang

Mertoun, Cliffside Road, Torquay. Devon TQ 1 3LB. (018113 324726/Office: 01803 297337) Tresillian IV

Gorteade Cottage, 115 Kilrea Road, Upperlands, Co Derry. BT46 5SB. ((11648 42737/Fax: 01648 45944)
Wild Goose c~f Moyle

Brambles, Grey Point, Helens Bay. Co Down, BTI9 ILE. (01247 852652) Turtle Tide

Friarstown, Ballyclough, Co Limerick. (061 229035/Office: 061 1418521 Silver Breeze

Ballyreagh, 84 Portaferry Road. Newtownards, Co Down, BT23 8SN. 101247-8123101 Faustina 11 (PO)

The Kettles, Tralee, Co Kerry.
Mid Linthills, Lochwinnoch, Renfrewshire, Scotland, PA 12 4DL. (01505 842881 ) Capercaillie

Noreville, Inistioge, Co Kilkenny. (056 58417) Raasay q/’Me!tbrt

Pine Cottage, Ballinakill. Dunmore Road, Waterford. (051 875651 ) Cenerea

Craigie, Monastereven, County Ki[dare, (045 25300)
Liscahane, Ballycorus, Kilternan, Co Dublin. (282 t15791
Woodlands West, Rushbrooke, Cobh. Co Cork. 1021 811397) Stella Marls

48 Taney Crescent, Goatstown, Dublin 14. (298 5625)
Inniskeel, Quill Road, Kihnacanogue, Co Wicklow. (286 81091
Montana, Crab Lane, Blackrock, Cork. 1021 294165/Office: 021 5431021 Mashona

5, Roslyn Court, Bishopstown, Cork. 1021 345538/Office: 021 772699)
22 Offington Drive. Sutton, Dublin 13. (8322403/Office: 8552201 ) Vinter

38 Wynberg Park, Blackrock, Co Dublin. (280 7398/Office: 280 9669/Fax: 280 8941 )
Windrush, Killiney Road, Co Dublin. (285 18701 Delphin

Salia, Dublin Road, Sutton, Dublin 13. (832 2348) Kumaree

Fortal, Killiney Road, Killiney, Co Dublin. (285 5797/Office: 676 6592) Sandy Ways

lslandreagh House, Dunadry, Co Antrim, BT41 2HE Misaja

3 Bayside Park East, Sutton, Dublin 13. (832 4289) lx<y Day

Oilspear, Kilmacanogue, Co Wicklow. (286 32611 Rionnag

Bleak House, 7 Lawson Street, Mudgee, New South Wales 2850, Australia.
6 Old Orchard, Ann Devlin Road, Templeogue, Dublin 14. (494 3497)
Seamount, Balscaddcn Road, Howth, Co Dublin. (832 2008)
Laharn, Minune Bridge, Co Cork. 1021 887227)
39 Threadneedle Rd., Sahhill, Galway. (091 52118/Office: 091 568222)
3 Eaton Brae. Corbawn Lane, Shankill, Co Dublin. (282 4468/Office: 6711 91291
35 Harbour View. Huwth, Co Dublin.
Woodlands, Montenotte, Cork. (021 501963/Office: 021 2727221
Woodhouse, Aghamarta, Carrigaline, Co Cork. ((121 831521 )
Goleen, San@cove Avenue East, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin. (280 33901
Cloudhill, Moneygourney. Douglas, Cork. (021 893625/Fax: 021 893625) Ann Again

10 Chesterfield View, Castleknock, Dublin 15. (820 6599)
Cloudhill, Moneygourney, Douglas, Cork. 1021 893625) Ann Again

Ocean Approach, Myrtleville, Co Cork. (1121 831541 )
Ainrush, Rosebank, Douglas Road, Cork. (021 293016)
Lauren, 4 Queens Rd, Cowes, isle of Wight, PO31 8BQ. (111983 2804661
6 The Garden Village, Talbots Inch, Kilkenny. 1056 65838)
Southcourt, South Douglas Road, Cork. (1121 892242/Office: 021 2740191
Ainrush, Rosebank, Douglas Road, Curk. 1021 293016)
18 Willowmere, Rochestown Road, Cork. (1/21 364257/Office: 1)21 503726)

Goleen, Sandycove Avenue East, Dun Luoghaire, Co Dublin. (280 3390)

274 Seacliff Road, Bangor, Co Down, BT2(I 5HS. (01247 465 066)
Grianblah, Pahnerston Park, Dublin 6. (497 7002)
9 La Vista Avenue. Sutton, Dublin 13. (497 7002~Office: 778932)

Knock, Claremorris, Co Mayo. (094 88269/Office: 086 256 5784) Lir

11 Seafront Road, Cultra, Holywuod, Co Down, BTI8 (IBB. (01232 426469) CglFlla

Riverview, 47 Sundays Well Rd., Cork. (021 393862/Office: 021 3420811) Pilgrim Soul

Sprmglnount, Carrigrohane, Co Cork. ((121 871508/Office: 021 5452221 Karena

Kilda Lodge, St. George’s Ave., Killiney, Co Dublin. (/Office: 676 36711 Siamsa (PO)

Riverwood, Currabinny, Co Cork. 1021 374444/Office: 021 378383) Hq/bd (PO)

368 Strawberry Hill Road, Concord, Massachusetts 01742, USA. (508 369 9707) Boru

Pembroke House. Pembroke Street, Cork. 1021 505965/Office: 021 277399)

Tranquility
Handy Mistress

Sih,er Slipper

Setanta (PO)

Leemara o[’ Howth
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NAME AND YEAR ELECTED

Daly, John E., 1990
Davis. Helen J., 1980
Davis, Samuel M., 1980
Deane, Douglas, 1965
Delamer, David, 1994
Dempsey, J. A., 1973
Devenney, E. K., 1973
Dick, J.R. William, 1971
Dickinson, William B., 1979
Dixon, Hon Robin,

C.B.E.,D.L., 1977
Doherty, Tony, 1969
Donegan, James D., 1983
Doonan, Francesca, 1988
Doonan, Paul S, 1986
Doran, John, 1997
Dowey, James E., 1988
Doyle, D. Conor, 1966
Doyle, Denis N., 1956
Doyle, Frank, 1966
Drew, Bob, (1997)
Du Plessis, Hugo, 1978
Duffin, Nicholas S. R., Sr, 1990
Duggan, John P., 1986
Dunn, Aidan, 1963
Dunphy, T. Austin, 1990
Dwyer, David M., 1993
Dwyer, Kevin 17., 1966
Dwyer, Mary, 1991
Dwyer, Michael R., 1989
Dyke, Stanley W., 1965
England, Liz, 1967
English, J. D., 1991
Escott, William P., 1980
Espey, Fred J. K., 1978
Eves, Alastair R. W., 1984
Eves, E Maitland, M.B.E., 1967
Eves, Jeremy R. E, 1975
Eves, Roland E., 1982
Fahy, Patrick J., 1982
Fannin, Robert J., 1981
Fannin, Robert N., 1959
Fasenfeld, George, 1997
Faulkner, Sir Dennis J..

C.B.E.,D.L., 1960
Fergus, Sean G., 1985
Fielding, Christine M., 1971
Fielding, Dr. Raymond J., 1956
Finnegan, John J., 1966
Fisher, J.D.E, 1969
FitzGerald, C. J., 1944
FitzGerald, David H. B., 1966
FitzGerald, Grainne, 1993
Fitzgerald, Jack, 1986
Fitzpatrick, Thomas J., 1985
Flanagan, Dr. Jack. 1980
Fletcher, Gillian, 1996
Flood, Sean, 1994
Flowers, Maurice H., 1983
Foley, Clare, 1980
Foote, Thomas S., 1996
Forde, John B., 1990
Fowler, Robert J., 1969
Fox-Mills, Barbara, 1981
Foxall, Roger M., 1988
Freeman, E David, 1986
Gallagher, Benignus N., 1980
Gallagher, Dr. Jack, 1992
Garrard, Natascha, 1990
Geldof, Robert, 1968
Gibson. Richard Y., 1992

Gillespie, Dr. Peter J., 1993
Gilmore, Dr. W. R., 1985
Glaser, Dr. Otto E., 1972
Gleadhill, Diana, 1996

ADDRESS, PHONE No. NAME OF YACHT

The Glade, Moneygourney, Douglas, Cork. (021 362833/Office: 021 277911) Prelude
8 Glenmachan Drive, Belfast, BT4 2RE. (01232 761417/Office: 01238 541294) Jacana
8 Glenmachan Drive, Belfast, BT4 2RE. (01232 761417/Office: 01238 541294) Jacana
Churchbay, Crosshaven, Co Cork. (021 831002)
Baily Cottages, Baily, Co Dublin. (839 3634)
Inwood, South Strand, Skerries, Co Dublin. (849 1326)
4 Vernon Park, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 4PH. (01247 461410/Office: Dundonald 4535) Moonshadow
Redboy, Blessington, Co Wicklow. (045 65233)
2 Victoria Terrace, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 5JB. (01247 468772) Tertia of Lymington

Drumadaragh House, Ballyclare, Co Antrim, BT39 0TA. (Ballyclare 40222) La~, Life
2 Southern Road, Cork. (021 271327)
Carrigmore, Glounthaune, Co Cork. (021 353137/Office: 021 277155) White Rooster
18 Woodside, Balkill Road, Howth. Dublin 13.
18 Woodside, Balkill Road. Howth, Dublin 13.
Drisoge, Baily, Co Dublin. (832 1709/Office: 830 9533) AGB First
Coastguards Row, 467 Shore Road, Whiteabbey, Co Antrim, BT37 0SP. (01232 853582)
C/o D.E Doyle Ltd, I Connell Street, Cork. (021 772348/Office: 021 275235) Elsa
Tideways, Carrigaline, Co Cork. (021 372105/Office: 021 275235) Moonduster
17 Barnstead Drive, Church Road, Blackrock, Cork. (/Office: 021 275235)
50 Falkin Road, Sachem’s Head, Guildford, CT 06437, USA. (203 453 5474) Knight Hawk
c/o 26 Windmill Road. Polegate, Eastbourne, Sussex, BN26 5BG. (01323 484606) Samharcin an lar
I 1 Grey Point, Helen’s Bay, Bangor, Co Down, BTI9 ILE. (01247 852688/Office: 01232 458287) Water Spaniel
Av. da Liberdade 245-7, Lisbon 1250, Portugal. (311 3300)
2 Nutley Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4. (269 1158/Office: 283 8947) Eblana
Sealawn, Sutton, Dublin 13. (832 2853) Evolution H (PO)
32 Radcliffe, Dublin Road, Sutton, Dublin 13. (832 4910) Fianne (PO)
The Wilderness. Glanmire, Co Cork. (021 353441/Office Fax: 021 354138)
Carrigmahon, Monkstown, Co Cork. (021 841068) Selina
Bellvue, Glenbrook, Co Cork. (021 841453/Office: 021 273131 )
Benwell, Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin. (280 7918)
Eastwood, Donaldson’s Brae, Kilcreggan, Dunbartonshire, Scotland G84 0LA. (01436 842175) One Timee
Kilbarron, Menloe Gardens, Blackrock, Cork. (021 295083) Eko (PO)
70 Thornleigh Gardens, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 4NP. (01247 461881 ) Wheesht
4 Myrtle Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin. (280 5160) Verve (PO)
Mariveg, 32A Downshire Road, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 3RD. (01247 469838) Zamt~t
Loughside Farm, 57 Ringdufferin Road, Toye, Downpatrick, Co Down BT30 9PH. (01396 828923) Cephas
3 Ranfurley Avenue. Bangor, Co Down, BT20 3SN. (0247 270460/Office: 0247 271525)
Carrig-Gorm, 27 Bridge Road. Helen’s Bay. Bangor, Co Down BT19 ITS. (01247 853680) Lutanda
8 Saint Mary’s Road, Taylors Hill. Galway. (091 23997 )
c/o Earlscliff Mews, Baily, Co Dublin.
Earlscliff Mews, Baily, Co Dublin.
3 Elgin Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4. (660 9488/Office: 660 3255) Wild Bird

Ringhaddy House, Killinchy, Co Down, BT23 6TU. (01238 541 114) Kariat
Abbingdon, 56 Gr0svenor Road, Rathgar, Dublin 6. (496 5653/Office: 685777)
Skellig, Monkstown, Co Cork. (021 841428) Spellbound ofSwanwick (PO)
Skellig, Monkstown, Co Cork. (021 841428) Spellbound ofSwanwick (PO)
Seapoint House, Monkstown, Co Dublin.
Rathturret, Warrenpoint, Newry, Co Down, BT34 3RX. (016937 73667)
Kylemore, Richmond, Blackrock Road, Cork. (021 292210/Office: 021 270095) Mandalay
The Quay, Kinvara. Co Galway. (091 37290) White Heather
2 Mayville Terrace, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (284 073 l/Office: 907664)
56 Bayview Drive, KiIliney, Co Dublin. (282 1342)
Kincora, Deerpark, Howth Road, Howth, Co Dublin. (832 5554/Office: 660 9566) Arawuk
7 Offington Avenue, Sutton, Dublin 13. (832 5277/Fax: 830 6771) Roekabill II
12 Greenmount Square, Dublin 12. (453 1612)
Roskeen, Carrickbrack Road, Baily, Co Dublin. (832 3188/Office: 295 3333) Rhapsody
42B Ward Avenue, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 5HX. (01247 465157) No Fear
Monkstown Castle. Co Dublin. (280 8103) Flying Ferret
The Moorings, Tonabrocky, Bushy Park, Galway. (091 522833) Subadar
Elmford, Menloe Gardens, Blackrock, Cork. (021 291299) Roaring Water
Mont Alto House, Sorrento Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (285 8529) Trilogy
The Tansey, Baily, Co Dublin. (832 2823)
Derrynane, Caherdaniel, Co Kerry. (0667 5155)
Knollycroft, Coliemore Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (285 9439/Office: 676 0261) Twocan
4 Carrickbrack Hill, Sutton, Dublin 13. (832 3755) Sparkle
Weir House, Woodstown, Co Waterford. Ruinette (PO) & Natian (PO)
The Shack, Baily, Co Dublin. (833 3670)
18 Crosthwaite Park, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin. (280 2818/Office: 778869)
Kimberley, Camden Road, Crosshaven, Co Cork. (021 831408/Office: 021 831505/Office Fax: 021 831700)

Rockwell Salamander Cork 1720
4 Demesne Gate, Saintfield, Co Down, BT24 7BE. (01238 510779) Cara of Quoile
9 Coastguard Lane, Groomsport, Co Down, BT 19 2LR. (Donaghadee 882410) V.S.O.P.
Thalassa, Baily, Co Dublin. (832 4797) Tritseh-Tratsch IV
Lough Hill, 30 Ballymacashen Road, Killinchy. Co Down, BT23 0SH. (01238 541815/Office: 01238 541815)
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NAME AND YEAR ELECTED

Glover, Dr. W. F., 1963 (19981
Godkin, John. 1992
Gomes, Deirdre, 1980
Gomes, H. R., 1967
Good, Courten:ty, 199 I
Gore-Grimes, Anthony, 1978

* Gore-Grimes, John, 1973 (19901
Goulding, Tom, 1980
Gray, C. Peter, 1980
Gray, Susan D., 1990
Green, Dr. Micheal, 1964
Greenhalgh, David, 1978
Greet, Heather, 1966

# Greer, R H., L.L.D., 1951
Guinness, A. Peter. 1963
Guinness, Ian R, 1979
Guinness, M. Jennifer, 1966
Hall, Mervyn J., 1970
Hand, Frank, 1985
Harbison. Dr. John F., 1977
Harte, Edward D., 1969
Hawthorn, George S. N., 1985
Hayes, J. Colin, 1992
Healy, Capt George F., 1968
Heard. Ruth, 1967
Hegarty, Andrew M., 1990
Hegarty, Betty, 1986

# Hegarty, Brian, I957
# Hegarty, Dermot, 1959

Hegarty, Nell, 1990
Hellstern, Hans, 1995
Hemphill, Lord Peter R, 1981

# Hennessy, Dr. Noel St. J.. 1957
Henry, Dr. George R., I969
Henshall, James A., 1979
Hill, Eric A. G., 1995
Hill, Dr. Michael J., 1980
Hilliard, C. E., 1961

* Hogan, Peter St, J., 11993)
# Horsman, Henry F., 1952

Hosford, W. K., 1974
Hunt, C. K.. 1963
Hutcheson. Thomas C.. 1990
Hutchinson, Alan. 1991
Hutchinson, William R., 1969
Irwin, John, 1982
Jameson. J. Patrick, 1968
Johnson. Terence C.. 1960
Johnston, Denis B., 1979
Johnston, Guy B., 1995
Kavanagh, Gerald E, 1980
Kavanagh, Liam E. 1994
Kean, Norman, 1991
Keane, Barry, 1975
Keatinge, Hilary J., 1996
Keatinge. William D., 1988
Kelly, Daniel J.. 1973
Kelliher, E. Brenda, 1983
Kenefick, Nell G., 1985
Kennedy, Bridget, 1973
Kennedy, Hugh R, Q,C., 1963
Kenny, Brian R, 1997
Kenworthy, Marilyn, 1990
Kidney, John, [ 99 I
Kidney, Noel J., 1986
Kilgrew, Cyril L., 1995
Kilkenny, Joseph, 1971
Killen, Peter R., 1994
Kilroy, Howard E., 1989
King, Heather R., 1989

* King. Cdr W.,
DSO*DSC. RN. Retd., (19871

Kirby, Tom, 1971
Knatchbull, Michael W., 1986
Knott, H. B., 1964

ADDRESS, PHONE No.

2 Coolong Road, Vaucluse, New South Wales 2030, Australia. (02 9337 4342)
Sandycove, Kinsale. Co Cork. (021 774189/Office: 021 2742367
Ballygarvan House, Portaferry Road, Greyabbey, Co Down. (012477 88365)
Ballygarvan House, Portaferry Road, Greyabbey, Co Down. (012477 88365)
Ardkilly House, Sandycove, Kinsale, Co Cork. (021 772390/Office: 021 772300)
Roxboro, Baily, Co Dublin. 1832 2449/Office: 872 92997
Shack, Baily, Co Dublin. (832 3670/Office: 872 92991
12 Asgard Road. Howth, Co Dublin.
45 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co Dublin. (285 39I I )
45 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co Dublin. (285 3911 )
3 Sycamore Close. Woddingdean, Brighton, Sussex, BN2 6SJ. {33 676)
15 Ashley Park, Bangor, Co Down. (454 860)
Cynara, Windgate Rise, Howth Summit, Co Dublin. (832 373 I/Office: 832397)
22 Greenfield Road, Sutton, Dublin 13. (832 3195/Office: 771801)
Chapel Farm, Great Missenden, Bucks., HPI60RF, England. ( 1494 862322)
Rosbeg, Baily, Co Dublin. (832 21521
Censure House, Ceanchor Rd.. Baily, Co Dublin. (832 3123/Fax: 839 2057)
480 Portway, Shirehampton, Bristol, B5 11 9QH.
4 Lyndon Gate, Blackhorse Ave, Dublin 7. (838 88761
lnishbeg, Nashville Road. Howth, Co Dublin.
Glencar, High street, Schull, Co Cork.
77 Tullynakill Road, Ardmillan, Comber, Co Down. (Killinchy 541774/Office: Belfast 662281)
Woodley, Rochestown Road, Cork. (021 891948/Office: 01 670 0633)
13 Killiney Towers, Killiney, Co Dublin. (284 86127
Stone Cottage, Claremont Road, Killiney, Co Dublin. (285 2258)
Cairngorm, Baily, Dublin 13. (832 34211
Cairngorm, Baily, Dublin 13. (832 342I)
Cairngorm, Baily, Dublin 13. (832 34211
30 Offington Drive. Sutton, Dublin 13,
6 North Mall Cork. (021 397191/Office: 021 962027)
7 Fort View It, Kinsale, Co Cork. (021 772643/Office: 021 772304)
Raford, Kiltulla, Co Galway. 1091 848002/Fax: 091 8481741
15 Brookvule Downs, Rathfarnam, Dublin 14. (490 7698)
37 Merrion Park, Blackrock, Co Dublin. (283 2855)
Carrignacreevy, 1 I Plantation Road, Saintfield, Co Down. BT24 7JB. (01238 5113841
164 Glemigeary Park, Glenageary, Co Dublin, (285 4310/Office: 285 43101
86 Rashee Road, Ballyclare, Co Antrim. BT39 9HT.
Araglen. Proby Square, Blackrock. Co Dublin. (283 6760/Office: 404 I186)
153 Strand Road, Sandymount. Dublin 4. (260 12331
Glenteigue, Arklow, Co Wicklow. (I1402 39804)
Rockcliff House. Blackrock, Cork. (021 2910091
Bawnaw)la, Summercove, Kinsale. Co Cork. (02I 772534)
18 Chaine Memorial Road. Larnc, Co Antrim, BT40 lAD. (01574 77284/Office: 01232 864331)
27 Glenbroome Park, Jordanstown, Newtownabbey, Co Antrim, BT37 0RL. (863 629)
24 Rugby Drive, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 3PZ. 10247 460 588)
6 Mount Royal. Bangor, Co Down, BT20 3BG. (01247 471888)
Evora, Dunbo Hill, Howth, Co Dnblm. (832 2931 )
Frazerbank, Strathmore Road, Killiney, Co Dublin. (285 1439/Office: 523000)
Kilnburn, 33 Warren Road. Donaghadee, Co Down, BT21 0PD. (883 9511
8 Leeson Park Avenue, Dublin 6. (/Office: 676 7666/Office Fax: 676 7146)
11 Redford Rise, Redlord Park, Greystones. Co Wicklow, (287 2476)
Kaduna. Maryborough Hill, Douglas, Cork. (021 893560/Office: 021 274461)
148 Hamilton Road, Landenberg, Pennsylvania 19350. USA.

55 Wyvern, Killiney, Co Dublin. (285 5569)
3 Alexandra Road. Lymington, Hants $041 9HB. (01590 672426/Fax: 01590 670561 )
3 Alexandra Road, Lymington, H:mts, SO41 9HB. (01590 672426/Fax: 01590 670561 )
Moorpark, Fountainstown, Co Cork. (021 831235)
PO Box 1886, Annapolis. MD 21404. USA. (410 2349 1822/Fax: 410 349 8714)
Waterside, Corrabiln ny, Co Cork. ( 378024/Office: 892813)
Blackwater Rocks, Sainffield Road, Killinchy, Co Down, BT23 6RL. (01238 541470)
Edgebank, 16 Deramore Park South, Belfast, BT9 5JY. (660 500/Office: 669 556)
Alderbrooke, Ballard. Tralee, Co Kerry. (066 26590/Office: 066 21911 )
Brandon Lodge, Mount Ovel. Rochestown, Cork. (021 361860)
Caragh, Gordon Avenue, Foxrock, Co Dublin.
Littlefield, Glencullen Road, Kilternan, Co Dublin. (495 3782)
Rushanes, Glandore. Co Cork. (028 33446)
Gray’s Lane, Howth, Co Dublin. (832 3442/Office: 677 8932)
3 Killeen Terrace, Makihide, Co Dublin. (845 30191
Rarc an llan. 22 Colemore Road, Dalkey. Co Dublin. (284 0952)
The Cabin, Raihdown Road, Greystones, Co Wicklow. (287 4944)

Oranmore Castle. Oranmore, Co Galway.
Park Road, Clogheen. Clonakilty, Co Cork. (023 33553/Office: (123 33240)
Gambles Lodge, Upper Mountown, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin. (28(I 14201
Marlay. Saval Park Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin. 1285 3312)

NAME OF YACHT

Wizard
v.s.O.l~

Mac/Goose
Bonan2a

Walrus
Waxwing (PO)
Waxwing (PO)

Big Boots

He,,Y1
Alakush

Baily of Howth

Fidem HI
Saoirse of Cork

Harklow

Oleander of Howth (PO)
Oleander of Howth (PO)

Beagle
Sant~;

Knocknagrena

Maimoune (PO)

J~ff~’a

Tieveara
Suaeda

Dundrum
Changeling

State O’Chassis (PO)
Trininga

Sirikit IH

Voyageuse

Elysium (PO)
Kilpatrick (PO)
Kilpatrick (PO)

Eko (PO)
h’arus of Cuan

Tosca IV of Bangor
Tam 0 ’Shanter

Flica 111 (PO)

Duh’ibella
Juno

Black Pepper

Seareign

Yami- Yami
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NAME AND YEAR ELECTED

Lantry, Seamus, 1990
Larkin, Frank J., 1982
Latham, Leslie D., 1984
Laurence, Dr. David T.. 1975
Lavelle, Pat, 1991
Law, J. Brian, 1975
Lawlor, Tom, 1993
Layng, Capt. Brian, 1988
Lee, Adrian E, 1992

# Lee, Reginald, 1961
Leonard, Alan G., 1964
Ley, Angela, 1986
Ley, John E., 1986
Long, Norman, 1991
Love, Betty, 1992
Love, Clayton Jnr., 1971
Love, Clayton Mnr., 1990
Lovegrove, Richard V., 1981
Lovett, Dermod, 1995
Lowry, Dr. Paul, 1997

# Luke, Derek, 1959
Lynch, Brian R., 1988
Lynch, Donal, 1996
Lyster, W. Bruce, 1985
MacAuley, Dr. Daniel J., 1979

# Macken, J. J., 1949
MacLaverty, K. J., 1961
MacMahon, Gary, 1992
Madden, Arthur G., 196 I
Magan. Arthur S. C., 1981
Magee, John R., 1990
Magennis, Connla, 1975
Maguire, Neville D., 1985

# Maher, Patrick J., 1959
Malcolm, John, 1991
Malone, Anne, 1990
Malone, Stephen A., 1979
Markey, James A., 1984
Martin, Clive C., 1978

# Martin, E Derek, 1954
Martin, J. Kenneth, 1982
Massey, John, 1992
Massey, Nicholas W., 1980
Maxwell, Cdr. RN J. David.
McAnaney, E., 1975
McAuley, E D., MCh. D.O.M.S.,

1961
McBride, Denis, 1972
McBride, Edward D., 1970
McBride, Frances, 1987
McCann, George, 1968
McCarthy, Francis, 1985
McCarthy, Tom, 1994
McClement, Donal J.. 1983

# McConnell, John C., 1958
McConnell. John H., 1965

# McConnell, Maimie T., 1959
McConnell, Staffi)rd C., 1971
McCormack, Paget J., 1991
McCormack, Sean, 1990
McGonagle, Liam,

Commodore ICC, 1959
McGuire, Gary E., 1990

* McHenry, Barbara, (1993)
McHenry, Cormac R,

Hun. Sec. 1CC, 1980
# McIlwaine. A. D., 1960

McKean, William W., 1986
McKee, Michael, 1962
McKenna, David C.. 1964

# McKinley, Fergus, 1953
McKinney, John J., 1975
McMahon, Brendan, 1988
McMahon,

ADDRESS, PHONE No.

4 Father Mathew Street, Cork. (088 561915/Office: 021 270788)
San Jose, North Circular Road, Limerick. (061 453267/Office: 061 361555)
7 Richmond Avenue. Monkstown. Co Dublin. (280 1841)
3t Sutherland Avenue, Jacobs Well, Guildford, Surrey, GU4 7QX. (01483 539876/Office: 01483 23225)
30 The Green, College Road, Galway. (091 67707/Office: 091 57707)
Cherry Hill, Whiterock Road, Killinchy, Co Down, BT23 6PR. (01238 541386/Office: 01846 677317)
34 Vernon Avenue, Dublin 3. (833 1073)
Ashvale, Windgate Rise, Howth Summit, Co Dublin. (832 4104)
94 Camden Hill Road, London WS. (0171 2435780/Office: 0171 9302345)
Sydney Lodge, 93 Booterstown Avenue, Blackrock, Co Dublin. (288 9486)
28 Knockdene Park South, Belfast, BT5 7AB. (01232 653162)
7 Ward Avenue, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 5JW. (01247 454937)
7 Ward Avenue, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 5JW. (01247 454937)
20 Mapas Avenue, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (285 9847)
Clanricarde, Blackrock Road, Cork. (021 293977)
The Library RO. Box 125, Clanricarde Lodge, Blackrock Road, Cork. (021 294241)
Cooline, 11 Rockcliffe Terrace, Blackrock Road, Cork. (021 292747/Office: 021 310066)
Corrig, Convent Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (285 9782/Office: 677 0335)
High Water, Coast Road, Fountainstown, Co Cork. (021 832142/Office: 021 294909)
16 Slievemoyne Park, Belfast, BTI5 5GZ. (01232 774974)
Seafield, Ballure Road, Ramsey, Isle of Man.
4 Courthouse Square, Galway. (091 24960/Office: 091 63131)
Clara, Orchard Road, Cork. (021 542826/Office: 021 545333/Fax: 021 342497)
Huckleberry, Knocknackee Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin.
4 Norton Drive, Malone Road, Beffast, BT9 6ST. (01232 661840)
White House, Dalkey Avenue, Co Dublin. (285 9585)
Ballynally Lane, Moville, Co Donegal. (077 82239)
Strandville House. Clancy Strand, Limerick. (061 325986/Office: 061 400620)
Hazeldene, Marina, Blackrock, Cork. (021 357985)
Cloghreen, Baily, Co Dublin. (832 2408)
c/o James CahilI, Ellison Street, Castlebar, Co Mayo. (401 245 6400/Office: 401 351 6000)
Landfall. 43 Rostrevor Road, Warrenpoint, Newry, Co Down, BT34 3RU. (016937 72237)
2 Sarto Road, Kilbarrack, Dublin 13. (832 3229)
Ballinglanna, Douglas Road. Cork. (021 293966)
Willow Cottage, Langley Upper Green, Essex, CB11 4RU. (01799 550884/Office: 01279 658412)
Barlogue, 8 Rochestown Rise, Rochestown, Co Cork. (021 891793)
Barlogue, 8 Rochestown Rise, Rochestown, Co Cork. (021 891793)
18 Harbour View, Howth, Co Dublin. (832 29116/Office: 453 8665/Office Fax: 453 8665)
Erinagh, Kerrymount Avenue, Foxrock, Dublin 18. (289 3465)
Woodley, Eaton Brae, Shankill, Co Dublin. (282 4457)
Tres Fleur. Westminster Road, Foxrock, Dublin 18. (289 3981)
7 Glencarraig, Sutton, Dublin 13. (832 5636/Office: 830 1211)
2 Thormansy Lawns, Howth, Co Dublin. (832 5058)
50 Old Court, Strangford, Downpatrick, Co Down, BT30 7NG. (01396 881205)
88 Sandford Road. Ranelagh, Dublin 6. (497 1421)

45 Upper Leeson Street, Dublin 4. (660 4580)
25 Thormanby Road, Howth Summit, Co Dublin. (832 2126)
62 Bayside Walk, Sutton, Dublin 13. (839 3419)
Little Starlings, 122B Bluehouse Lane, Limpsfield, Surreyu, RH8 OAR. (01883 717383)
21 Riverside Road, Bangor, Co Down. (01247 462035)
Kedges, Forthill, Summercove, Kinsale, Co Cork. (/Office: 021 277338)
Suite Cottage, Ballinrea, Carrigaline, Co Cork. (021 372343)
2 Cedar Grove, GIasheen Road. Cork. (021 962786/Office: 021 831161/Fax: 021 831603)
27 Knocknacree Park, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (285 8725/Fax: 284 0822)
Breeoge, Ardmhuire Park, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (/Office: 781 544)
27 Knocknacree Park, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (285 8725/Fax: 284 0822)
Killaloe, Co Clare. (061 376908)
24 Booterstown Avenue, Blackrock, Co Dublin. (288 4382/Office: 872 5566)
15 The Avenue, Woodpark, Ballinteer, Dublin I6. (298 4120/Office: 836 4399)

The Tansey, Baily, Co Dublin. (832 2823/Office: 660 9799)
Spindrift, 802 Howth Road, Dublin 5. (832 3190/Office: 833 1154)
8 Heidelberg, Ardilea, Dublin 14. (288 4733)

8 Heidelberg, ArdiIea, Dublin 14. (288 4733)
Glebe Cottage, 7 Church Hill, Killinchy, Co Down.
27 Fotheringay Road, Glasgow, G41 4NL. (0141 423 6370)
52 Ward Avenue, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 5HX. (0801247 472692)
G 102 Marina Bay Homes, Atlantic Drive, Aisaworld City, Paranaque, Manila 1703, Philippines.
(& Fax 63-2 803 8166)
Beechfield, Sydney Avenue, Blackrock, Co Dublin. (288 8376)
3 Balally Drive, Dundrum, Dublin 16. (295 6305/Office: 497 8490)
Moyarta, North Circular Road, Limerick. (061 453934)

The Hun. Mr. Justice James, 1973 18 Palmerstown Grove, Milltown Road, Dublin 6. (269 8471 )

NAME OF YACHT

William Tell (>f Uri

Siamsa (PO)

Colla Vace
Sea Rose

Leigh MaO’
Janey Mac H

Wishbone
Busy B (PO)
Busy B (PO)

Royal Tara
Blue Shark (PO)

Lady Avilon (PO)
Serifa (PO)

Kittiwake IV

Peggy West
Melisande (PO)

Errislannin
Capella of Kent

Eoin Rua

Sea Fox
Snowgoose of Moygannon

Demelza

Symphonie

Lindos
Lovely Lacl~.

Jaded

Virago c?[ Strangford ( PO )

Deucalion
Scilly Goose

Marula

Kala

Saki
Marie Claire 11

Ounavara of Howth & Meander I11 (PO)
P~eabdn

Erquy

Siolta
lsobel

Rapparee H

Zubenubi (PO)
Salar
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NAME AND YEAR ELECTED

McMillan, Alastair M., 1968
McMordie, H. M., 1972
McMullan, E Gerald, 1986
McMullen, Colin P., I975
McWilliam, John A., 1990
Meade. Eamon, 1992
Meagher. Niall, 1992

# Mellon, D. E., M.D., 1947
Menton, James F.. 1986
Metcalfe, Peter, 1989

# Minchin. Johll, 1960
Minnis, Peter, 1996
Mollard, Robert E., 1969
Monson, Roderick G., 1983

# Montgomery, E. J., 1955
Moore, John S., 1985
Moran, Desmond, 199 I

# Morck, Patricia C., 1962
# Morck, Dr. Peter B., 1958
# Morehead, R., 1950

Morris, Dr, Geoffrey, 1983
Morrison, Hugh F., 1997

# Morrison, R. tan, 1957
Morrissy, Donal, 1982
Morton. Admiral Sir Anthony

G,B.E,, K.C.B., 1970
Mulhern, James, 1958
Mullins, Peter J. D., 1971
Nairn, George E., 1980
Nairn, W Stuart, 1987
Nicholson, David, 1980
Nicholson. Joan, 199 I
Nicholson. Max, 1996
Nixon, Georgma A., 1987
Nixon, James, 1971
Nixon, W. M., 1963
O’Boyle, Donal, 1974
O’Boyle, Elizabeth, 1993
O’Brien, Daniel D., 1978
O’Callaghan, Brendan, 199(/
O’Connor, Daniel, 1971
O’Connor, Gilbert J., 1987

# O’Connor. Dr. Maurice, 1957
O’Connor, Patrick. 1996
O’ Donnell, Barry. 1984
O’Donoghue, Dr. R. F., 1971
O’Donovan, Adrian. 1986

* O’Farrell, Kevin C., (1989)
O’Farrell, Michael, 1975
O’FarrelI, Phillip V. J., 1990
O’Farrell, Vincent J., 1981
O’Flaherty, Michael P, 1968
O’Flynn. Dominick, 1990

* O’Gallagher, Evelyn, (1994)
O’Gallagher, Malachi,

Hon Compiler, 1968
O’Halloran, Brian, 1983
O’ Hanhm, Andrew, 1969

* O’Hanlon, Barbara,

ADDRESS, PHONE No. NAME OF YACHT

Treborth, Corrbridge, Howth, Co Dublin. (832 4042)
Strangford. Downpatrick, Co Down. Anolis

39 Victoria Road, Bangor. Co Down, BT20 5ER. (01247 472826) Leveret
I0 Tivoli Terrace North. Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin. (284 3663/Office: 280 9577/Office Fax: 280 2393)
3 Braddock Reach, Whiterock, Killinchy, Co Down, BT23 6PY. (01238 54I 118/Office: 01238 5423(1/))
Fiddown, Piltown, Co Kilkenny. (051 4331 I/Office: 051 55034) Mot(flon
Gleann na Greine, Naas, Co Kildare. (045 897728) Zuben ’ubi (PO)
La Tuquette, Serignac, Peboudou, 47410 Lauzun, Lot et Garonne, France.
14 The Rivery. Crosstown, Wexli)rd. ((553 21483) Caraq/a

Jordberga Gard, 23020 Klagstorp, Sweden. (46 410 26216/Fax: 46 410 26095)
Currabinny, Carrigaline, Co Cork. ((121 831392)
58, Warren Road, Donaghadee, Co Down. (01247 882577/Office: 01247 818853/Office Fax: 01247 820009)
27 Sion Road, Glenageary, Co Dublin. (285 4317/Office: 505 677)
2 Castlehill Road, Stormont, Belfast, BT4 3GL. (656051) Mazara

78 Northumberland Road, Dublin. (668 1903/Office: 761 201)
C/o Ulster Cruising School, The Marina, Carrickfergus, Co Antrim, BT38 8BE. (09603 68818)
Stephen House, Stephen Street, Sligo. (071 42886)
Ballylug, Rathdrum, Co Wicklow. (0404 45164)
Ballylug, Rathdrum, Co Wicklow. (0404 45164)
Leeward, Marina. Blackrock, Cork. ((521 357714) Pipit (PO)
18 Cheltenham Court, Brampton, Ontario, Canada, L6W IJ3.
Ambleburn, Bromn Rd., Newton Mearns, Glasgow, G77 5DN. Quaila
Weatherly, Claremont, Howth, Co Dublin. 1832 2086) Sq/bri qfHowth
Clarenbridge House, Clarenbridge. Co Galway. (091 796306) Joggernaut

Flat 6, Amhurst, 90 St Cross Road. Winchester, Hants SO23 9PX. (01962 56393) lxtmorna Ill.

Struan Hill. Delgany. Co Wicklow. (287 4785) State 0 ’Chassis (PO)
1625 S.E. 10th Avenue, Apt 710, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316. (954 462 6945/Office: 954 695 7509)
3 St Helen’s North, Marine Parade, Sandycove, Co Dublin. (280 8765)
The Penthouse, Point Road, Crosshaven, Co Cork. (021 831859) Armorique
Diamond Lodge, Monkstown. Co Cork. (021 842160) White Shadow
Diamond Lodge. Monkstown, Co Cork. (021 842160)
Seabank, Dunmore East, Co Waterlord. (051 383207/Office: 058 41206)
14 Evora Park, Howth, Co Dublin. 1832 3929)
7 Mount Pleasant, Belfast, BT9 5DS. ((51232 666508) Ardnagee
14 Evora Park, Howth, Co Dublin. (832 3929) Witchcrq/? o[’Howth (PO)
Drake Lodge, Drake’s Pool, Carrigaline, Co Cork. (021 831028)
Drake Lodge, Drake’s Pool, Carrigaline, Co Cork. (/Fax: 021 831996)
126 Harold’s Cross Road, Dublin 6W. (490 773 I/Office: 497 9423) Live Wire

Cashelbeg, Laurel Walk, Bandon, Co Cork. (023 43077)
The Pines. Westminster Road, Foxmck. Dublin 18. (285 8012/Office: 676 4661) Leprechaun

Ronoco House, 55 Adelaide Street, Beffast, BT2 8FE. (/Office: 01232 246220) Mantura
33 Eglinton Road, Donnybrook, Dublin 4. (269 2175) The Laclv Beatrice (PO)
Naval Base, Haulbouline, Cobh, Co Cork. (021 811442/Office: 021 378777 Ext: 4743)
28 Merlyn Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4. (269 4000)
Halyards, Camden Road, Crosshaven, Co Cork. (021 831734) Looking Forward
Leaves of Grass, Point Road, Crosshaven. Co Cork.
c/o Post Office, Killaloe, Co Limerick. (061 376565)
Moorcroft, Rostrevor Road, Warrenpoint, Co Down, BT34 3RU. (016937 72620) Cuehulain
15 Drumreagh Road, Rostrewm Co Down, BT34 3DS. (016937 39830)
Eldon Hotel, Skibbereen, Co Cork. (028 220(X5) Fastnet Dancer
Le Fainel, Le gallon, St Martin’s, Gurnsey, GY4 6DQ. (01481 37650/Fax: 01481 37651) Cuilaun (PO)
Janeville Lodge, Sundays Well, Cork. (021 393744/Office: 021 543505/Fax: 021 543412) Cavatina

I2 Cypress Lawn, Templeogue, Dublin 6W. (490 5800)

12 Cypress Lawn, Templeogue, Dublin 6W. (490 5800/Fax: 490 5940) Tiwdi
Springmount, Ferndale Road, Shankill, Co Dublin. (282 2032)
8 St. James Terrace, Clonskeagh, Dublin 6. (269 8117)

M.D., 1962 (1984) 8 St. James Terrace, Chmskeagh, Dublin 6. (496 5130)
O’Keelle, Mary, 1994 Tawlaght, Fenit, Co Kerry. (/)66 36185)
O’Keeffe, Dr. Maurice, 1972 Scilly, Kinsale, Co Cork. (021 72458)
O’ Kelly, Brian C., 1991 Grange. Co Sligo. (071 63197)
O’Leary, Archie, 1990 Strand Lodge, Currabinny, Co Cork, (021 378526/Office: 021 277567)
O’Mahony, Bill, 1991 6 Castlerock. Carrigaline, Co Cork. (021 372588/Office: 021 312755)
O’Mahony. Patrick J., 1996 Willowhill, Ballyikmloo, Monkstown, Co Cork. (021 842387/Office: 021 329330)
O’Morchoe. The, David N. C., 1981 Ardgarry. Gorey, Co Wexford. (055 21803)
O’Neill, J. Russell. 1964

O’Rahilly, Dr. Michael, 1979
O’Sullivan, Jeremiah. 1964
O’Sullivan, Patrick J. F., 1984
O’Tierney, Dr. Donal, 1986
O’Tuole, Dr. Ray, 1996
Olver, John R.H., 1971

T~x
Miss Demena

h’ish Mist
Capsicum

Misttzd

59 Warren Road, Donaghadee, Co Down. BT21 ()PQ. (01247 888609/Office: 01247 888088/Fax: 01247 888609)
Miss Molly of Hamble

38 Domden Park. Blackrock, Co Dublin. (269 5285) Mystery
9 Rock Street, Tralee. Co Kerry. (066 21011)
Castle Demesne House, Ivy Terrace, Tralee, Co Kerry. (066 21432/Office: 06621522) Asari
41 Seaview, Warrenpoint, Co Down. BT34 3NJ. (016937 73630)
Corcullen. Galway. (091 555168/Office: 091 524222) Aoi/O (PO)
Torbeag, Ardelve. By Dornie, Rosshire, Scotland IV40 8EY. (01599 555385)
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NAME AND YEAR ELECTED

On’, Arthur S. P..
VRD* DL FRIN, 1970

Osborne, James R., 1974
Osmundsvaag, Arve, 1992

# Osterberg, Paul, 1949
Park, Dr. David S., 1969

# Park, J. Mungo, M.B.E., 1955
Park, Jonathon S., 1987
Payne, J. Somers, 1969
Pearson, Alan J., 1983

# Pearson, J. D., 1950
Petch, John A., 1987

* Pilling, J. Ross Jnr., 1987 11996)
* Power, C. D.,

Commodore RCC, (1995)
Prendeville, Neil J., 1990

ADDRESS, PHONE No.

Evergreen, 11 Old Holywood Road, Belfast, BT4 2HJ. (01232 763601)
Glenbrook, Enniskerry, Co Wicklow. (286 3509)
Rossdue, Moyard, Co Galway. (095 41098/Office: 095 21730)
The Old Manse, Hillsborough, Co Down, BT26 6HW. (01846 682226)
Yew Cottage, 34a Carrowdore Road, Greyabbey, Newtownards, BT22 2LX. (01247 788625)

Carraig Breac Lodge, Baily, Howth, Co Dublin. (832 2210)
8 Old Station Road, Holywood, Co Down, BTI8 0BX. (01232 421938)
4 Camden Terrace, Crosshaven, Co Cork. 1021 831128)
35 Offington Park, Sutton, Dublin 13. (/Office: 830 7727)
Craig Lodge. Claremont Road, Howth, Co Dublin. (832 2276)
Seaview Farm, Kilbrittain, Co Cork. ((123 49610)
1400 Waverley Road, Apt. A, Gladwyne, PA 19035, USA.

Swanmore Lodge, Upper Swanmore, Hants, SO32 2QN. (01489 892130/Fax: 01489 894998)
c/o Oakdene, Beaufort Park, Curragh Road, Cork. (021 961218/Office: 021 328219)

Price, Peter J., Hon Sec RCC, (1993)Byways, Taylors Lane, Bosham, West Sussex, PO 18 8QQ. 031243 5721301
Pritchard, Maura G.M., 1966
Pritchard, P. Marshall, 1966
Radley, George, 1971
Ralston, George L. D., 1986
Rea, William T., 1977
Reilly, Norbert, 1983
Revill, Reginald G.. 1979
Richardson, Cecil, 1989
Riordan, S. William, 1985
Roberts, Rex, 1974

* Roche, T. H., 1935 (1988)
Rogerson, Fred J., 1983
Ronaldson, Charles E.,

Rear Commodore ICC, 1967
Ronaldson, Evie, 1997
Rooney, John W., 1994
Rountree, Alan H., 1995
Russell, John E, 1965
Ryan, David E, 1973
Ryan, Dermod J., 1971
Ryan, Paul J., 1984
Ryan, Peter, 1988
Ryan, Yvonne, 1988
Sadlier, Frank A., 1985
Sargent, Gerard M., 1996
Selig, Ivan I., 1965
Sewell, Richard G., 1969
Shanahan, Timothy P., 1984
Shanks, T. Robert, 1972
Sharp, Ronald L., 1974
Sheil, David J., 1985
Sheil, Leonard, 1968
SheiL Leonard Jnr.. 1988
Sheil, Robert, 1988

# Sheppard, Lt. Comm. Thomas,
RN (Retd), 1957

Sheridan, Capt. Frank W., 1981
Sheridan, Gerry A., 1995
Siggins, Brian, 1985
Simms, Robin J. A., 1969
Sisk, H. B., 1973
Slater, Ronnie. 1977
Slevin, James, 1986
Smullen, Brian P., 1968
Smullen, John A., 1987

# Smullen, John D., 1961
Smyth, Francis G., 1979
Smyth, N. Louis, 1983

# Smyth, William A., 1960
Snell, Michael H., 1974
Somerville, R. Andrew, 1980
Somerville, Susan M., 1989
Spence, Ralph E., 1988
Spence, S. Adrian, 1991
Stevenson, Dr. I. J., 1991
Stevenson, John A., 1964
Stevenson, John C., 1984

# Stewart, Alan C., 1959
Stillman, Chris J., 1985

The Coach House, 36 Craigdarragh Road, Helen’s Bay, Co Down, BTI9 IUA. (01247 852237)
The Coach House, 36 Craigdarragh Road, Helen’s Bay, Co Down, BT19 1UA. (01247 852237)
The Brake, Cobh, Co Cork. (021 811394)
Whinstone, 39 Warren Road, Donaghadee, Co Down. BT21 0PD. (01247 882330)
7 Verona, Queen’s Park, Monkstown, Co Dublin. (280 7987/Fax: 280 7987)
Lerrig, Old Carrickbrack Road, Baily, Co Dublin. (839 3186)
I 1 Burrow Road, Sutton, Dublin 13. (832 5544/Office: 765 801 )
52 Avondale Road, Killiney, Co Dublin. (285 3800)
Greylands, Knocknacree Road, Dalkey, Co Dublin. (285 908 l/Office: 760 631)
90 Ballinclea Heights, Killiney, Co Dublin. (285 4352)
Ros-na-Greina, Avoca Avenue, Blackrock, Co Dublin. (288 1093/Office: 775 014)
113 Lakelands Close, Stillorgan, Co Dublin. (288 6437/Office: 6609155)

72 Whinney Hill, Holywood, Co Down, BT18 0HG. 031232 426459/Office: 01232 250284)
72 Whinney Hill, Holywood, Co Down, BT18 OHG. (01232 426459)
28 Park Drive, Ranelagh, Dublin 4. (497 7004/Office: 676 6167)
Ballylusk, Ashford, Co Wicklow. (0404 40156/Office: 0404 40156)
34 Killinakin Road, Killinchy, Newtownards, BT23 6PS.
PO Box 11082, Manama, Bahrain.
Ashdale, Castle Close, Castle Park Road, Sandycove. Co Dublin. (280 3585/Office: 660 5011 )
Ashdale, Castle Close, Sandycove, Co Dublin.
44 Banbridge Road, Waringstown, Craigavon, Co Armagh, BT66 7QD. (01762 881418)
Annamoe, 77 Killiney Road, Killiney, Co Dublin. (284 0311 )
19 Quay Road, Strangford, Co Down, BT30 7LL. (01396 881754)

49 Strand Road, Baldoyle, Dublin 13. (832 5392)
Bree Lodge, Craigavad, Co Down, BTI8 ODE. (01232 424361 )
7 Edith Terrace, London, SW 10 0TQ. (0171 352 7367)
66 Templeville Road, Terenure, Dublin 6W.
10 Massey Avenue, Belfast, BT4 2JS. (/Fax: 01232 763809)
Ardbeg, Craigmillar Avenue, Milngavie, Glasgow, G62 8AU. 03141 956 1984)
Cloonbane, Doneraile, Co Cork. (022 24148)
Portlet, 24 Haddington Park, Glenageary, Co Dublin. (280 1878/Office: 280 7838)
24 Haddington Park, Glenageary, Co Dublin.
29 Agnew Road, Honor Oak Park, London, SE23 1DH. (291 2208)

Derrybawn, Military Road, Ballybrack, Co Dublin. (282 4413)
The Bearings, Lough Atalia Road. Galway. (091 563920)
Swiss Cottage, Newtown, Waterford. (051 870847/Office: 051 372891)
Kingston, Taylor’s Hill, Galway. (Office: 091 51706)
80 Ward Avenue, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 5HX. (01247 473563)
Waterstown House, Sallins, Co Kildare. (045 76268/Office: 514 624)
39 Sheridan Drive, Helen’s Bay, Co Down, BTI9 ILB. (852373)
Arenal, The Mall, Ballyshannon, Co Donegal. (51379/Office: 072 51177)
33 Leeson Park, Dublin 6. (280 6729/Office: 660 5011)
Seaview, Corrig Avenue, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin. (280 7296/Office: 288 8847)
11 Connolly Square, Bray, Co Wicklow. (286 2679)
30 Portaferry Road, Greyabbey, Co Down, BT22 2RX. (0247 460081 )
Ardkeen, Castletroy, Co Limerick. 1061 337756)
18 Raleigh Court, S. Embankment, Dartmouth, Devon, TQ6 9BQ. (01803 834121 )
Ballagilley Cottage, Maughold, Isle of Man, IM7 lEE (01624 813586)
Sally’s Bridge House, Sraghmore, Roundwood, Co Wicklow.
Sally’s Bridge House, Sraghmore, Roundwood. Co Wicklow. (281 8253/Office: 677 2941)
40 Castle Street. Killough, Co Down, BT3 7QQ.
17 Kings Manor, Cherryvalley, Belfast, BT5 6PH. (01232 796920/Office: 01232 562159)
55 Churchtown Road, Ballyculter, Downpatrick, Co Down, BT3D 7AZ. (01396 881798)
22 Baring Road, Beaconsfield, Bucks, HP9 2NE, England.
Ardmore, 1 Seatbrth Road, Bangor, Co Down, BT20 5HV. (01247 472779)
6 Haile Park, Haile, Egremont, Cumbria CA22 2ND, England.
3 Thomastown Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin. (285 2084/Office: 677 2941 )

NAME OF YACHT

Maimoune (PO)
Verve (PO)

Skarv av Stad
Bibi
Alys

Twiga

Melandy (PO)

Halloween

Seadrifter

Kwai Muli
Mary P

Lady Jane (PO)
Lady Jane (PO)

Cecil&
Insouciance

Elysium (PO)
Cochise (PO)

Tudorose (PO)

Neon Tetra
Happy Return

Scotch Mist
Scotch Mist

Tallulah

Sceolaing

Nicu

Ocean Dove
Targeteer

Thalassa

Maimoune (PO)
Ultimate

Gay Gannet

Greylag of Arklow (PO)
Fina va rra

Playtime
A usoba

moonstream

TandaFa

Cuilaun (PO)

Phantom
Flight of Fantasy

Globe Star
Golden Harvest

Emanuel

Madcap
Dingo

Manaan Maclir
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NAME AND YEAR ELECTED

Stokes, Adrian, 1990
Stokes, Mandy. 1997
Stott, Andrew R., 1992

# Sullivan, C. St. J., 1955
Sullivan, Richard A., 1992

* Taggart, A. G., 1970 11987)
Taplin, David M. R., 1986
Tierney, John, 1960
Tisdall, Patrick. 1992
Titteringlon, tan H., I989
Toher, Tony, 1992
Tomlinson, Michael, 1962
Tomlinson, Molly, 1965
Travers, Brendan, 1993
Traynor, Frank, 1985
Tucker, Brian A., 1985
Turvey, Desmond E., 1980
Tyrrell, Aidan, 1971
TyrrelI, Dr. Declan G., 1985
Villiers-StuarL Gary, 1992
Villiers-Stuart, James, 196 I
Virden, Jonathan, 1968
Waddell, Dr. John, C.B.E., 1981
Waldrom Dr. Oliver C.. 1978
Walsh, Anthony, 1979
Walsh, Donal. 1992
Walsh, Enda, 1990
Walsh, Patrick, 1992
Walsh, Patrick J.. 1982

# Walsh, Reginald T., 1950
Walsh, William, 1968
Waters, Capt. L,. Roy, 1985
Watson, Barbara N., 1993

Watson. Patricia, 1966
Watson, Richard R., 1962
Watson, William R., 1979
Webb, Michael J., 1986
Wheeler. Edwin M.. 1975
Whelan. Geoffrey K. 1985
Whelan, Michael D., 1988
Whelan, Michael J., 1985
Whelan, Patrick, 198t)
Whelehan, Harold, 1979
Whitaker, D. Mark, 199 I
Whitaker. David J.. 1988
White, John N., 1974
White, Lawrence W.. 1980
Whitehead, [)avid, 1972
Williams. J. David, 1984
Williams, W. Peter, 1968
Wilson, R, 1964
Wingfield~ Robert T.. 1969
Winkelmann, Franz C., 1984

# Wolfe, Jack M., 1959
Wolfe, John W., 1978
Wolfe. Peter C., 1974
Wood, Trew~r R. C., 1987
Woodward, Joseph B., 1990
Woulfe~Flanagan, Ann. 1996
Wylie, lan E., 1971

ADDRESS, PHONE No.

Summer Lodge, Wellington Road, Cork. 1021 502464/0ffice: 021 277622)
The Coach House, 16 Wellington Road, Cork. (021 504551/Office: 021 277622)
Yacht DALUA, c/o Royal Cork YC, Crosshaven, Co Cork. 1087 2312036)
9 Awmdale Road, KilImey, Co Dublin. (285 4744)
Eglantine, Crab Lane, Blackrock Road, Cork. (02I 2927341
8 Whistlefield Court, Bearsden, Glasgow G6I 1PX. (0141 942 0615)
Hawthorne, Down Thoinas, De, on, PL9 ()BQ.
Aisling, Knapton Road, Dun Laoghaire. Co Dublin. (280 439 l/Office: 676 7998)
Firlands, Glengarriff, Co Cork. (027 63106)
12 Marino Park, Holywood, Co Down, BTI80AN.
Eos, Upper Rosses. Rosses Point, Co Sligo. ((171 77216)
MoeI-Y-Don Llanedwen, Llanfairpw[I, Isle of Anglesey, LL61 6EZ. (1)1248 714 431))
MoeI-Y-Don Lhmedwen, LlanfairpwII. Isle of Anglesey. LL61 6EZ. (01248 714 430)
14 Castle Ixlwn, Tulla Road, Ennis, Co Clare. (065 22440)
34 Rathdown Park. Terenure, Dublin 6.
Carrick, Baily, Howth, Co Dublin./832 3690/Office: 453 0178)
Gorsehaven, Shiehnartin Road, Sutton, Dublin 13. (832 4241)
Adelaide (’ottage, Adelaide Place. Gardiners Hill, Cork. (021 508419)
Hillside. The Hill, Glenageary, Co Dublin. (280 0362)
Burnlaw, Whitfield, Hexham, NE47 8HE (01434 345349/Office: 01434 632692)
Dromna. Cappoquin, Co Waterford. (024 961441
Tht~ Court Lodge. Yalding, Kent. MEI8 6HX. ((11622 8145091
Ringveagh, 10 Whiterock Road, Killinchy, Co Down. BT23 6PR. (01238 541 264)
Kingston House North, Princes Gate, London. SW7 I LN.
Red Island. Skerries, Co Dublin. (849 0113)
Meadowlands. Abbeyside. Dungarvan, Co Waterford. (058 44074)
Dolphin Lodge, Crosshaven, Co Cork. (021 831483)
Stradbally House, Kilcolgan, Co Galway. (091 796058/Office: 091 794358)
Beaumont House, Woodvale Road, Beaumont. Cork. (021 292556/0ffice: 021 292195)
Kildary, 65 Merrion Road, Dublin 4. (269 1385)
Dolphin Lodge, Crosshaven. Co Cork. (021 831483/Off’ice: 021 502358)
15 Ballymullan Road, Crawflwdsburn, Bangor, Co Down, BTI9 IJG. (& fax 01247 853249)
350 Pinellas Bayway. Number 3, Tierra Verde, FL 33715, USA.
(813 528 II 14/Off’ice: 813 528 1114/Fax: 813 528 I739)
29 Balkill Road, Howth, Co Dublin. (832 2472)
29 Balkill Road, Howth, Co Dublin. 1832 2472)
351) Pinellas Bayway. Number 3, Tierra Verde, FL 33715~ USA. (813 528 I 114/Fax: 813 528 1114)
c/o Suki Webb. 9 Nat Folatman St. Newmarket, Suffolk CB8 8HW. (/Office: 72039)

NAME OF YACHT

Dora Perignan
Bay Tiger

Dalua

State O’Chassis (PO)
SpeedbiJzl of Shrone

Wind G3psey

Sea Maiden
7h~h~rase (PO)

Slojack 11

Meander HI (PO)

Wine.f?eda of Greenisland
Aretic Tern
Twayblade

Heather qf Mourne

Lady Kate

Jilliana
Aloha

Sapphire
Carri£dotm

Mehmdy ( PO )

Strathsl~O’ ( PO )

Ursula
StJztthspey ( PO )

Moondr~f~er
The Riggins, Greenpark. Dunshaughlin, Co Meath. (256643)                               Witcherqp ofHowth (PO)
The Stables. Nashville Road, Howth, Co Dublin. (832 3536/Office: 677 7532/Off’ice Fax: 679 1188) Evolution II (PO)
Apt. 5, Killiney Hill Park, Killiney, Co Dublin. (285 6224)
Flat I, 51 Mount Street, London, WIY 5RE. (491 4860)
Wellington Mews, 9A Patrick’s Hill, Cork. (021 501966)
Treetops, Claremont Road. Howth, Co Dublin. (8324139/Office: 720622) Witchcraft ofHawth (PO)
13 Manor Orchard, Thornbury View, Rochestown. Cork. 1021 362773)
Ashkirk, Douglas Road, Cork. (021 292542/Office: 021 273295) A~vmele
3 Marlborough Road, Glenageary, Co Dublin. (280 8364)
21) Boardman Avenue, Manchester, Massachusetts, 1944, USA.
c/o Gencor. I/3 The Strand, London, WC2N 5HA. (0171 747 3817/Fax: 0171 747 3909) Eudora
24 Middle Road, Saintfie[d, Co Down, BT24 7LR (01238 519060/Office: 01232 7051 I I ) Reiver (PO)
The Whins, 25 Ballykeigle Road. Comber, Co Down. BT23 5SD. (01238 528360) Reiver (PO)
Gribton, 12 Ralston Road, Bearsden, Glasgow, G61 3BA. Nan of Gate
The Spring House. Grimston. Melton Mowbray, Leicister, LEI4 3BZ. (01664 812785)
12 Anglesea Road, Dublin 4. (668 4082/Fax: 668 4082)
3A Dunho Hill, Howth, Co Dublin. (839 4154)
Robbs Wall, Malahide, Co Dublin. (845 0717)
lnglewood, Gilfln’d Road, Sandymount, Dublin 4. (269 4316)
Rostynan, 1 Haddington Lawn. Glenageary. Co Dublin. (280 0471/Office: 450 1044/Office Fax: 456 8502) MisO’
ChartwelI, Douglas Road. Cork. (021 291215/Office: 021 273327/Office Fax: 021 272891 ) Moshulu I11
60 Silchester Park, Glenageary. Co Dublin. (280 3979/Office: 676 0261) Rionnaj,, (PO)
Flat 1, 2 Clanbrassil Terrace, Holywood, Co Down, BTI8 OAR (421515)
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List of Yachts

Yacht Owner

Aeolus P. Butler
AGB First J. Doran
Alakush M.J. Guinness
Alannah J. Crebbin
Aloha RJ. Walsh
Alphida of Howth H.E.O’C. Byrne
Alys D. Park
Andromeda S. Gray
Anita B. Cassidy
Ann Again B. & E. Cudmore
Anolis" H.M. McMordie
Aoife Dr. R O’Toole
Aoife R. O’Toole
Arawak T. Fitzpatrick
Arctic Tern J. Villiers-Stuart
Ardnagee J. Nixon
Aretd T. Toher
Armorique W Stuart Nairn
Aronelle D.J. Whitaker
Asari P O’Sullivan
Awbeg Venture D J Shell
Bail)" of Howth M.J. Hall
Bay Tiger M. Stokes
Beagle N. Hegarty
Bibi R Osterberg
Big Boots D. Greenhalgh
Black Pepper R Killen
Bonanza A. Gore-Grimes
Boomerang K.Christie
Boru B. Dalton
Buskateer M. Craughwell
Busy B J. Ley/A. Ley
Capella of Kent D.J. MacAuley
Capereaillie J.W. Clow
Capsicum W. O’Mahony
Cara of Quoile R Gillespie
Carar~ia J. Menton
Carna J. Currie
Carrigdoun W. Walsh
Cavatina D. O’Flynn
Cecille G. Radley
Cenerea G. Coad
Cephas F.M. Eves
Changeling Patrick Jameson
Cochise N. Reilly
Colla Voce P. Lavelle
Cuchulain M. O’Farrell
Cuilaun B. Smullen/M. O’Flaherty
Cuillin B. Black
Dalua A. Stott
Deerhound C.A. Chapman
Delphin L. Conway
Demelza N.D. Maguire
Deucalion G. McCann
Dingo I.J. Stevenson
Dora Perignon A Stokes
Dulcibella N.J. Kidney
Dun-na-Mara R.W. Barton
Dundrum J. Irwin
Eblana A. Dunn
Eko J D English/N G Kenefick
Elysium W.T. Re’,dl3 Keane
Emanuel R.A. Somerville
Eoin Rua K.J. MacLaverty
Erquy C.P. McHenry

T.M.

5

2O
12
8
14.4
11
4

15
11.6

11
15
10.4

14
7.6
12
33
9
8

15
11

8
15
12
10
16

5
7
22
10
22
11
12

15
15
6
11
28

16
28

12.3
10
15
15

7

15
14

7
7
5
11

Rig/Built

Bermudian F. 1978
Sloop F. 1986
Sloop F. 1985
Ketch E 1979
Sloop E 1989
Sloop E 1986
Sloop E 1984
Sloop W. 1962
G. Sloop W.
Sloop F. 1991
Ketch W. 1900
Sloop F. 1978
Sloop E 1978
Sloop F. 1985
Sloop F. 1982
Sloop E 1980
Sloop E 1977
Sloop E 1995
Sloop F. 1985
Sloop E 1979
Ketch E 1978
Ketch F. 198 I
Sloop F. 1985
Sloop F. 1978
Sloop W. I960
Sloop E 1976
Sloop F. 1982
Sloop E 1979
Sloop W. 1955
Sloop E 1979
Sloop E 1988
Sloop E 1990
Sloop W. 1964

Sloop E 1980
Sloop F. 1972
Sloop F. 1981
Sloop F. 1980
Sloop E 1981
Ketch F. 1990
Sloop IF. 1970
Ketch W. 1973
Sloop IF. 1985
Sloop F. 1989
Sloop F. 1991
Cutter E 1982
Sloop F. 1971
Sloop W. 1970
Sloop F.
Sloop F. 1988
Ketch F. 1970
Sloop F. 1976
Sloop E 1979
Sloop F. 1983
Sloop E 1976
Sloop F. 1970
Sloop F. 1980
Ketch E 1972
Sloop W. 1967
Sloop F. 1989
Fractional E 1995
Sloop F. 1988
Sloop W. 1962
Sloop W. 1964
Sloop E 1980

Designer

D.Thomas
Group Finot
Rob Humphreys
A. Buchanan
Bill Dixon
Jacques Fauroux
Martin Sadler
Johan Hanker
Sir W.H. Boyd
G. R. Dumas
E.H. Hamilton
John Sharp
J. Sharp
Brown Bros.
Nicholson
Ron Holland
Laurent Giles

P. Brett;
Sadlier

Holman & Pye"
Jean Berret
D. Thomas
B. Bringsvaerd
D. Peterson
D. Thomas
D. Thomas
Laurent Giles
V. Aarnipalo
Ed Dubois
J. Berret
A. Buchanan

D. Thomas
Van de Statd
A. Primrose
Ed Dubois
Philippe Briand
J.A. Bennet
S&S
R. Freeman
Du Bois
D. Thomas
Johnson
R. Harris
R Brett
G.T. McGruer
Holman & Pye
Holman & Pye
Ted Hood
R. Holland
R. Holland
D Thomas
Holman & Pye
L. Giles
Ed Dubois
Camper & Nicholson
McGruer
Bill Dixon
T. Castro
Olle Enderlein
Raymond Wall
Tord Sunden
Nicholson

Class

Impala

Soverign 400
Neptunian 33
Moody 3 I
Jenneau Sunrise 34
Sadler 34
Dragon
Howth 17 O.D.
Jeanneau Voyage 12.5

Dolphin 31
Dolphin 3 I
Ruffian 8.5
Nicholson 32
Swan 371
Westerly Berwick 31
Kelt 850
Rival 36
Frigate 27
Mirage 37
Oyster 46
First 305
Impala
BBll
Contessa 35
Sigma 36
Impala
Brittany
Finmar 36
Westerly Falcon
Beneteau 32.5
Aux
Nicholson 48
Hunter Impala
Contest 33
Moody 40
Westerly Konsort
Sun Fizz 40
CoIvic 31
Swan 36
One off
Westerly Corsair
Sigma 38
J39
Vancouver 27
Rival 32

UFO 34
Rustler 36
Hood 50
Nicholson 345
Club Shamrock
Sigma 41
UFO 34
Salar 40
Westerly Griffon
Nicholson 38

Moody Eclipse 33
1720
Shipman 28

Folkboat
Nicholson 31
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Yacht

Errishnmin
Eudora
Evolution II
Fastnet I)aneer
Faustina II
Fiaera
Fianne
Fidem II1
FitlavoFra
Fliea Ill
Flight of Fantasy
Flying Ferret
Gay Gannet
Globe Star
Golden Apple
Golden Harvest
Gohh’n Nomad

Greylag o[’Arklow
Growltiger
Gumdrop
Hqhxt
Halloween
Handy Mistress
Happy Return
Harklow
Havrider
Heather qf Mounw
Hera
Hvlasia
Icarus q[ Cuan
lduna
In The Mood
Insouciance
Irish Mist I
Irish Mist I
L~obel
J ’ahlesse
Jucan(l
Jaded
Janey Mac 11
Jeremv Fisher

q[" Hamhle
Jilliana
Joggernaut
Juffra
Jtino
Kala
garella
Kariat
Kenbane
Kilpatriek
Kittiwake IV
Knoc’knagrena
gumatz, e
Kwai Muli
Lady Jane
Lady Kate
Lamorna III
Lazy Day
Lazy L(f~~

Leemara q[’Howth
Leigh Mary
Leprechaun
Leveret
Lindos
Lir
Live Wire
Lola
Looking Froward
Loveh’ &My
Lutanda
Mac Duach
Mad Bull
Mad Goose
Madcap

Maimonne

Manaan Maclir
Mandcday
Manutara
Marie Claire 11

160

Owner

W.B. Lyster
D. Whitehead
T. Dunphy/G. Whelan
V. O’Farrell
A. Bunting/J.Cletnentson
P. Bourke
D.M. Dwyer
G. Hawthorn
F. Sheridan
W. Bohane/M. Kenworthy
N.L. Smyth
C. Foley
L. Sheil
W.A. Smyth
H. C~weney
M,H, Snell
A. Aston
T. Sheppard
E.P,E, Byrne
D, Andrews]T. Andrews
R. d’Esterre Roberts
A. Pearson
D. Cross
EJ. Rogerson
R. Heard
M. Pritchard/R Pritchard
J. Waddell
I.R. Guinness
H. Barnwell/1. Barnwell
B. Kennedy
J.R. Bourke
E Barry
G. Ralston
A. O’Leary
A. Baker
M. McKee
H. Beck
S. Davis
J.K. Martin
A. Lee
K.M. Boyd

R Walsh
D. Morrissy
M.J. Hill
C.L. Kilgrew
M.T. McConnell
J. Curtin
D. Faulkner
P. Ryan
W.D. & H.J. Keatinge
Dr. P. Lowry
Lord Hemphill
K.L. Cooke
K. & P. Power
M. Pritchard/M. Pritchard
D. Walsh
A.S. Morton
P. Cooper
Hon.R. Dixon
W.R. Cu ffe-Smith
B. Layng
D.E. O’Connor
G. McMullan
C.C. Martin
J. Cunnane
D.D. O’Brien
G.E. Nairn
R.F. O’Donoghue
ED. Martin
R. E. Eves
Dr. J. Brogan
C Good
C. Good
S. Spence

J.A. HenshaI1/A.S.P. Orr/
T.R.J. Shanks
J. Stevenson
C.J. FitzGerald
G.J. O’Connor
S. McCormack

T.M.

15
13
12
20

6

15

i0
14
5
7
14
29
16
7
12
6
15

5
12
12
10

17
15
4
8
27
13
19

5
15
9

20.5
10

I1
4
12

13
12.8
14

6

13
l0
7
9
12
17
12
4

7
14
10
11
7
16

15

2.5

10

Rig/Built

Sloop F. 1990
Sloop F. 1993
Sloop E 1987
Cutter E 1991
Cutter E 1991
Sloop E 1979
Sloop E 1979
Sloop E
Sloop E 1980
Sloop E 1990
Sloop E 1986
Sloop E 1981
Sh)op W. 1963
Cutter S. 1982
Ketch W. 1980
Sloop E 1974
Ketch F. 1981
Sloop W. 1961
Sloop E 1978
Sloop E 1974
Sloop W. 1965
Sloop 1971
E 1990

Sloop W. 1965
Motor W. 1963
Sloop E 1976
Sloop E 1973
G. Sloop W. 1899
Sloop E 1987
Sloop E 1980
Sloop W. 1939
Sloop E 1985
Ketch F. 1976
Sloop E 1993
Sloop E 1973
G.Cutter E 1989

Sloop E 1965
Sloop E 1982
Sloop E 1992
Ketch E 1973

Sloop E 1982
Sloop E 1980
Sloop E 1966
3/4 E 1986
Motor F. 1974
Sloop W. 1976
Steam (!) W. 1897
Sloop E 1982
Sloop E 1986
Fractional F. 1992
Ketch E 1980
Sloop E 1970
Sloop E 1986
Ketch F. 1978
Sloop E 1986
Sloop E
Sloop E
Sloop E 1976
Sloop E 1990
Ketch E 1980
Sloop W. 1962
Sloop E 1983
Sloop E 1977
Sloop S. 1990
Sloop E 1976
Sloop E 1978
Sloop E I979
Sloop F. 1982
Ketch E 1977
G. Cutter W. 1979

Sloop 1989
Cutter W. 1875

Sloop W. 1902

Sloop F. 1983
Sloop F. 1980

Designer

D. Thomas
W. Luhrs
P Briand
German Frets
Chuck Payne
L Giles
A. Primrose
A. Primrose
R. Holand
Van de Stadt
B. Dixon
Johnson
C.R. Hoh-nan
Ted Brewer
Evind Amble
Giles
R. Dongrey
Laurent Giles
L Giles/C. Hawkins
Doug Peterson
D Simmonds

Webb Brothers
Holman
J. fyrrell
R. Holland
Holman & Pye
Sir Walter H. Boyd
German Frers
A. Primrose
L. Giles
Bill Dixon
A.E. Luders
Jones
D. Carter
R Dalton

Nicholson
Johnson
R. Humphries
Gordon Wyatt

Rassy Enderlain
Ed. Dubois
N Jcholson
Ed. DuBois
Derek Stukins
Bruce Farr
"LFE, Cowes"
Ohlson
Holman & Pye
Van de Stadt
Laurent Giles
DuFour
Hohnan & Pye
Van de Stadt
Dixon
Hohnan & Pye

R. Holland
S. Jones
J. A. Bennet
Peterson Thuesen

Van De Stadt
Van De Stadt
De Ridder
A. Primrose
L. Giles
German Frers
Olle Enderlein
Colin Mulkerrins

Judel Vrolik

L. Hope

E Ohlson
A. Mauric

Class

Sigma 38
Legend 35.5
First 345
Hallberg Rassy 45
Bowman 40
Westerly Centaur
Moody 30
Moody 36
Nicholson 345
Dehler 36
Moody 34
J24
Sterling
Goderich 35
Evind Amble 50
Bowman 40/Giles 38
Pilot Trader

GK 24
Contessa 35
Horizon 32
Squib
Motor
Stella
Motor Cruiser

Centurion
Howth 17 O.D.
Hylas 42
Moody 36
Lymington L
Moody 3 I
Offshore 47
Sadler Starlight 39
Carter 37
Heard 28

Nicholson 32
J24
Sigma 400
Fisher 30

Hallbery Rassy 42
GK 34
Nicholson 32
Westerly Fulmar
Downcraft 2 I
Farr 37

Ohlson 38
Oyster Heritage
Dehler 36 CWS
Conway
Safari
Oyster 406
Trintella 111 A
Moody 3 I
Twister

Group Finot
Nicholson 345
Sadler 39
Victor 34
Dragon O.D.
Hardy
Prospect 900
Van De Stadt 34
High Tension 36
Moody 30
Westerly Pembroke
First 42
Halberg Rassy 35
Galway Hooker

40’ One off
Bristol Channel
Pilot Cutter
Fairy

Ohlson 38
First 3(I



Yacht

Marlou
Marula
Mary P
Mashona
Maximizar
Mazara
Meander 111
Melandy
Melisande
Misaja
Miss Demena
Miss Molly ~?[" Hamble
Mistral
Mis~
Modus Vivendi
M oondri fie r
Moonduster
Moonshadow
Moonstream
Morning Calm H
Morning Flame
Moshulu 111
Mouflon
Mystery
Myth of Minto
Nan of Gare
Natian
Neon Tetra
Nicu
No Fear
Ocean Dove
Oleander of Howth
Olessa
One Timee
Oona

Orion
Ounavara of Howth
Paddy’s
Peggy West
Pen Men
Petritus
Phantom
Phoenix
Pilgrim Soul
Playtime
Prelude
P~eabdn
Quaila
Quarterwave
Raasay of Melfort
Rapparee 1I
Realm
Red Velvet
Reiver
Rhapsody
Ricjak
Rionnag

Roaring Water
Rockabil111
Rockwell Salamander

Romist
Royal Tara
Ruinette
Safari of Howth
Saint Patrick
Saki
Salar
Samantha
Samharcin an lar
Sandy Ways
Sant~
Saoirse of Cork
Sapphire
Sceolaing
Scilly Goose
Scotch Mist
Sea Fox
Sea Maiden
Sea Rose
Seadrifter

Owner

R. Benson
J.C. McConnell
N.J. Prendeville
K.C. Condon
EM.C. Branigan
R.G. Monson
L. McGonagle/D. Turvey
Mr & Mrs L.R. Waters
D. Lynch
Lord & Lady Cooke
Dr. M. O’ Keeffe
J.R. O’Neill
E J. O’Mahony
T.R.C. Wood
E & G. Adams
M.J. Webb
D.N. Doyle
E. K. Deveney
R. & N. Simms
L. Auchincloss
L. Auchincloss
J.B. Woodward
E. Meade
M. O’Rahilly
J. Beach
E Wilson
D. Brazil/J. Gallagher
T.H. Roche
E Ryan
M. Flowers
F.A. Sadlier
B. Hegarty/B. Hegarty
T Fitzpatrick
E.M. England
R Courtney
M. O’ Keeffe
L.D. McGonagle

B.R. Lynch
R. Barr
W A Bohane
E Smyth
E.K. Devenney
Dr. W. A. Curtain
G. Sheridan
J.E. Daly
G.E. McGuire
H.E Morrison
M. Balmforth
B.E Coad
D. McKenna
A. Bell
R Butler
J.D. Williams/W.E Williams
S. Flood
J. Cahill
B. Corbally/
A. Woulfe-Flanagan
J.B. Forde
J. Flanagan
R. Gibson, H. Kaiser,
D. McWilliam
M. Breathnach
C. Love
D.P. Brazil/J. Gallagher
R.I. Morrison
P. Barry
EJ. McCormack
B. McMahon
P. Morck
H. Du Plessis
T. Cooke
H.Hellstern
J.C. Hayes
R.T. Walsh
D. Ryan
E McCarthy
C. Ronaldson
J.R. Magee
B. Travers
B. Law
J. Petch

T°M°

9
15
l0
8
9
8
11
10

9
9
15

10
20

21
26.9

17
7

6.8
13
12
20

15
9
15

11

10
21

10
10

5
9
12

14
11
15
18
11

14
12
12.5
10
22
16

14

5
5O
11
17
15
11
6
5
16
15

20
7
16
11
10
65
4

14

Rig/Built

Motor W. 1934
Steel M.Y.S. 1982
S1oo9 E 1979
Sloo9 E 1983
S1oo9 E 1978
Sloo9 W. 1957
Sloo~ E 1978
Sloo9 E 1965
Sloo 9 W. 1965
Sloo9 E 1972
S1oo9 E 1965
SlooJ E 1979
Sloo9 E 1980
Sloo9 E 1987
Cutter 1991
Ketch E 1978
Sloop W. 1981
Sloop E 1977
Ketch E 1982
Sloop A. 1991
Sloop 1996
Sloop E 1976
Sloop E 1979
Sloop E 1988
Sloop E 1977
Sloop W. 1965
Sloop E 1976
Cutter W. 1954
Sloop E 1976
Sloop E 1996
Ketch W. 1959
Ketch E 1981
Sloop E 1983
Sloop E 1980
Sloop W. 1909
Sloop E 1979
Ketch E 1974

Sloop E 1976
Sloop F. 1970

Sloop E 1976
Sloop E 1978
Sloop 1991
Sloop E 1987
Sloop E 1981
Sloop E 1980
Sloop E 1992
Cutter E 1984
Sloop E 1972
Sloop E 198t
Sloop E 1992
Sloop E 1971
Sloop S. 1988
Sloop E 1979
Cutter S. 1982
Sloop E 1992

Sloop E 1978
Sloop E 1990
Fractional E 1996

Sloop E 1972
Ketch E 1979
Sloop E 1971
Ketch E 1982
G. Cutter W. 1909
Sloop E 1979
Sloop E 1970
G. Cutter 1978
Ketch E 1977
Ketch E 1979
Sloop E 1979
Sloop E 1989
$1oopW. 1965
Sloop E 1969
Sloop E 1979
Sloop E 1977
Ketch W. 1940
Sloop E 1980
Ketch E 1979
Ketch E 1975

Designer

Bederbeke
R. Holland
Group Finot
Pelle Peterson
McGruer
McGruer
Camper & Nicholson
Johan Anker
Camper & Nicholson
J. Alden
David Sadler
L. Giles
Van de Stadt
Holman & Pye
J. Roy
German Frers
W. E Brown
Ian L. Anderson
Van der Stadt
Ron Holland
L. Giles
Laurent Giles

Holman & Pye
Sparkman & Stephens
Camper & Nicholson
D. Hillyard
Camper & Nicholson
Bill Dixon
M. Griffiths
L. Giles

Peter Boyce
Walter Boyd
Ron Holland
Laurent Giles

L Giles
Sparkman & Stephens

D. Sadler
W.E Brown
J. Berret
Stephen Jones
A. Primrose
Ed Dubois
B. Dixon
David Alan-Williams
Peter Brett
Yamaha Group
Stephen Jones
Holman & Pye
A. Mylne
Ron Holland;
Cahill
German Frers

A. Primrose
Group Finot
Castro

L. Giles
Camper & Nicholson
Camper & Nicholson
Olle Enderlein
Casey Bros.
Camper & Nicholson
White & Hill
Roger Dongray
L. Giles
Holman & Pye
Rassy & Enderlein
Jeanneau
Raymond Wall
Raymond Wall
Group Finot
D. Sadler
W. M. Hand
E Pryor
W. E Rayner
Van de Stadt

Class

Pedro 35
Club Shamrock
Yamaha 29
Maxi 95

Grampian 34
Nicholson 32 MklV
Dragon
Nicholson 32 Mk X
Mistral 36
Sadler 32
Westerly Discuss
Dehler 38
Oyster 55
Macwester Seaforth
52 A.C.
Ruffian 23
Seastream 43
Trintella 57A
Trintella 47
Salar 40
Westerly GK29
Dragon
Twister
8 C/R
Nicholson 35

Nicholson 31
Moody $38

Westerly Conway 36
DB2
O-Day 37
Howth 17 Footer
Club Shamrock
Moody 46

Westerly Berwick
S&S 30
Salar 40
Contessa 28
Ruffian 30
Beneteau Oceanis 370
Hunter Formula 28
Moody 33
Westerly FuImar
Moody 38
Contessa 38
Rival 34
Yamaha 36
Starlight 35
Hustler 35

Club Shamrock
One off
Hallberg Rassy 39

Moody 33
First310
1720

Seamaster 23
Nicholson 70
Nicholson 32
Hallberg Rassy 42
Galway Hooker
Nicholson 31
Cutlass

Westerly Conway 36
Oyster Mariner 35
Hallberg Rassy 352
Sun Magic 44
Colin Marine
Nicholson 43
Fastnet 34
Contessa 32
Motor Sailer
Leisure 23 SL
Atlantic 40
Victory 40
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Yacht

Seareign
SelMa
Ser(fa
Setan ta

Shalini
Siamscl
Silver Breeze
Sih’er Slipper
Sioha
Sirikit 111
Skarv av Stad
Sk)jack II
Sl?ow~(iose of

Moy,va/lno/l

Sparkle
Speedbird of Shrone
Stella Maris
Strath.vwy
Suaeda
Subadar
Sunthm’ner q/Down
Slllldream

Sul’retta
Swallow
Symphonie
Tailte
Taiscealai
Taitsing
Talhdah
Tam 0 ’Shanter
Tandara
Targeteer
TBA (/)
Tertia q[L.vmington
Thalassa
The Lactv Avilon
The Lady Beatrice
The Lady Beatrice
Tieveara
Tivoli
TranqtdliO,
Tresillian IV
Trilogy
Trininga
Tritseh- Tratsch IV
Tudorose

Turtle Tide
Tux
T~’a vblade
Twiga
T~Vf?U¢III

Ultimate
Urslt[a

ES.O.P
Verve
Vinter

Virago of Strangfiwd
Voyagettse
Water Spaniel
Waxwing
Wheesht
White Heather
White Rooster
White Shadow
Wild Bird
Wiht Goose o[’Moyle
William ~’11 of Uri
Wind G37~0~
WineJ~vda of

Greenisknul
Wishbone
Witehcrqft qf Hou’th

Wizard
Yami- gami
Zaheldast
Zara/u
Zuben ’ubi

Owner

H.R King
M. Dwyer
D. Lovett
,h R. & J. Cudfu’ore

B. Bradley
M.M. D’Ahou/I,.D Latham
A. Clarke
H. Cndmore
WW. McKean
G. Johnston & W. Colti:r
A. Osmundswmg
B. Tucker
C. Magennis

B. GalIagher
P. Tisdall
M.C, Coleman
B.N. Watson/W.R. Watson
A. Hutchinson
T. S. Foote
T.S. Anderson
J.C. Bruen
S. Davis
RM. Beime
S.A, Malone
E O" Connor
McConnell & others
N.C. Hughes
A.H. Rountree
B. Kenny
R. Slater
O. M. Sargent
M. & A, Bahnfnrth
W. Dickinson
R. Sewell
R.V.I.ovegrove
M. O’Connor
M. O’Connor
T.C. Hutcheson
M O’Gallaghcr
E Crosbie
J. Clapham
R. Fowler
D.B. & M.D. Johnston
Dr. O. Glaser
L. Cassidy/S. Riordan/
F. Traynor
G.B. Clarke
M. O’Keeffc
J. Virden
M. Park
ED. Freeman
R. Sharp
R. Watson
J. Godkin
F.J.K Espey/J. Osborne
B. Connor
J. Beach/Cdr..I.D. Maxwell
L. Kax anagh
N.SR. Duflm
R Gray/S. Gray
W.R Escott
D.H.B. FitzGerald
J.D. Donegan
D. Nicholson
G,J.J. Fasen reid
H.W.S. Clark
S. Lantry
T. Toher
G. Villiers-Stuart

A, G. Leonard
W.M. Nixon/E.M. Wheeler/
H.A. Whelehan
W. E. Glover
T. Kirby
M. O’Flaherty/B. Smullen
A. Eves
W.J. Cotter/J. McKinney/
N. Meagher

T.M.

12
8

7

5

1o
8
11
9.8
22

6

I1
7.9
29
18
12
6.7
15

5

9.5
6.5

10
13
8
16
6.6

15
16

7

19
5.5
8
16
11
15
2o
12

14

9

7

IT

10
10
II
5.5
IO
15
12
15
l0
13

10
23

13

15

6
55

IO

Rig/Built

Sloop F. 1973
Sloop E 1971
Sloop E 1968
Sloop E 1988

Sloop F. 1989
Sloop F.
Sloop F. 1985
SSDY W. 1972
Sh)op F, 1966
Sloop F. 1968
Sloop F. 1988
Ketch F. 198 I
Sloop F. 1978

Sloop E 1986
Sloop E 1989
Sloop S. 1986
Sloop F. 198(I
Sloop F. 1973
B.M. Sloop 1974
Sloop F. 1978
Sloop E 1973
Sloop W.
Sloop W. 1956
Sloop E 1979
Sloop 1980
Sloop E 1977
Sloop W. 1961
Sloop E 1987
Sloop E 1972
Ketch E 1977
Fractional E 1980
Sloop F. 19�)7
Sloop F, 1978
Yawl W. 1906
S. 1935

Sloop E
Sloop E 1977
Ketch F. 1979
Sloop E 1983
Sloop E
KetchE 1981
Sloop F. 1989
Ketch E 1979
Ketch E 1981
Ketch E

Sloop F. 1973
Fractional E 1997
Sloop W. 1961
Ketch F. 1973
Sloop E 1973
Ketch E 1975
Sloop E 1985
Sloop F. 1986
Yawl W. 1963
Sloop F. 1978
Sloop F. I962
Sloop F. 1978
Ketch E 1975
Cutter E 1980
Sloop F. 1974
Sloop F. ] 988
Sloop E 1980
Sloop E 1988
Cutter E 1997
Yawl W. 1935
Cutter E 1988
Sloop F. 1985
Cutter W.

Sloop W. 1965
Sloop F. 1976

Sloop F. 1983
Sloop E 1978
Sloop 1988
Sloop E 1980
Sloop F. 1973

Designer

Camper & Nichnlson
DuFour
Laurenl Giles
Daniel Andrien

Hohnan &Pye
W.R Brown
J. Berret
Ray Hunt/Jou Bannenberg
Van de Stadt
Nicholson
Philippe Briand

Pelle Peterson

Martin Sadler
Woods
Bruce Roberts
Bill Shaw
Camper & Nicholson
Kenneth Albinson
Hohnan & Eye
McGregor

J.B. Kearney
P Briand
M Doufour
Ron Holland
A. Buchanan
Van de Stadt
Britton Chance
Camper & Nicholson
Rob Humphreys
D. Alan Williams
Doug Peterson
C. Sibbick

Olle Enderlin
Olle Enderlein
G.L. Watson

Van de stadt
Holman & Pye
Bill Dixon
W.E Rayner
German Frers
Buchanan

Evind Amble
Neils Jefferson
A. Buchanan
Holman
Olle Enderlein
Laurent Giles

Htnnphries
A.C. Robb
L giles
Camper & Nicholson
Angus Primrose
L. Giles
Peter Brett
Camper & Nicholson
D. Thomas
S. Jones
Hohnan & Pye
Tony Taylor
M. Griffiths
Chuck Paine

Admiralty

Ho[n]an

Doug Peterson

J. Kaufman
D Sadler
Sparkman and Stevens
Don Pye
Nicholson

Class

Nicholson 35
Diane
Salar 40
Jeanneau Sun
Light 30
Oyster 435
Ruffian 23
Beneteau 345

Excalibur
Nicholson 32
SunKiss
Westerly Conway
Maxi 84

Sadler 34
Banshee Catamaran
Roberts 45
Pearson 40
Nicholson 35
Comfort 3(1
UFO 34
McGregor 26
West Solent O.D,
Mermaid
Jeanneau Symphonie
Dufor 35
Club Shamrock

Legend 34
Chance 37
Nicholson 39
Target 30
Dawn 39
Contessa 35

Canal Boat
Shipman 28
Shipman
Colvic Watson 35
LM27
Dehler 33
Oyster 39
Moody 31
Atlantic 40
FC44
Neptune 33

Fjord 33
X 332
Norman
Super Soverign
Shipman 29
Carbineer
Halberg Rassy 312
Soverign 400
Princess
Westerly Berwick
Nicholson 36
Voyager 35
Westerly Pentland
Rival 41
Nicholson 35
Sigma 362
Hustler 36
Oyster Heritage 37
Vancouver 38

Bowman 40

North Sea 24
Contessa 35

North Shore 33
Sadler 25

Gladiateur
Nicholson 32
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